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ABSTRACT 

"Zn Search of Wholeness: An Examination of Wholeness for the Christian Baptist 

Church of Newmarket, Ont." 

Four questions helped to guide and create the thesis-project: What is wholeness? 

Can it be experienced in today's hi&-pressured and demanding world? How can 

wholeness be experienced? How can a pastor help his/her parishioners to better 

understand wholeness? 

The thesis-project's purpose was to declare the unique message and gift that is 

found in Christ and to present him as the source and sustaiiner of wholeness. The thesis- 

project was to serve as a case study of a pastor and his people as they sought to leam 

more about the experience of wholeness. The thesis-project also provided a pastor with 

an opportunity to create a study-guide that could be used as a tool for examining, 

discussing, and leaming more about, the issue of wholeness. 

A study-guide was created that examined wholeness as it is presented in Secular 

Hurnanism, Jungian Psychology, and the Christian Faith. 

A questionnaire, called Questions and Reflections, was given to the participants 

before and after the sessions that was used to discover any changes in views and 

understanding. 

Ten participants met for six evenings, one per week, from seven-thirty p.m. to 

nine p.m. 

The study-guide, as the sessions revealed, generated stimulating and informative 

discussions. The thesis-project's goals were achieved as a pastor and his people traveled 

together towards a deeper understanding of wholeness. 
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CEAPTER ONE 

1) Introduction 

What is wholeness? Can it be experienced in today's hi&-pressured and 

demanding world? How can wholeness be experienced? How can a pastor help 

W h e r  parishioners to better understand wholeness? These four questions helped to 

guide and formulate this thesis-project. 

I concluded, after exarnining what others have said on the subject (The Bible, 

H ~ M  Nouwen, Kelsey Morton, Paul Tournier, Car1 Jung, Thomas Merton, Scott Peck, 

etc.), that a useful working definition for the experience of wholeness is: "Wholeness is 

the harmonious interaction beîween the different elements of one's being." 1 quickly 

realized that, while the definition might be usehl for a general discussion on wholeness, 

neither my convictions nor my understanding of wholeness were tnrly reflected. 

This thesis-project is founded upon the following interpretation of wholeness: 

The experience of wholeness, which involves the psychological and spiritual, is 

the result of God's activity within the individual. Wholeness is the intimate union one 

can have with Christ and evidence of this union is seen in the hannonious interaction 

between the different elements of one's being. Wholeness is the experience of having 

Christ at the center of one's being; and is therefore, ultimately only possible in Christ, 

and through Christ. 

II) Statement of Purpose 

This thesis-project's purpose is to declare the unique message and gift that is - 

found in Christ and to present him as the source and sustainer of wholeness. 



This thesis-project is to serve as a case study of a pastor and his people as they 

search for a deeper understanding of the experience of wholeness. 

This thesis-project will provide a pastor with an opportunity to create a study- 

guide that can be used as a tool for examking, discussing, and, learning more about, the 

issue of wholeness. The study-guide is not intended to provide an exhaustive analysis but 

rather an o v e ~ e w  of some of the prevalent themes that are fûund in the various areas of 

study, with the hope that lively and informative discussions will be generated as we learn 

more about whoIeness. 

The study-guide and the sessions will provide the participants an opporhinity to 

be exposed to, and wrestle with, the experience of wholeness as it is seen in secular 

humanisrn, Jungian psychology, and the Christian Faith- 

The primary focus is to be educational; nevertheless, it is assumeci that as one 

learns about wholeness he/or she will also have an opportunity to grow in hisher 

experience of wholeness. ' 
In addition, the thesis-project will seek to discover if the rnernbers of the 

wngregation of Christian Baptist Church will be able to work with material that is more 

academic than the typicaI Bible study rnaterial that is being used in house groups (Le., 

Life Change Series, Knowing God Bible Studies, etc.).' It is m y  theory that the study- 

guide can be used effectively, and members of the Christian Baptist will be able to handle 

the material; this thesis-project's wiI1 attempt to prove that this is the case. 

- -- 

1 The change in the participant's experience of wholeness will not be evaluated; instead, the focus will be 
on whether or not they have changea their views o r  learned new insights. 
2 Christian Baptist Church is a congregation that has many people who appreciate opportunities to be 
exposed to, and challenged by, new ideas. 



Lastly, the thesis-project will determine ifthe study-guide will be usehl for future 

discussion groups. 

liI) Reasons For The Area of Study 

Three main books helped me to decide upon, and define, the purpose and area of 

study for this thesis-project: Acadia Divinity College's The Doctor of Mini- 

Handbook, William R. Myer's Research in Minisbrv: A Primer for the Doctor of Ministry 

Promam, and Richard E. Davies' Handbook for Doctor of Ministry Proerams: An 

Approach to Structured Observation of Mïnistry. 

Myer daims that as one apprmches a thesis-project hekhe shouid look for a 

problem in rninistry, while Davies advocates that, "one must look for a question to 

addresssomething that interests you."3 The guidance offered fiom Acadia Divioity 

College's handbook is: "identifi a problem, issue or concern in rn in i~ t ry '~  

The issue in ministry that created a great deal of interest for me, as suggested, was 

the issue of wholenes-What is it? Can it be expenenced in today's high-pressured and 

demanding world? How cari wholeness be experienced? How can a pastor help hisher 

parishioners to better understand wholeness? 

I quickly concluded that the issue of wholeness had great relevancy for the 

congregation of Christian Baptist Church because so many of its members are 

experiencing lifestyles that discourage the experience of wholeness (i-e., cornmuters to 

Toronto can spend over two hours a day in heavy traffic each day, and this creates a great 

deal of stress and fatigue). 

3 William R Myer, Research in Ministrv: A Primer for the Doctor of Ministw Proeram (Chicago: 
Exploration Press, 1993), 40. 
4 Acadia Divinity Coliege, The Doctor of Ministrv Handbook, 14. 



1 am, as a pastor, concerned about the pressures and stress that my 

parishioners encornter. I was intriguecl with the possibility of providing the 

parishioners with an opportunity that would; first, help them to wrestle with the 

reality that we live in a culture that creates and nurtures ahenation; and secondly, 

increase their understanding of the gift and life that is offered in the Christian faith. 

My callîng, as a pastor, is to help them in their healing and in the nurturing of 

their relationship with God. I can only fuifil rny cal1 when I proclairn the uniqueness 

of the Christian faith and help others to find Christ, because he is the one who is the 

source of healing and life. 1, because of my convictions, also choose this area of 

study in order that I could proclaim the good news that is found in Christ. 

1 am, as a foilower of Christ, also a member of a secuiar society where E am 

exposed to, and influenceci by, cultural trends and views that are contrary to the teachings 

of Christ. 1, like my parishioners and others, have to cope with persona1 smiggles that 

wme from the pressures/stresses of living in the twenty-first century; therefore, the issue 

of wholeness is also personally relevant as 1 seek a deeper understanding; and 

subsequently experience of, wholeness. Finally, 1 also believed that 1 needed another 

opportunity to learn more about, and nurture a greater appreciation for. the gift that 

Christ offers. 

The examination of secular hurnanism was chosen because its tenets are so 

pervasive and influential in our culture, and because the participants are constantly being 

exposed to these tenets. Secular humanisrn is the antithesis to the Christian faith, and 

therefore, an examination of it wili help the participants see the uniqueness of the 

wholeness that is found in the Christian Faith more clearly. 



Car1 Jung's psychological views were presented in the study-guide because I 

have, through courses and reading, learned to appreciate many of Jung's uisights. Jung, 

unlike secular hurnanism, c m  help an individual learn about him or herself. Jung 

provides a concept of wholeness that recognized the need for the spintual dynamic; 

however, his psychology does not offer the unique answer that is found within the 

Christian Faith. 

An exarnination of Jung provided a logical sequence within the study-guide; 

narneiy, when it cornes to wholeness, secular humanism does not provide an answer, Jung 

provided a partial answer, and finally; Christ is the answer. 

IV) TheologicaVBiblical Foundation 

I have included the following brief theological/biblical statement in order that the 

reader Wght know this thesis project's theological/biblical foundation. A more detailed 

presentation c m  be found in the chapter on the Christian Faith and Wholeoess. 

The Scriptures 

The Bible is more than sirnply a written record of a people, it is the inspired word 

of God (John 5:46,47; 2 Tirn. 3: t 5). The Bible is, as the spirit speaks through the written 

word, a revelation of God and his divine plan for his people. The scriptures, therefore, 

are authoritative and should be viewed as providing guidance in the ways of God and 

how one should live by faith. 



Gad The Father 

God the Father, who is above dl ,  is the sovereign Creator and sustainer of al1 that 

exists (Gen. 1:3,6,9,14-25,20,24; 1 Chron. 29:11, Isa. 40: 22-23; Ps. 22:28, 47: 7-8). G d  

is both transcendent and immanent. 

God the father, as both scripture and human history reveals, loves and seeks to be 

involveci with his creation. God's willingness to participate reflects his grace and his love 

for humanity. Forgiveness and the gift of new life are not earned by humanity, but rather, 

God graciously offers forgiveness through Jesus Christ (Rom. 5: 10, 1 Pet. 1 :3). 

God The Son, 

McQuarrie states, "The event of Jesus Christ is, for the Christian faith, the 

suprerne miracle, the high tide of God's providential acti~it~".~ Jesus, because he reveals 

who God is, also shows the individual who he or she is in relationship to God. 

The New Testament is a proclamation that Jesus came into his world to mite 

hurnanity with God. The writer of "John's Gospel wrote, "For God so loved the world 

that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have 

eternal life" (John 3:Id). Christ accomplished his mission, as the Son, and offers 

reconciliation and eternal li fe, through the cross and resurrection. 

Paul stated, "1 have been crucified with Christ and I no longer iive, but Christ 

lives in me. The life 1 live in the body, 1 live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me 

and gave himself for me" (Gaiatians 2:20), "If anyone is in Chnst, he is a new creature" 

(2 Cor. 5:17). These passages speak buldly of Paul's conviction that, in Christ, the 

separation between k m  and God no longer existed. These passages a h  succinctly 

' John MacQuarrie, Principleç of Christian Theolow (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1966), 333. 



declare two dominant themes found in the New Testament; that Christ came to provide 

the means for this reconciliation, and, the individual who responds to his invitation will 

experience new life. John 10: 10 records the words of Chnst on this theme: "1 have corne 

that they might have life and have it more abundantly." 

God The Spirit 

God the Spirit is the third person of the trinity. The Spirit brought creation into 

existence and continues to sustain it (Gen. 1, Ps. 104:29-30). The Spirit also speaks 

through creation (lCor. 2: 6-16,2 Cor. 3: 14, 17; 1 Jn. 5: 7,ll). 

The Spirit is involved in man's conversion experience. The Spirit convicts one 

(Jn. 16: 8) and brings one to Christ ( 1Cor. 12:3). The spirit empwers the believer (Jn. 

24: 25-27, Jn. 15: 26-27) and guides one in truth (Jn. 16: 12). 

The Spirit is the absolute key to everything, and the certain evidence that 

justification is by faith, not by doing works of Law. Further, the Christian Life, both 

individual and corporate, is to be lived out in terms of the Spirit. The primary imperative 

for Paul, therefore, is "walk by the Spirit." Gai. 5:16); God's people are 'Zed by the 

Spirit7' (vs. 18); their ethical life is described as bearing the fruit of the Spint (vs. 22-23); 

and because following the crucifixion of the flesh, they now live by means -of the spirit, 

they must behave in keeping with the Spirit (v. 25); they thereby sow and reap for and by 

the Spirit (6:8)! 

The Nature of Man 

Christ's rninistry to hurnanity was required because of man's sinful nature (Rom. 

5:21). Paul uses many words for sin, "asebia" is one of the most profound as it refers to 

RH. Gundry, "Grace, Works, and Staying Saved in Paul", in The Best In Theolonv, Vol. 4, J-1. Packer, 
ed., (Carol Stream, illinois: 1990), 99. 



"ungodliness" (Rom. 1 : 1 8). The New Testament stresses that while sinfid actions need to 

be denounceci, the real issue is one's heart, and the attitude that led to the actions.' As 

result, man was alienated fiom God, others, and self (Gen. 4: 1-6, Rom. 7:23, 1 Cor. 4: 

30. Humanity was not abandoned in its sinfûl state, but was justified through Christ by 

faith (Rom. 3:24-25). 

Conversion 

Wholeness is impossible without the experience of conversion. Conversion has 

been called the "'the law of life.'" Conversion is one's subjective response to God's 

objective revelation. Isaiah 44: 22 declares: "1 have swept away your offenses like a 

cloud, your sins like the morning mist. R e t m  to me, for 1 have redeemed you." This 

passage, in light of John 3, reinforces the possibility for forgiveness as a person is called 

to conversion (Col. 3: 12f, Eph. 4131). C 

The Old and New Testament presents conversion as an experience in which 

turning is involved. The scriptures state that one must tum away from evil (Jer. 18:8) and 

turn to God (Mal. 3:7). It is God who ieads the individual to the conversion experience 

(Jer. 3 1 : 18, Lam. 5:S 1), and Ns grace allows one to choose his salvation. 

In surnrnary, conversion is the experience one has when he/she tums fkom self and 

sin, repents, and accepts saïvation through Christ. Conversion occurs when one says 

"yes" to the new life God offers through Christ. In saying 'yes' one is totally 

surrendering one's life to the Lordship of Christ. E. Stanley Jones claimed: "Surrender is 

a surrender of as much of myself as 1 know today, to as much of Christ as I h o w  

' ~ e o r ~ e  EIden Ladd, A Theologv of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, Mich.: W m  B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 1974), 405. 
* E. Stanley Jones, Conversion (NashvilIe, Tenn.: Abingdon Press), 35. 



today.'" Jones concluded: "Conversion is conversion fkom a self-centered person to a 

God-centered person" ' O  

Lastly, every individual is called to seek and experience wholeness. While 

individuals can experience different degrees of wholeness, the position of this thesis- 

project is that wholeness c a .  not be experienced until one fin& Goci 

The main theological premise of this thesis-project is that wholeness is o d y  

possible because of Christ, and is o d y  experienced in Chnst. This thesis-project is 

founded upon the message that Jesus shared in the third chapter of John's Gospel where 

he reveals the secret to wholeness; namely, receiving and living new life in Him. 

V) The Setting 

Newmarket has grown fkom forty-eight thousand to seventy thousand in the past 

eight years. It has become a suburb of Toronto, subsequentiy, there are thousands of 

commuters who rise earIy to travel to Toronto for work and return late. 

The M c  is very congested and peopfe's stress level continues to increase, one 

clear example of tbis is the rising number of accounts of road rage. Many of the 

cornmuters loose over two hours daily in trafflc. People commonly retuni to Newmarket 

and cocoon in their houses. Newmarket strugdes to maintain a sense of cornmunity; the 

Pace of life, demands, and stress, are contributing factors in creating and nurturing 

fragmentation and dienation. 

The Christian Baptist Church is Iocated in the center of Newmarket. The 

congregation consists of approximately twenty percent of people who remember when 

- 

E. Stanley Jones, Conversion, 63. 
'O Ibid., 52. 



Newmarket was a small town. îhirty percent of the congregation has seen Newmarket 

gradudly grow, and fi* percent of congregation is part of the growth that Newmarket 

has expenenced in the 1 s t  meen years. Approxhately fifty percent of the congregation 

consists of new members and adherents who have joined the congregation in the last 

eight years. 

Forty percent of the congregation consists of cornmuters who have to contend 

with the stresses and fatigue that the commuter's lifestyle creates and sustains. 

Everyone in the congregation faces the issues that mise fiom king so close to an urban 

center that is as large as Toronto. Everyone in the congregation is faced with the issues 

that arise out of living in a community that is growing so rapidly. 

VI) The Format & Procas 

The thesis-project began by creating a study-guide that wodd be both informative 

and challenging. The lengthy bibliography reflects the amount of reading that went into 

the writing of the study-guide. 1 have also submitîed an annotated literature review of 

some of the books that played a particularly significant role in the formulation of the 

study-guide. ' l 
Different exercises were also created that would be used in the different 

sessions.12 I had originally intended to offer a four-week preaching series that would 

address the theme of wholeness. The purpose for the preaching series was to provide an 

opportunity for the participants to hear about wholeness through the preaching event. I 

" See Appendix A 
l2 See Appendix B. 



decided that, because the Lenten and Easter celebraiions were going to interrupt the 

series, 1 would Limit the preaching on wholeness to two  sermon^.'^ 

I also thought that 1 wodd ask the participants to keep a journal through the 

session period. It quickly became apparent, because of the participant's many 

responsibilities, that the journal would not be required. 

The house group format was chosen for the sessions because of the following 

reasons: a) the participants, many of whom have experience in house groups, wouid feel 

more cornfortable in this type of setting (this was important considering that the study 

material might take them out of their cornfort zone), b) the participants wodd not feeI 

like 'guinea pigs' for 'Bob's doctorate', and, c) this study c m  be viewed as another 

promotion of house group ministry. 

VIOC) The Participants 

At this point in the thesis-project the participants were asked if they would be 

interested in participating in the discussion sessions that would be based on the study- 

guide. The participants were selected on the basis of the following cntena: 

1. It was hoped that there would be diversity within the group (ages, experiences, 

outlooks, personalities, etc.). 

2. The participants would have to be able to work with the study-guide. 

3. The participants needed to be people who would contribute and benefit fiom the 

experience. 

4. The participants had to be available for six weeks (considering the demands and Pace 

of iife this could have been a huge obstacle). 

- -- 

l3 See Appendix C. 



The k s t  nine people who were asked to participate accepted the invitation. The 

following is a very bnef biographical sketch of the participants. The sketch is presented 

in order to help the reader to have a better undentandhg of the dynamics that were 

expenenced within the discussion sessions. 

Al 

Al, who is sixty, is manied to Edith and they have two grown sons. Al moved to 

Newmarket about four years ago after his early retirement nom a cornputer Company. 

His early retirernent was due to downsizing. Al is a quiet, steady, and reflective man. He 

does not offer his views quickly, but when he does, his views show evidence of a good 

deal of thought. 

He has strong convictions and is willing to share them, but he is, nevertheless, 

cautious about how he shares them. He has a good sense of humour and likes to have a 

good laugh. Al is a Deacon at the church. Al is a very comrnitted Christian and he 

reveals his cornmitment through the many diEerent ways in which he helps others. 

Bill 

Bill, who is in his mid-forties, is married and has four children. He works at a 

Rental-Al1 store. He is a quiet and resewed man. 

He is not overly self-confident; nevertheless, he has some very strong convictions. 

He is a thoughtful person who people respect and appreciate. He is very reliable and 

tnistworthy. 

He appreciates a clear and straightforward approach to issues and life, and he 

faithfully attempts to have his conclusions coincide with 'what Jesus said' about the 



issue. He faithfuily reads his Bible, prays, and shares his faith with his family. He likes 

to laugh, and has a dry sense of humour. 

Bill was raised in a stereotypicai main line tradition but has become very 

evangelical in his theology and approach to his faith. He was a little cautious about 

accepting the invitation to participate in the sessions because of the many demands in his 

life. 

Charlie 

Charlie, who is thirty-six, is married with two children. His second child anived 

in April. The arriva1 of another child, naturally, increased the pressures and demands that 

he faces. Charlie, who is completing a PhD., commutes to Toronto every weekday. 

He grew up in a Christian home. His faith grew tremendously during his time 

witti Inter-Varsity in university. He serves on the fellowship committee at the church, 

and considering his social nature; it is a good position for him. 

He appreciates in-depth talks on a variety of topics. He is a member of a house 

group. He presents an enthusiastic approach to whatever he encounters, whether a 

discussion or task. 

He is a sensitive and caring person- He has a well-developed faith and is 

committed to growth in his faith and understanding of God. 

Dan 

Dan, who is in his early thirties, is married with two children. He lost his banking 

job because of downsizing last year. He was out of work for approximately a year but 



just recently started a new job (this made it ciifficuit for him to fit the sessions into his 

schedule, but thankfully, he did). Dan commutes to Toronto. 

He did not grow up in a Christian home. Dan married someone who was raised in 

the ch- and whose parents would be regarded as pillars in the chuch. He attended 

Sequently until about seven years ago. He has not made a public profession of faith. 

Issues of faith are s i d l  relatively new to him, but through his invoivement in a house 

group, he continues to grow in his understanding of faith. 

He cautiously expresses his views on issues but be seems to appreciate the 

opportunity to be involved in discussions. He is on the fellowship cornmittee and helps 

with the young people. He fiequently offers new ideas for church events and ways to 

meet the community. 

He hesitantly accepted the invitation to be imlved  in the discussion group 

because of the new job and the demanding hours that came with it. 

Dorothy 

Dorothy, who is a retired tacher, is in her early seventies. Dorothy is married 

with two grown children. 

Dorothy has a Brethren religious background, but has been a committed 

Baptist for much of her life. She is presently the president of the Baptist Women's 

Group in the church. She is also part of Sunday night Bible study, and has attended 

many ecumenical Bible studies. 

She is a strong person, who can make her presence known, but not in an 

abrasive way. She readily shares her views on various subjects, and expresses both 
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conviction and an openness to new ideas. She is a serious person, but still likes to 

laugh, 

She has been an avid reader throughout her iife, and is often well infomed 

She has also volunteered a great deal and she bas a special interest in helping those 

with special needs. She has had to contend with health complications that have 

slowed her down, although, she continues to be very active. 

She was enthusiastically looking fonvard to the sessions. She said that she 

looked fonvard to addressing issues with others fiom different generations. 

Edith 

Edith, who is married to Al, is in her late fifties. She is a retired teacher. She 

has a Hungarian background. She was raised in a Christian home and faith has 

played a central role in her life. She took a lay-training course for a year at McMaster 

Divinity College. 

She is a very outgoing and caring person. She is a good listener and has many 

people who talk to her and seek her fnendship and guidance. She is a very gifted 

artist. She is open to new ideas. 

She serves on the choir and the Christian Education Cornmittee. Her home is 

especially warm and she regards hospitality as a very important giY a gift that she 

ofien uses. 

She has to contend with arthritis, while it causes her pain, she does not allow 

it to dictate who she is and she perseveres in her attempts to serve others and her 

Lord. 



Kathy 

Kathy, who is in her early forties, is a physiotherapist. Kathy, whose parents 

were missionaries in India, was boni in hdia. She lived in India until she was 

eighteen and then she came to Canada to go to univers* 

She became a Christian at the age of nine and her faith has always been a 

central element within her life. She is very active within the church. She is part of 

the worship tearn, a house group, teaches Sunday school, and ofien welcomes people 

into her home for meals and various social times. 

She is a very carùig person and ofien is involved in helping others. She is 

quiet in groups and it takes a little while for her to feel comfortable enough to enter 

into a discussion, When she is comfortable, however, she has much to offer. She has 

a keen and inquiring mind and her views are often well thought out  

She has a great tolerance for people fiom other cultures or viewpoînts; 

however, she does not have a lot of patience for extreme liberal or fundamentalkt 

positions, and is willing to express her displeasure. 

She is open to new thoughts and ideas, and in fact, invites and offers them. 

Sharon 

Sharon, who is thirty years 014 is separated fiom her husband and she will be 

getting divorced. 

She was born in Guyana but lived most of her life in Canada. 

She was in a very serious car accident three years ago, and in fact, she almost did 

not survive. 



She is an engïneer and cornmutes to work She had to undergo therapy before 

returning to work The last three years have been a very difficult tirne for her, but she is 

now back to work and is in the process of rebuilding her life- She recently moved out of 

Newmarket but she continues to attend and serve at the church- 

She is part of the worship team, a house group, and works with the youth. 

She has a very positive attitude and is very determined to effectively deal with 

whatever she faces. She cautiously shares her views, but when she does they are often 

very thoughtfiil and supported with passion. 

She grew up in a Christian home (her father is a pastor). She was exposed to a 

very conservative viewpoint but her family was not dogrnatic. She has a strong faith that 

allows her the fieedom to have an inquiring and growing mind and faith. 

She showed a strong interest in parhcipating in the discussion group, and dso  

expressed appreciation for having the opportunity to wrestle with issues with others in the 

church. 

Verna 

Verna, is a retired teacher who is in her mid seventies. Vema never married. 

She moved to Newmarket twelve years ago. Vema, and her now deceased mother, 

moved to Newmarket to be near Vema's sister. They wouid not consider Newmarket, 

however, if Newmarket did not have a Convention Baptist Church. She is very 

committed to the ministry of the Convention Baptist Church. 

Her commitment has been demonstrated through extensive involvement in The 

Baptist Women's Missionary Society. She has aiso sung in the choir, and was part of 

Sunday evening Bible study. 



Her mother lived with Verna until five years ago. Vema's mother died at the age 

of ninety-nine. Vema was diagnosed with cancer just over a year ago. The cancer was 

operable, but it has been a very trying time for Vera, and recovery has taken longer than 

was anticipated. She was house bound d e r  her second operation and the sessions wodd 

be her first time out. The past year and a half have been very challenging for her, 

however, her strong faith has helped her to endure this t h e .  

She showed a keen interest in starting the sessions. 

V100[) The Participants Encounter Questions and the Study-Guide 

The participants were given a series of questions called Questions and 

Reflections. These questions were given to the participants before they had any exposure 

to the study-guide so that the study-guide wodd not influence their answers. The 

purpose for the questions was twofold: Firsf they would help the participants to start 

thinking about the subject matter. Secondly, their responçes to the questions could be 

compared to a pst-session questionnaire to see if there are any changes in views and 

understanding. '' 
The participants were aven the study-guide in three different installments so that 

they would not be over whelmed with the amount of the material: 1) Nienation in Culture 

and II) SecuIar Humanisni and Wholeness, III) Jun~an Psvcholow and Wholeness, and 

N) The Christian Faith and Wholeness. 

The participants were given the study-guide before the sessions for the following 

reasons: first, that the participants would be exposed to the sub~ect matter that would be 

discussed and have an opportunity to wrestle with it; secondy, by being exposed tu the 

l4 See Appendix D for these questionnaires and the participant's respoaçes. 



materid in the study-guide before the actual sessions the participants might feel that they 

were arrïving to the sessions on some sort of equal footing; thirdly, because of the length 

of the study-guide, the participants had to have some degree of familiarïty with the 

materiai, otherwise it would have been impossible to get through al1 of it; fourthly, it was 

believed that the participant's advanced exposure to the materid would help to generate 

healthy and stimulating discussions. 

The participants met for six evenings £iom seven-thirty p.m. to nime p-m. 

People's schedules were the main detemiining factors that established the number and 

length of the sessions. The schedule for the sessions was the following: session one: 

Alienation in Culture, session two and three: Secular Humanism and Wholeness, session 

four and five: Jungian Psvchology and Wholeness, session six: The Christian Fâtith and 

Wholeness. Secular Humanism and Wholeness and Junqian Psvcholo~~ and Whdeness 

chapters were given more sessions because it was believed that the matenal in these two 

sections would be less familiar with the participants. 

The study-guide will now be presented in its entirety. 



CHAPTER TWO: THE STUDY-GUIDE: THE SEARCH FOR WHOLENESS 

IJ Alienation 

"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times". If Dicken's words described 

society a century ago, it makes one wonder what words would describe today's society. 

A parable: Four royal sons were questioning what specialty they should master. 

They said to one another, 'Let us search the earth and learn a special science.' They 

agreed on a place where they would meet again and then headed off in different 

directions. 

Time went by, and the brothers met again at the appointed meeting place, and 

they asked one another what they had learned. '1 have mastered a science,' said the first, 

'which makes it possible for me, if 1 have nothing but a piece of bone of some creature, to 

create straightway the flesh that goes with it.' '1-' said the second, 'know how to grow 

that creature's skin and hair if there is flesh on its bones.' The third said, '1 am able to 

create its h b s  if 1 have the flesh, the skin, and the hair. 'And 1,' concluded the fourth, 

'know how to give life to that creature if its f o m  is complete with limbs.' 

Thereupon the four brothers went into the jungle to find a piece of bone so that 

they could demonstrate their specialties. As fate would have it, the bone they found was 

a lion's bone, but they did not know that when they found the bone. One added flesh to 

the bone, one grew the hair, another completed it with matching limbs, and the fourth 

gave the lion life. Shaking its heavy mane, the ferocious beast arose with its menacing 

mouth, sharp teeth, and merciless claws and jumped on his creators. He killed them al1 

and vanished contentedly into the jungle.15 

" Henri Nouwen, The Wounded HeaIer, (New York: Doubleday, 1961), 6 .  



Today's individual is faced with a paradox: it is believed that human ingenuity 

has created a world of unimaginable and limitless possibilities, and yet, few would argue 

that they are living in paradise. Instead of paradise, humanity has created its own 

kingdom of anxiety and alienation. John Stott states: "No singie word captures more 

accurately, or expresses more eloqueutiy, the modem sense of impotence than the word 

'alienation'.16 One can even conclude that the "modem econornic miracle is self- 

estrangement." '' 
Anxiety, alienation, and self-estrangement are only attempts at describing the 

contemporary situation, and some wodd argue that they do not adequately capture the 

experience of the individual who has to cope with the present culture. 

The German term 'angst' and the French 'anornie' offer a more accurate 

understanding because they point beyond mere anxiety and emotional distress. 'Angst' 

and 'anornie' refers to a fundamental disorder in human existence and as Alister McGrath 

states: ''WhiIe it expresses itself at every level of our existence, it often appears to 

possess a peculiar power at the existential le~el." '~ 

Today's individual, therefore, is not simply troubled or depressed, but rather is 

ofien faced with existential anxiety. In order to understand existential amiety, it is 

helpfid to know that the word existence comes fiom the Latin word 'existere' which 

means 'to stand out'. The idea of standing out implies standing out fiom one's 

environment-being apart fiom it or making a distinction fiom the other elements within 

l6 John Stotf Decisive Issues Facing Christianitv Todav-Your Influence is Vital in Todav's Turbulent 
World, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1992.), 63. 
" John Powell, A Reason To Live. A Reason To Die. A New Look At Faith in God, (Allen, Texas: Angus 
Communications, 1975),4 1. 
l8 Mister E. McGrath, Intellectuals Don't Need God & Other Modem MMs. Buildine of Faith Thou& 
ApoIoaetics (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1993)- 42. 



a given environment. One may even want to argue that rocks and trees, and al1 inanimate 

objects, do not really exist in the same way as human beings because of their inability to 

stand 

The Greek words, "bios" and "me " also oEer some guidance in understanding 

the meaning of existence. "Bios" refers to life at a simply biological level of existence. 

"Zoe" refers to "real life, that is life that tnrly experienced when one stands out, grows, 

and is fulfilled20 

With this in mind, one retunis to the plight of contemporary man and discovers 

that many people are, as the philosopher Heideggar proclaimed, "fding into the world" 

The modem secular culture pulls people into 'falling back uito the environment, and 

sîmply becoming a narneless part of the whole.' 

Naturally, there are those who argue that meaning does not exist, or at the very 

l e s t  the Ioss of meaning is increasingly being experienced, this experience is what has 

been referred to as angst. McGrath States it this way: 

Angst reflects a deeply rooted fear of meaninglessness and pointlessness, a 
sense of the utter futility of Ise, even sheer despair at the bewildering 
things that threaten to reduce us to nothing more than a statistic- 
ultimately a death statistic.'"' 

One social critic aiso offers this harsh evduation of the state of today's individual: 

There is much to fear in the modem world ... But if fear has become 
commonplace, anxiety has become epidemic. It has become part of the 
fabric of modemity. It seems to be rooted most commonly in a sense of 
powerlessness, an inability to control the circumstances of personal life, a 
feeling that people mere pawns in a garne played by inesistible and 
unpredictable forces in society. Kierkegaard called it 'dread,' the sense of 

Ibid. 42 
20 Ibid. 
2' Ibid. 43. 



being utterly overwhelmed It is a sense that does not simply settle upon 
the mind but sinks into the being, greatly destabiliang the self and 
seriously undermihg one's capacity to cope in Iife. Stripped of extemal 
connectedness and haunted within by amiety, modern individuals drift in 
society like bits of cork on the ocean, moved about in ways beyond their 
understanding by deep and irresistible ~urrents."~~ 

The threat of meaninglessness lies everywhere and lurks throughout our culture 

like death and sorne would argue that it is as inevitable. A story is told about an 

unknown soldier who was wounded and near death. Misery and pain were overcoming 

the dyîng soldier, and a soldier from the other side performed what he perceived to be an 

act of mercy-the wounded soIdier was put to death. The soldier gazed at the dead 

soldier and concluded: 'Y have broken the chah . .  I have defeated the inherent stupidity 

The premise of this study-guide is threefold: that we tive in a hgmented society 

that nurtures fiagmentation, and people continue to seek afler wholeness as if it were 

oxygen, and the search for whoIeness will lead one to the realization that one lives within 

a secular society where he/she is continudly being infiuenced by secularity. 

-- 

* David Wells, God in The Wasteland. The R d i t y  of Truth in a World of Fadinn Dreams (Grand Rapids, 
Mich.: Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1994), 97. 
23 Calvin Miiier, A Hunger For Meaninq (Domer's Grove: Inter-Varsity, l984), 32. 



II) Secular Humanism and WhoIeness 

The nineteenth century has been exposed to many different theones of 

"secula~kition'~; however, the term itself has not been commonly used until more 

recently. There are three dominant theories presented for secularization. 

First, the Comlean theory, which many secdarists and philosophers of the 

Enlightenment period presented, proposes that rationality and the scientific spirit simply 

undermined religious thought and traditional values. Supporters of the Comlean theory 

conclude that because of the progress of science, technology, and liberal democracy; 

religious myth was replaced by scientific reason. 24 

The second theory of secularization claims that religion should be regarded as a 

symptom of human dienation. Proponents of this second theory argue that humanity 

must overcome the deprivations and kstrations of an early age ' Two strong advocates 

for this position were Marx and Freud. 

The third theory for secularization is generally presented by sociologists who 

believe that secularization is a result of society's transition from king a traditional to 

being a modem society. Social, cultural, politicai, and personal challenges 

were created when culture became more modern and industrial than the 'old order', 

where religion and traditional values were regarded as simply a way of 

The term secularization has had an 'adventurous j o ~ r n e ~ . ' ~ '  Secularization is a 

process28 that affects the totality of one's experience and particularly one's thinking2' 

24 Gregory Baum, Religion And Mienation: A Theologid Reading of  Sociology (New York: Pauiist, 
1979, 140. 

~ b k ,  141. 
26 Ibid. 

Peîer Berger, The Sacred Canop~: Elements of a Sociolo~ical Theory of  Reliaion (New York: 
Doubleday, 1967), 10. 



The expenence of secularkation is believed to be the process of "dispelling of al1 

closednessthe breaking of al1 supematural myths i d  sacred rnyths."O Peter Berger 

offers a usehl and comprehensive definition for secularization: 

By secularization we rnean the process by which sectors of society and 
culture are removed f?om the domination of religious institutions and 
symbols.. . When we speak of culture and symbols, however, we imply that 
secuiarization is more than. a social structural process. It affects the totality 
of cultural life and ideation, and may be observed in the decline of 
reiigious contexts in the arts, in philosophy, in Literaîure and, most of all, 
in the rise of science as an autonomous, thoroughly secular perspective on 
the world. 3L 

The 'secular perspective', or 'secular spirit', is not only a product of the process 

of secularization, it has produced and nurtured an ideology-Secularism. 

Secularïsm is the conviction that the only real world for humankind is that 
of the temporal and transient, a world knowable essentially through the 
methods of the natural sciences. Anything beyond this world is either 
unknowable or illusionary. 32 

Peter Angeles, in The Dictionarv of Philoso~hv, offers another view of how 

secular humanism can permeate society and the human psyche: 

A philosophy that a) regards the rational individual as the highest value; b) 
considers the individual to be the ultimate source of value; and c) is 
dedicated to fostering the individual's creative and mord development in a 

28 Craig M. Gay, T h e  Womes of This Life, the Deceidulness of Wealth, and Secularization in Modem 
Socieîy, " in Alive To God Studies in Suintuality, J.1 Packer & Loren Wilkinson, eds., (Downer's Grove: 
Inter-Varsity, 1 WS), 2 15. 
29 Langdon Gilkey, Namina The Whirlwind. The Renewal of God Lanwaee, (New York: Bobbs-Memil. 
1969), 26. 
30 Harvey Cox, The Secular City-Urbanization and Secularization in Theolonical Perspective, (New York: 
MacMillian, 1967 ), 16. 
31 Berger, The Sacred Cano~v: Elements of a Sociolonical Theory of Relieion, 107. 
32 Deane William Fe- Contemporarv Amencan Theolonies. A Critical Survev, (New York, Seabury, 
1981), 21. 



meaningfül and rational way without reference to concepts of the 
supernatural." 33 

The aforernentioned reveals sorne main tenets within secularism. Langdon Gilkey, 

in Namina The Whirlwind, The Renewal of God L a n a a s  argues that there are four 

main tenets: contingency, temporality, relativity, and autonomy. 

Contingency 

The secularist believes that the only thing that is 'real' is that which can be seen 

or touched. Anything that can be known, therefore, has to be hnited to what has been 

empirically tested. Any lmowledge beyond the empincal is to be regarded as fantasy or 

unreal. The secularist concludes that anything that has value has nothing to do with some 

sort of distant realm, but rather is lirnited to the here and  no^.^' 

Life and rneaning, according to the secularist, are to be found somewhere between 

birth and the grave because that is al1 one has-humanity is confined to this world- It is 

one's responsibility to find meaning and purpose in this life because it is too late when 

one reaches the grave. The secdarisi, therefore, argues that humanifi- lives within a 

closed systern." 

Modem man feels that he has "corne of age' in a contingent, faceless world. He 

can not, and should not, depend on anyone or anything to give him meaning. Gilkey 

concludes: "This is the sense that what is-the world around us and we ourselves-is the 

result of causes îhat are neither necessary, rational, or purposive."36 

33 McDowell and Don Stewart, Understanding Secular ReIigions (San Bernardino, Ca.: Campus Cmsade 
For Christ, 1982), 76. 
34 Gilkey, 38. 
35 James Sue, The Universe Next Door (Downers Grove, Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press, 1976)- 79 
36 Gikey, 40. 



The secdarist will acknowledge that there is a 'flow of events' that reveal some 

sort of order that helps to maintai. equilibrium within nature. The secularist believes that 

there are recurrent habits that are predictable and help one to make decisions- Giikey 

States, '%ut none of these things that have evolved is necessary or intended; they are 

accidental, and why things either are, or are as they are, are thus mystenes which our 

human mind can not fath~rn.'"?~ What happas just simply happens, and one can only 

attempt to explain that it o ~ c u r s . ~ ~  'Tt iç al1 a mystery. Present causes the future, that 

future will create the ne~t. '"~ 

The seculanst opposes any view that encourages one to support the idea of God, 

religion, and salvation. The secularist is focused on what is regarded as a pragmatic 

approach. The pragmatism of secdarism asks: "Will it work? The focus is on what can 

be seen, touched, and manipulated-mystery is not welcome in the secularists' world. 

The value of 'anything' is determined by its usefulness. The world should not be 

regarded as a system that is governed by metaphysicd principles but as a continurim of 

challenges and possibilities.JO The discussion on the temporal will point out that the 

secularist is pre-occupied with profanity-profane literally means "outside the temple- 

which implies having to do with this world. Harvey Cox, in The Secular Ci- suggests 

that the secularist in not so much 'sacrilegious as he is cirreligious7.J1 

The secularist's pragmatisrn leads him to the conclusion that traditional views 

pertaining to God, religion, and salvation should be rejected because such views are to be 

37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid., 41. 
39 Sire, 85. 

Cox, 52. 
4' Ibid. 



considered to be mere superstition. in Future of an Illusion, Sigmund Freud proposed 

that religious faith was nothing more than an illusion, and was therefore, nothing more 

The Human Mani-festo succinctly States the secularist's position: 

We believe, however, that traditional dogmatic or authontanan religions 
that place revelation, Go4 ritual or creed above human needs and 
experience do a disservice to the human ~ ~ e c i e s . ~ ~  

An examination of the previous statement reveals how the secular humanistic 

outlook encourages its followers to continually look beyond the present state of the world 

and the individual. The secularist is concemed with a better world more than with 

etemity- The Manifesto atternpts to offer a warning that the human race's sumival is 

contingent upon alternative ways of t h i n h g  about itself and its future-a way of 

thinking that will allow the tenets of secular humanism to lead the human race into a 

bright tomorrow-into the promised land of wholeness and self-fùlfillment; Utopia. 

The secularist proposes that one, in order for an individual to experience self- 

fulfillment, will have to own his or her individual responsibilities in the evolutionary 

process toward utopia. The secularist argues that while "man is the Master of his own 

fate'A5, he is also the one who must be a servant if he wants to reach the fùlfillment of his 

desires. The secuiarist believes that a utopian state will be created by human reason and 

human will. The secularïst, given the vastness of the universe, acknowledges that there is 

42 Powell, 62. 
43 In 1933-34 noted humanist scholars were brought together to write the firse Human Manifesto, which 
was an attempt to present the main tenets of secular humanisai. In 1973 over 190 hurnanist scholars 
~athered to form a revised version. 

McDowell, 22. 
45 Giikey, 59. 



much more to be learned? Secular humanism encourages alI of its adherents to leam and 

grow and proposes that the evolutionary process wiii give personal meaning and 

signincance to human Life-and this achieved level will be a collective utopian state. 

The view on the collective utopian state reflects the core of the secularist's belief 

system with regards to life and meaning- Ludwig Feuerback presented a common view 

in secularism when he argued that religion performed a disservice to humanity. He 

claimed that religion robs man of energy and creativïty that codd be used for 

'autonomous efforts'. Religion, according to Feuerbach, dlows one's control over one's 

destiny to be overcome by complacency; subsequently, it rnakes the individual "a 

submissive, weak, empty creature dependent on meal forces that are beyond himd7 

Ferm offers a succinct statement regarding the secularist's view of religion and 

God, 'Wothing shouid be considered absolute or final, including God. We humans must 

create our own destiny. God is not long a reality.'748 Religion, according to the 

secularist, has to go, and God has already gone. 

Temporality 

It makes sense, considering the seculanst's views on contingency, Go4 religion, 

and salvation; that one of the main tenets of secularism is temporality. Gilkey uses the 

words transience and temporality interchangeably. For the purposes of this discussion 

only temporality will be used Gilkey begins by saying: 

' Pittenger, 36. 
47 Gilkey, 6 2 .  
48 Ferm, 22. 



Al1 is becoming, al1 is changing, al1 is passage out of the pst and into the 
fiiture, and so all causes and all effects corne and go - and d is mortal 
and nothing else is reaLYTl9 

Gilkey argues that, unlike any other age, the present age is 'time bound". One's 

life, according the secularist's perspective, is 'bounded' between Iife and death; and 

therefore, any of our hopes and fears are to be Limited to this life and the 'temporal 

processes of nature and of h i ~ t o r ~ . " ~ ~  

The secularist believes that everything is temporal, or in other words, there is 

nothuig that is eterna15-'Eve~ythin~ is visible!"52 This should not be a surprise 

c o n s i d e ~ g  the earlier statements. Further, one should not expect the secularist to 

believe in the Nicene Creed that presents the belief of 'the life of the world to come," 

because secdarism denounces any idea of another ~ o d d ~ ~  -"etemity is a mirage."" 

Nathan Scott offers a succinct siimmary of temporality: 

Human life is drenched in time.. . for we are but the merest needs in nature, 
feeble at best, and soon withering away: we are not creatures of 
permanence; nothing stays for us, and there is no escaping what Camus 
cdls the crude mathematics that command our condition.. . for the career 
of anythmg that grows and develops is bracketed within the consecutive 
flow of temporality, and death is the form that finality takes for al1 the 
living things, whether they be vegetable or animal or h~man.'"~ 

49 Gilkey, 53. 
Ibid., 56. " John MacQuanie, New Directions in Theolop Today. VoIume ID. God and Secularity (Philadelphia: 

The Westminster Press, 1967), 45- 
S2 Jacques EIlul, The Subversion of Christianity (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co. 
1986), 65. 
53 MacQuanie, 45. 
54 Raiph Chahers, The H ~ D D V  Science. (Toronto: The United Church Observer, 1975), 117. 
" Nathan Scott as cited in Namins The Whirlwind, The Renewal of God Langua~e, 53. 



It is Little wonder that the secularïst, since there is nothing beyond death, places a 

great emphasis on finding meaning and purpose in this lifeSs6 

SeculanZation nurtures pluralism and relati~ism.~' Relativism finds its home in a 

pluralistic society. A pluralistic society is more than a varïety of cultures, religions, and 

life~tyles.~* The original meaning of pluralism involves a philosophical system that 

advocates that there are many legitimate versions of what is 'ultimate reality ' Pluralism, 

fkom its earliest stages, has been opposed to 'monism ' which argues that there is only 

one dtimate reaIiiysg Pluralism is regarded as a 'proper characteristic' of a secular 

society where such things as dogrna are to be replaced with a critical spirita 

Gilkey describes relativism thîs way: 

Nothing anywhere in experience, space, time, or any mode of being is in 
that sense, absolute; al1 is relative to al1 else and so essentially conditioned 
by its relevant en~ironment.~' 

For if ail is relative to its conte% then none of these things man has 
created or thought is absolute, eternal, or transcendent to the flux. 
Nowhere, therefore, in observable history is there anythmg permanent or 
of ultimate authority, for al1 being is part human, and shares in the 
relativity of al1 things creaturely to their context. Any event or creative 
product in culture, its philosophies, religious beliefs, scriptures, laws, 
values and practices, is relevant and of immense significance to what 
surrounds it and shares its general contours; but, by the same token, any 
historical creation of culture becomes irrelevant to us-if, to be sure, 
interesMg-as it moves away fkom us in space and time.62 

56 Jacques Ellui, The New Demons (New York: The Seabury Press, 1975), 26. 
57 Powell, 24. 
58 Leslie Newbign, The GoswI in a Pluralin Society (Grand Rapids, Mich-: W m  B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Co., 1989), 1. 
59 Poweli, 24. 
60 Newbign, 1 .  

Gilkey, 38. 
62 Ibid., 50. 



The Hurnanist Manifesto offers a simila. position: 

We affirm that moral values derive their source fiom human experience. 
Ethics is autonomous and situational, needing neither theological nor 
ideologicd sanction. Ethics stems fiom human need and interest. To 
deny this distorts the whole basis of life. Human life has meaning because 
we create and deveiop our futures. Happiness and the creative realizaîion 
of human needs and desires, individually and in shared enjoyment, are 
continuous themes of humanism. We strive for the good life, here, and 
now. The goal is to pursue life's enrichment despite debasing forces of 
nil garization, commercialization, bureaucratization, and 
deh~manization.~~ 

This statement reveals that the secularïst cntically opposes any view that clairns 

to be the 'the only way', such a view according to the secularist should be regarded as 

'absurd' to the contemporary n ~ i n d ~ ~  Adan Bloom in, The Closing of the American 

Min& captures the presesent age with his opening sentence: ccEverythmg is relative!"66 

Patrick Morely concludes: "There is one thing a professor can be absolutely certain of: 

almost every student entering the university believes, or says he believes, that truth is 

One can see, considering the aforementioned, that everythrng is subject to change, 

'herac2iru.s -panta rei' -"al1 things f l~w. '"~  The seculanst advocates that because all 

things are subject to change, and there are not any absohtes, even truth is replaced when 

new discovery and information are enco~ntered.~' 

63 As cited in Josh McDowell and Don Stewart- Understanding; Secular Relision. San Bernardino, Cal.: 
Campus Crusade For Christ, Inc., 1982), 86. 
64 Peter C. Moore, Disarmine the Secular Gods, How To Talk So Skeptics WiH Listen (Downers Grove, 
Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press, 89), 91. 

Pittenger, 36. 
66 Alfan Bloom as cited in Patrick M Morley, The Rest of Your Life: Your Personal Plan For Finding 
Authentic Meaning And Significance (Milton, Keynes, England: Word Books, 1992), 41. 
67 Ibid- 

Ralph Chalmers, 120. 
69 Moore, 9 2.  



' Truth' is discovered by encouraging the individual to discover his/her own 

realityty7* It is still argued, however, that truth continues to be encountered through dialog 

and cons en su^.^' This dialogue, as implied, is to be void of any traditional religious 

input. The secularist argues that religious input is harmful; in his words: "We believe, 

however, that traditional dogrnatic or authontarian religions that place revelation, God, 

ritual, or creed above human needs and experience do a disservice to the human 

Autonomy 

Autonomy is the final tenet of secularism to be examined. The other tenets help 

one to understand secular humanism, but it is autonomy that discloses the essence of 

secular humanism, and what it means for humanity. The other tenets of secular 

humanism are dependent upon the idea of autonomy within humanîty. Autonorny, 

according to Gilkey, offers secular humanism's greatest attraction.73 

The New Manifesta II presents the philosophy that drives the idea of autonomy: 

Humanity, to survive, requires bold and daring measures. We need to 
extend the uses of scientific method, not renounce them, to h e  reason 
with compassion in order to build constructive sociai and moral values. 
Confronted by many possible futures, we must decide which to pursue. 
The ultimate goal shodd be the fidfihent of the potential for growth in 
each human personaliîy-not for the favoured few, but for al1 of 
hurnankind. Only a shared world and global measures wili sufice. 

A humanist outlook will tap the creativity of each human being and 
provide the vision and courage for us to work together. This outlook 
emphasizes the role human beings can play in their own spheres of action. 

70 Poweli, 24. 
7' Moore, 97. 

McDowell, 8 1.  
73 Gilkey, 57. 



The decades ahead cal1 for dedicated, ciear-minded men and women able 
to marshal the WU, intelligence, and cooperative skilis for shaping a 
desirable future. Humanism can provide the purpose and inspiration that 
so many seek; it can give personal meaning and significance to human 
life. 74 

Autonomy is regarded as being necessary in the fulfillment of the goals in secdar 

humanism. Autonomy is the "the afknation and fkeedom' of the self-determination of 

man, and is regarded as the most authoritative and creative voice within our modem 

culture."75 Alexander Pope, the 18" century poet, captured the idea of autonomy weU 

when he wrote: "Know then thyself, presume not God to scan the proper study of 

mankind is Pythagoras, the ancient Greek philosopher presented the idea of 

autonomy even more succinctly: "Man is the measure of al1 things."77 

The consequence of autonomy is clear, according the secularist, man is on his 

o ~ n . ~ ~  The secularist argues that there are not, nor will there ever bey any eternal or . 

extemal laws to guide hi~n.~' Secularisrn advocates, as Giikey points out: 'Man is fkee in 

history from history to create a new h i~ tory ."~~ The new history involves both man's 

nature and his destiny.'' Autonomy is not something eamed, but rather, it is to be 

regarded as one's 'inalienable birthright ." 

74 McDowell, 80. 
75 
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Man, with the fkeedom to create a new history, is faced with the responsibility for 

it and for any fulnllment of his dreams and h ~ ~ e s . ' ~  The following statements offer a 

succinct summary of how the secularist views autonomy as the hope for humanity: 

Modem man is not seeking for a lost "'essence" or "'order" which he may 
regain; he is seeking rather for the opportunity to exercise his own 
fkeedom in order to create value and so to refashion history according to 
his freely chosen images. For al1 forms of modem thought, salvation 
cornes through the realization of freedom; it can never be a salvation fiorn 
freedom, or even a transformation fiom beyond ourselves of our fieedom. 
In this sense, autonomy is the key to the modem understanding of fieedom 
and the corresponding key to most of our hopes? 

Jean Paul Sartre concluded: To be a man means to reach toward being ~ o d . "  

A Response to Secularism 

Dorothy Sayers (theologian/novelist/pet) helps to summarize the danger of 

secdarism, and sets the mood for a Christian response- 

1 believe in Marxfreudandarwin 
We believe everythmg is OK 

as long as you don? hurt anyone, 
to the best of your definition of hurt, 
and to the best of your knowledge. 

We believe in sex before, during and 
after marriage. 

We believe in the therapy of sin. 
We believe that adultery is fun. 
We believe that sodomy's OK. 

We believe that taboos are taboo. 

We believe that everything's getting better despite evidence to the contrary. 
The evidence must be investigated 

and you can prove anythmg with evidence. 

a3 McDowelI, 79. 
84 Gikey, 60. 
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We believe îhere's something in horoscopes, 
UFO's and bent spoons; 

Jesus was a good man just like Buddha, 
Mohammed, and ourselves. He was a good moral teacher although we thulk 

good morals were bad. 

We believe that all religions are basically the same- 
at least the one that we read was. 

They al1 believe in love and goodness. 
They only differ on matters of creation, 

sin, heaven, hell, God, and salvation. 

We believe that after death cornes the Nothing 
Because when you ask the dead what happens 

they Say nothing. 
If death is not the end, if the dead have lied, 

then it's compulsoIy heaven for al1 
except perhaps Hitler, Stalïn, and Genghis Khan 

We believe in Masters and Johnson. 
What's selected is average. 
What's average is normal. 
m a t ' s  normal is good. 

We believe in total disarmament. 
We believe there are direct links between warfât-e and bloodshed. 

Arnericans should beat their guns into tractors 
and Russians would be sure to follow. 

We believe that man is essentidly good. 
It's only his behaviour that lets him dom. 

This is the fault of society. 
Society is the fault of conditions. 

Conditions are the fault of society. 

We believe that each man must find the ûuth 
that is right for him. 

Reality will adapt accordingly. 
The universe will readjust. 

History will alter. 
We believe that there is no absolute tnith 

excepting the truth 
that there is no absolute û-uth. 

We believe in the rejection of creeds, 
and the flowering of individual thought. 



He adds a postscript called Chance. 

If chance be 
the Father of al1 fiesh, 

disaster is his rainbow in the sky, 
and when you hear 

State of Emergency! 
Sniper Kills Ten! 

Troops on Rarnpage! 
Whites go Looting! 

Bomb Blasts School! 

It is but the sound of man worshipping his maker.% 

Dorothy Sayer's satincd statement reflects much of the position that this response 

will present. This response is founded upon the premise that secularism is an enemy of 

the Christian faith. The Christian faith proclaims a gospel that has to do with loving God 

and one's neighbour, while rnuch of secular humanism has to do with 'self-absorption.'"7 

The secularist, as stated, argues that God is dead and therefore anything is 

permissible for humanity. The Christian, on the other hand, begins with the premise that 

any true discovery about man must begin with the reality, power, and love of God. The 

Christian argues that God has always been, and will always be, actively involved in the 

human journey. Augustine argued that man would never rest until he found his rest in 

God. Pascal wodd concur, and advocated that every person has a God-shaped void 

within, and only God can fil1 that void 

The Christian response to secularisrn begins with God. The scriptures reflect how 

God sees himself: "1 am the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last, the beginning 

86 Dorothy Sayers as cited in Can Man Live Without God?, Ravi Zacharias, (Dallas: Word, 1994), 42. 
87 Klaus Bockrnuehl, "Secularization and Secularism: Some Christian Considerations", in The Best In 
Theolow. Vol. One, J.1 Packer (ed.), (Carol Stream, Illinois: Chnstianity Today), 177. 



and the endya8 In the gospel of John, we hear: ''In the beginning was the 'the Word"- 

the word, not man. Genesis 3 declares that man is made in God's image and we should 

not attempt to make God in our image, this also remes the secularist view that we are to 

become God. 

The scnptures consistently teach that God is transcendent and sovereign. The 

implications of God's transcendence and sovereignty are that he is beyond human 

comprehension, he is fiee to move and act according to his own will, and is not subject to 

the wiIl of creation. The scriptures also clearly disclose that God is omnipresent, 

omnipotent, and omniscient. 

God is Omnipresent 

By starting with Goci, the Christian achowledges who God is, and who man is, or 

who man is not; nameiy, God. Ody God reveals attributes that can be ascnbed to God. 

The fcirst attribute to reflect upon is omnipresence, only God can claim to be everywhere. 

Claims of omnipresence are reflected in the following passages: 

You discern my going out and my lying down; you are familiar with al1 
my ways. 
Before a word is on my tongue you lmow it completely, O LORD. 
You hem me in-behind and before; you have' laid your hand upon me. 
Such howledge is too wonderfûl for me, too lofty for me to attain- 
Where can 1 go fiom your Spirit? Where can I flee f?om your presence? 
If 1 go up to the heavens, you are there; if 1 make my bed in the depths, 
you are there? 

'Am 1 only a God nearby,' declares the LORD, 'and not a God f a .  away? 
Can anyone hide in secret places so that 1 cannot see him?' declares the 
LORD. 'Do not 1 fil1 heaven and earth?' declares the  LORD.^' 

"But will God really dwell on earth? The heavens, even the highest 
heaven, cannot contain you. How much less this temple 1 have b ~ i l t ! ~ '  

But it was Solomon who built the house for him. 

88 Revelation 22: 3 
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However, the Most Kigh does not live in houses made by men. As the 
prophet says: 
'Heaven is rny throne, and the earth is my footstool. What kind of house 
will you build for me? says the Lord Or where will my resting place be? 
Has not my hand made all these 

"The God who made the world and everything in it is the Lord of heaven 
and earth and does not live in temples built by han&. 
And he is not served by human hands, as if he needed anything, because 
he himself gives all men life and breath and everything else. 
From one man he made every nation of men, tbat they should inhabit the 
whole earth; and he detennined the times set for them and the exact places 
where they shodd live. 
God did this so that men would seek him and perhaps reach out for him 
and find him, though he is not far fiom each one of us. 
'For in him we live and move and have our being.' As some of your own 
pe ts  have said, 'We are his o f f ~ ~ r i n ~ . ~ ~  

God 1s Omniscient 

God is omniscient, rneaning, he can kmw al1 that can be known. His knowledge is 

not dependent upon new discoveries. God is beyond time and lives in the eternal now, 

therefore, he can see the past, present, and future simultaneously. Stated differently, 

because God is God, he can see that which existed, exists, and that which c m  possibly 

exist. His omnipresence also Ieads one to understand how God can know al1 that c m  be 

known, because he c m  be found in the past, present, and hture. Passages that reflect 

God's omniscience are as folows: 

Great is our Lord and mighty in power; his understanding has no limitg4 

Who has understood the mind of the LORD, or instructed hirn as his 
counselor? Whom did the LORD consult to enlighten him, and who taught 
him the right way? Who was it that taught him knowledge or showed him 
the path of ~ n d e r s t a n d i n ~ ? ~ ~  

92 Acts 7: 48-49 
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Nothing in aIl creation is hidden fiom God's sight. Everything is 
uncovered and Iaid bare before the eyes of him to whom we must give 
account? 

The eyes of the LORD are everywhere, keeping watch on the wicked and 
the good.97 

He determines the number of the stars and c d s  them each by name.'* 
Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing? and one of them shdI not fall on 
the ground without your Father. But the very hairs of your head are dl 
n~mbered.~' 

You know when 1 sit and when 1 rise; you perceive my thoughts firom afar. 
You discern my going out and my lying dom;  you are familiar with dl 
my ways- 
Before a word is on my tongue you know it completely, O LORD. 

If we had forgotten the narne of our God or spread out our han& to a 
foreign go& would not God have discovered it, since he knows the secrets 
of the heart?'O1 
He knows how we are formed, he remembers that we are du~t .~O~ 

Neverthdess, God's solid foundation stands firm, sealed with this 
inscription: 'The Lord knows those who are his,' and, 'Everyone who 
coafesses the name of the Lord must tuni away fiom wickedness.' 'O3 

Trust in the 
etemal. 'O4 

God 1s Omnipotent 

LORD forever, for the LORD, the LORD, is the Rock 

God is omnipotent. Man may 

unequivocally teaches that only God is 

96 Hebrews 4: 13 
97 Proverbs 15:3 
'* Psalm 14714 
99 Matthew 10:29,30 
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'O' Psalrn 44:21 
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one has the authority and right to do what hehhe wants to do. The concept of 

omnipotence means that that one 'can' do whatever c m  be done, and fiom a Christian 

perceptive, this applies only to God Scriptural support for God's omnipotence is as 

foilows: 

Jesus looked at them and said, "With man this is impossi%le, but wiîh God 
al1 things are possible."105 

For uothing is impossible with God. 'O6 

M e r  this 1 heard what sounded like the roar of a great multitude in heaven 
shouting: "Hallelujah! Salvation and glory and power belong to our 
God. 'O7 

The Sovereignty of God 

The Christian faith teaches that man is not the ruler of the universe, but rather, God is 

sovereign. The teaching that God is sovereign implies that he alone is the d e r  of the 

universe and rules in total fieedorn and power. Scripture passages that support this vÏew 

are: 

Remember the former things, those of long ago; 1 am God, and there is no 
other; 1 am God, and there is none like me. 
I make known the end fiom the beginnulg, frorn ancient times, what is still 
to corne. 1 Say: My purpose will stand, and 1 will do all that 1 pIease. 
From the east 1 summon a bird of prey; from a far-off land, a man to fuIfill 
rny purpose. What 1 have said, that will 1 bring about; what 1 have 
planned, that will I do. 'O8 

Can you fathom the mystenes of God? Can you probe the limits of the 
Aimighty? They are higher than the heavens-what can you do? They are 
deeper than the depths of the grave-what can you know? Their measure 
is longer than the earth and wider than the sa log  

Oh, the depth of the riches of the wisdom and knowledge of God! How 
unsearchable his judgments, and his paths beyond tracing out! 

'O6 Luke 1:37 
'O7 Rev. 19: 1 
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Who has known the mind of the Lord? Or who has been his counselor?" 
Who has ever gîven to God, that God shouid repay him?" 
For fiom him and through him and to him are d l  things. To him be the 
glory forever! Amen. 'Io 

The secularist is not able to rationally conclude that one can be omnipresent, 

omniscient, or omnipotent. Further, as a secularist considers the laws of nature and 

man's vulnerability towards these, he/she can not logically claim sovereignty- 

The Bible unequivocally teaches that man is not autonomous. God gave 

humanity gifts and expected humanity to have dominion over creation, and take care of it- 

It was not God's intention to give man absolute fieedom when he gave humanity 

authority over creation. The scriptures teach that the secularist's version of fieedom is 

more than just a myth, it is a lie that leads hurnanity fiom true fkeedom. 

Scnptures teach that in order to flnd fieedom one rnust face the truth that he is not 

God, but rather a creature who has s h e d  against ~od" ' .  Evidence of the fa11 can be 

seen in the state humanity fïnds itself in. The state of humanity also is a central challenge 

to secular humanism, namely, where is the utopia that secularism promised to create? 

How does the secularist legitimately deal with the evil side of humanity? What does the 

secularist do with the Hitlers and the other mad men of our race? 

The potential survival and fieedom of hurnanity is dependent upon facing the 

reality, harsh as it might bey that man is not autonomous, but rather is a sinner in need of 

God's grace-that we are a fdlen race. The following passages offer a very succinct 

summary of humanity's state and God's intervention. 

"O ~ o m a n s  11: 33-36 
" ' Romans 3 



As for yoy you were dead in your transgressions and sins, in which you 
used to live when you followed the ways of this world and of the d e r  of 
the kingdom of the air, the spirit who is now at work in those who are 
disobedient- 
Al1 of us also lived among them at one tirne, gratifying the cravings of our 
sinfûl nature and following its desires and thoughts. Like the rest, we were 
by nature objects of wrath- 
But because of his great love for us, God, who is rich in mercy, made us 
alive with Christ even when we were dead in transgressions-it is by grace 
you have been saved. 
And God raised us up with Christ and seated us with him in the heavenly 
realrns in Christ Jesus, in order that in the coming ages he might show the 
incomparable riches of his grace, expressed in his kindness to us in Christ 
Jesus- 
For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith-and this not fiom 
yourselves, it is the gifl of God--not by works, so that no one can boast. 
For we are God's workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, 
which God prepared in advance for us to domu2 

The idea of a divine plan refütes the secularist's view of contingency. The 

doctrine of providence is central in any Christian argument against contingency. The 

word providence cornes fiom the Latin, 'pro' and "videre' which means to 'look ahead' 

or 'plan in advance'. Providence refers to the fulfillment of the divine purpose of 

creation "3 The scriptures present God as 'The Providential ~drninistrator' 14. 

Providence, therefore, asserts that God, having cailed the world iato being, continually 

sustains, renews, and orders it."' l5 The Christian faith unquestionably teaches that God 

had a divine purpose in creating the world, and that in his 'primordial calling' God had an 

'eschatologïcal event' in mind-a new heaven and a new earth. Stanley Grenz 

i 12 Ephesians 2: 1-10 
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Taken as a whole the Bible asserts that God directs his program to the 
bringing about of comrnunity in the highest sense of the word-a 
redeemed people, livin within a renewed creation, and enjoying the 
presence of their God 1 I F  

Car1 Henry presents the idea of God's providential involvement within human 

history this way: 

Ail history, including cosrnic history, was h m  
be summed up in Christ by the power, wisdom 
continuously immanent in the world as He is 
it. "' 

the beginnuig designed to 
and grace of God, who is 
ever also transcendent to 

The Christian belief that God is intimately involved and has a plan offers the 

individual an unmatched hope, as Grenz points out: 

Al1 history is moving toward the establishment of community. And even 
now he invites us to orient our lives around his on-going program. By 
means of allegiance to the God revealed in Christ we can exchange the 
disorder of life for a new order marked by community or fellowship with 
Go& others, and al1 creation.l18 

As this quote reveals, the divine plan is fulfilled through the redemptive work of 

Christ. Grenz states: "He is the Logos, the meaning of history, for he is the exemplar of 

the purposefid relationship that can exist between creation and the ~reator.""~ Scriptural 

passages that support the doctrine of providence are: 

The LORD has established his throne in heaven and his kingdom rules 
over ail. "O 

I l 6  Grenz, 148. 
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1 know that the LORD is great, that our Lord is greater than d gods. 
The LORD does whatever pleases him, in the heavens and on the earth, in 
the seas and dl their depths.12' 

Then 1 praised the Most High; I honored and glorified him who Iives 
forever. His dominion is an etemal dominion; his kingdom endures fiom 
generation to generation. 
AU the peoples of the earth are regarded as nothing. He does as he pleases 
with the powers of heaven and the peoples of the earth. No one can hold 
back his hand or say to him: "What have you d ~ n e ? " ' ~ ~  

In him we were dso chosen, haWig been predestined according to the 
plan of hirn who works out everythhg in conformity with the purpose of 
his will, in order that we, who were the f5st to hope in Christ, might be for 
the praise of his glory. 123 

Therefore, if anyone is in Chnst, he is a new creation; the old has gone, 
the new has corne! AU this is fiom God, who reconciled us to himself 
through Christ and gave us the ministry of reconciliation: that God was 
reconciling the world to himself in Christ, not counting men's sins against 
them. And he has committed to us the message of rec~ncil iat ion'~~ 

A critical examination can lead one to see the tremendous h m  that secularism 

inflicts upun humanity. When man is responsible for the creation of tnith, truth is never 

encountered because it is always subject to change. Humanly created truth is the 

proverbial carrot that leads humanity away from the ultimate source of tnith; God. 

The most powerful in society detennines what truth is when it is regarded as 

something that is humady created; subsequently, a world is created where survival of the 

fittest is the ultimate truth that mies humanity. The individual looses his or her 

individuality where relativity d e s  and he or she simply is absorbed into the collective 

voice that speaks on behalf of those who have the power. 

12' Psaim 135: 5-6 
lu Daniel 4: 35 
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Security does not ex&, in the present or the fiiture, when tnith is relative. How can 

an individual, or a society, plan and prepare for a better future when the foundational 

values are always changing? How c m  one have hope when truth is a myth? How c m  

one be certain of anything when tnith is always changing according to the whims and 

winds that bïow around in a society that promotes relativity? 

The scriptures teach that anythmg that does not corne fiom God is to be regarded 

as a lie. The scriptures declare: 

Into your hands 1 commit my spirit; redeem me, O LORD, the God of 
tnith. '2s 

For the law was given through Moses; grace and tnith came through Jesus 
Christ. 126 

And 1 will ask the Father, and he will give you another Counselor to be 
with you forever-the Spirit of truth. The world cannot accept him, 
because it neither sees him nor knows him. But you h o w  him, for he lives 
with you and will be in you. 12' 

They exchanged the truth of God for a lie, and worshipped and served 
created things rather than the Creator--who is forever praised. Amen. 12' 

Jesus answered, "1 am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to 
the Father except through me. 12' 

Surely you heard of him and were taught in hirn in accordance with the 
truth that is in Jesus. 13' 

But when he, the Spirit of tnith, comes, he will guide you into al1 tmth. He 
will not speak on his own; he will speak only what he hears, and he will 
tell you what is yet to come.13' 

125 Psalrn 3 1 :5 
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III) JUNGIAN PSYCHOLOGY & WHOLENESS 

Glossar y 

Anima is the unconscious ferninine side of men. 

Animus is the unconscious male side of wornen. 

Complex is a collection of images or ideas that have an archetype as its center. 

Consciousness is the part of the human mind that is known. Consciousness appears at 
childhood and continues to grow throughout life through four mental functions: thinking, 
feeling, sensing, and intuiting- 

Ego is the center of consciousness. The ego fiinctions as a gatekeeper between 
consciousness and unconsciousness. 

Archetypes the primordial and inherited images of the collective unconsciousness. 
Archefypes are autonomous and reveal îhemselves wherever they choose, i-e., dreams, 
folklore. 

ColIective Unconscious is a reservoir of primordial images. Through the evohtionary 
process humanity gathers primordial images, and these images are universal and 
influence every culture and individual. 

Persona has a Latin origin and refers to the mask that an actor wore so that he could play 
different roles. Persona is what one projects to the outside world, and subsequently, hides 
be hind 

Psyche is the totality of al1 conscious and unconscious content. 

The Shadow is the primitive force that is found in the human psyche. 

The Self is the center, and the totality, of the entire psyche. The self is the archetype that 
governs a11 other archetypes. Jung acknowledged that the self presents a paradox that 
greatly challenges the conscious mind. 

Individuation is the process that ailows the individual to becorne an individual. This 
process is experienced through the differentiation of the collective identity. 

The Unconscious refers to that part of human psyche that cm not be known by the 
conscious rnind. The unconscious is where archetypes fïnd their home. The unconscious 
mind can be used as a dumping ground that the conscious mind uses to get rid of what is 
perceived to be unpleasant. 



Jung believed that humanity has always faced the question: ''What d l  the future 

bring?" During times of great distress; economic, physical or spintual, the importance of 

this question increases. People, when facing times of distress, look forward to the future 

with the hope that it will bring a brighter torn~rrow.'~~ 

Jung argued that the deciine of formd religion led to the increase of self- 

destructive powers, and this resulted in a crisis of meaninglessness. Jung warned: 

"Meaninglessness inhibits m e s s  of life and is therefore equivalent to illness. Meaning 

makes a great many things endurable-perhaps e~ery-thin~."'~~ 

One of Jung's patients described the experience of one seeking meaning: 

When I was a boy of about twelve years, 1 went once to the forest together 
with my brother, who was ten years older than I, and I asked him "Tell 
me, what is the meaning of life" He hesitated a moment, and then he 
laughed and said ''The meaning of life is life itself" 1 was not satisfied 
and I thought '1 don? know the meaning of life now, but later on 1 must 
fuld that out-' And 1 found it out by my analysis with me. Now, towards 
the end of my life, 1 know that the meaning of life is to get a relation to the 
unconscious, to ripen, to grow, and to corne to the imer nucleus of the 
personality. What 1 cal1 the self 134 

Jung thought that an individual could only discover meaning when one discovers 

individuality. Individuality refers to the psycho logical uniqueness of the individual. 

Jung acknowledged the role that the collective experience has upon a person but he also 

maintained that individuality was essential if one was to experience wholene~s. '~~ Jung 

132 Car1 Jung, The Undiscovered Self, (New York: Mentor Books, 1959), 1 1. 
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believed that, because it is not easy to discover oneself, one had to be intensely 

reflective. 13' Jung claïmed: 

True, whoever Iooks into the rnirror of the water will see fïrst of al1 his 
own face.. . The mirror does not flatter, it faithfully shows whatever looks 
into it; namely, the face we never show to the world because we cover it 
with the persona, the mask of the actor. But the mirror lies behind the 
mask and shows the true face.13' 

Jung believed that, "Life..- has meaning and meaninglessness. 1 cherish the 

anxious hope that meanïng will preponderate and win the battle.""8 People must not be 

satisfied with a shallow experîence if they want to live rich and healthy lives. One must 

look to a source that is beyond the conscious level in order to discover a deeper 

experience-a source so powerful that it can lead to meaning; and ultimately, to 

wholeness. 

The aforementioned reveds that Jung believed that one's meaning is not f o n d  in 

the material realm, but rather it is found deep within one's soul. Jung and his father 

disagreed on the issue of the matenal and the spiritual. 

My father was obviously under the impression that psychiatrists had discovered 
something in the brain which proved that in the place where the mind should have been 
there was only matter, and nothing spiritual. This was bom out by his admonitions that if 
1 studied medicine 1 should in heaven's name not become a materialist. To me this 
warning meant that 1 ought to believe nothing at all, for I knew that Materialists believed 
in their definitions just as the theologians did theirs, and that my poor father had simply 
jumped out of the fiying pan into the fïre. 1 recognized that this celebrated faith of his 
had played this deadly trick on him, and not only on him but on most of the cultivated 
senous peo le 1 knew. The arch sin of faith, it seemed to me, was that it forestalled 
experience. P,9 

13' Jung, Collected Works. Vol. 7: Two Essavs in Analytical Psvcholow R3.C. Haii, vans., (Princeton, 
NJ, Princeton University Press, 1966), 155. 
13' Jung, "Archetypes of the Collective Unconsciousn as cited in The Basic Writinss o f  C.G. Jung. Violet 
Staub De Lasùo (ed.) New York, 1959), 304. 
13* Jung, Mernories, Drearns and Reflections, 359. 
i39 Ibid-, 94. 



Consciousness, unconsciousness, and The colïective Unconsciousness 

The human psyche consists of the conscious and the unconscious. The conscious 

is what we know, while the unconscious is much more of a mystery. The unconscious is 

commonly regarded as the intimate and conceded part of the individual. While the 

unconscious c m  never be fully understood, the conscious must attempt to know it as 

intimately as possible. 140 

The development of an individual, as stated, is dependent upon the conscious act 

of reflection Jung believed that reflection should be viewed as 'a spiritual act' that c m  

conflict with the naturai process. Reflection, according to Jung, is "an act whereby we 

stop, cal1 something to mind, form a picture, and take up a relation to and corne to terms 

with what we have seen. It should, therefore, be understood as an act of becoming 

c o n s ~ i o u s . ~ ' ~ ~ ~  

Consciousness does not simply create itself, but instead it finds its source deep 

within one's being. Consciousness begins to emerge during childhood and continues to 

grow throughout life. Each moniing the consciouç mind awakens fiom an unconscious 

state. 142 

The conscious mind helps one to separate an individual fiom the rest of 

creation.lJ3 Jung argued that without the conscious mind, for ail intents and purposes, 

140 Jung, "Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious", in The Basic Writines of C.G. Junq, Violet Staub De 
h z i o  (ed.), 304. 
141 Jung Collected Works. Vol. 1 1 : Ps~cholog  and Reliaion: West and East ( P ~ c e t o n ,  New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 2 %8), 235. 
'j2 Ibid, 241. 
lQ Jung, Collected Works. Vol. 8: The Structure and Dynamics of the Psyche @rinceton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, l96O), 4 12 



neither the world nor the individual wodd really exist.'" Creation's well king,  

therefore, is greatly dependent upon the existence and nurturïng of the conscious mind. 

Jung claimed that the conscious mind was given for the weIl being of creation, and 

subsequently, it should be viewed as the "most remarkable of al1 nature's curiosities. r~lJ.5 

One can see, considering the aforementioned, that the purpose of the conscious mind is to 

bring rneaning to that which exists. 14' 

Jung argued that the unconscious primitive man could only 'adapt' and 'assert' 

himseif in a primitive world, and therefore could easily succumb to the dangers of a 

world that demands a higher level of consciousness. Jung denounced the view that the 

conquering of the world should be regarded as a crisis or victory. He did acknowledge, 

however, that while the primitive (i-e., dreams) cm affect a developed consciousness, it is 

the conscious mind that has conquered the world, and not the unconscious mind- 14' 

Human development is dependent upon hurnanity moving beyond the insti-nctual 

response. Instinct comes nom the unconscious dimension of one's being. Instinct 

attempts to respond in a way that comes naturally, while the conscious mind is developed 

in culture and seeks to respond in a culturally developed r e s p ~ n s e . ' ~ ~  

One can not evolve unless one makes an attempt to consciously make decisions, 

instead of sirnply responding by instinct. The dilemma is that part of one's instinct is 

sacrificed when one seeks to develop his or her level of consciousness. Jung believed that 

sacrifice was necessary in humm development. 14' 

144 Jung, Collected Works. Vol. 10: Civilization in Transition. (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University 
Press, 1964), 528 

Jung Collected Works. Vol. 8: The Stmcture and Dvnarnics of the Psyche, 695. 
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Jung points out that the theme of sacrince is clearly presented in Chnstianity. It is 

the sacrifice of the merely natural man, of the unconscious, ingenuous being who is found 

eating the apple in paradise. The biblical account of man's fall, while it involves a new 

level of consciousness, is portrayed as a curse. Jung argued: '&And as a matter of fact it is 

in this light that we first look upon every problem that forces us to greater consciousness 

and separates us even M e r  fkom the paradise of unconsciou c h i l d h ~ o d " ~ ~ ~  Jung 

concluded: 

And yet the attainment of consciousness was the most precious W t  of the 
tree of knowledge, the magical weapon which 
earth, and which we hope t d l  give him a 
himself. lS1 

Jung regarded any human achievement as an 

gave man victory over the 
still greater victory over 

outcorne of self-awareness and a 

willingness to regard oneself as being distinct fiom the rest of Jung 

achowledged that there are some who are not even close to king fûlIy conscious. He 

proposed that serni-conscious individuals are aware of what happens to them, but they do 

not determine their thoughts, words, or actions. One is essentially living in a primitive 

state when one lives in a semi-consciou state, and is in need of some sort of extemal 

shock. A person whose complete focus is work and who becomes oblivious to ail other 

aspects of life (i-e., family, and leisure.. . ) is an example of a person who is in a semi- 

conscious state. 

Jung believed that in order for one to be truly alive, and evolve, one must become 

increasingly conscious. Jung stated: 

''O Lbid. 
IS1 Jung, Collected Works. Vol. 10: Civilization in Transition, 289. 
'" Jung, Collected Works. Vol. 8: The Structure and Dynamics of the P-he. 523. 



The man we c d  modem, the man who is aware of the immediate present 
is by no rneans the average man. He is rather the man who stands upon a 
peak, or at the very edge of the world, the abyss of the future before him, 
above him the heavens, and below him the whole of mankind with a 
history that disappears in primeval mists. 

The modern man-or, let us Say again, the man of the immediate 
present-is rarely met with, for he must be conscious to a superIative 
degree. Since to be wholly of the present means to be fùlly conscious of 
one's existence as a man, it requires the most intensive and extensive 
consciousness, with a minimum of unconsciousness. 

It must be cleariy understood that the mere fact of living in the present 
does not make a man modem, for in that case everyone at present alive 
would be so. He alone is modem who is W y  conscious of the present L53 

Jung wamed that consciousness should not be equated with one's p ~ y c h e . ' ~ ~  The 

psyche can not be fully understood, nor can it be controlled because the psyche is the 

creator of consciousness. Jung compares the conscious rnind and the psyche to the 

relationship between an island and the ocean it finds itself in, the island is comparatively 

very small to the incomprehensibly massive ocean.'" He proposeci, however, that one 

could see evidence of the unconscious mind by its effect upon the conscious mind-ls6 

While it is very challenging to understand the conscious mind, the unconscious 

mind is even more complex. Jung clairned, "As to the actual state an unconscious 

content is in whea not attached to consciousness, this is something that eludes ail 

possibility of cognition. It is quite pointless to hazard conjectures about it."157 Jung also 

concluded that only experience could oEer some insight into the existence of the 

unconscious and its contents.158 

- 

lS3 h g ,  Collected Works. VoI. 10: Civilization in Transition, 149. 
154 Jung, Collected Works. Vol. 6: Psycholoeical Tqes, 422. 
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The unconscious mind is more objective than the conscious mind, and it consists 

of mentai content that is inaccessible to the ego.lS9 The unconscious mùid is continually 

being filied with new inf~rmat ioe '~  Images, symbols, and fantasies are the language of 

the unconscious mind.'6 

Jung, just as he made a distinction between the conscious and unconscious, made 

a distinction between the personal unconscious and the collective unconscious. Jung 

offered a good summary of his view on the collective unconscious: 

We can distinguish a persona1 unconscious, comprising aLl the acquisitions 
of persona1 life, everythmg forgotten, repressed, sublimindy perceived, 
thought, felt. But, in addition to these personal unconscious contents, 
there are other contents which do not originate in personal acquisitions but 
in the inherited possibility of psychic fûnctioning in general, i-e., in the 
inherited structure of the brain. These are the mythological association, 
the motifs, and images that cm spring up anew anytime anywhere, 
independently of historical tradition or migration. 1 call these contents the 
collective unconscious. 162 

The Ego 

Jung claïmed: "By the ego 1 understand a complex of ideas which constitutes the 

center of my field of consciousness and appears to process a hi& degree of continuity 

and iden t i~ ; " '~~  

The ego is that which organizes the perceptions, memories, thoughts, and feelings 

of the conscious mind. The ego, while it is a relativeiy small part of the psyche, is a very 

key part. The conscious mind would simply be a collage of thoughts if the ego did not 

lS9 Andrew Sarnuels, Andrew, Bani Shorter and Fred Plaut. A Criticai Dictionary of Junman Adysis ,  
(Great Britain: Routiedge & Kegan Paul), 155. 

Jolande Jacobi The Psycholoav of C.G. Junq (New Haven Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1973), 
35. 
161 Andrew Sarnuels, Andrew, Bani Shorter and Fred Plaut. A Critical Dictionarv of Junaian Analvsis, 155. 
16' Jung, ColIected Works. Vol. 6: PsychoIoaicd Twes, 485. 
'* Ibid., 425. 



ex&. Without the ego one would not be able to perceive what is going on externally or 

intemdly, or determine what is right or wrong. 

The ego develops one's identity and helps one to discover and develop one's 

personality. One is able to regulate what is to be accepted or rejected in one's conscious 

mind because of the ego. The ego enables one to have some stability within his or her 

personality. The individuation process is dependent upon how effective the ego functions 

and would be greatly retarded if one's personality fluctuated continudy. Jung also 

argued that the individual could not become individuated if the ego did not alIow new 

knowledge to become part of the conscious mind.l6j 

It is imperative that one has a healthy approach to one's ego, othenvise, there is 

the danger of one's becoming inflated. According to Webster's dictionary, "Inflation is 

blown up, distended with air, utlfealistically large and unreaiistically important, beyond 

the limits of one's proper size; hence to be vain, pompous, proud, presumptuous." An 

inflated ego cm eventually lose its identity to the Self The inflated ego has a distorted 

view of itself, and believes that it is greater and more powerful than it is in reality. 

One might Say that because the conscious mind is not born we are bom in a state 

of inflation. The only thing that exists, as far as the infant's expenence is concemed, is 

the unconscious and therefore the only thing that really exists is the self. Edward F. 

Edinger presents the Jungian view when he concludes: "The self is bom, but the ego is 

made, and in the beginxling al1 is the self. 7,165 

164 Calvin S. HaIl, Vemon I. Nordby, APrimer of Jungian Psychology, (New York: Primer Books, 1973), 
35. 
165 Edinger, Ego and Archetype (New York: Penguin Books, 1973), 7. 



Estrangement between the ego and the self makes the individual become 

obhious to the signs and the revelations of unconscious. Estrangement retards one's 

experience of the individuation because the ego is not able to receive the new knowledge 

that is necessary for one to move forward. 

Estrangement reduces the ego's awareness of the activities of the self, and this 

could force the ego to confront things that it is not prepared to face. One's activities are 

not always rational or predictable when the self dominates the ego. Jung concluded that: 

"From this we can see the numinous power of the self, which can hardly be experïenced 

in any other way. For this reason the experience of the self is always a defeat to the 

ego.mL66 

Symbols and Dreams 

An attempt to experience the individuation process will lead one to encounter 

many signs and symbols. Signs represent what the conscious mind has told them to 

represent. Symbols, on the other hana are much more powerful. Symbols represent 

something that can not be understood at the conscious level. 

Edward F. Edinger captured Jung's understanding of symbols when he said: 

Symbols are spontaneous products of the archetype psyche. One cannot 
manufacture a syrnbol; one can only discover it. Symbols are carriers of 
psychic energy, and this is why one ought to consider symbols as alive. 
They transmit to the ego, either consciously or unconsciously, life energy 
which supports, guides, and motivates the individual. The archetypal 
psyche is constantly creating a steady Stream of living syrnbolic 
imagery . 167 

'" Ibid., 49- 
16' fiid, 110. 



Everyone has dreams and symbols play a key role within these dreams. One is 

influenced by everything he or she encounters even though one might not consciously be 

aware of it. Our conscious min& have many psychic associations and dreams are an 

important source of information in helping one to understand these associations. 

Through dream analysis one can discover important messages that the unconscious mînd 

is sending. Things that are perceived to be cornmon at the conscious level are often much 

more vibrant in our dreams because the unconscious mind is not re~tricted.'~' Jung 

claimed that very important things can be learned fiom dream ana ly~ i s . ' ~~  Jung believed 

that dreams can lead one closer to him or herself Jung believed that dream Ianguage is 

the langage of the self. 

Archetypes 

The psyche of a new bom child is not a tabula rasa (blank date), but rather just as 

the infant has inherited particular hereditary traits, the child has a priori and formai 

condition within hisher psyche. The presence of these a prori and formal conditions are 

part of one's insiincf and evidence of them can be found as a child grows and shares his 

or her dream fantasies. "O 

Jung made a distinction between instinct and archetypes. Instincts are 

physiological responses that are perceived by our senses. Instincts can also be expressed 

through fantasies and evidence of them can, at times, be found only through symbolic 

-- 

16' Jung Man and His Symbols (New York, New Yodc Del1 Publishing Co., Inc., 1964), 29. 
L69 Frieda Fordham, An Introduction To June7s Psychorom (New York Penguin Books, l966), 67. 
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expression Jung calls these expressions the archetypes and îheir source can not be M y  

known, therefore, they can not be guided or controlled-"l 

Archetypes are complexes of expexience that one will inevitably encounter. 

Archetypes will influence an individual throughout life.172 Archetypes can only be seen 

indirectly through archetypal images and ideas. 17' There is uniformity among the 

archetypes within the psyche that work together like the various parts of one's body. 

Archetypes are 'etemally inherited forms and ideas', whose specific content is only 

disclosed as one's life ~nfalds.~'' 

Jung also regarded archetypes as expressions of the primordial existence of man. 

The archetypes are the content of the collective unconsciousness-the universai images 

of the earliest experiences of humanity. Stated differently, archetypes are the "kxpression 

for the transmission of the collective contents oriboinally derived from the 

u n c o n s c i o l i ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

Freud called archetypes 'archaic remnants'. These remnants are mental images 

that one can not fully understand. They need to be accepted as an innate part of the 

human psyche. The human psyche, like the human body that reveals evidence of a long 

evolutionary process, psyche needs to be seen as an organism that has evolved fiom a 

very primitive form.'" Archetypes can, therefore, be seen as the result of the collective 

evolution ofthe human psyche. 

Jung claimed: 

171 Ibid., 58. 
'* Ibid., 62. 

Jung, Collected Works. Vol. 8: The Structure and Dvnamics of the Psyche, 417. 
17' Jung, Collected Works. Vol. 1 1 : Psvchology and Relinion: West and East. 845. 
175 Jung as cited in The Basic Writinqs of C.G. Jung. =olet Staub De Lasio (ed.), 288. 
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Archetypes are iike riverbeds which dry up when the water deserts them, 
but which it can h d  again at any time. An archetype is like an old 
watercourse dong which the water of life has flowed for centuries, 
digging a deep channel for itself. The longer it has flowed in this channel 
the more likely it is that sooner or Iater the water will r e m  to its old 
bed L77 

Archetypal iduence is a natural part of the human joumey and sometimes the 

influence can lead one into what is regarded as socially acceptable behaviour. For 

example, when a well respected and responsible man leaves his family and commitments 

and m s  away with a much younger woman, h g  would Say that the anima has Ied the 

man to dlowing emotions to negatively influence him, Jung claimed that in such 

circumstances ''the gods have claimed another victim. 1,178 

The foilowing quotes succinctly state Jung's view of the power of the archetype 

on one's psyche, life, and journey: 

Archetypes were, and still are, living psychic forces that demand to be 
taken seriously, and they have a strange way of making sure of their 
effect. Always they were the bringers of protection and salvation, and their 
violation has as its consequence the "perils of the sod" known to us from 
the psychology of primitives. Moreover, they are the infdibIe causes of 
neurotic and even psychotic disorders, behaving exactly like neglected or 
maltreated physical organs or organic fiinctional systems. 179 

Al1 the most powerful ideas in history go back to archetypes. This is 
particularly true of religious ideas, but the central concepts of science, 
philosophy, and ethics are no exception to this d e .  In their present form 
they are variants of archetypal ideas, created by consciously applying and 
adapting these ideas to reality. For it is the h c t i o n  of consciousness not 
only to recognize and assimilate the extemal world through the gateway of 
the senses, but to translate into visible reality the world within us. '" 

- - 
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Our personal psychology is just a thin skin, a npple on the ocean of the 
collective psychology. The powerful factor, the factor which changes our 
whole life, which changes the surface of known world, which makes 
history, is collective psychology, and collective psychology moves 
according to laws entirely different fiom those of our consciousness. The 
Archetypes are the great decisive forces, they bring about the real events, 
and not our personal reasoning and practic al... The archetypal Mages 
decide the fate of man.""' 

Anima & Animus 

The anima and animus are examples of archetypes. There is an old Geman 

proverb that claims that every man has his own Eve within hirnself lg2 This sentiment can 

be found in Jung's understanding of the Anima, in his words: 

The anima is a persunification of al1 feminine psychological tendencies in 
man's psyche such as vague feelings and moods, prophetic love, feeling 
for nature, and last but not least-his relation to the uncon~cious.'~~ 

Jung sought to understand how the anima expresses itself and infiuences one's 

behaviour. He was particularly interested in how the anima and animus afFected one's 

interaction with the opposite sex. Jung was convinced that the anima continually 

influenced the male psyche.lg4 Jung considered the anima to be a foundational Stone of 

the ps ychic structure. 

The animus is represented in the form of the old wise man and is found in the 

form of a king, hero, medicine man, saviour, and is regarded as an archetype of meaning. 

181 Jung as cited in C.G. June Psvcho1og;ical Reflections. A New Antholom of His Writings 1905-1961, 
Jolande Jacobi, R F C  (Hall Princeton, NJ, 1970), 39. 
1 82 Ibid., 1 14. 
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Writinns 1905-1962,113. 
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The anima, on the other han& can be found in the form of the Holy Virgin, Goddess, 

Queen of Heaven, seductress, harlof and is regarded as a messenger of life or death.lg6 

The anima and animus can have inner and outward manifestations. They can be 

found in dreams, fantasies, and other expressions of the unconscious when they disclose 

contra-sexual traits of one's own psyche. Outward manifestations can be found in one's 

projection of a part of his/her unconscious psyche upon another person, even though one 

might fail to see it as projectioe'87 

A moody or depressed man, who is besieged by emotions, is an example of one 

who is dominated by the anima.'88 The anima can also lead one into becoming vulnerable 

and easily preyed upon. The man, who is negatively Muenced by the anima, may fall 

prey to addictions, (Le., alcohol, and pornography). A man who is greatly influenced by 

the anima may also have a distorted view of women, and may constantly be in search of a 

fairy tale like ~ o r n a n . ~ * ~  Jung wams: "Every mother and every beloved is forced to 

become the carrier and embodiment of this omnipresent and ageless image, which 

corresponds to the deepest reality in a 

The animuç, on the other hand, can possess a woman and lead her to become 

aggressive, argumentative and one who creates emotionally charged situations. The 

animus can also lead one to develop a very critical spirit and attitude. 

Jung, Man and His Symbols- 189. 
lS7 Mande Jacobi an4 l2F.C. Hall. C.G. Jung, Psvchological Reflections. A New Antholow of His 
Writinps 1905-1961, 115. 
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Fantasies, dreams, and visions show that anima and anirnus cm play a significant 

role as a mediator between the conscious and the uncons~ious.'~~ In addition, the more 

one understands the role that anima and animus play in one's life the less he or she w i U  

be controlled by the kational and m e e n  

A denial of any part of the anima or the &us will naturally be a denial of a part 

of one's identity' and this will result in creating dyshction. A denial of the anima or the 

animus would retard one's development and greatly affect how one interacts with others, 

and especiaIIy those of the opposite sex. Suppressing the anima or the animus can lead 

an individual to unconsciously projecting upon others the archetype that actually is 

dorninating him or her. 

On a positive note, Jung believed that because of the female/male counter part of 

one's psyche, one can become a more balanced or whole individual. Stated differently, if 

the conscious mind can understand and have some degree of control over the influences 

of the anima and animus, one's personality can become more balanced; and therefore, not 

be too aggressive, passive, emotionally cold, or volatile. 

The Persona 

Persona cornes fiom Latin and describes the mask that was worn by ancient actors 

during solemn ritual plays. Jung used the word persona to describe how one attempts to 

adapt to extemal reality and collectivity. One's persona represents one's attempt to play 

his or her role on the world's stage.Ig3 Jung argued: 'But as its name shows it is only a 

mask for the collective psyche, a mask that feigns individuality, and tries to make others 

19' Fneda Fordham, An Introduction To Jung's Psycholo-gy, 58. 
'* Ibid- ... . . 
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and oneself believe that one is an individual, whereas one is simply playing a part in 

which the collective psyche ~peaks." '~~ The need for the mask reflects the very 

complicated relationship between the individual and the rest of the world.lg5 

Jung advocated that every vocation or profession has its own particular persona, 

and the evidence for this could simply be discovered as one examined photographs of 

public personalities. The photographs reflected certain expectations that have been 

placed upon individuals and their attempts to fullill these expectations (i-e., the professor 

with his textbook in hand)? 

The problem arises when the totality of a person is equated with the role he or she 

is expected to play. Jung even went so far as to Say: "One could Say, with a little 

exaggeration, that the persona is that which in reality one is not, but which oneself as well 

as others think one is."19' 

Jung told a story about meeting a man who seemed to be the personification of 

sainthood. Jung was so ïntrigued with this individual that he followed him around for 

three days. The man's noble behaviour convicted Jung and encouraged him to consider 

how he himself could improve. On the fourth day, however, Jung talked to the man's 

wife and discovered another side of the man-the side that he concealed fkom the public. 

The man, the true man, was hiding behind the mask that he was wearing in public.L98 

The desire to fulfill others' expectations, however, is not restncted to the time 

when one seeks to fulfill hislher chosen profession or vocation. Even in childhood one's 

Jung as cited in The Basic Wntin~s 0fC.G. Junq. Violet Staub De Lasrio, (ed.), 138. 
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roles are established by parental expectations. The early development of the ego is 

experienced when a child behaves in a manner hekhe believes will please addts- 

Therefore, the birth of a persona is encouraged when parents (an extemal force) place 

expectations upon the child, and the child attempts to fulfill these expectations by playing 

the given role. lg9 

Every member of society, like the child who has been encouraged to fulflll the 

role presented to himher, is faced with expectations. Jung also believed that society 

expects its members to play his/her role as perfectiy as possible. One is discouraged f?om 

allowing any room for conflicting roles that would lead to making the individual appear 

as being ~ d d . ~ "  

In a sense the persona could be regarded as 'the conforxnity archetype', and has 

played a significant roIe in hurnanity's survival. The persona c m  lead to the dienation of 

the ego fi-om reality, but the persona can also fulfill an important function as a mediator 

between the ego and the outer world. The persona can heIp one to be protected from the 

outer ~ o r l d . ~ ~ '  One's persona c m  also help one to get along with someone hekhe rnay 

not even care for, because the persona at least enables hirn or her to tolerate the other 

prson. 202 

La addition, the persona not only helps one to get along; it can aIso help one to get 

ahea~i.~~.' The corporate setting is an exarnple of how the persona can work. There are, in 

many corporate settings, certain characteristics that are encouraged in order to portray the 

lg9 Edward Whitmont, The Synbolic Ouest. Basic Concepts of Analflical Psvcholon), 56. 
2W Frieda Fordham, An Introduction To Jung's Psvcholo-, 48. 
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corporate image. The degree to which an individual adopts 'a corporate image' can 

greatly determine his or her 'success' in that corporation? 

The persona, while it can automatically come into play, should not be so 

impeneirable that another person is not even able to see a glirnpse of the real person. The 

persona should not be so dominant in one's life that it can not be set aside. n i e  persona 

must dso be adaptable because different settings may require different personas. Tt is 

imperative that one is aiways conscious of the persona, and that the persona is under 

submission to the conscious r n i ~ ~ d . ' ~ ~  

An individual who is consistently forced by extemal forces (i-e., parents) faces a 

perpetual stmggle, and often appears as if he or she is sorne sort of misfit-Le., the 

proverbial 'bu11 in a china shop'. Anyone who attempts to live behind a mask can get 

trapped in self-deception and view him\herslf wîth illusions of grandeur or insignificance, 

as either Saviour or outca~t."~ 

Evil and The Shadow 

Seeking to discover self and wholeness will challenge an individual to come to 

grïps with different aspects of the psyche. As one encounters the unconscious mind, 

whether it is offering what is perceived to be good or bad, it is important: that one can 

consciously be willing to accept that which is encountered. Jung consistently warned 

about the danger of repressing the insti'ncts that sought expression and satisfaction. He 

stressed that one has to become aware of his/her emotions, and that one should not 

continually repress them to the point where they are no longer known at the conscious 

Ibid. 
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level. Fear, for example, can have an overwhelming affect upon the individual, even 

though he or she might not be aware of it influence. Christopher Bryant succinctly 

expressed Jung's position: "For the fear that 1 refuse to acknowledge does not cease to 

exist, it lives on within me, buried out of ~ i g h t . ~ ~ '  Refiwl of what one does not want to 

face c m  easily apply to one's view of evil. 

There wiil always be those who will not accept the reality of evil even when they 

encounter evil. John Sanford States: "So evil is a problem that ultimately none of us can 

avoid, though many people are experts at keeping their heads in the sand, ostrich fahion, 

,7208 as long as they c m .  If one is seeking heahh one can not ignore the reality of eMI. 

Jung opposed Christian theologians who did not address the seriousness of evil. 

He was particularly opposed to those who were proponents of Augustine's view of evil 

as, privario boni, the absence of good; just as darlcness is the absence of ~ i g h t . ~ ~ ~  He 

thought that Augustine's view could lead to a Iack of awareness of the power that evil can 

have upon an individual. If one were not aware of the power of evil, then it would stand 

to reason that he or she could not effectively deal with it. 

Many people think that the great ciramas are played out on the stage, but in reality 

the greatest drama is played within one's psyche. People ofien try to hide their inner 

turrnoil fiom others, but this concealment might simply be evidence of a lack of self- 

awareness210 In addition, a limited insight of the inner dynamics of one's rnind will 

greatly lirnit one's willingness to acknowledge the presence and influence of the shadow. 

'O7 Ibid., 74. 
208 John Sanford, Evil. The Shadow Side ofReal iq (New York, Crossroad Publisher 1971), 1. 
'O9 Christopher Bryant, Jung and the Christian Way (London,-Darton, Longman and Todd, 1983), 74. 
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Evidence of the presence of the shadow can be found in the way in which man 

has divided up the cosmos, summer and winter, day and ni& which reflects an internai 

prototype for such division. This prototype is the division between the comcious and 

unconscious, the visible and the in~isible.~ l l 

The shadow represents an unknown, or at least not very well known, part of 

one's personal un cons ci ou^.^^^ The shadow is one's basic animal nature. Jung argued 

that the evolutionary developments of history reveal that the shadow is the most powerful 

and dangerous of the archetypes. He believed that the shadow revealed both the good 

and bad in h ~ m a n i t y . ~ ' ~  

The shadow is regarded as inferior and may want to lead one into 

thoughts/behaviour that one consciously would not regard as acceptable beha~iour.~ " 

Examples of the unacceptable behaviour are: "unreal fantasies, schernes, and plots; 

carelessness and cowardice; inordinate love of money and possessions."z15 An 

examination of the shadow can lead one to both awareness and  ham me.^'^ 

Jung thought that the shadow is like Dr. Jelqdl, while the ego could represent Mr. 

Hyde. Evidence of the shadow's presence can be seen when rage is one's response to a 

situation, and then he/she concludes: ''1 was not rnyself;" or, ''1 don't really know what 

came over me." What 'came over' the individual was the shadow-the most primitive, 

uncontrolled animal dimension of one's beinge217 It is clear, that the shadow is not simply 

'" Jung, Collected Works. Vol. 9. Part :The Archewes and the Collective Unconscious, 187. 
'lZ Edward Whitmont, The Svmbolic Ouest. Basic Conce~ts  of Analytical Psychology, 172. 
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one's shortcomings or wealmess, the shadow cm be regarded as 'a positively dynamic 

dynamism. 97218 

The shadow affects everyone. The shadow' s impact upon the individual is greatly 

determined by one's awareness of the shadow. Jung stated: "'At al1 counts, it fonns an 

unconscious snag, thwarting our most well-rneant intentions."2Lg Jung wamed: 

Having a dark suspicion of these grim possibilities, man tums a blind eye 
to the shadow-side of human nature. Blindly he strives against the salutary 
dogrna of original sin, which is yet so prodigiously true. Yes, he even 
hesitates to admit the cod ic t  of which he is so painfiilly a ~ a r e . ~ "  

The shadow can present a moral problem that can challenge the whoIe ego- 

personality. Jung claimed that it takes a great deal of moral effort to become aware of the 

presence and reality of the ~ h a d o w . ~ '  Jung wamed: 'But to penetrate the darkness we 

must sumrnon all the powers of enlightenment that consciousness can of fdz"  

Anyone, who is courageous enough to live beyond projections, cm see the power 

and potentially harmful nature of the shadow. One can discover that the problems that 

are found within the world can also be found within oneself The awareness of the 

magnitude of the shadow's power can create some new problerns and conflicts because 

decisions and responsibilities corne with awareness. Whenever one becomes more aware 

and responsible, however, he or she improves himfherself, and subsequently, will be able 

to offer a greater contribution to humanity" 

- 
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An individual, as he examines the shadow, may discover that the shadow c m  be 

seen in those things that he may attempt to deny about himself The shadow can ofien be 

disclosed when one discovers distasteful attributes in another persoq because of 

projection-rmging fiom what is perceived as distastehl or extremely repdsive; or ftom 

annoyance to rage.224 

The shadow can be revealed in relationships. It shodd  be obvious that one must 

tame the shadow in order live in community, and this involves the suppression of 

primitive instincts. Jung maintained that balance within one's psyche is not possible 

without the development of a strong persona. He warned that extreme suppression of the 

shadow could be h d  because the passionate and creative side of the individual c m  

be prohibited fiom expressing itself, and life can become shallow." In other words, as 

Calvin Hall wams, 'A shadowless life tends to become s h d o w  and ~ ~ i r i t l e s s . ~ ' ~ ~  

In summary, one is not as good as one might want to believe, nevertheless, one 

needs to be shocked into t d y  seeing hidherself before one can take "the first step 

toward individual reality."'27 The shadow is part of everyone's experience, and its 

influence upon the individual greatly depends upon his or ber awareness of the shadow. 

Jung concluded: "One's health is dependent upon the degree to which the conscious and 

the shadow can Live t~~ether.'"~ 

U4 ML. von Franz, "The Process of Individuation", in Man And His Smbols .  C.G. Jung (ed.), 174. 
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Individuation 

The concept of individuation is a key element within Jung's psychology. 

Individuation is a process more than it is a state. Individuation is the process that enables 

the individual to become an individual as one experiences differentiation fiom the 

collective identity. Succinctly stated, individuation is the process whereb y one 

experiences dfierentiation fiom others-it is the means by which one becomes his or her 

own person 229 

The experience of individuation is a 'naturd necessity'. Prohibiting the natural 

evolution of the individual, and the restriction of rernaining as simply part of the 

collective experience, is harmful. Society can not be healthy if it continually attempts to 

discourage the individuation process, because it will end up with a collection of 'stunted 

individuals'. Society must allow the individual to have the freedorn to be a part of the 

collective experience, while at the same time nurtures his own individuality. 230 

Individuation, as a process, is experienced throughout one's life, and parhcdarly 

in the second half of Life. The individuation process leads towards wholeness, which 

involves the reconciliation of the two dimensions of one's personality-the conscious 

and the unconscious. Wholeness can not be experienced when one is i g n o ~ g ,  or worse 

yet, repressing one side of him or herself. If one dimension of an individual is repressed 

the other will be retarded. The two dimensions m u t  harmoniously Iive together and this 

is achieved through the individuation process that leads to meaning.231 Jung concluded: 

229 Jung, Collected Works. Vol. 6: Psvcholoeical Types, 448. 
Ibid. 
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"Everything Living dreams of individuation, for everything stnves toward its own 

wholeness, 77 232 

The Seif 

The psyche, or total personality, is regarded as a main element within h g ' s  

p s y c h o l ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~  Jung believed that people staaed their search for self millions of years 

before birth. Jung, as implied, believed that one is a product of an evolutionary process, 

and therefore, 'inherited tendencies of psychological d e v e ~ o ~ m e n t ' . ~ ~  

Jung argued that the 'total personality', or wholeness, is not ody a result of 

putting together elements of one's conscious and unconscious mind, as if the achieving of 

wholeness was like putting a jigsaw puzzle together. Jung believed that "the achievement 

of personality means nothing less than the optimum developrnent of the whole individual 

hurnan being.7723s He did not believe that everyone would seek 'optimum development', 

and he concluded that, "'only the man who can consciously ascent to the power of the 

inner value becomes a personality. ?~236 

The self, as the central archetype, is responsible for the organization of the 

various components of personality.237 The self s relationship to the rest of the collective 

unconscious is similar to the sun7s relationship to the rest of the solar ~ ~ s t e r n . " ~  

Referrïng to the self as the central archetype, however, is offering only a partiai 

232 Jung, "Letters II" (Apr 23, 1949 Stamm), Was C.G. Junq a Mvstic? And Other Essavs, Aniela JafEe 
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definition Jung acknowledged that defining the self was not an easy taskS2" Iung 

believed thai since the self embraces the totality of one's being (thus including a great 

amount of unconscious data), one should never hope to leam very much about the self 240 

Jung expressed the following views on the self: 

.... a t e m  on the one hand definite enough to express the indescribable 
and indeterminable nature of this wholeness. The paradoxical qualities of 
the terms are in keeping with the fact that wholeness consists partly of the 
conscious man and partly of the unconscious man. 24 1 

. . . the self, however, is absolutely paradoxical in that it represents in every 
respect thesis and antithesis, and at the same time ~ ~ n t h e s i s . ' ~ ~  

The self is not only the center but also the whole circurnference which 
embraces both conscious and unconscious; it is the centre of this totality, 
just as the ego is the centre of the conscious rni~~d."~ 

The self is "an empiricd concept, the self designates the whole range of 
psychic phenomena in man. It expresses the unity of the personality as a 
whole. But in so far as the total personality, on account of its unconscious 
component, can be only in part conscious, the concept of the self is, in 
part, only words, it encompasses both the experienceable and the 
inexperienceable. 77 244 

From these quotes one can see that Jung had a rather paradoxical view of self 

Stated succinctly, "The self is both the total system and the centralizing tendency of the 

psyche as a ~ h o l e . " ~ ~ ~  While this may be confbsing, one thing is clear, Iung believed that 

the self should be regarded as the central archetype. The ego, as rnentioned, is the center 
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of subjective rea~ity, '~~ and it is produced247 The self, on the other han& is the center for 

objective reality,"' and it is b ~ r n ' ~ ~  Jung believed that during the fxst half of life one is 

being mostly influenced by the ego, wMe during the second half of life a mature 

individual encourages the union between the ego and the s e l f h ~ o d . ~ ~ ~  

Jung concluded that the self ought to be regarded as the ultimate source of psychic 

251 reality-even 'an inner empirical deity . Stated differently, the self should be viewed 

as the central source of 'life energy', and since it is the source of life it can be referred to 

as ~~d~~~ 

Further, while theologians may talk about God, Jung argued that he talked about 

selE He claimed that ofien the theologians and the psychologists were talking about the 

same thing but they were using a different language. Jung believed that any discussion 

about God revealed infoxmation about the self Jung believed that it was important to 

Iook within to find God, and in fact, when one Iooks inside that is what one will find. As 

one looks inside, one is looking for the self, and the self c m  be regarded as "God within 

9,253 us. Jung was so convinced that the self is the God within us that he claimed, "...the 

individual, in seelang self-realization and unity, becomes the means through which God 

79254 seeks his goal. Lastly, with regards to the seIf, Jung claimed: " . . . the self is our life's 

- - 
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goal, for it is the completest expression of that fatefûl combination we d l  

individuality.. . "2" 

Religion & Faith 

Jung was keenly interested in religion f?om an early age. He had what many 

would regard as religious experiences, fantasies and d r e a m ~ . ~ ~ ~  Jung claimed that he had 

visions that led him to seriously ïnquire about the religious experience. Jung's inqujr, or 

search, was always part of his life, and subsequentIy had a great impact upon his work. 

His interest in the human psyche constantly led him back to examining the religious 

expression that is part of the hurnan e ~ ~ e r i e n c e . ~ '  

Jung acknowledged that anthropologists have revealed that primitive people's 

spiritual values are greatly effected when they are exposed to modem civilization. The 

primitive people lose meaning in their lives, their social structure deteriorates, and mords 

change when they encounter the modern culture. Jung condemned religious leaders for 

being more concemed with the well being of the institutions than understanding and 

guarding the mystery that symbols represent. He believed that people are intimidated by 

science (including psychology) and have become unaware of the psychic powers that 

constantly determine one's fate. He stated: "We have stripped al1 things of their mystery 

and numinosity; nothing is holy any longer. ,458 
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Jung's study of mythologicd systems, religious practices, and comparative 

eîbnology Ied him to believe that there is much more information about the human 

psyche and life than what is presented in western religious beliefs; ancient or modern.z9 

Faith, according to Jung, is not as important as knowledge, and in fact, one needs 

to acknowledge that knowledge will always prevail over belief. Further, a belief is 

iderior to an inner experience. Faith is not the religious experience, but instead, faith is 

one's response to the religious experience. Jung believed that while the religious 

expenence has credible content, attempting to describe religious experience by using 

dogma and creeds can be harmfül. He argued that dogma and creeds perpetuate a 

problem with regards to the tension between knowledge, expenence, and the description 

of the e q e r i e n ~ e . ~ ~ '  

Jung, therefore, defines religion in this marner: 

Religion, as the Latin word denotes, is a carefùl and scrupulous 
observation of what RudoIf Otto aptly termed the numinosum that is a 
dynamic agency or effect not a cause by an arbitrary act of will. On the 
cofitrary, it seizes and controls the human subject, who is always rather its 
victim than its creator. The numinosum-whatever its cause may be-is 
an experience of the subject independent of the ~ i l l . ~ ~ '  

Jung argued that the religious attitude is: 

. . . . A pecuiiar attitude of mind which codd be formulated in accordance 
with the original use of the religio, which means carefûl consideration and 
observation of certain dynarnic factors that are conceived as 'powers': 
spirits, demons, gods, Iaws, ideas, ideal, or whatever name man has given 
to such factors in his world as he has found powerfil, dangerous, or 
helpful enough to be taken into careful consideration, or grand, beautifil, 
and meaningful enough to be devoutfy worshipped and loved. ,3262 
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Jung did not dismiss religion, but he did strongly oppose those who perceived him 

to be some type of mystic, or spintual gunq or theologian. Jung argued that as a 

psychologist he believed that he was devoted to empincal knowledge, and therefore, his 

great interest in religion was how its experïence and belief effected the dynamics of the 

soul. He never attempted to prove or disprove the existence of God or any form of 

transcendent reality. 263 Nevertheless, Jung did encourage other researchers to take the 

religious expenence seriously, and believed that psychology had to consider the effects of 

the religious experience upon the individual. 264 Jung believed that, " A  psychology that 

satisfies the intellect alone can never be practical, for the totality of the psyche c m  never 

be grasped by intellect a l~ne" .~~ '  

In addition, he taught that the main purpose of education was to address the 

archetype of the God-image, and its effects on the individual. 266 Jung even argued that 

God is an archetype that must not be ignored.267 Jung, as stated, believed that it was 

important to look within to find God, and in fact, when one looks inside that is what one 

will find As one looks inside, one is looking for the self, and the self can be regarded as 

"God within 

Jung believed that everyone needed to discover the cd1 to discover the 'awfiil 

dual aspect', and to use religious language, this was a service to God. "God is a 

contradiction in tenns, therefore, he needs man in order to be made one. God has the 
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ailment man has the cure.''269 He concluded, "God is the primordial experience of 

In summary, Jung held the view that life is to be an etemal search for ma4 and 

the truth is found in the self. The degree to ~Ihich truth is discovered is dependent upon 

the degree to which one discovers one's self. The transcendent function is to provide the 

revelation of our essential selves. 27 1 

Life that just happas in and for itself is not real Life; it is only real when it 
is known. Only a unified personality can experience Me, not that 
personality which is split up into partial aspects, that bundle of odds and 
ends which also cal1 it -'man'272 

The goal for this self-realization always involves the discovery of the 
original personality, the potential wholeness. "' 

Jung did not believe that the goal of self-realization could ever be fully 

experienced, but he did believe that the goal of self-realization calls one foward: 

Every carrier is charged with an individual destiny and destination, and the 
realizaîion of these alone makes sense of life.274 

The goal toward which the individuation process is ending is 'wholeness' 
or 'integration'. A condition in which al1 the different elements of the 
psyche, both conscious and unconscious, and welded together. The person 
who achieves this goal possesses an attitude that is beyond the reach of 
emotional entanglements and violent shocks-a consciousness detached 
fiom the world. 73 275 
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A Response To Jung 

There are those wïthin the Christian faith who, when it cornes to experiencing 

wholeness, may feel that Jung does not have anything to offer. Those who totally reject 

Jung's insights are often reflecting a rather shallow view of the complexïty of the human 

psyche and spintual development. Jung can be regarded as being threatening because he 

challenges one to consider, and indeed acknowledge, the cornplexïty of life and the 

hurnan psyche. In addition, those who are not willing to see any value in Jung's insights 

might be hiding behind an immature understanding of faith. An interesting position is 

presented in Jung and Christianitv In DiaIome: 

With Jungian ideas continuing to grow in influence on both the theory and 
practice of human spirituality, Christian and non-Christian, it is inevitable 
that those who are committed to a pre-modern, îribal henneneutics of 
culture and personality wili feel increasingly threatened, and rightly ~ 0 . ' ~ ~  

Jung helps the individual to see that society is facing a crisis of meaninglessness. 

Xe claimed: 

Life that jus t  happens in and for itself is not real life; it is only real when it 
is known. OnIy a unified personality can experience life, not that 
personality which is split up into partial aspects, that bundle of odds and 
ends wtiich also cal1 it -cman'277 

The goal for this self-realization always involves the discovery of the 
original personality, the potentiai whoteness. 278 
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Jung was right when he claimed that one discovers his or her identity through the 

differentiation fiom the collective body. While people are interdependent, we are more 

than the sum of our parts. Many Christians do not have a strong sense of identity without 

re femng to the collective identity (the c hurch farnily ). Jung presented an important 

reminder that every individual is unique. 

The challenge to examine oneself can be quite intimidating to some, nevertheless, 

Jung is right that one c m  not know himkerself by simply accepting the identity given 

him or herself by other people. One Jungîan offers a warning: "People who undergo the 

individuation process h d  themselves thrown into doubt. If we wish certainties in life we 

should not seek to become whole. ,7279 

One can see the sirnilariîies between individuation and salvation. It is not 

biblicall; accurate to c l a h  that individuation and salvation are identical, however, 

individuation is part of the salvation experience. 

Jung, as stated, regarded individuation as a process, and not a possession. Jung 

also recognized that while 'the end' is importanty so is 'the means'. Stated differentiy, if 

the goal of the individuation process is self-realizatïon, one needs to appreciate the 

joumey to that destination or the destination will forever be a distant fantasy. Jung's 

views on individuation help one to rernember that while the heavenly destination has 

ultimate implications; the journey in this life is pro foundly meanin-. 

Jung encouraged one to oppose anything that prohibits one fiom experiencing the 

journey that is part of the individuation process. The Christian's needs to challenge 

Jung' s concept of individuation as one's ability to experience sel f-realization without 

God' s involvement. 



Jung's insights regarding the relationship between the conscious and the 

unconscious needs to be considered If the ego is the gatekeeper of the conscious mind, 

one can see that the ego c m  be too selective. Jung offers an important waming that one 

needs to become more sensitive to the messages that one's unconscious muid is sending. 

The problem can bz that the ego is not allowing the message to enter clearly înto the 

conscious level. 

A preoccupation with only a part of oneself can lead to placing restrictions upon 

the ego. For instance, one may place so much emphasis upon developing an analytical 

mind that he or she may neglect the emotional and spiritual dimensions of himherself, A 

person will never experience wholeness without establishing balance between the 

conscious and unconscious- 

Forgetting one's dreams might reveal that the ego is denying messages fkom the 

unconscious mind Jung offers helpful guidance in the study of dreams. Some regard 

dreams only as something that might be interesting or not interesting, and they may 

dismiss their value too quickly. Jung helps one to see that hisher dreams can reveal 

important information about himkerself 

Jung's discussion about archetypes presents valuable insights for clergy- There 

are tirnes when a pastoral visit, regardless of the content of discussion, can have a greater 

impact on the parishioner because of the archetype of the 'çhaman' or 'holy man.' 

Therefore, even though the conversation might be very casual in content, the rninister 

may consciously or unconsciously be perceived as a special representative of God. 

Knowing that the archetype of the 'hoIy man' rnay play a role within ministry can 

be both comforting and disturbing. One can find cornfort that there are powerfd 

2T9 John Sanford, Healing and Wholeneçs (New York, Paulist Press, 1977), 20. 



dynamics that assist in one's efforts to help others experience wholeness. One must also 

understand that one can harm another if he or she is not aware of the potential power of 

the archetype. 

Jung offers an important warning to anyone who is attempting to hide behind a 

mask. One c m  never experience wholeness if he/she pretends to be someone else. One 

can, when hiding behind a mask of deception, become blind to areas in hisher life that 

need help. Growth towards wholeness will always be stunted when one neglects these 

needs. 

To Jung's credit, unlike many secular humanists, took the dark side of human 

nature seriously. Jung's views on the dark side of the human psyche does not totally 

reflect evil as it is presented in scripture, but at Ieast he warns the individual that he/she 

needs to seriously consider a powerfid force within him/herself The individual who does 

not corne to grips with the darker and more pnm-tive force will fa11 prey to it, and of 

course, one will be delayed in the pursuit of wholeness. 

Jung's view that the shadow is a result of the evolutionary process of man 

conflicts with the biblical view of the darWevi1 side of hurnanity. The scriptures teach 

that the dark side of humanity is a result of sin and rebeilion, and the evil that can be 

found within finds its source not from a process but in rebellion, self-worship, and 

demonic forces (Rom. 7: 7: 13, Prov. 17: 1 1, James 2: 19, 1 Pet. 5: 18). 

Jung, especially in cornparison to the secular humanist, offers some helpful 

insights with regards to religion. His denunciation of dogrnatism presents a warning to 

anyone who might be seeking wholeness, while at the same t h e  wanting to box tnith 

into religious jargon or religious practices. 



There are those within churches who, because of their religious practices and 

religious talk, can be deceived into assuming that they have achieved wholeness. A 

consequence of the deception of dogmatism is that one may never s e r i o ~ ~ l y  and criticalIy 

address any imer turrnoil. In addition, the deception of dogmatism can lead a person to 

an anti-intellectual mindset, When the mind is not used, in the search for wholeness, the 

experience of wholeness will always be hindered- 

Jung, while he promoted the value of the rnind, also was aware that mystery is 

part of the hurnan endeavor. Jung, therefore, acknowledged that even the mind has its 

limitations. While he viewed the mind as superïor to faith, he did not totally denounce 

the value of faith. In the pursuit of the experience of wholeness, the mind can take one 

only so far. 'A leap of faith' is required to fdly enter into the mystery of life, and the 

mystery of God and hurnstnity encountering one another. 

Jung's view that the self is more than the total psyche, but also the archetype of 

God or 'God within", is too lirniting when it cornes to the reality of God. God is beyond 

anyone or anythmg that can be found within the human psyche. The idea that God is 

only the 'archetype of the primordial experience of man' or 'the self' will inevitably lead 

one from tnily discovering God, because one will never look beyond him or herself. The 

Christian faith unequivocally teaches that God is the source of life, and is subsequently, 

the source of wholeness (Gen. 2: 7, Job 27: 3). Succinctly stated, a limited view of God 

Ieads one to a limited experience of wholeness. 

Jung held the view that life is to be an eternal search for truth, and the tmth is 

found in the self, and the degree to which this truth is discovered is dependent upon the 

degree to which one discovers one's self. The transcendent function is to provide the 



revelation of our essential selves.280 The Christian faith teaches that God is the source of 

truth (John 1 : 17, 1 T b -  2: 7, Deut. 32: 4, 1s. 65: l6), and this tnith is encountered o d y  

through God's transcendent/immanent act of grace through Christ-The Way, The Tmth, 

and The Life (John 14: 6). 

280 Jung, Collected Works, Vo1.7: Two essavs in Analvticai Psvchoiogu, 110- 



IV) THE CHRISTIAN FAITH AND WHOLENIESS 

The comic strip called "Betty" had Betty and her CO-workers, Bea and Alex, 

looking at a 'find Waldo' picture. Alex was the fÏrst to h d  Waldo, and exclaïmed, 

"There he is-behind that column." Bea and Betty walked away, leaving Alex thinking 

3728 1 to himself, ''Yep, 1 have no trouble finding Waldo. It's myself 1 cadt  h d .  Initially, 

this comic might be regarded as being 'cute', but upon reflection, one can see that it 

profoundly reflects the experience of countless people in our world today. 

Our culture reveals what Pascal called 'the grandeur and misery of The 

penlous state that humanity finds itself in, according to G.K. Chesterton, is a result of the 

autonomous human mind that will inevitably lead to its own destn~ction.'~~ Eugene 

Peterson argues that our culture has failed because it is a secular culture that has become 

something that has been degraded to a 'thing' or 'function.' Peterson argues, "A culture 

,3284 that is totally secular is a corpse. Francis Schaeffer would agree, and concluded that; 

"The dust of death covers all. ,3285 

Reinhold Niebuhr captured the human diIemrna this way: 

Though man has always been a problem to himself, modern man has 
aggravated that problem by his too simple and premature solutions. 
Modem man, whether idealist or naturalist, whether rationalist or 
romantic, is characterized by his simple certainties about h im~el f . '~~  

28' Stanley J. Grenz, Created For Cornmuni-Co~ecting; Christian Belief With Christian Living (Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: Baker Books, 1977), 67. 
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283 G.K. Chesterton, Or thodo .  The Romance of Faith (New York, Double Day, 1990), 33, 
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Chesterton would agree and concluded that the secularist does not even know the 

world, anci, ''They rely altogether on a few cynical maxims which are not t r ~ e . " ' ~ ~ ~  

Subsequently, the secularist faces a complex world without any real categories or 

values.288 J.I. Packer and Thomas Howard, in Chnstianity: The True Humaniçm, offer 

their assessrnent of the hurnan situation: 

It is hard to Say what we human beings do long for. If there were only 
some magic key that wodd let us through the door in the wall! As we 
have seen already, any number of bidders offer us such keys: fascism, 
Marxism, mysticism, hedonism, existentialism, Iiberalism; the-isms that 
would bewitch us make a long line. But they are al1 beds that are too short 
for us and blankets that are too narrow. Like the dungeon called Little- 
ease, in which one could not lie d o w  they cramp and atrophy us in ways 
that are as painful as they are demeaning. Whatever their strengths and 
virtues at particular points, they end up selling us short Whatever rides 
they took us for, whatever trips they gave us, whatever insights we feel we 
owe to them, the door in the wall remains s h ~ t . ~ ~ ~  

When humanity is at its best we are compassionate, intelligent, and reverent?' 

These qualities help one to discover that Kierkegaard was ri& when he clairned, "It is 

the God relationship that makes man a man."291 Augustine would concur and offered a 

succinct statement that summarizes the main premise of this study: ''O Go4 thou has 

made us for thyself and our hearts are restless until we rest in thee." 292 

287 Chesteron, Orthodoq, The Romance of Faith, 84. 
288 Francis Scheaffer, Death in the CiN, 55. 
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G.K. Chesterton stated: "It is time we gave up looking for questions, and began 

looking for ans~ers . ' "~~  Wholeness, accordhg to the Christian faiîh, is found in the new 

life in Christ. Stated differently, in order to experience wholeness, one must encounter 

Christ, and receive the new life He offers. An examination of wholeness and the new life 

leads one to the doctrine of regeneration. Regeneration is a centrai element in 

experiencïng the new life in Christ, and therefore, much of this study will focus on this 

experience and gift. 

A Historical Survey 

A non-canonical epistle, The Epistle of Clements to the Corinthians by Bishop 

Clements of Rome, offers some of the earliest views on regeneration: 'Noah, being found 

faithful, preached regeneration to the world through his minisûy; and the Lord saved by 

him the animals which, with one accord, entered into the The general belief is 

that the phrase "preached regeneration" is the same as "preaching repentance". As s h o w  

here, Clements believed that one had to be called to repentance, and through faith one 

would expenence regeneration. Later, in chapter forty-eight of the epistle, it is stated that 

through Christ the tree of life had been restored, and therefore, people could Live the new 

birth. The moment of spiritual awakening, according to Clements, was not as important 

as the process of living the holy life.'g5 

Irenaeus argued that faith would lead one to baptism. He perceived faith to be 

more than an intellectual awareness, instead, faith was "a self-surrender of the soul", and 

293 Chesterton, Orthodoxy. The Romance of Faith, 37. 
294 Bishop Clements as cited in "The Doctrine of Regeneration in the Second Century", Victor Downing. 
Evantzelical Review of Theoloq. (U.K. : The Pratemoster Press, April, 1 WO), 105. 
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this surrender was the beginnùig of the holy life. Irenaeus believed that through baptism 

the individual experienced regeneration, and holy living followed this experience. He did 

not favour the concept of justification by faith, instead, he advocated that faith would Iead 

to obedience, and obedience wodd lead to righteousness.296 

The relationship between life in Christ and spiritual death outside of Christ was 

the main theme of Ignatius' work. He unequivocally advocated that one's spiritual state 

depended upon one's decision to follow Christ. He believed that regeneration was 

concerned more with the fundamental distinction between life and death than the 

different degrees of holiness. Ignatius claimed that the distinction between life and death 

was made possible through Christ, and by the grace of ~ o d . ~ "  

Tertullian proposed that one was a sinner who needed to repent, and through 

baptism one was regenerated. Tertullian used very legalistic terminology. He emphasized 

the importance of viewing God as "The Lawgiver" and "Judge" who looks upon sin as a 

transgression that made the individual guilty. He also believed that one's guilt would 

Iead to punishment because God's righteousness demanded satisfaction. He argued that 

even though an individual had experienced rebirth through baptism, in order to avoid 

punishment, one had to do penan~e. '~~ 

The early church fathers' understanding of regeneration's relationship with other 

doctrines was often vague. For example, regeneration and justification were often used 

interchangeably. Pelagius, when it came to bking liberties, went even M e r  than some. 

Some would advocate that Pelagius ignored scnpture when addressing redemption, and 

'" Ibid., 106 
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that he was more interested in philosophy. He did not see a great need for the grace of 

God in Christ for salvation. He claimed that one could earn salvation by keeping the law, 

still he did admit that one did need the "help of grace" or "divine assistance". He 

regarded grace as regenerating grace that involved God enlightening the mincl, so that it 

would seek that which was good and holy. Pelagius believed that grace aBected only 

one's ability to understand, and did not affect the will. He concluded that only those who 

correctly used their natural powers experienced regeneration.299 

Augustine's view is much different than the one Pelagius held. Augustine 

believed that the individual was totally depraved and incapable of doing anything that 

was spiritually positive.3w Augustine did not make a clear distinction between 

regeneration and justification, though he did see regeneration and conversion as distinct 

experiences. Augustine thought that regeneration was the 'initial change' of heart that 

was solely accomplished by God, and a change which man could not resist. Conversion, 

according to Augustine, was one's response to God's activity upon one's heart-the 

faithful response to God's invitation to Augustine's position reveals a dominant 

thought fourid in Catholicism, namely; that one's salvation is very dependent upon works 

and personal merit. 

The Reformation Period also presented views that supported the idea that 

regeneration was involved in the rebirth expenence. Luther gave a rather indefinite 

interpretation of regeneration. In 1591, Luther wrote his notable commentary on the 

Letter to the Galatians, where he said, "Therefore ... faith alone makes men sons of God, 

- -  - - 
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born of the Word" (4:7). He also said, "If our opponents (those who advocated 

righteousness by works) \ d l  let us keep intact this faith by which we were born again, 

justifie4 and incorporated into Christ, we are willing to do a ~ y t h i n ~ " . ~ * ~  Luther 

concluded that regeneration is not so much a distinct event, as it is a part of the 

evolutionary process that a Christian is called to e~~er ience .~"  

Calvin also understood regeneration in very broad terms. He referred to 

regeneration as a total experience involving conversion (repentance and faith) and 

sanctif i~ation.~~~ He was convinced that humanity was totally depraved and incapable of 

responding to God's grace. He claimed that it was impossible for one to repent and have 

faith, therefore, he concluded that one had to be regenerated before he or she could be 

c~nverted.~~'  

The Anninians opposed the Calvinist's view of regeneration. They advocated that 

one could, and should, be involved in his or her spiritual renewal by cooperating with 

God's grace.306 They argued that God calls people into fellowship and new life. They 

concluded that one must believe and repent, which b ~ g s  a person to expenence 

conversion, which then allous him or her to be regenerated.307 

The Pietists (Spener, Fracke, Zinzendorf), on the other hanci., regarded 

regeneration as a "peaceful possession", which allowed them to celebrate the Christian 

'OZ Martin Luther as cited in The Biblical Doctrine of Reeeneration. Helmut Burlchardt, 1 1. 
303 Ibid. 
3' Louis Berkhoc Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 19591, 
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life. They did not have a consensus on regeneration. Spener believed that there was a 

preparation of the heart before regeneration. Fracke argued that one had to repent, and 

then he would experience rebirth. Zinzendorf claimed that regeneration occurred 

Friedrich Schleirmacher, lcnown as the Father of Modem Theology, developed a 

view of regeneration to combat extreme inteIIectualism. He proposed that one ought to 

be Iess concerned with individual understanding and simply look to Jesus for the answer. 

He believed that, because Jesus lived the divine life, an encounter with Christ made one's 

'God-conscious' corne alive- He thought that regeneration was that point when one 

allowed the already existing spiritual life to shine through one's e ~ ~ e r i e n c e . ~ ~ ~  

The liberal theology, which developed from the eighteenth cenhiry, advocated 

that regeneration was not as much supernatural activity as it was a development of the 

natural. The emphasis was placed upon hwnanity rather than the activity of God. Man, 

according to liberal theology, was not really expenencing a new birth but was just 

waking up to his potentiality in becoming 'fully human'. This view, of course, is still 

strongly advocated. Youtz succinctly States this liberal view of regeneration: 

Modern interpretation inclines to retuni to the symbolical use of the 
conception of Regeneration. Our ethical realities deal with transformed 
characters. Regeneration expresses thus a radical, vital, ethical change, 
rather than a absolutely new metaphysical beginning. Regeneration is a 
vital step in the natural development of the spiritual life, a radical, vital, 
ethical change, rather than an absoIutely new metaphysical beginning. 
Regeneration is a vital step in the natural development of the spiritual life, 
a radical readjustrnent to the moral processes of ~ i fe .~"  

308 Donald Bloesch, Essentials of Evan~elical Tbeolow. Vol. 2. Life. Minim. and H o ~ e  (San Francisco: 
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Karl B e  the Father of Neo-Orthodoxy, strongly opposed a human centered 

approach- Barth acknowledged the discrepancy between grace and human nature and 

developed a rather distinct understanding of regeneraîion. He thought îhat one's spiritual 

renewal had already occurred in the life and death of Christ. He argued that the second 

spiritual change was experienced through conversion. He was convinced that new life 

was experienced only in the moment. F h e r ,  he presented a universalisrn that claimed 

that Christ had elected al1 people, and the new Me would be experienced when one 

became aware of it. He stated: "When a man becomes a Christian his natural origin in 

the procreation will of his human father is absolutely superseded and transcended The 

man involved in the act of conversion is no longer the old man. He is not even a 

corrected or revised edition of this man. He is a new man rv 311 

Regeneration, a Biblical Concept 

Religion, throughout the Old Testament and especially in the earlier books, is 

perceived as a national possession that brought a blessing to the people. The blessings, 

however, were contingent upon being obedient to God's commandrnents. The Old 

Testament teaches that the consequences of disobedience are severe, even captivity by 

another people. The sin of Israel was viewed as the same as the sin of the individual. 

The sin of Israel involved corporate responsibility, and therefore, everyone needed to 

repent and be cleansed. The prophets in the Old Testament proclaimed that there was a 

need for "a new heart", repentance, and God's blessings @eut. 30:6, Ezek. 36:26-27, 

Psalm 51: 10-12)). 

311 Donald G. Bloesch, Essentials o f  Evan-;elical Theological. Val. 2. Life, Minis t -  and Hope, 9. 



There are rnany, notably arnong evangelicals, who advocate that pnor to the 

Pentecost, regeneration could not be experienced. Therefore, some argue that the 

religious experiences that were reported in the Old Testament should not be perceived as 

equd to the born again experiences found in the New Testament. Cewis S. Chafer 

presents this interpretation: 

"Of the present ministries of the Holy Spirit in relation to the believer 
regeneration, indwelIing, baptizing, sealing and filling nothing indeed is 
said with respect to these having been experienced by the Old Testament 
saints ... Old Testament saints are invested with these blessings ouly 
theoretically ... The Old Testament will be searched in vain for record of 
Jews passing fiom an unsaved to a saved state, or for any declaration 
about the tenns upon which such a change would be secured ... The 
conception of an abiding indwelling of the Holy Spirit by which every 
believer becomes an unalterable temple of îhe Holy Spirit belongs onl to 
this age of the church, and has no place in the provisions of ~udaism".~ K 

Arthur H. Lewis disagrees that regeneration was not experienced in the Old 

Testament. Lewis suggests that there are at least five reasons to argue that regeneration 

was experienced in the Old Testament: First, the Ianguage of regeneration can be found 

in the Old Testament; secondly, there is evidence that the Holy Spirit was actively 

invofved in convicting, converting, and sanctification; thirdly, there is great emphasis 

placed upon the tnie 'elect' of Israel that is found in the New Testament, implying the 

fundamental oneness of God's people and their acceptance of Hïs salvation; fourthly, the 

gospels teach that some received etemal Me pior  to the day of Pentecost; fifthly, Lewis 

advocates that when the Holy Spirit came to those in the Upper Room (as recorded in The 

3L2 Cited by Arthur K. Lewis, "The New Birth Under the Old Covenant", in The Evanselical Quarterly, 1 
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Book of Acts), the Spirit did not corne as a regenerative gift, but rather He came more as 

a prophetic or evangelistic g i f t . ) I 3  

There are many Ofd Testament passages that clearly defend the belief that God 

transformed those who faithfully followed Him, for example, the writer of Deuteronomy 

recorded: "The Lord your God will circumcise your hearts and the hearts of your 

descendants, so that you may love him with al1 your heart and with al1 your sod, and 

live" (Deut. 30:6). A promise of new life was offered in the Book of Ezekiel, "1 will give 

you a new heart and put a new spirit in you; 1 will remove from you your heart of stone 

and give you a heart of flesh. And 1 will put my spirit in you and move you to follow my 

decrees and be careful to keep my laws". (Ezek. 36:26-27) The Psalmist, when he 

prayed, was convinced that the Spirit of God was active in his life: "Create in me a pure 

heart, O God, and renew a steadfast spirit within me. Do not cast me fiom your presence 

or take your Holy Spirit fiom me (Psalrn 5 130-12). 

The New Testament develops this concept of regeneration. Some of the key 

passages are Ephesians 5: 2 5 ;  Titus 3 :5, James 1 : 18; 1 Peter 1 : 3,23; 1 John 2:29; 5: I ,4). 

1 Peter 1 :23 reveals the essence of these passages, "For you have been bom again, not of 

perishable seed, but of imperishable, through the living and enduring word of God." 

A discussion on regeneration would be incomplete without an examination of the 

dialogue between Nicodemus and Jesus. A Jewish leader named Nicodemus, in the third 

chapter of John's gospel, went to Jesus. He acknowledged that God must have sent 

Jesus. Jesus' response was very clear, "1 tell you the mth, no one can see the kingdom of 

God unless he is bom again" (John 3:3). 

313 ibid., 36. 



The phrase "born again" can also be translated "eom above" (the Greek is 

'gennethe anothen '). 'Gennethe ' is wrîîîen in the aorist passive fiom of ' g e m o  ', which 

can be translated as either "to beget" or "to be born". "To be born" is the translation most 

commonly useci, and verse four helps to support this usage.314 

Nicodemus had great dificulty with Jesus' message because he understood the 

word used "amthen" to o d y  mean "again", which would imply a second birth. Instead, 

Jesus was saying that one had to be born "anew". Some exegetes translate this passage as 

'born fiom above', but this is not likely to be the case. If Jesus had said, "unless one be 

born fiom above", Nicodemus would not have been so confuseci, and would not have 

referred to a second physical birth315 Jesus responded to Nicodemus' confüsion with a 

warning, "1 tell you the truth, no one c m  enter the kingdom of God unless he is born of 

water and the Spirit. Flesh gives birth to flesh, but the spint gives birth to spirit. You 

should not be surprised at my saying, You must be boni again" (John 35-7). The 

necessity for regeneration is revealed in this passage, and one is told that in order to enter 

into the kingdom, one must be born anew, or bom again. 

While there is much discussion on whether or not "the water baptism" is a 

reference to water baptism or physical birth, the main concem is obviously the baptisrn of 

the Holy Spirit. The message to Nicodemus was that the rebirth could not be attained 

through "the flesh", but by the spirit. The faithful act of water baptism reveals that the 

individual has made a personal decision to accept the new life that God offers. The act of 

baptism is only an act of faith and not the means by which one receives the new life in 

3 14 Anthony A Hoekema, Saved bv Grace, (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 
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Christ Baptism is an outward sign for the spirit's inward activity in the believer. Donald 

Guthrie succinctly States how regeneration is solely dependent upon the Spirit, not human 

effort: "It means in short that the believer's whole spintual existence depends upon the 

activity of the Holy Spirit. It involves a totally new e ~ ~ e r i e n c e . " ~ ' ~  

What Regeneration is Not 

Regeneration should not be seen as an experience that destroys the individual's 

soul, and replaces it with a new one.3L7 God does not totally reject what He first created, 

but instead he transfonns what he created, and this enables an individual to overcome the 

sin that alienates one fiom ~ o d . ~ ' ~  

Regeneration should not be viewed as a replacement of the soul, but rather as the 

Spirit recreating the s ~ u l . ~ ' ~  Regeneration does not just change part of the individual but 

the person is given a whoIly (and holy) new life. Regeneration does not transform one 

into a perfect being, nor does it deny the individual his or her individuality. One is still a 

human being with human hi l t ies  who has the fieedom and responsibility to choose how 

he or she will respond to the gifi of life given to them. The experience of rebirth does not 

negate the possibility for sin, nor does it remove al1 the inclination towards i t  Karl Barth 

claimed, in opposition to the idea that regeneration transfomis one into a spiritual 

316 Donald Guthrîe, New Testament Theoloev (Downer's Grove, Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press, 1981), 527. 
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superman, "In the work of the Holy Spirit, then, man does not fade away in favour of 

some other being, divine or semi-divine, which is organked and equipped differentIy"320 

Regeneration is not education3" and hence, one does not experience regeneration 

as a result of some special leming that enables the individual to attain rebirth. It is still 

important to be exposed to the ûuth but regeneration is not a result of human insight. The 

argument that rebirth is not a human achievement refutes the idea that regeneration is 

experienced simply as a result of the evolutionary process. In support of îhis, E.Y. 

Mullins States, "There are no resources in naturai man, nor in his environment, to produce 

the change wrought in regeneration. A wholly new cause is introduced A new 

beginning is madett3" 

The Nature of Regeneration 

Reflection on regeneration leads to a natural conclusion, narnely; attempting to 

defme the concept of regeneration is a formidable task Considering the mystery of life 

and the work of the Holy Spirit one can understand the challenge of finding a definition. 

The experience of regeneration, while the consequences of the regeneration may be 

visible, will generally rernain a rnystery.3u 

The Greek for rebirth is palirzgensiu, and is used only twice in the New 

Testament (Mt. 1928 & Titus 3 3 ,  and often used with anakainoszs (renewal). Even 

''O Karl Barth, Church Domatics. Vol IV: The Doctrine o f  Reconciliation. ûeoffrey Bromiley and T. F. 
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though these two are rarely use4 the essence of their thought is found throughout 

~ c r i ~ t u r e s . ' ~ ~ ~  

W. E- Best States, "Therefore, as îhere is both a mystery and manifestation in the 

Lncarnation, so there is also a mystery and manifestation in regeneration."325 The 

manifestation does not disclose the totality of the event, but it does reveal that the event 

occurred. The writer of Deuteronomy offers words of caution and challenge, "The secret 

things belong to the Lord our Go4 but the things reveaied belong to us and to our 

children forever, that we may follow a11 the words of this law" (Deut. 29:29). 

The aforementioned clearly indicates that it is impossible to offer an exhaustive 

definition of the mystery of the union between God and humanity; nevertheless, aspects 

of the nature of regeneration can be given- Regeneration is the activity of the Spint of 

God upon the individual that entails the change of one's mord and spiritual disposition: 

the sou1 is created in the Image of Christ through the revelation of t r ~ t h . ~ ' ~  Regeneration 

is the new birth that is a result of the working of God's Spirit within the individual. 

"Regeneration is the creation of a new heart, which entails new goals, new aspirations, 

II 327 new power for service . 

Both the Oid and New Testaments, as mentioned, offers insights in understanding 

the concept of regeneration, the new birth event; "1 will give you a new heart and put a 

Spirit in you; 1 will remove fiom you your hearî of Stone and give you a heart of 

fleshN(Ezek. 36:26). "Create in me, a pure heart, O God and renew a steadfast spirit 

324 J. Guhrt, "Palingenesia", in The Dictionarv of New Testament Theolow Vol. 2 .  Colin Brown (ed.) 
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan Publishing House, 1975), 184. 

325 W.E. Best, Regeneration and Conversion (Houston, Texas: South Belt Grace Church, 1975), 48. 
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327 Donald Bloesch, Essentials of Evangelical Theolow Vol. 2. Life. Ministry. and Hope, 9. 



within me (Ps. 5 1 : 10). The New Testament also teaches that humanity was dead in sin, 

and God brought life, "God made you alive with Christ". 2 Corïnthians 5:17 states, 

"Therefore if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation, the old has gone, the new has 

corne!" 1 Peter 1:23 reports, "For you have been born again, not of a perishable, but of 

imperishable, through the living and enduring word of God. " 

The new birth is experienced instantaneously; it is therefore uot a process, but 

occurs at a particular moment in tirne. Evidence for this can be found in scripture, when 

the phrase "born again" or "haWig been born again" are use& as opposed to the phrase; 

"being bom again". The former phrases refer to a completed event, while the latter refers 

to a process. Further, rnany of the key Greek verses addressing rebirth (James 1:18), 1 

Peter 1:3,23; 1 John 2:29; 5:2,4) are h t t e n  in the aonst tense which irnply a specific 

time as opposed to a gradua1 occurrence.'28 

Paul, in Ephesians 2 5 ,  wrote about how God brought life to dead sinners and how 

one c m  be made alive with Christ. The Greek 'synezoopoiesen ' was written in the aonst 

tense supporting the view that being made alive in Christ OCCES instantaneously. 

Another example can be seen in the conversion of Lydia in Acts 16: 24, where; "The Lord 

opened her heart to respond to Paul's message". Here, one l e m s  that regeneration is an 

immediate act of God. The word 'opened' (dienuoxen) is also written in the aorist tense. 

Therefore, while one can not be certain when regeneration occurs, or exactly how it  

happens since there is not a state between life and death, regeneration is experienced 

in~tantaneousi~.~'~ 

'" Millard J. Erickson, Christian Theolow. Vol. 3 (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book House, 1985). 945. 
329 Anthony A Hoekema, Saved by Grace. 102 



Regeneration must be seen as a supematural occurrence and not as an event that is 

created by human effort. Donald Guthrie states, "As no one can effect his own new birth 

anymore than he c m  bring about his physical birth ... The new birth, in the New Testament 

sense, must be regarded as a miracle.330 The idea that regeneration should be viewed as a 

miracle can be found in Jesus' response to Nicodemus' question about rebirth, "That 

which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is Spirit" (John 

3:6). The Holy Spirit's involvement in regeneration reveals that regeneration is 

The Canons of Dort offer a clear defense for the supernatural dimension of 

regeneration: 

This is the regeneration, the new creation, the raising fkom the dead and 
the making alive so clearly procIaimed in the Scriptures, which God works 
in us without our help. But this certainly does not happen only by outward 
teaching, by moral persuasion, or by such a way of working that, afier God 
has done his work, it remains in man's power whether or not to be rebom 
or converted. Rather, it is an entirely supernatural work, one that is at the 
sarne time most powerfiil and most pleasing, a marvelous, hidden, and 
inexpressible work, which is not lesser than or inferior in power to that of 
creation or of raising the dead, as ~ c r i ~ t u r e .  .. te ache^.^^^ 

Karl Barth, in Church Domatics concurs with this, and offers these reflections on 

the power of regeneration and the new birth in Christ: 

The Christian life begins with a change which God has the possibility of 
effecting in a man's life in a way which is decisive and basic for his whole 
being and action, and which He has in fact accomplished in the Iife of the 
man who becomes a ~ h n s t i a n . ~ ~ ~  

330 Donald Guthrie, New Testament Theolow, 587. 
331 Millard J. Erickson, Christian Theolow. Vol. 3,945. 
332 Karl Barth as cited in Saved by Grace, Anthony A Hoekema, 103. 
333 Karl Barth, Church Doamatics. Vol. ïV. The Doctrine of Reconciliation, 9. 



These powerful statements defend a view previously proposed; namely, that the 

experience of rebirth is not achieved by human ability, but by the grace of God and 

through the activity of His Spirit. Jesus clearly taught that the Holy Spirit was the agent 

for regeneration. In John 3:8, Jesus proclaimed: "The wind blows wherever it pieases. 

You hear its sound but you cannot tell where it cornes fiom or where it is going, so it is 

with everyone born of the Spirit." 

John 3 8  is divided into three main divisions: first, the physical; secondly, the 

operation of the Holy Spirit; and thirdly, the result of the activity of the By 

using wind as the symbolic expression of the Spirit, Jesus unveils the complexity of the 

Spirit and three fundamental teachings about him as he relates to regeneration. The spirit 

is not the equivalent of the human spirit, and his existence is not dependent upon 

humanity. The Spirit moves and works by his will, not by the will of the individuai, and 

as GeofEey Brorniley states, "Tt is by the Spirit that the Godhead operates in the 

world. 11335 

Secondly, the Spirit of God cornes to humanity and works for and with individuals. 

Even though the wind c m  not be seen, evidence of its influence can be seen. Jesus, by 

using this analogy, was teaching that while Nicodemus might not be able to see God's 

Spirit, the spirit is actively present. Thirdly, the activity of the Spint of God c m  been 

seen in one's life, and this gives evidence to the presence of the Spirit. 

An individual is ofien not aware of the presence or activity of Spirit when the Spirit 

initially works within the individual's life. The individual is exposed to the truth through 

334 W-E. Best. Reeeneration and Conversion, 45. 
335 GeOffiey W. Brorniley, "The Holy Spirit", in The New Life. Readinss in Christian Theoloq. Millard J. 
Erickson (ed.). (Grand Rapids, Mich,: Baker Book House, 1978), 29. 



the expenence of regeneration where the Spint fireely ~ o r k s . ~ ~ ~  Truth (The Word) is the 

agent for the activity of the Holy Spirit like the Holy Spirit is the agent for regeneration- 

Further, the Holy Spirit does not present the tnith in the form of an argument or a moral 

debate.337 Romans 139 teaches, "Since what may be known about God is plain to them", 

therefore, what is b o w n  about God, is known because God makes it known. In support 

of this view, John McQuarrïe states: 

The spirit is associated especially with truth. He is the "Spirit of tmth" 
who "wiIl guide you into al1 the truth." Such truth is not, of course, merely 
an intellectual comprehension. It is the unhiddemess (alerhia) of 
existence and being, their laying bare through the very communication of 
Being in us and to us- In the Christian revetation, this means the 
perceivuig of Christ in the depth of his being, as the very focus of holy 
~ e i n ~ .  338 

The Spirit graciously discloses the truth as it is found in Christ. In fact, the tmth 

that is unveiled through regeneration is inseparable to the truth found in Christ. 

Subsequently, through the revealing of truth, the Holy Spirit makes Christ known. 

George Ladd states: 

The first work of the Spirit is to enable men to understand the divine work 
of redemption ... This (the cross) was an event whose meaning was folly to 
Greeks and an offense to Jews. But to those enlightened by the Spirit, it is 
the wkdom of old. In other words, Paul recognizes a hidden meanhg in 
the historical event of the death of Christ ("God was in Christ reconciling 
the world to himself", II Cor. 5: 19) that is not evident to the human eye 
but which can be accepted only by a supernatural illumination. The spirit 
does not reveal heavenly realties but the true meaning of an historical 
event. He does not impart some kind of "gnostic" esoteric truth but the 
reat meaning of an event in history. Only by the illumination of the Spirit 
can men understand the meaning of the cross; only by the Spirit can men 

336 Newton William Clarke, An Outline of Christian Theolow- 399. 
337 E.Y. Mullins, The Christian Reli2ion. in Its Doctrinal Ex~ression, 382. 
33g John MacQuan-ie, Princioles of Christian Theolow (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1966), 333. 



therefore confess that Jesus who was executed is also the Lord (1Cor. 
1 2:3).339 

The Doctrine of God 

The scriptural teaching of regeneration provides great insights in the source of 

regeneration; narnely, God The message underlying the hope and gif? of regeneration is 

that God loves and seeks to be involved within creation. Further, this willingness to 

participate and show love reflects His grace towards humanity. As one considers the 

discussion on regeneration, thus far, one can see that scnpture (both the Old and New 

Testament) propose that God cares not o d y  for "Kis people" and "His Church", but also 

for the individual. 

Helmut Burkhardt, in "The Biblical Doctrine of Regenerationy7, advocates that 

through "individualization", God's activity with individual people, He will use them to 

bring salvation to the rest of h u ~ n a n i t ~ . ' ~  As one considers regeneration, one can see that 

Burkhardt's statement has ment, however, one must be cautious with regard to the danger 

of concluding that God works with the individual just to win the whole. 

The doctrine of regeneration profoundly reveals that God is concemed about the 

individual. God seeks to regenerate the individual, not just so that they can be used to 

fulflll plans that He has for his creation, but because of his love for him or her. Again, 

the scriptural account of the discussion between Jesus and Nicodemus provides an 

example where Jesus reveals love for the individual, and extends the hope for rebirth to 

Nicodemus. 

339 George EIdon Ladd, A Theolow of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
PubIishing Co., 1974), 490. 
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Jesus' discussion with Nicodemus reveais that God not only loves, but also seeks to 

demonstrate his love through the forgiveness of sins and the ofTering of salvation. The 

very possibility of regeneration declares God's willingness to forgive, as He recreates life 

within the sinner and seeks to nurture that new life. CS. Lewis reflected on the reason 

God chose to offer forgiveness to humanity: "Not for any nice attractive qualities we 

11 341 think we have", but just because we are the things cdled selves . 

Forgiveness and the gift of regeneration are not earned by humanity. God 

graciously chooses to forgive. The dependency that humanity has upon God, like 

regeneration reflects the grace of God, also discloses the means by which regeneration 

was made possible; Jesus Christ (Rom. 5: 10, 1 Pet. 1 :3). 

The Doctrine of Christ 

The doctrine of Christ is the greatest source of knowledge for a discussion on 

regeneration, as he is the ultirnate revelation of God- McQuarrie States, "The event of 

Jesus Christ is, for Christian faith, the supreme miracle, the hi& tide of God's 

providential a~tivity".~~' Jesus, because he reveals who God is, also shows the individual 

who he or she is in relationship to God. Christ revealed the tragic separation between God 

and His creation. The Christ who is revealed in scriptme displayed the union between 

hurnanity and the divine. This union is known as the "incarnation", God coming to 

humanity in the flesh-Christ is tnily human and truly divine. The doctrine of Christ 

declares the validity of the person of Christ and the message that he brought to humanity. 

34 1 C.S. Lewis, Mere Christianitv (New York: McMillian, 1960), 100. 
342 John MacQuanie, Princiules of Christian Theolow, 271. 



The New Testament is a proclamation that Jesus came into his world to unite 

umanity with God. The writer of John's Gospel wrote, "For God so loved the world that 

he gave his one and ody Son, that whoever beIieves in him shdl not perish but have 

eternal life" (John 3:16). Christ accomplished bis mission, as the Son, and offers 

reconciliation and eternal life, through the cross and resurrection. 

Paul stated, "1 have been crucified with Christ and 1 no longer live, but Christ 

lives in me. The life 1 live in the body, 1 live by faith in the Son of Go4 who loved me 

and gave himself for me" (Galatians 2:20), "If anyone is in Christ, he is a new creature" 

(2 Cor. 517). These passages speak boldly of Paul's conviction that, in Christ, the 

separation between him and God no longer existed. These passages also succinctly 

declare, two dominant themes found in the New Testament; that Christ came to provide 

the means for this reconciliation, and, the individual who responds to his invitation will 

experience new life. John 10:10 records the words of Christ on this theme: "1 have corne 

that they rnight have life and have it more abundantly." 

The Nature of Man 

Regeneration is for hurnanity and discloses great insights about humanity. Both 

the Old and New Testament teach that the human race plays a unique role in creation. 

Henrikus Berkof even goes so far as to Say "man is the purpose of ~ o d " . ~ ' ~  Berkof is 

aware that some may have difficulty with this understanding, as it rnay lead to a theology 

that is too human-centered, but be defends his position by advocating that the reverse is 

also tme, that God is "the purpose of man". A covenantal relationship between God and 

343 Hendrikus Berkhot: Christian Faith (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishinp 
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humanity must be reciprocaL3" John Stott states, "Man's highest destiny is to know God, 

to be in personal relationship with hi~n''.''~ An essentid change has to be experienced in 

order for one to experience a covenant. relationship with God, otherwïse, he or she will 

remain alienated fiom God. Again, John 3 clearly teaches the fundamental need for 

change within the individual. The individual, even though God loves for the individual, 

can not truly love for God without turning fiom self and sin. 

Paul uses many words for sin, "asebio" is one of the most profound as it refers to 

"ungodliness" (Rom. 1:18). When he referred to the Gentile's refusa1 to worship God as 

God, he used "adilcian- He advocated that the Jews s h e d  in theîr boastful attitude 

towards their worship, and accused them of seeking to attain glory for themselves. The 

New Testament stresses that while sinfbl actions need to be denounced, the red issue is 

one's heart, and the attitude that led to the actions.3J6 Weber agrees, as he states, "Sin is 

the hostility towards God's grace.3"7 

Paul fiequently used the word "hamartio" to refer to sin, which meant, "missing 

the mark'' in fulfilling the will of ~ o d . ~ ~ '  He wrote that sin came to huma* through 

Adam (Rom 5:21), subsequently, humanity needed to be given new life because we were 

"dead in sin". Michael Walker stated, "Sin issues in the destruction of the foundations of 

regeneration. Thus, it is a deceitful power, from whose web one can not be fieed by one's 

1, 349 own efforts . Hurnanity was not abandoned in its suiful state and this brings one to the 

doctrine of justification. Justification has more to do with God and one's relationship 
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with God, than hurnanity's condition. As rnentioned, humanity stood guilty, condemned, 

and sentenced before God because of 

"The ground of justification, or the forgiveness of sins, is the benevolent, 

gracious, mercifd purpose of God vouchsafe to sinful men the privilege of access to 

Hïmself '.351 George Ladd concurs with this, and adds, "Thus while the ground of 

justification is the death of Chnst, the means by which justification becomes eficacious 

to the individual is faith. Justification is a gifl that is to be received 5y hith (Rom. 3:24- 

25)-"352 

Effectua1 Calling 

A question arises when one examines regeneration: Why do some respond 

faithfully to the invitation to rebirth while others do not? Some theologians (Le., Serni- 

Palagians, who were fifth and sixth century theologians whose view of divine grace was 

between Augustine and Pelagius) advocated that one's response to the Word is a result of 

one's free will, thus, implying that a person is capable of choosing. As mentioned, the 

Arminians, on the other hand, (and many present evangelicals) support the position that 

the grace that was oEered was great enough to overcome sinful man, and by the spirit's 

leading the human wilI is able to choose life. These views would suggest that, while God 

graciously extends the invitation, the human wili determines if an individual will accept 

350 C.M. Horne, "Salvation", The Zondervan Pictonal Encvclopedia o f  the Bible. Vol. 5 (Grand Rapids, 
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the invitation. Reformed theology refutes this position and argues that it appears to rob 

God of his sovereignty, and gives too much control and authorîty to human beings.lS3 

Many reformed theologians defend the belief in effectual calling, "the special 

calling" which only some (the elect) experience. Effectua1 calling is perceived to be a 

cdling whose power can overcome man's sinhl nature, which allows hirn or her to 

believe. The refomed position has sorne s i m i l d e s  to the grace that the Arminian view 

proposes. Reform theologians generally use the phrase "effectual calling" to refer to the 

belief that God calls only his elect, and a person who is calted will inevitably accept.''" 

Louis Berkof daims that effectual calling and external cailing are "inseparable". He 

argues that any distinction between external calling, internal cdling, and effectual calling 

is simply used to show that there are different dimensions to effectual  all lin^.^^^ External 

calling is believed to have two main characteristics: First, external calling is generaI or 

universal. One c m  see, in the reform position, that the idea of externa1 ca lhg  does not 

suggest that everyone is called, but rather it refers to the calling of particular people, the 

elect. Secondly, extemai calling implies God's willingness to fulfill his promises, thus 

revealing his tmthfulness and faithfulness. 

Interna1 cdling, on the other hand, is perceived as uiner moral suasion and the 

activity of God's Spirit upon the individual. This inner calling enables the individual to 

hear and faithfully respond to the external calling. In the words of Louis Berkof: "...this 

moral suasion does not yet constitute the whoIe of the internal call; there must be in 

3 53 Anthony A Hoekema Saved bv Grace, 80. 
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addition to this a powerfid operation of the Holy Spirit, applying the word to the 

heart- "357 

Anthony Hoekema challenges the distinction made between external, internal, and 

effectuai calling. Hoekema denounces the thought that the gospel cal1 should be 

distinctively called as extermil. Hoekema argues that such views led to the idea that the 

gospel can never be internalized, because as an "external" factor it can ody be heard and 

then it will ody  touch the individual. He dislikes the phrase "internal calling", and he 

suggests that it ignores the external factors. He concludes that the callirig is better 

11 358 referred to as "effectual calling . 

A distinction is still commonly made between regeneration and effectual calling, 

because "calling" can also involve the conscious lever of the individual, while 

regeneration initially affects the unconscious Ievel. This understanding leads Berkof to 

defend that while calling has externa1 dimensions, regeneration is strictly internal. He 

persistently points out that the Holy Spirit is the agent of regeneration, who delivers the 

individual fiom spintud death, and gives new spiritual life. Further, he concludes that 

calling is also distinctive from regeneration because of its teleological nature, through 

effectua1 calling the Spirit d m  one to a spiritual en4 namely; the living out of the new 

~ife.~" 

Conversion 

Wholeness is impossible without the experience of conversion. Conversion has 

been called the "the law of ~ife."~~' Regeneration and conversion, while they are two 

35' Louis BerkhoÇ Systematic Theoloey, 470. 
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interdependent and essential factors within the Christian experience, are distinct 

experiences. Conversion is one's subjective response to God's objective revelation. 

Isaiah 44: 22 deches: "1 have swept away your offenses like a cloud, your sins like the 

moming Wst. Retum to me, for 1 have redeemed you." This passage, in light of John 3, 

reulforces the possibility for forgiveness as a person is called to conversion. Forgiveness 

and grace are so closely related that Paul could use chan-zomai, 'to be gracious7, as 

synonyrn for forgiveness (Col. 3: 12f, Eph. 4:3 I).'~' 

The Old and New Testament presents conversion as an expenence in which 

turning is involved The scriptures state that one must tum away from evil (Jer. 18:8) and 

hirn to God (Mal. 3:7). It is God who leads the individual to the conversion experience 

(Jer. 3 1 : 2 8, Lam. 5 :2 1 ), and His grace allows one to choose his salvation. 

The word "episirepho" is used thirty-six times in the New Testament, and 

generally refers less to the turning from the past sins, than it does to the turning to Chnst, 

who leads one to God (Jn. 14:1,6). Conversion involves the changing of Lords. 

Ephesians 2:l clearly argues this point, as it clairns that prior to the conversion 

experience one is under the Lordship of Satan, and through conversion one turns to the 

Lordship of God, Other passages present conversion as an experience which turns one 

from spirihial darkness into spintual light (Acts 26:18, Eph. 5:8). F. Laubach succinctly 

states, "When men are called in the New Testament to conversion, it means a 

fundamentally new turning of the human will to God and a r e m  from blindness and 

error to the Saviour of dl". 362 Arthur Gtasser states, "Conversion involves the decisive, 

36 1 Dale Moody, The Word of Tmth (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 198 l), 3 16. 
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Godward orientation of a person's inner world that not only changes hislher basic 

relationship with God but also edists hun in becoming a sign of the coming k h ~ ~ d o r n . " ~ ~ ~  

"The gospel is not only that by grace are we saved through faith, but it is also the 

Il 364 gospel of repentance . The turning fiom self and repentance (metanaeo), while the 

ernphasis is placed upon the tumihg to Chnst ("epistrepho"), plays a profound role in the 

conversion expenence. Scripture teaches that one can not return to Christ unless he/she 

hims from self. The turning to Christ (epistrpho) is expressed through repentance 

(rnetan~eo).~~' Conversion can not be experienced without acknowledging persona1 sin 

and seeking forgiveness for it. 

Repentance is much more than just feeling remorse over sinfbl acts. Repentance 

invoives the acceptance of God's gift of fait4366 anci the acceptance of his salvation. True 

repentance that leads to conversion, as Donald Bloesch states, ". . . implies not simply 

22 367 coming to Jesus but casting oneself on the mercy of Christ. Scripture concurs with 

this as it proclaims, "If any man would corne after me, let him deny himself and take up 

his cross and follow me" (Lk. 9123). Conversion involves the turning and change of the 

intellect, emotions, and ~ i l l . ~ ~ ~  

In surnrnary, conversion is the experience one has when he/she tums from self and 

sin, repents, and accepts salvation through Christ Conversion occurs when one says 

"yes" to the new life God offers through Christ. In saying 'yes' one is totally 
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surrendering one's life to the Lordship of Christ. E. Stanley Jones claimed: "Surrender is 

a sumender of as much of myself as  1 know today, to as much of Christ as 1 know 

t o ~ i a ~ . " ~ ~ ~  Jones concluded: "Conversion is conversion nom a self-centered person to a 

God-centered person. 

Faith 

Faith is necessary in the experience of wholeness. While regeneration is the act of 

Go4 faith is the act of the individual. Further, as George W. Peters States, "Repentance 

Iooks back and forsakes. Faith looks forward and appropriates. Repentance expresses 

man's attitude toward sin and ungodliness. Faith manifests man's relationship towards 

Chnst and His Therefore, in faith one must respond to God's revelation and 

invitation in order to experience conversion; otherwise, wholeness will be forever denied. 

The Hebrew found in the Old Testament does not use a noun to refer to faith except 

for one instance in Habakkuk 2:4, where "imumah" is used to mean "faithfulness". 

Usually a verb was used, "aman" and it can be interpreted as "to nourish", "to be fkrd"' 

"establish", "be steadfast", or "to believe". By using a verb faith is not presented as a 

possession but rather it is to be perceived as a giff to be ~sed.~'' The New Testament 

records that Jesus demanded that his followers receive, and use, the gift of faith. A man 

had an iI1 daughter, and Jesus said to him: "Do not fez, only believe" (ME; 536) .  Later 

in Mark's gospel, Jesus promised, "Al1 things are possible to him who believes in God" 

(Mk. 1 1 :22). In order to experience the fulfillment of this promise, as implied, one must 
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believe. Further, this faith will enable one to encounter the power, presence, and blessing 

of ~ o d . ~ ~ ~  

The scnptures unequivocally teach that no one can be boni again udess belief exists, 

'Everyone who believes that Jesus is the Christ is bom again" (1 Jn 5:l). J.I. Packer 

states: "The nature of faith, according to the New Testament, is to live by the truth it 

receives; faith, resting on God's promises, gives th& for God's grace by workîng for 

God's g l ~ r ~ " . ~ ' ~  It must be stressed that, while a person may choose to allow faith to 

grow, faith is first given by God's Faith grows as the spirit works within the 

person who is seeking to live the new life in Christ. 

Sanctification 

"Cheap grace and easy believism are not good enough. We are called to hoIiness 

and obedience, to do works worthy of repentance," Clark Pimock c ~ a i r n e d . ~ ~ ~  Luther also 

held a sirnilar position: "We must respond to Christ's passion, not with words or forms, 

but life and tr~th.'""~ Faith, and the activity of God7s spirit in one's life, should bear 

f r ~ i t . ~ ~ '  

When one expenences regeneration he or she is aven  a new life, and this new life 

is to be lived. Regeneration leads to a process of growth and holiness, a process called 

sanctification. The Hebrew (gds) and the Greek (hagias) defines the process as "to 

sanctiQ, make holy, or to hallow". 1 Cor. 6:11 reminds one that, like regeneration, 
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sanctification is a resuit of the action Christ initiated. "Sanctification is the ongoing 

process whereby the Holy Spirit makes us holy by setting us apart, transforming us into 

the likeness of Christ and leading us into the s e ~ c e  of ~ o d . " ~ ~ ~  

Heman Bavinck claims, "If Christ is in this way the workrna. of our 

sanctification, our own part of the work of sanctification can be fulfilled only by faith" ''O 

Believers, as Bavinck suggests, are called to play an active role in sanctification. Human 

effort, or lack of it, will greatly determine the degree to which one attains holiness. 

Scripture, such as 2 Cor. 7: 1, Romans 6: 19 and 1 Thes. 4: 7, clearly teach that a Christian 

is called "to be separate" and to refrain from activîties that are not "holy". Again, it must 

be stressed that this is accomplished only through faith, by grace (Rom. 5: 1 1). 

Also, like regeneration, one can not experience sanctification without the HoIy 

Spirit. In fact., scripture teaches that sanctification is the work of the Holy Spirit (2 Thes. 

233). Romans consistently presents the view that a tme believer is one who lives and 

rnoves "in the Spirit", as opposed to one who lives "in the fiesh". The phrase "in the 

£leshW refers to those who live an existence that is alienated from God, who are captives 

of sin; bondage; and death. Those "in the spirit", conversely, are called to seek to live as 

God intended, in peace; fieedorn; and hope. 

I Connthians 6 : l l  states "...But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were 

justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God." This passage 

reveals the interdependence of regeneration, conversion and sanctificati~n.~~' Therefore, 

sanctification is an expected consequence of the new life in Christ, as scripture states, 

-- 
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".,.Faith without works is dead" Sanctification is the celebration and M f i h e n t  of the 

new life, it is God's spirit working wiùiin the individual as he or she nurtures the 

wholeness and life that is found in Christ: 

The Spirit is the absolute key to everything, and the certain evidence that 
justification is by faith, not by doing works of law. Not only so, but the 
whole of ongoing Christian life, both individual and corporate, is to be 
lived out in ternis of the Spirit. The primary imperative for Paul, therefore, 
is "walk by the Spitit." Gal. 5: 16); God's people are "Led by the Spirit" 
(vs. 18); their ethical life is described as bearing the M t  of the Spirit (vs. 
22-23); and because following the crucifixion of the flesh, they now live 
by means of the spirit, they must behave in keeping with the Spirit (v. 25); 
they thereby sow and reap for and by the spirit (6:8).382 

Summary 

The doctrine of regeneration reveals that one is invited to enter into union with 

Christ. The gifi of the new birth discloses the reality of God's grace, power and love. 

Regeneration is a promise that God has said "yes" to humanity's "no" (Barth), as scripture 

proclaims, "God entered into the human experience regardless of sin, and justified 

humanity" (Jn, 3: 16, Rom. 5: 10, 1 Pet. 13). 

One must have some understanding of regeneration in order to experience the 

wholeness that is found in the Christian Faith. The fact that regeneration is offered shows 

humanity that it is in need of rebirth, "For al1 have sinned and fa11 short of the glory of 

God" (Rom. 3:24). Further, the doctrine of regeneration shows the dependency which 

fiumanity has upon God, and denounces the belief that humanity can Save itself. Clearly, 

regeneration itsel f cannot be achieved through human effort (Rom. 3 :28). 

3" RH. Gundry, "Grace, Works, and Staying Saved in Paul", in The Best h nieolow. Vol. 4,I.L Packer 
(ed.), 99. 



Rebirth is possible only because of the work of the Holy Spirit within the 

individual. The Holy Spirit calls a person fonvard in his/her spiritual jouniey (1 Heb. 

10: 15, 1 Thes- 15,  Thes. 2: 13). He may use both general and specific revelation to 

accomplish this, but His actions are not dependent upon the person- 

The individual, through the spiritual calling, is able to becorne aware of his/her 

sins. Conviction can, with the aid of the Holy Spirit, lead a person into the awareness of 

hisher need for forgiveness; and the need for God. This awareness of 'the need' is often 

accompanied with a spiritual thirst for the truth. The way in which one responds to one's 

need for God will detennine one's destiny. One must respond in faith in order to reach 

God's intended destiny, namely; union with Christ. This act of faith allows the journey 

to lead to an encounter with Christ (Rom. 1 :7, Gd. 2: 16). 

Wholeness and new life have not been experienced up to this point in the spiritual 

journey. There are two probiems with the view that new birth is encountered before 

conversion. Ffrst, as it has been established, rebirth is solely the work of the Holy Spirit. 

The argument that rebirth is expenenced before conversion wouId require that the 

individual did not have any choice in the matter. Therefore, if God were to "force" 

rebirth upon the individual, he would rob humanity of its freewill. Secondly, if one 

experienced regeneration pnor to conversion, then conversion would be redundant, one 

can not be converted to something that he/she is already experiencing. 

Subsequently, the spiritual journey continues, and faith bnngs one to a "cross" 

road: conversion. Conversion is a personts "yes" to God's "yes". The Spirit has led one 

to a point where he/she can faithfully accept the new life that God offers. Conversion 

involves the tuming to Christ, and away fiom self and sin, scripture offers this cornrnand, 



"Repent and be converted" (Acts 3:19). Repentance is more than feeling remorse for 

sins, it is a denouncement of anything that is contrary to the w.11 of God-the turning to 

Christ is a surrender of the sod. 

Regeneration, while conversion is one's acceptance of God's offer, occurs as God 

firlfills his promise and gives one "new Life". One can not adequately descnbe the 

expenence of regeneration. The union between hurnanity and Christ will continue to 

remain a mystery (Jn. 3). It is a mystery that leads one into eternity, as the Holy Spint 

becomes a resident within the person, the beiiever becomes a new creature (2 Cor. 517) 

The spintual jomey does not end when one receives new life in Christ, 

Regeneration, while it is an event, is also part of a spiritual process. As God gives new 

life, He demands that it be Iived. The living out of the new life is sanctification, the 

experience that seeks holiness and Christ-likeness. As the Spirit leads a person to the 

new life, He Ml1 lead one on the spiritual jomey toward an eternal destiny. 

Conclusion 

Jesus said, "1 have corne that they might have life, and have it more abundantly." 

Paul, having encountered the nsen Christ, concluded, "1 have been crucified with Christ 

and 1 no longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life 1 live in the body, 1 Iive by faith in 

the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me" (Galatians 2:20), "If anyone is 

in Christ, he is a new creature" (2 Cor. 5: 17). Wholeness is not a possession; it is a gift. 

WhoIeness is the intimate union one can have with Christ and evidence of this 

union is seen in the harmonious interaction between the different elements of one's being. 

Wholeness is the expenence of having Christ at the center of one's being; and is 

therefore, ultimately only possible in Christ, and through Christ. 



CfIAfTER THREE: TEE NEWMARKET EXPIERIENCE 

The following is 'the Newmarket Experience'. The reader is not necessarily 

expected to read the whole account; however, each session (which deals with different 

parts of the study-guide) has been included. 

It is important to realize, in attempting to understand some of the dynamics that 

were experienced within the sessions, that the participants have known each other for at 

least three years, and some have known each other for eight years. The participant's 

knowledge of one another will be reflected in the level of comfort that they have with one 

another. Their fmiliarity may also result in cornments that have a meaning that an 

outsider is not privy to. 

1 considered sharing only portions of the secessions of this thesis-project, 

however, during the sessions it became apparent that this would not happen. Dissecting 

and eliminating portions of the dialogue would not do justice to what was experienced 

within the sessions; therefore, they have been presented in their entirety to discover if the 

study-guide was able to generate lively and informative discussions on wholeness. 



Session One 

Bob: Now just so this doesn't becorne a monologue which none of us will be able to 
endure, feel fiee to jump in any time even if it's whatever. As a professor of mine once 
told the class, Ray Hobbs, 'There is not a stupid question except the question that is not 
asked'. 

Dorothy: Here's the first one then Al1 these pages about questions and reflections, is that 
to estabtish your sample? 

Bob: No. There's a reason. It's going to be used to evaluate our experience. For instance, 
if we corne to the word contingency and we don't know it at this point. If 1 give this to 
you at the end of the experience and the word contingency is there and you are able to Say 
well it's this, then you will have learned more than you did at the outset of the 
experience. 
Edith: So you are answering these with the knowledge we had? 

Bob: That's nght. 

Edith: Without any - without reading and then through reading and discussion we should 
have the tnre answer at the end. 

Bob: Or a different answer. Okay? 

Edith: Okay. 

Bob: Does that answer your question, Dorothy? 

Dorothy: Not really. 

Bob: Okay. Now let's Say ... 

Dorothy: 1 still think you are developing the sample of people and they're.. . 

Bob: Yea, yea, It's obvious that this is a case to see if this has any merit or this is ... 

Dorothy: Olcay 

Charles: You're evaluating the effect of this information on what people have before 
hand to determine what it is like in their reminds at the end. 

Bob: Yes. And your answer, for instance to contingency, doesntt have to be the answer 
that is presented here necessarily, but hopefully, you know, will be a little different than 
what you put down originally. Or maybe you didn't put anything, so, anything would be 
different. Okay? Does that answer your question? 



Dorothy: We'll see! 

Bob: Okay, alright! It was the best of times, it was the worst of times. If Dickens' words 
describes a society a century ago, it makes one wonder what words will describe today's 
society. What words corne to mind? 

Edith: Confused society? 

Charles: Effected society? 

Al: Running. 

Charles: Success? 

Bob: Yes. 
Edith: Broken 

Bob: Yes. 

Sharon: Technology dnven. 

Bob: Yes, 

Dorothy: Despairing. 

Bob: Yes. 

Dan: We're hearing a lot of the worst, but we're not hearing any of the best. 

Bob: Any more positive? 

Charles: Success. 

Bob: Any other positive words? 

Edith: Adventurous. mmmm - progress. 

Dorothy: Every time we hear of something that's progress, cutting d o m  trees is al1 of a 
sudden is not progress. In certain countries that's progress, but if you look at it fiom 
Robert ? I shouldn't be saying this in front of Charles - Oh go ahead. You're the expert on 
trees. 

Charles: That's fine. 1 don't know if that's progress or not. 

Edith: Well it might be progress for one person but negative for another. 



Sharon: It's technology, progress in one are% and other areas its not. 

Bob: Al1 these words certainly describe our culture, but there is a lot of reIativïsm in how 
one answers. Dorothy knows this author, a parable shared by Henry Nouwen.. . . Actually 
could someme else read it please.. . On the flrst page.. . ? 

Charles: Four royal sons were questionhg what specialty they should master. They said 
to one another, "Let us search the earth and learn a special science." They agreed on a 
place where they would meet again and headed off in différent directions. 

Time went by the brothers met again at the appointed meeting place, and they asked one 
another what they had learned. "1 have mastered a science," said the first, "which makes 
it possible for me, if 1 have nothing but a piece of bone and some creature, to create 
straight away the flesh that goes with it." 

'f', said the second 'know how to grow that creature's skin and hair if there is flesh on its 
bones.' 

The third said, "1 am able to create its limbs if 1 have the flesh, the skin and the hair, 'And 
I' concluded the fourth, laiow how to give life to that creature if its form is complete with 
limbs, 

Thereupon the four brothers went into the jungle to find a piece of bone so that they 
could demonstrate their specialties. As fate would have it, the bone they found was a 
lion's bone, but they did not know that when they found the bone. One added flesh to the 
bone, one grew the hair, another completed it with matching limbs. The fourth gave the 
lion life. Shaking its heavy mane, the ferocious beast arose with its menacing mouth, 
sharp teeth and merciless claws and jumped upon its creators. He killed them al1 and 
vanished contentedly into the jungle. 

Bob: So, that describes what Sharon mentioned about technology. It's a tremendous 
possïbility and its potently harmfid consequences. Bathed in visual, spaced with perd, it 
is believed that hurnan ingenuity has created a world of unimaginable and limitless 
possibilities and yet few would argue that he or she was living in paradise. Instead of 
paradise hurnanity has created its own kingdom of anxiety and aIienation. John Stott 
States, John Stott is a renowned theologian, Anglican minister, a pnest. "No single word 
captures more accurately or expresses more eloquently the modem sense of impotence 
than the word alienation". 

Bob: What do you think about when you hear the word alienation? 

Edith: Separation. Sometimes it is separation by choice and sometimes it is separation by 
misunderstanding. 

Bob: That7s true, 



Al: D r a n g  away? 

Bob: Can be. 

Dorothy: 1 wrote myself a note on the side and I said, "What is it? 

Bob: Nienation? 

Dorothy: Yes. 1 wasn't sure you told me. 1 know what it means to be alienated from one's 
family, but 1 don't think that is wfiat you mean here. 

Bob: No. 1 think alienation fiorn.. . .the use here is separation, estrangement, absence of 
wholeness. I think îhat's what Stott was referring to-an aiienation fiom comrnunity and 
fiom harmony, maiuiy wholeness. 

Dorothy: 1 wonder if it would divide itself? 

Bob: Yes. 

Dan: 1 sometimes think I'm alienated fiom myself. 

Bob: I think that can be part of our journey. We find here that one can even conclude 
that the modem economic miracle is self-estrangement. But what does that mean to us? 

Bill: It gives the impression that people pushing others away, that is people withdrawing 
fiom others, keeping to themselves 

Bob: We get that up here? The cocooning syndrome. People do that often with families 
but more and more we see it with individuals simply withdrawing. 

Edith: You're really career driven, or money motivated or whatever. You can have that 
goal and whatever cornes in your way is alienating you, because you have no use or don? 
help the process or whatever. 

Bob: That's a good point. 1 think, often we think of alienation as something that is caused 
by depression, or fear, or sometimes its goals, aspirations, greed. 

Charles: 1s there a sense that this self-estrangement, being based on this last paragraph 
that ingenuity, has created a world of al1 these possibilities and a few areas where she is 
living in parody, in other words, the person is actually fighting what we are within, has 
created a seed of disparity. The more we try to actuaiize or assist ourselves and go to 
those promotional seminars, buy every-thing with no money down and al1 these kinds of 
things, the more we do that, the more we realize how littie we are and rationally seeing 
ourselves. 1 don't know whether that relates to this at dl .  We are actually creating this 
sense that we have to rely on family or other people but by doing this we are teanng that 
apart. We are creating this separation of self, society. 



Bob: 1 ùiink there are times when we allow ourselves to, to bey we allow our identity to 
be determined by society and sometimes, not some times, always when we allow an 
extemal force to determine our identity we become alienated not only fiom others but to 
our tnie selves. There is self-estrangement. 

Dorothy: 1 put down one of the things that's a disappointment in my life is that I can't 
live up to my own standards. Thaî's a real alienating thing. That's hard, not to get into 
îhat. 

Edith: Are you a perfectionist? 

Dorothy: Yes, probably, but also in my personal life 1 still get angry at people- 1 can't 
Iive up to that standard that 1 donTt want to be angry with people anymore, you know. I 
think that in me, that is alienation. It's as ifthere's two parts in me. 
Bob: Yes, and 1 think that, that's part of most people's joumey. 1 think the healthier ones 
are aware of it. 

Dorothy: Oh excellent! (Laughter) 

Bob: It still makes it mistrating, but if you weren't aware of it, it would control you. You 
wodd become more the other than who you are. 

Dorothy: See, 1 have this feeling or philosophy, that my conscience is like a hedgehog. 
It's got thousands of points on it. And 1 never get to the place where the points are 
smoothed off or anything. It's just always there. 

Bill: Your work's never done! 

Dorothy: pardon? 

Bill: Your work's never done. 

Dorothy: No, it's not that. It's that my conscience tells me this is wrong, or you should be 
doing this, or doing that, or something else. Maybe this is going to be Jungian philosophy 
or something else. 

(Laughter) 

Bob: This is a discussion document. It sort of guides us for whatever we feel led to tdk 
about. Then, that's what we'll talk about. But certainly Jung will have some things to Say 
about it but as we'll see too, so does the Christian faith have even more to say about that 
and it has something to do with, it certainly has somethuig to do with grace and our 
understanding of the concept, more or less at a cerebral, rational level. But still we think, 
we think we need to do more, or we need t a . .  . and part of that too, is background. Part of 
it too is farnily ongin and part of it too is Brethren background or whatever, and things 
like that Yeah, so anxiety and alienation and self-estrangement are only attempts at 



describing the contemporary situation and some would argue that they do not adequately 
capture the experience of the individual who has to cope with the present culture. The 
German term rungst' and the French 'momie' offer a more accurate understanding because 
they point beyond mere anxïety and emotional distress. Angst and anomie refer to a 
fiindamental disorder in human existence and as Alister McGrath states, and if you don't 
know Alister McGrah, he's a good author, very readable and after some of these, 1 really 
learned to appreciate that. He teaches out at Regent, and 1 dont know how old he is. He's 
40 or whatever and he's writing books like you wouldn't believe. And they're very 
readable. But they're really, they're redly good over views of some of the philosophies 
we want to address in life, but more, he's a Theologian, and so this is fiom one of my 
favorite demographic books and that is Intellectuals Don't Need God and Other Mvths. 
Okay, anyway he says, 'While it expresses itself at every kvel of our existence it often 
appears to possess a peculiar power at the existentid level. So what he's saying, 
obviously, is angst and anomie is more than just depression, more than just feeling low, 
more than just feeling alienated fiom others. It's an existential, it's more than emotion, it 
consumes the being, the person It's more difficult to detect, it's more difficult to discem, 
and more ciifficuit to diagnose in humans. Today's individual is not simply troubled or 
depressed but rather he's often placed with existential amie@. Can you think of instances 
where maybe you've seen this? There's one that possibly is becoming more and more 
apparent. 

Edith: There's one? 

Bob: One that seems to, to.. . . there seems to be ... An example of it being expressed- 
this existentid anxiety. There's lots of examples but there's one that seems to becoming 
more and more the rage. Which by the way is a pretty good due. 

(Laughter) 

Edith: Road rage! 

Bob: But you can see that there are drivers seemingly more and more that are dnven- 
that existential anxîety. Of course, they wouldn't cal1 it that- There are a nurnber of things. 

Dan: Drivers that are driven. 

Bob: But it is that drivemess. 

Charles: So it's taking this something that's simply trouble to another in this case where 
the existential anxiety would be that they're carrying it out in an active way? 1s thaî what 
you say? Or at a stronger level? 

Bob: And even if they're not carrying it out, in case of the road rage, 1 think so, yeah, but 
even if they're not, there are those who have moved beyond just mere alienation to 
existential anxiety or angst who can simply sit in a room by themselves and feel 
consumed by the anxiety. 



Edith: 1 was downtown on Friday and there was a parking spot A guy sort of half in it, 
and another guy trying to back in The guy in the parking spot was talking on his phone 
and they're just withîn inches of ûying to see whose going to hit who. The one had a 
bigger car, and the other had a little car. Finally the little car &ove away. But it was 
really phenomenal to watch, and the guy on the phone is not letting up at all, he's just 
rattling away doing this thing al1 the time. I couldn't, 1 cadt even fathom putting rnyself 
into sornething Like that. 

Bob: mmmm-. . So let's try to look at the past, for a moment. Do you think it existed 20 
years ago, to the same degree, that people just hid it, or do you thùik otherwise? 

Bill: No, 1 think it's more like the Wild West. 1 drove, 1 started driving 26 years ago, and 
I felt many people on the road were of two heads. They had a lot of respect for God and 
respect for the war and depression. Respect his honour and respect for others. And 1 don't 
see that now. Common courtesy, 1 don't see it. 

Bob: Do you see that as nwturing this alienation and then this angst, this intense 
anxi ety ? 

Bill: I'rn sure the anxiety is causing it, but 1 donft know where the anxiety is coming 
frorn. 

Edith: If you think just of the ce11 phone and the technology there, and people that are 
constantly comected to whatever, is dnving thern besides the vehicle they're driving and 
everything that is coming at you. There is no way you can stay normal or calm or 
whatever. 1 mean driving is enough on it's own. But you're making a million dollar 
decision while your trying to steal a parking spot. You know. How much pressure is îhat? 
And so there's an example of technology, you know, destroying us raîher than saving us. 

Bob: You know it makes me think of the four Royal sons, You got al1 this, telephones, 
the deals, the parking space and they corne together and the lion consumes. 

Dorothy: If you followed that story in the paper awhiIe ago, that case of the young man 
who pulled his van up to the iïbrary centre, up in Keswick and someone pulled up beside 
him and starîed honking. The first fellow got out of his car and then the other one 
dragged him aIong the road, broke his ankle. And the one who was dragging the fellow 
along the road, he was convicted of something, dangerous driving, atternpted murder. On 
the other hand the one being dragged along the road, he was one of my students. And 1 
can picture that they were both in a rage. You know ... it's pretty easy to get everybody 
into a rage. 

Bill: I dont see a lot of people backing down fiom the challenges. (General no) 1 see it 
every single day going to work and coming home. 

Dorothy: 1 have to think, every day, about myself because i'rn not a passive person, you 
know. Whether 1 will take sornething m e r  than where it is now, or if 1'11 stop. Norman 



is the other kind of person. You rnight as well stop now, you're going nowhere now 
except stress yourselE 1 think thatrs the thing, is the stress, stress, stress. That's the car 
dnving, the driving somebody dong the road ... 

Edith: What pushes you to take something to the next step? 1s it your personality? 1s it 
m m ,  the injustice of the situation? 1s it ... 

Dorothy: Probably the injustice of the situation. My son lost his job back in November, 
didn't get any severance pay or any notice pay, or anything like that. So he's a passive 
person too. He has to work. After that he has a temporary job. So Nom and 1 went to the 
Ministry of Labour and pursued it one step further. And he got a settlement fiom bis 
employer, but not enough. If it had of been me, 1 would have said, Go for it. But my son 
said no, stop Mom, thatts enough. I didn't thuik it was justice. So you're nght. But 1 put 
myself under that stress. 

Edith: But Ive need people like you. 

Dorothy: Oh but, it is stressfui. 1 get ulcers. 

Charles: Even in hockey. 1 was listening not long ago some of the determination of how 
much violence, should it or should it not be how much fighting or how fighting is 
marketed and al1 that kind of stuff. I'm not so much referring as to the question as to 
whether that should or should not exist in hockey but the referees and some of the players 
1 heard i n t e ~ e w e d  talked about the fact that there are things being done today, if they've 
been in there for 10 or 12 years They've seen a change in the athletes that there was this 
sense that at one point in time, you know, you're not going to hit someone frorn behind 
when they don't see you. You're not going to go after a referee. Not that they shouldn't be 
doing a lot of the other things anyway. But there is a sense when you're out there ... there 
was a sense where certain teams would shake hands, they knew each other by name. 
They were like that, but when they got into a scrap, there were certain things, there was a 
certain level of understanding among a lot of those players and certain things to do. And 
this has changed. The referees know it. They know they have to be careful because things 
will happen like this, if they, it wouldn't have happened before. Whether it's sticks or 
whatever. It's not so much that it might not have been there a little bit. But the fact that 
people are talking about it now, means it's an issue that of something that wasn't there 
before, in a sense that 1 don't care if I'rn a 250 pounds and you're some little guy, if you 
want to go they have some fight, whatever. Or sticks or things. Forget the fact that you 
would be charged for it on the street, for doing some of these things. But there was this 
sense that when you're on the ice there were certain thing you understood that you would 
never do and that sort of been, at Least a lot of people would Say and some of the players 
and referees are saying. You have to be carefbl because it's just not there anymore. There 
is a sense there is a difference out there. 1 dont know whether it reflects road rage, just 
the fact that you are able to do this or people just do this now. Whether it was buried 
there and they felt in a sense they don't do it. 1 don't know. But the fact that this is being 
done, you know, and people see it, there's something that wasn't happening before. 



Edith: What's ciriving it? You know, is it the player tbat can be hired and make more 
money because he's a scrappy player. 1s that's what's driving it? 1s it the economy sellïng 
of hockey on TV because people like to watch the fight? It's a very complicated issue, 
isnlt it? 

Dan: In most of these situations it cornes down to me, me, me. 1 want everythmg, I want 
it now, And as long as that driving force is behind it, human nature, it's goïng to get 
worse, because therets more and more stuff to get, more and more cars out there and more 
and more tools to buy. 

Bob: We not only want, but we deserve. 

Dan: Pardon? 

Bob: We not only want, but we deserve. 

Dan: That's right. 1 worked hard, 1 deserve this. It's not 1 worked hard, I'll work harder. 
Maybe 1 don? need this or 1 deserve that extra VCR. My one mini van is not enough, 1 
need two. You know, my kids won't be happy with just one. 1 need a GMC now, you 
know. 

Verna: It drives strikes and that sort of thing, you know. I'rn not satisfied with what I'rn 
getting. 1 need more. 1 deserve more, so I'm going to get it no matter how. E 1 have to 
wak over other people to get it, 1'11 do it. 

Bill: Sounds like self-sunrival - sounds like you're trying to feed an anxiety to fiIl the 
void in your life. 1 see regeneration without God and that's what the point is, make 
everything simple for me. 

Dorothy: 1 think stress begins very early for people. Young children, you c m  see, here 
I'm quoting my experience again as a teacher. You can see parents, you hear the whip 
cracking. You're up at 6 in the morning, you're having skating lessons. By 3 otclock in the 
afternoon you're going to modeling class and al1 this stuff one afeer the other. Not only 
are they stressed but they're getting this thing al1 the time. I got to be better, 1 gotta do 
this. Like you Say, I gotta have more. You h o w 7  when we started out 1 talked about 
sampling. We're talking here only about middle class people aren't we? There are a lot of 
people besides us who aren't looking for a second GMC or whatever you said Danny. 

Edith: Isn't that interesting, 1 never thought ofthat, but that's true. 

Charles: Or you take it out of the urban context, you may find some differences there 
simply because there's not as many people around each other. 1 often think that a lot of it 
has to do with tirne. One thing that has not changed is their ability to pack thiags into a 
day. For time to change, that 0-24 hours is the same, but 1 could be wrong, to me very 
few examples of technology fieeing us up The theory is that it fiees us up to do great 
relaxing peaceful things with our kids, etc, etc. But in reality what's happened is it's fieed 



us up more to of those things that are made more eficient so we can do more other 
things. But the zero tu 24-hour period is the same. So this person who is on the road 
probably has the zero to 24-hour period slotted so closely. 1 lcnow in the wintertime on 
the 40 1, what you see are people driving by the watch, not by the condition. They won't 
even slow down for the conditions, the watch, 1 remember when 1 lived in Oakville, 1 
could see people in the morning, 1 get out late, 1 see certain people going by me. They're 
going by at the same speed and it was wintertime, as they were in summer and some were 
in the ditch and some were, but it's just by the watch. The watch controIs, and 1 think, to 
me, personally, 1 think that is a big factor because unfortunately we haven't fieed up any 
of that time We have filled it. And until we do something about that, d l  we remove 
that, and take a deep breath, then the road rage to me is a scary thought, because it's that 
which is expressed What about aU that, that is out there just on the edge? What else is 
out there? You know that's true. 

Bill: Like what you see in the states. The story of the guy who, bis car stopped in the 
middle of the road, so he pulled out a shot gun and blew 27 holes in his car. 

Sharon: Oh yeah, 1 can only see this getting worse. That we'll have faster cars and will 
be able to transport faster so we can do more, and 1 think it's continuous and 1 see that as 
existential anxiety. But then I'm trying to relate it to alienation, we havent really touched 
on that and how it relates to aflxiety- 

Bob: Well if it does, the time and the road rage and things like that, 1 think all of those 
expressions are symptomatic of sornething greater. Al1 behavior is purposive and 1 think 
that, that they are symptorns of this alienation and this angst. So if you look here, it says, 
today's individual is not simply troubled or depressed but rather is often faced with 
existential anxiety. In order to understand existential anxiety, it is helpful to know that the 
word existence cornes from the Latin word 'existere' which means to stand out. The idea 
of standing out implies standing out from one's environment - being apart frorn it or 
making a distinction from the other elements within a given environment. So that relates 
weil with the concept of alienation because just as angst separates us or rather angst is 
found within, I think it encourages us to be alienated fiom others. Because we are 
becoming so consumed by ourselves or by whatever, that emotion, that, it alienates us. It 
makes us stand out fiom our environment or perhaps a phrase we feeI more cornfortable 
with, our community, our family, our group, whatever. 

Dorothy: According to this, one wants to stand out, doesnt one? One wants to stand out. 

Bob: One wants to stand out, yeah, but if its existential anxiety it's, it's dienation to the 
extreme. With the separation, again we've talked about estrangement. 

Edith: Which is not. You're talking about as a negative thing. 

Bob: That's right. 

Edith: Nota positivething? 



Bob: nat's nght. 

Edith: But when you think of the Christian being separate fkom the world, but in the 
world and not. Thatrs not alienation? 

Bill: But they're not alienating themselves. They can't do it alone. 

General: No 

Bob: And when we get to Jung, we'll talk about how, how he perceives wholeness as 
being able to stand apart Being separate, not being part, simply part of the collective 
mass or however - consciousness Sharon, do you want to corne back on that? I'rn not sure 
I helped you. 

Sharon: I always, as, in our society, we're taught to express ourselves and to not hold 
anxiety within us, and not to necessanly alienate ourselves. So we get up there and get 
what we want and impose ourselves to other people, to other .... 

Bob: That too, can be an expression of alienation in a sense, that we want to not only be 
a part of, we want to be above. We want to dominate, we want to have power over. And 
that and not always, but sometimes 1 think that need to have that power can be the result 
of this angst. You know this ... 

Edith: But doing what you7re saying does often create dienation, doesn't it? If you're 
out there, expressing yourself, doing your own thing without any regard for anybody else, 
but your goal along the way. You're not going to make fiiends. 

Sharon: But 1 then also see the ... I have no anxiety because I'm believing it, I'm going 
for it. 

Edith: You rnight not have.. . (Laughter) 

Bob: Just as Dorothy mentioned that duality within, I think that we as a society have a 
kinda duality, in that, therefs part of us who praise the individual who is altruistic - the 
Mother Teresas, the people who are self giving, the people who surrender their lives for 
others. Therefs also part of our culture that cheers the ones who really crawl and scratch 
and step on people and get to the top and becorne powerful. 

Bill: I have a question. Who are those people who do that? 

Dan: Haven't you see the movie? 

Bill: I'm just saying that, why be that way? In other words, why people are that way? 

Bob: Yeah, those who -... 



Dan: Would it be those fiom the poor section? Don? have any money, then al1 of a 
sudden they get a little money and they try hard, they study? 

Bill: No, 1 don't see that. 

Edith: Oprah - people c h e r  her because she came fkom - wherever and ... 

Dan: Al1 the NBA basketball players, or a good portion of them came frorn ... 

Bill: 1 am afraid 1 am rather centered in my thinking and 1 can't seem to diversifjc No, 
I'm just - 1 can do dl things through Christ Jesus who strengthened me. 1 don? need the 
cal1 to get ahead. 

Bob: But our culture is not a Christ-centered culture and so because of that .... 

Bill: Rat 's what I'm asking. 

Bob: Oh sure, sure, Caesar. 

Bill: And if you can define that, you can define where your anxiety is coming fiom and 
maybe fïnd the cause of it. 

Bob: And that's the end of it. (Laughter.) 

Bill: I'rn having a hard time getting p s t  that. Yeah. 

Dan: You dont need to know where the anxiety cornes fiom if you go deep enough. Or 
do you really want to look at it. 

Bill: 1 think you can get nd of it if you feed your needs and your need isn't buying that 
car, and your need isn't materialism, your need is love. 

Bob: And 1 think, BiIl, thai's excellent, and 1 also think that's part of the reason why 1 
wanted to look at one of the alternatives which is one of the main alternatives to the 
Christian faith. Because when we are out there in the world, this is what many are living 
by and 1 think we need to understand that and then we can Say to them, just what you 
said. Doesn't work, does it? You know Christ works. 

Dorothy: We don't always look at people who don't stmggle in a very kindly light either. 
I knew a person in Newmarket here, who was a very fine Christian. She could go to the 
city and corne back without her coat because she gave it to somebody. And that happened 
often. We thought she was slightly ma4  not that she was a good Christian. We just .... It 
was a littie far out for me. 

Charles: What is our first thought when we're sitting on the subway, going where we're 
going and someone would sit down and Say " Hi." What was our first thought? 



Dorothy: Move away. Yeah 

Charles: Every one else would be looking around. 1 had one experience actually where 
there was a, the person rnentioned, he was a schizophrenic. And as the motion, every time 
we -would get to York Mills Station he would, he would yell out almost exactly like the 
persm ivho was actually doing it for the TTC. "York Mills Station," (laughter) By the 
time we got there everyone was laughïng. It was unbelievable - we were al1 in tears. And 
he looks at a couple of people and says Tretty Funny, aye?' And yet this person, 
singularly, had changed everything. But if this person were just to sit d o m  initially 
beside us our, 1 think 

Bob: He's probably a sociology major! (Laughter). 

Charles: But I think your right in what were saying, what would be our first thought? 

Bob: Now 1 know of someone who, if this person were here, when we are takng about 
those who had power and on the one hand we condemn them and on the other hand we 
praise them in our culture and if.. anyway, if this person was here he would say,'Well 
what about those bank CEOs who are getting rnulti millions of dollars every year and the 
cashier is being fired. There's lots of those examples. 

Bill: That's where a lot of anxiety cornes fiom. 

Dan: Oh yeah, they have al1 the power and they have the power and they're taking it all, 
and al1 these poor people, people at the bottom, trying to get work done and there go 
another five tellers, but he gets a $10,000 million. Yeah, look where the money is going. 
A whole bunch of tellers out they're going huh? 

Bob: And we get our seMce charges raised! (Laughter) 

Sharon: When I look at those guys, I doubt they're the main guys with al1 the anxieties 
and they just live in constant what to do next and because of the doflar or the drive is 
aiways there. 1 think they live in constant ... 

Charles: A brother of mine, my youngest brother, actually had an associate within a hi& 
level, in an international cornputer Company who committed suicide about three weeks 
ago. This person had by al1 society standards, everything and in the confines of his 
cottage somewhere out on some nice lake, he killed himself And I remember rny brother 
coming to see. I don't know where necessarily the comection between this person and 
alienation is, but maybe it's just that, they see they have everything. They look around, 
they've probably got twenty-five hundred people under them, and yet there's still despair, 
they're still rnissing something, and the fact that there 1 got everything, the social standard 
says I should have, where do I go frorn here. And I don? feel good about it. 

Bill: Did you Say he was mamed? 



Charles: This other person? Yeah, he was rnarrïed. 

Bill: And so he lcilled himself. mmmm 

Bob: He was not unlike the Iapanese executive a couple of years ago. Had everything, 
reached the top, he went into his office and jumped out the wuidow. That's pretty morbid. 

Dorothy: When you get to a place like that, there is no place to go but up. And if you 
cm' t go up ... 

Bob: You go down. 

Dorothy: Well, yeah - you rnust feel pretty fhs-trated, this is the end of things. 1 can't 
work any more. 

Edith: Well he could have been a diïven, I tried to figure his motive. 

Charles: Well when people get to charity ... 1 don? know if this is an indication of 
anything of what we've been talking about, but 1 remember seeing a study a few years 
ago talking about per capita donations of salaries or whatever, to chanties of different 
types, and by far the greatest percentage of earnings goes to those who have less and 
those who have more. And 1 think it must bey it must be sornething to the extent that 
they've been there, they've been without, they understand what it is to be without. The 
sense of someone downtown Toronto outside on the Street giving a cup of coffee to their 
fnend, because they've been there- They understand what it's like to be coId and 1 
remember my Dad telling me about the Iack of interest, at high levels in certain 
companies to give to charities at all. Unless it's a tax deduction or whatever. This 
'disconnect' you know. 

Bob: The Greelc words "bios" and "zoe" also offer some guidance in understanding the 
meaning of existence. 'Bios" refers to life at a sirnply biological level of existence. 
Today's individual is not simply troubled or depressed, but rather is often faced with 
existential anxiety. In order to understand existential anxiety, it is helpful to know that the 
word existence cornes fiom the Latin word 'existere' which rneans 'to stand out'. The idea 
of standing out irnplies standing out from one's environment - being apart fiom it or 
making a distinction fiom the other elements within a given environment "zooe" refers to 
"real life" that is life that truly experienced when one stands out, grows, and is fulfilIed. 

With this in mind, one retums to the plight of conternporary man and discovers that many 
people are, as the philosopher Heideggar proclaimed, "falling into the world." The 
modem secular culture pulls people into 'falling back into the environment, and sirnply 
becoming a narneless part of the whole.' 

Naturally, there are those who argue that meaning does not exist, or at the very le&, the 
loss of meaning is increasingly being experienced - and this experience is what has been 
referred to as angst. McGrath states it this way; Angst reflects a deeply rooted fear of 



meaningless and pointlessness, a sense of the utter MLity of life, even sheer despair at 
the bewildering things that threaten to reduce us to nothing more than a statistic - 
dtimately a deaih statistic, 

And that's the example that you offered of that individual who committted suicide seems 
to apply here so closely. One social critic dso  offers the harsh evaluation of the state of 
today's individual. 
They really have no encompassing faith, no ultimate concern, no reality in their lives. 
They draw together their scraps of meaning like skid-row bums forging for good in the 
trash bins of the supermarkets and restaurants. They take what they c m  find and they 
used what they have on the basis of the exigencies of the situation in which they find 
themselves. Their self-understandings and identities change from crisis to cnsis or from 
moment to moment as they move through their individual life cycles. 

And 1 think that we wouldn't have to look to hard withùi society to find individuals who 
this applies to. The threat of meaningless lies everywhere and even lurks throughout our 
culture like death, and some would argue that it is inevitable. A story is told about an 
unknown soldier who was wounded and near death. Misery and pain were overcoming 
the dying soldier, and a soldier fkom the other side perforrned what he perceived to be an 
act of mercy - the wounded soldier was put to de&. The remaining soldier, while 
looking at the dead soldier, said: "1 have broken the ch ain... 1 have defeated the inherent 
stupidity of life. Which seems to in many ways, surnrnarize much of the negative things 
that we've been able to Say about the society we find ourselves in. There seems to be a lot 
of inherent stupidity of life. 

A premise of this study guide is that we live in a fiagmented society that nurtures 
fragmentation, and produces people who seek afier wholeness as if it were oxygen. And 
it's also my premise of this and it's author, which is me, (laughter) is that no matter who 
it is they still search for that meaning as if it were oxygen even if they're not aware of it. 
And so the person who needs to clirnb that tadder, the person who needs to get to the top, 
he or she is still seeking meaning. They might not know that, and then as Bill would Say, 
that they're not going to until .... A serious search for wholeness will lead one to two 
conclusions, actually three conclusions: the realization that one lives within a secuIar 
society, and that one is continually being influenced by secularity. 

Edith: We don? like to admit that, but it's a very, if you're going to live in the world 
you're going to be influenced by ... 

Dorothy: Do you really think people are searching for wholeness? 

Bob: 1 think they are, in that, 1 believe that wholeness has to do with God. 

Charles: Hey, Bill you're getting there! 



Bob: And that conscious~y or unconsciously every individual is seeking after God. As 
Pascal said, Tveryone has within themselves a God shaped void." And 1 believe that is 
a gift fiom God. 

Al: But not everybody is seeking God. 

General: No, no, no. 

Bill: Not consciously. 
Bob: 1 thuik there is part of them that is at least unconsciously seeking after 

Ai: Okay - unconsciously but not consciously. 

Bob: Yeah. 

Bill: They know they are missing something but they don? know what it is. So when 
they reach the top and h d  they covered al1 the angles, they're lost. 

Charles: The strange thing about it is that in order for somebody to make that decision to 
commit suicide means to a certain extent that they have considered but not accepf so 
even they, in my view, were at a point where they couldn't make at least fiom the 
standpoint of living or dying, coddn't make the right decision. But they did make a 
decision. They did consider what they had They did look and this is the scary part, 1 
think. 1 really personally believe that everybody at some point in time finds hirnself, the 
only way 1 can describe it is, you know, a nice flat rock on a nice calm little pond, they're 
in that environment. They will at some point in tirne when the breeze rolls by think about 
why they are around here. We may not know when they do it. We rnay not have known 
someone long enough that we maybe comected that way with them, that they express 
that to us but 1 r e d y  believe that most of the people I how,  they rnay not get into it this 
deeply, but they have considered something about it, you know. 1 mean, and I guess the 
dishirbing part of this parîicular person for whatever they had was just not good enough. 

Bill: Especially if you're a self made man. Maybe it was pride. 

Dorothy: 1 think about the Canadian Bible Society. People can criticize it and Say, why 
are you sending Bibles to places like Kosovo or Angola or whatever when you should be 
sending food or medicine or whatever. The Bible Society their be1ief is that they are 
sending hope and 1 think that's an example of the groups that recognizes that everybody, 
even if they have nothing to eat, no water, whatever, something represents hope to them 
at the bottom. Many people, 1 thought that at times too. Why am 1 contributing to 
sending Bibles when 1 h o w  they need something else. But that's the one thing that give 
them hope. 

Bob: Victor Frankel, the psychologist, who was in a POW in Germany, he wrote, 'On 
the meaning of Life.' 1 think that's the title - it's a classic work 1 should know the title - 
but anyway basically that's what he said kept him going, was hope, was looking for 



meaning and hope. That was the only thing that kept him going and he developed a whole 
therapy around that very thing. 
Edith: What happens when someone that has found some degree of wholeness through 
Christ ends up worse. How, where do we get to this place? That person had no hope, 
probably no relationship with Christ 

Bill: Not that you know of. 

Edith: Not that you know of, so he had nothing to grasp beyond what he felt was 
temporal was here, but sorneone who had made a confession of faith and then end up in 
the same situation, how does that process or how do they become so disillusioned? 

Bob: That is certainly a tough question, my response to questions like that is usually, 1 
dont know. My response usually is, ultimately, God only knows. But there are those who 
would Say that that person was never a Christian. 

There are others who would Say that, that person was a Christian but gave up his or her 
faith, because for whatever reason, and so waiked away fiom it. And then therets another 
person who would Say that that individual was a very wounded Christian, and that just as 
Dorothy mentioned there is a duality within and that duality creates a struggle and 
sometimes the individual is not able to give as much to Christ as he or she needs to, for 
various reasons. 

Dorothy: 1 think people become il1 mentauy, though, when they are good ChrÏstians it 
has nothing to do with losing their faith that life has lost its meaning or they become so 
depressed they can't see the hope that is there. 

Edith: 1 think that's right. I finally dealt with it that way. That it was depression. We had 
a %end, a Christian fnend who committed suicide, and it was the normal deatti that he 
created, that final thing, that depression. 

Bob: And that's why 1 wodd Say in that case that that person was a wounded person. So 
wounded that he couldn't see hope, or enough hop.  The title of the book was In Search 
of Meanin5 by Victor Frankel. But 1 had a cousin, on January 19, when I came down to 
meet the congregation, it was that day 8 years ago that rny cousin committed suicide and 
so 1 almost didn't come down, but came down. Danny left a video and Danny and 1 had 
talked about faith and Danny had come out to my services, and I don? know where he 
was spiritually, but certainly he was searching. But he'd bit bottom and in the video 
Danny asked that I would pray for him. Wounded, wounded individual looking for a 
home, looking for meaning. Well, 1 think we need to wrap up. Got two pages done of 
potentially 70. 

Sharon: How many? 

Bob: PotentiaIIy seventy, no, actually this is single space. 1 think this discussion has 
really for me anyway offered a good foundation for building on that. Because we are 



taking about hgmentation and the fact that we were able to discuss easily for over an 
hou- just on that issue reflects the severity of that situation in our culture. And maybe we 
could spend al1 six evenings talking about it, just that. 



Session Two 

Bob: Secularization/Secularism 

The nineteen-century has been exposed to many different theories of secularization, 
however, the term itself has not been commoniy used until more recently. There are three 
dominant theories presented for secularization and as we look at them we will see that 
they are not drastically difEerent fiom one another. 

The Comlean theory, which many secularist and philosophers of the Enlightenment 
period presented proposes that the rationality and scientific spirit simply undermined the 
religious thought and the traditional value. Supporters of the Comlean theory conclude 
that because of the progress of science, technology, and liberal democracy, religious 
myth was repfaced by scientific reason. 

The second theory of Secularization claims that religion should be regarded as a 
symptom of human alienation. Proponents of this second theory argue that humanity 
must overcome the deprivations and frustration of an eariy age. Two strong advocates for 
this position were Marx and Freud. That shouldn't corne as a surprise to us. 

The third theory of secularization is generally presented by sociologists who believe that 
secularization is a result of society's transition fiom being a traditional culture, to being a 
modern industrial society. As the culture became more modem and industrial the 'old 
order', where religion and traditional values were regarded as sirnply a way of life, were 
greatly challenged, socially, culturally, politicaily and personally. 

The term secularization has had an 'adventurous joumey. Secularization is a process, and 
it affects the totality of one's experience and particularly one's thinking. The experience 
of secularization is believed to be the process of dispelling of al1 closedness. 

Dorothy: Where did you get that word? 

Bob: Well, 1 looked it up severat times to make sure 1 got this quote correct. But it is the 
narrowing of ones view, narrowing of ones mind. That's what he's getting at. The 
breaking of al1 supernaturd myths, and sacredness. Dispelling al1 that. The world, the 
universe is much greater than the myth. The religious myths are attempting to offer as an 
explanation. And this quote by Burger helps to clan@ this somewhat. 

By secularization we mean the process by which sectors of society and culture are 
removed fiom the domination of religious institutions and symbols. When we speak of 
culture and symbols, however, we imply that secdarization is more than the social 
structural process. It affects the totality of cultural life, and ideology, and may be 
observed in the decline of the religious contexts in the arts, in philosophy, in literature 
and, most of au, in the rise of science as autonomous, thoroughly secular perspective on 
the world. 



So, in summary, the emphasis is a thoroughly secdar perspective on the worId. It's a total 
mindset. It covers every aspect of society. 

Dorothy: Do you think al1 this is right? I donft mean morally right. Do you think this is 
correct? 

Bob: 1 would say that the secularist wodd want this to be m e .  And the secularist is 
working to that end. 

Dorothy: 1 was just thinking about Darwin. He had no intention of being anything but a 
scientist He had no intention of the idea of dispelling religious myths or whatever. 

Bob: But 1 think there are Darwinians who go beyond. 

Dorothy: 1 was just reading yesterday about the city of Birmingham. It was telling of a11 
the people who lived in Birmingham who formed a scientific society. Damin was one of 
them, and Wedgwood and various people. Wedgwood was the china maker, and others. It 
was just a scientific outlet for them. It wasn't intended to displace religion or ... 

Charles: Actually Darwin was employed by the church. He d iMt  go out to dispel 
anything. He just went out and reported back what he saw. Now since then there are no 
additional questions, the whole idea of theones or things that are ideas, a trend, a thought 
process, not necessarily factual ... And thatfs the way he presented it. So a lot has been 
given to Darwin and Darwin never gave at dl .  He simply went out and observed things. 
What has happened, it's confident, that he decided to go out and change every thing and 
because of what he saw, went and split the church, went back to the church. Went out, . 
went out, just went and reported back. .. And Galileo did too. 

Dorothy: Poor Galileo. 

Charles: What is interesting is secularization, those observations, because of what was 
happening in science at that time, said, probably has fed fuel to the fire, because anybody 
who has been thinking of something that was without God gave them sornething to think 
about, that is biology or whatever without God. Even though that was never ever stated, it 
has been given. The church's narne has been put on that, but he never gave that. It was 
something that a group of people, maybe a lot of the scientific comunity has done that. 
But it is in fact not something he wrote down and sent back. Your saying, I'm gone, I'm 
out of here, and everything 1 heard is wrong. That's not what Darwin said. 

Dorothy: He was a scientist. 

Charles: He looked at things and reported back. 

Dorothy: Yes, some other people back in the club, 1 think, ordered that, James Watt. 



Bob: As Charlie pointed out there were those who took that and built on that the secular 
perspective or the secdar spirit. 

Dorothy: I was wondering whether, for example, secular orientation in our society, the 
Canadian society had been fed up or whatever, because we've become such a Multi- 
cultural society. I'rn thinking back even to my school experience where we had so many 
diffierent things corning in that the Christian perspective was often not presented. We 
were even challenged by the Jewish people. Why don't you teach about Eastter? Well 
we're reaIly afiaid to, really. Does that have a coloring on what is happening? 

Bob: Yes, most definitely. Because 1 think we definitely live in a pluralistic society and 
whenever there is a multitude, each member of that mass is weakened. And so you have 
this religion, thls religion, this religion, this religion, and then you have the dominant 
secdar spirit. Tt's almost divide and conquer. And 1 think that the secularist, consciousIy 
or unconsciously is out to dominate. And out to, 1 think it is anti-religion. And 1 think 
that the secularist spirit produces an ideology called secular humanism, which 1 think that 
as you look at it, you see that it is a religion. It just doesn't use the traditional religious 
jargon. But it is a religion, to the secularist, this is their doctrine they live by, this is their 
doctrine they govern by, this is the doctrine they worship. And 1 think that secularism is 
anti-religion. 

Secularism is the conviction that the only real world for humankind is that of the 
temporal, the transient, a world knowable essentialiy through the methods of the natural 
sciences. Anything beyond this worId is either unknowable or illusionary. 

That pretty well sets up the attack! 

Peter Angeles, in the Dictionarv of Philosophv, offers another view of how secular 
humanism c m  pemeate the society of the human psyche: And as we go along we wiIl 
talk about how anti-religious, the secularist is, and how secularism has as a goal to do 
away with religion, secular humanisni or secularism. A philosophy that a) regards the 
rational individual as the highest value; b) he considers the individual to be the ulîimate 
source of value; and c) is dedicated to fostering the individuai's creative and moral 
development in a rneaningful and rational way without reference to concepts of the super 
natural. 

Edith: So no intervention by God or a god? 

Bob: No. And the secularist takes great pride in that, in that they say we have reached a 
state whereby we developed to the point where we don? have to have that type of wishful 
thinking as part of our journey. We are above that. 

Dorothy: 1 c m  remember back about the 70's where we were to start teaching values at 
school, as a subject. Weil this was the problem, moral and social development. We were 
to take some case study and describe what were the values in it. It was completely like 



some little circle here in the world that wasn't related to anything else at all. 1 dont know 
if you felt that way. 

Edith: It was very difficult ... (garbled too many t a l h g  at once) 

Bob: ... That's righ t... Along with those side affects mord and social development courses 
came situation ethics. (Joseph Fletcher). Once you follow that mind set then what value 
system do you use? How can you teach ..? You j ust simply present.. . . 

Dorothy: For me 1 always taught values within the context of whatever 1 was teaching. 

Verna: It's the only way it can have meaning actudly. 

Dorothy: This little course had no meaning. We didn't çtudy this at school. Did you 
study values? (No) Did yoy Danny? 

Danny: No, 1 have no values! (laughter) 

Charles: That's m e ,  it doesn't make much sense to teach something that actually doesn't 
exist outside o c  if you going to teach something about communication. You assume that 
there is some level of value, to talk about ethics or something tike that. To talk about 
ethics, where's the reference point? How ethical, this is really the question? What tevel of 
value do you take? Everybody has a different view of that, then you have to have an 
angle, no goal posts. 

Dorothy: In York County, 1 don? know whether they still have it or not, they have a 
place called the book suppository, for a11 the books that were out of date at school went. 
Because it was considered to be unpolitical to be sending thern away in the garbage, 
because people around could see al1 these being books thrown out that's where they were 
sent. Once a year the teachers were allowed to go to suppository and get back the books. 
So once a year 1 went down there and got two big cartons of Bibles that they were getting 
ready to shed because 1 wanted to teach a course about the Ten Commandments. I didn't 
feel 1 could teach that without that, in fiont of the kids. What's the law based on that we 
talking about here, the Ten Comrnandments? To me that was in the context of the course, 
but teaching values is like this thing we're talkuig about here. Some kind of concept of 
religion. 

Bob: And 1 think, even if I wasn't a Christian, 1 wodd think that the Ten 
Commandrnents, if I was a secular student. 1 would think that following the Ten 
Comrnandments would be essential for a community to exist, for the world to exist. 
Otherwise you do end up with survival of the fittest. 

Edith: 1 think a lot of the schools have gone to peer intervention now, where they have 
kids who are trained to intervene in a situation and they try to teach them. And it may 
have some value but 1 think that somewhere something is rnissing here, in the home ......... 



Dorothy: The blind teaching the blind. It's a big responsibility. 

Edith: =d to be guiding another kid.. . Really! 

Bob: Yea, and I've met young people who attempt that type of role. But the challenge 
that you have to subtly present to them is, what's our reference point? What experiences 
do you have? On what do ba i s  do you make this judgment? But 1 think the same could 
be presented to any adult today. What is your reference point? How do you determine 
what is right or wong? 

Edith: So is it because of the value systern and al1 this is changing? 1s that why there is 
so much violence in the high schools, or in the world, or what? 

Bob: Certady, 1 think so. My Christian faith, 1 think, guides me, and also influences my 
thinking The M e r  we get away from the Ten Cornrnandments, the Golden Rule, the 
teachings of Christ, the more chaos, the more panic, and the more cùnflict we will 
encounter. And 1 think that the secularist and secularism is going to do just that. Take us 
away, and subsequently creates an environment that nurtures al1 the tumoil. 

Dorothy: 1 just thought when yau were reading that, ifs a perfect example of individual, 
the ultimate source of value. 

Bob: The package, if 1 had more time you're probably glad 1 didn't! 1 would have written 
another section on.. , 

Bill: Hooray for no more time. 

Laughter 

Bob: That's right! 1 would have written the section on the new age because 1 think that 
you are the centre of the universe, you look within to find God, you have the potential 
become a God like creature. Bla, Bla, Bla, itrs very marketable. Not scriptural, but 
marketable. And 1 think that wouid have been helpful, but if you look at the new age, you 
see its origin here, in secularism. Its just packaged differently, and packaged well. 

Im just going to look at a nurnber of authors with regards to secularism and try to figure 
out what were the main tenets, 

And a word of thanks to Dorothy, and to Verna: 

Anyway - As 1 looked at all the different authors, 1 saw that basically Gilkey, he pretty 
well surns up secular humanism with these four tenets. They are contingency, 
temporalities, relativity and autonomy. What we talked about up to this point this 
evening, we'll see even more of that. 



Contingency - The secularist believes that the only thing that is 'real' is that which can be 
seen or touched. Anything that can be known has to be limited to what has been 
empirically tested. Any other lmowledge beyond the empirical is to be regarded as 
fantasy or unreal. The secularist, nahually, concludes that anything that has value has 
nothing to do with some sort of distant dream, but is limited to the here and now, 

Life and meaning, according to the secda& is to be fmnd somewhere between the 
cradle and the grave, because that is all one has-hurnanîty is confined to this world. It is 
one's responsibility to find meaning and purpose in this life, because once one reaches the 
grave, it is too late. 

The secularist concludes that humanity lives \vitfiin a closed system. Restated the sarne 
thing three times that phrase really captures what contingency is al1 about. Closed systern, 
tfiis is it boys and girls. 

Modem man believes that he has "corne of age" in a contingent and faithless world. He 
can, and shouId depend on no one or anything to give hirn meaning. Gilkey concludes: 
there is the sense of what is, the world around us and we ourselves -its the resdt of 
causes that are neither necessary, rational or positive. It just happens. 

Sharon: It's kind of messy. How depressing. 

Bob: I know, that's what 1 thought. Whatts the point? 

You see, that's where the New Agers, they took some of this and re-packaged it to make 
it much more platable. The secular hurnanist, they did the same thing too, they just 
didn't do a very good job of it. Once we get to autonomy, well here's something that looks 
a little more attractive. 

The secularist acknowledges that there is a 'flow of events' that reveals some sort of order 
that helps them to maintain the equilibrium within naNe. The secularist also believes 
that there are recurrent habits that are predictable and can assist in decision making. The 
secularist acknowledges that human nature, is in nature, predictable. Gilkey states: but 
none of these things that have evolved is necessary or intended; they are accidental, and 
why things either are, or are as they are, are thus mysteries which Our human minds 
cannot fathom what happens just simply happens, and one can only attempt to understand 
it as it occurs. Again you see situation ethics applied here. You only figure out what is 
gong on while its happening. So you7re not approaching any situation or development 
with any bias or any preconceived ideas. So that reveals preconceived ideas ... 

Dorothy: That last bit, present caused the future. The next quote, maybe that's me, isn't 
it? 

Bob: It's true but, but as people say, we understand that its not a closed system. That the 
present, yes, that leads to the future, the future leads into the next hture. But we also 
believe that it happens with divine intervention, and with an ultimate plan. 



Dorothy: And so we run our cars, bum boles in the atmosphere, and then we get Lamina 
this year, fkorn Iast year. That causes of the fiiture, does it? 

Dan: Yes, I think it does. 

Dorothy: That sounds good. 

Bob: But when you put it in the context of the whole secularist position on contingency, 
you see that it is not as palatable. 

Dan: A pretty simpiistic sentence, is it? 

Bob: WeII, no it's true, and they beiieve that. Well if they believe in anything, that's 
m e .  The present causes the future, that future will create the next. That's tme. But if you 
put it in the context of that paragraph, then you see that they put no meaning behind it, it 
just happens. And what happens in the next phase is just going to happen. 

Charles: Maybe it's strange, or maybe the way my brain works, but for the quote, 
unquote, 'secularist' to taik about how today tums into tomorrow, and tomorrow t u m  
into the next, simplistic, just stand back and watch it roll by. You know, that's no 
problem, then there you are, when they are talking about, how there are things that are 
ouiside, that are not important to think about. Weil this whole secularist thing, they are 
talking about this, so they are actually adrnitting that there is something to talk about- 
That they are searching for this meaning too, it's almost like an excuse. You know, 
yesterday does tum into tomorrow ... let's not worry about if let's not think about i t  Why 
are we thinking about God, 1 don't know, let's not just think about God, let's not think 
about it. But the fact I'rn talking about it, rneans I'rn considering it, you know! 

Ml these are excuses. The other people who studied in the sciences, and so forth, it just 
blows me away actually, the fact that you can study something and make an experiment, 
and observe something and corne with an outcome means that there is order. But the fact 
that you are looking at it, and that it's repeatable, and that your searching for something, 
means that the answers are already out there. So the secularist is searching for answers, 
too. There are many things that they don? know. The scientist knows that, too, otherwise 
they would have dl the answers. Who has the answers now? Obviously, something 
outside ourseives, just fiom a rational .... otherwise the scientist would Say they have al1 
the answers. They don't, they are searching for part of something that is out there. A 
design that is repeatable, studiable, in order, chance. A lot of these sound like excuses not 
to go outside the box. 

And a lot of it for example, the medical model Janet was studying in the undergraduate 
program, 'women in the medical model'. How certain bioiogical processes in women 
would turn into almost a pathology. We have to think of things and augment hormones 
and do al1 these things in fixing them. Because that's the way we understand them. We 
can't taik about something we don't know. We can't taik about somebody just feeling 
good or dying slowly, with adrnitting that we can't do anymore. I think there is a new 



product, someone is working on, somewhere down in the Bahamas. Let's send b a t  up 
here. Let's see if it works. We can't fail because it means that i f s  outside of our grasp. I 
wonder whether al1 of thk is just an excuse, alrnost an admission that al1 the answers are 
not there. 

Bob: I think the secdarÏst would Say that the answer isn't out there, that we create the 
answer. 

Dorothy: Well we burn holes in the atmosphere, we produce an ocean that is hot when it 
is suppose to be col4 or whatever, however it happens, It does do something to the 
future. 

Bob: It does sound Iike a contradiction. It does do sornethîng to the future. But that order 
is there already. Is that what you're saying, Charles? 

Charles: Yes. 

Dorothy: The order is there but we didn't know it. Right? 

Bob: And then we said that, there is an order, and they would Say, there seems to be a 
contradiction. It aimost sounds Iike que sera, sera, or whatever you want. And yet they 
also take great pride in the fact that they create the answer and therefore they create the 
future and part of the fùture is the utopia that al1 seculansts and al1 humanity needs to 
work towards. But then when we put it into context of contingency, why? And who says? 

Bill: Who needs utopia? 

Edith: Utopia, here, now? 

Bob: Yes. 

Edith: So there's no h tu re  of hope? 

Bob: But they would Say, there is hope in that we have the potential to become God like 
creatures and by using human reason, we create a better world, 

Al: Wouid they use the word God? 

Bob: No, maybe not, they wouldn't use the word God. They would just Say, our fut1 
potential, full actualization, and al1 that- 

Al: That's ody the here and now? 

Bob: Yes. Because they believe that is al1 we have anyway. And even if we have a future 
it is still limited to this coexistence, to this world, this life. 
Al: How do they look at history? 



Bob: 1 think they would value it only insofar as it helps to explain how we got this far, 
and what we leam so that we don't repeat it and that we can keep working toward the 
betîerment of the human jomey.  But again, why? And I guess the rebuttal to this would 
be because we still need to live in the best poss~%le world. But this is it, Which would 
emphasize even more the importance of malcing this world better. 

Charles: Again, how do you have a relative utopia? How do you have relative order? 
There is only order or there is disorder. The sheets are either folded or not. They're half, 
they're not orderly, they're not neat Again it seems like they are gmsping for everythhg. 
They don't want the rules, they dont want the unmeasurable but they want it to measure 
out evedy. 

Bob: Yes, yes, yes. And 1 think they would Say that it7s for the ultimate good. You know, 
the good of the masses. But again, what's good? 

Dorothy: The world is a mess isn't it? 

Bob: Lt seerns to be. And that is why, if 1 wasn7t a Christian, 1 would probably be a 
secularkt for awhile. But then 1 would discover, quickly, that it really doesn7t have a 
whole lot to offer. So then 1 would have to move beyond that, and Say look at the 
complexities of the universe, there has to be a design, there has to be something beyond 
ourselves. And then 1 would look. 1 woddn't waste any time on cults, because they're just 
spin-offs T a y .  Some wing nut shows up with special glasses, in the form of a religion, 
or a cult. 

Dan: It almost sounds like it's a flat earth society. Okay, this is the way it's going to be 
until we can prove it otherwise. You have to take yoln mind and go beyond that, but 
eventually they got to the point where, okay, so it's not flat. Maybe there is some order 
to this. 

Dorothy: You get your eyes poked out or.. . 

Bob: If the secularist were here, the secularist would Say, 'That's what the religious 
mindset is'. That's what the myths do, they deny us of our humanity. And our hurnanity is 
only fully real as we grow, evolve ... The secularist opposes any view that encourages 
one to support the idea of God, religion, and saïvation. The secularist takes what is 
regarded as a pragrnatic approach. The pragmatism of secularism asks: will it work? 
That 1 quote fiom one of the reference books. Will it work? The focus is on what can be 
seen, touched, and manipulated-mystery is not welcome in the secularists' world. The 
value of 'anything' is detennined by its usefûlness, What is useful in a relative world? 
And the world should not be regarded as a system that is govemed by metaphysical 
principles but as a continuum of challenges and possibilities. The discussion on the 
temporal will point out that the secularist is preoccupied with profhty-profane literally 
means "outside the temple-which implies having to do with this world. Harvey Cox, in 
The Secular Citv. Harvey Cox, 1 believe was a Baptist, Harvard, 1 think Anyway, he 



suggests that the secularist is not so much 'sacrilegious as he is irreligious. And I'm not so 
sure about that one. 

Dorothy: Well I looked those two words up, and 1 found that sacrilegious is a violation 
of what is sacred, whereas irreligious is hostility, or 2) disregarded religion. 

Bob: Yes, 1 thhk that's what Cox was getting at, just disregard it, its not an issue, not 
really concemed about 1 think we find that in our society today, more and more 

Dorothy: The person who says that the value of anything is determined by its usefulness, 
is he likely to Say the value of anybody is determined by his usefülness? 

Bob: That would be caicism against secdar humanism, secularisrn that's what 
determines the value. And if we follow the rnind set that we are only usefd if we are only 
able to produce to the secular cause, what type of society are we going to evolve into? 
And if you think of the Sci Fi? 

Dorothy: Logans Run? Can you explain that a little bit?. 

Dan: It was a movie about when you hit the age of 30. And they figure your usefulness is 
over at age 30. So you go to this big ceremony, where you end up dying somehow. I don't 
know if they believed in another world or if anythuig would happen after that. But you 
died at 30. That was it. The whole movie goes on, and two people realize that there is a 
lot more than this closed society. They venture off and try to End this other world, where 
they can live past 30. 

Dorothy : What did you call that? 

Bob: Logans Run, 1975 

Verna: 1 think 1 heard of it but never saw it. 

Charles: It was bazaar. I don't know if there is any other reference to this same sort of 
thing. But the Bible study mentioned Dave Nich01 on the TV, it might be a mixture 
between New Age and business. Business principals without responsibility. Dave Nichol, 
being i n t e ~ e w e d  he was head of Loblaws. 

Edith: Oh, that Dave Nichols. Not Cathyts Dave Nikkels. 

Charles: He was being interviewed, 1 can't rernember who it was, but they were asking 
about success and so forth ... Do you have a problem (they were talking about ethics). 
Youtve got a detergent here, one is Tide a name brand and an environmentally fnendly 
product, that is phosphate fî-ee and doesn't produce aII sorts of growth in o u  Iakes and so 
forth, once it finally gets there. And you have some other products, you have No Name 
products. And he said, "Well, you buy the ones you want. And 1 will keep putting that 
one on the shelf" This distancing, you know, the distancing. How codd he make the 



decision of what the population wants. Right? So again, this distancing by saying that, 
they are in a sense, outside the temple. From that sense, anything can be justified 
Because, what you said, "Well you know, they're buying it. You know the question about 
certain types of brands. There is no sense that someone looks at this product and says, 
Mow can I have this on the shelf?' How can this message say this and this one, 
diametrically oppose? One is dumber build up and one not. And that's the way they're 
being sold- No one makes a decision on that, no one has to. And so business just goes on. 
Ifs a critical component of why we have some of our difficulties. Because there are lots 
of products out there, and people are saying, "Why are they out there?' The response is 
simply, 'They're being bought'. 

Edith: Someone is taking the responsibiiÏty. 

Bob: But it makes you wonder about some of the discussions around euthanasia, those 
who are mentally challenge4 those who have certain disabilities, are we, the secdar 
humanism, encouraging as an affluent society, a world to evolve to the point of Logan's 
Run? Where someone is not perceived to be valuable, unless he or she can contribute to 
the cause. 

Dorothy: That was really a hard decision to make in Saskatchewan, about that man who 
killed his daughter. 1 cm't  remernber his name. 

Dan: Latimer. 

Dorothy: Because al1 people who are handicapped, Say, Dont  do that. He shouldn't be 
doing that to me, 1 may be the next tu go. On the other hand you c m  see his point. But 
you can't play God. 

Edith: Once you start doing that you're in very dangerous temtory. 

Dorothy: There is no God here. We are God. 

Bob; Yes, we are lost. 

Dorothy: That is anarchy. Everybody else is their own god? Anarchy. 

Charles: The ultimate power. 

Dorothy: They're doing that al1 the tirne. In the intensive care neonatal ward in the 
hospital, a doctor will say, 1 kept that baby alive 10 days longer than so and so kept the 
baby alive. It's interfering al1 the time. That poses a big question to me. 

Verna: The same thing with this business of, we are doing everything possible to stave 
off death, that cornes partly fiom this secular hurnanism too. if there's nothing more to 
this life then you dont want to corne to that point of death. You do everything you can to 
put it off longer and longer. 



Dorothy: On the other hand a human isn't worth much. 

Bob: It's a contradiction, secular humanism. 1 wonder about if the person doesn't have a 
disability, but a physical disability, but is perceived by this Logan's Run society, or this 
extrerne secular hwnanistÏc society. What if the person's thinking is regarded as not 
use&[? What if this person is a religious person, or a Christian for instance. We saw that 
in Germany. 

Edith: The Jews? 

Dorothy: Jesus had a little bit of that too, didn't he? 

Vema: Yes, yes. 1 thought 1 read a book about it. 

Bob: 1 knew 1 heard it somewhere. 

Edith: Two things are being said here. Not taking any responsibility, not intervening and 
just Ietting it go and you're talking about intervening beyond.. . 

Bob: 1 think Vema's nght. There's part of us, and that contingency encourages us that, if 
this is the o d y  life we get, we want to prolong it as much as possible. But for those in a 
position of power, quote/unquote. They're caught in, they're facing a bit of a dilemma, a 
contradiction, because on the one hand if this person isn? contriiuting to the cause, then 
wtiat value are they. But on the other hand, they are proving their ability, they are 
evolving, they are, you know, when they talk about cloning ... well of course this is al1 in 
theory. We're never really going to do it, we're just playing with this. Of course they are 
going to do this, if they are capable of doing it. 

Dorothy: Wetie all be watching that story of the young boy @ick?) in Saskatchewan- 

Edith: Saskatchewan is very famous! 

Dorothy: The last words fiom his uncle are it's al1 in the hands of God. Well, wasn't it? 
Isn't it? 

Edith: Not too many people will state that either. 

Dorothy : Wasn't it in the hands of God? Well was it? Did humans intervene too much? 
Did they change what was going to happen? 

Sharon: Oh, I see. 

Bob: 1 see what you mean. 1 thought the sarne thoughts with Jessica. How far do we go 
here? 1 don't know, 1 really don't know. But there's part of me that thinks that the way 
society is evolving, we are not going to have those choices. 



While the secularist may taJk about collective voice, my understanding of human nature 
leads me to believe there will be a few who have the power. History reveals that, and 
human nature reveals that, that the collective voice, the individual w i U  lose his or her 
voice. And 1 think we've already lost much of our voice, anyway, at this point. 

Charles: I don? know, you mentioned sornething about dividing, about dividing and 
conquering. 1 think when we talk about for example, multicultural and so forth, I don't 
think that in itself is the problem. 1 thùik the difficulty is the concept When it cornes to 
our values, we get different values, especially in a society where we Say value. WelI, we 
have a percentage of this value, and this and this, and this. This country was built on 
very specific values. The laws were made on Christian values, and so forth, 

As you divide îhese thùigs up, those who question, 'well how can you as a Christian talk 
about these when you7ve got Mohammed and youfve got people. You have more of these 
things you have to be more accountable to, the other vaiues that are out there. And that's 
fine. But as you get more out there, those who question, 'how can there not be a question 
about mordity, for example, the medical modelf When regardless of what one's views, 
for example, of abortion, the fact is, that there is a life temUnated at that point. 

But on the other side of that issue, when the cornputer is dom, somebody could be 
working with a fetus that is only 1 lb. and a half, and using al1 the medical resources to 
Save it. So actually within the confines of that same place, you know you look at both of 
them and there is no way of dealing with it. But it happens. What's the sense in that? 
There's no sense in that and so you've got d i  these contradictions. So you have a more 
difficult tirne, in a sense, as a Christian because you are defending more and more of you 
that is different, then is out there, you know 

Ifm sure it was a lot for those who came over to Canada. Some of those values were 
assurned. Now you walk in and your dealing with al1 these and you have to bey and you 
have to know, more about your personal. You have to more aware of us and more aware 
of others. The fact that there is more information out there. It's.,.. 1'rn not saying that is 
bad, about anybody else's point of view. I'rn not saying that someone else doesn't have a 
particular value system. But for those who question what it is to be a Chrîstian in our 
society, it must be very difficult. What do you do in a science lab with aH this crazy stufT 
going on in science? What do you do in a computer lab when some hacker is going into a 
machine and putting vinises in there. How do you deal with the ethics of that. And I'm 
sure it's very confusing without corne reference point. 

Bob: And 1 think for many in the Christian chwch today, al1 of these developments will 
be ovenvhelming. They are ove~he l rn ing~  on that day. On a good day. 

Edith: It's still overwhelming! 

Bob: But on a good day though, we can see thern as a real opportunity for renewal, 
because the day when one could sit in that cornfortable pew is ail but gone. It really is. 



And so when we interact with people who are not people of faith, a people of a difTerent 
faith, we need to lcnow what we believe if we want to have a rîght to be heard. 

Everyone has the right to be heard And everyone fiom different faith traditions, they 
have a right to their beliefs. But we also have the fight to be heard. And I certainly 
believe there is an awful lot of anti-Christian sentiment out there. I mean you Men  to the 
radio shows, you listen to the talk shows, whatever, and they can talk about they can't 
corne d o m  too heavy on this religion, that religion, that religion, but boy do they bash 
the Chrîstian faith, 

Edith: B~ the Chistians dont fight back. 

Bob: And I think part of the reason why we dont fight back, is because we were taught 
to .. But 1 think we hide behind that too. I think part of it is , because therers lots of us 
wfio need to wrestle more with our faith so that we can say this is it, it was a wonderful 
burden lifted from me. 

It was wonderful when a burden was listed off my shouiders at the age of 18, when 1 
discovered that I didn't have to Save anyone. Al1 I have to do is to share the Saviour. 
That's al1 I have to do. D.T. Niles, this is a paraphrase, he said, 'Evangelism is one 
beggar telling another beggar where to get food.' And that's what we do. We Say, you've 
taken a bite out of this, this bread, and ifs good and it's living. Whether the individual 
takes a bite or not, that is up to him or her. But we have to tell the person what the bread 
is dl about. 

Dorothy: Isn't there some point where we have to bey to have moral responsibility? 

Bob: Yes. 

Dorothy: We can be like Ken Campbell and line up and say, 1 don't believe in abortion 
under any circumstance. Or, be like me, with my class when they ask me what I thought 
about it. And I'd say, 'I'm not in a position of having to choose about an abortion, so 1 
can't give you answer. That's isn't it? 

Dan: That's what I'd use, @. 

Dorothy: It's not just enough to Say, here's the Saviour, see him. Yes, you have a 
responsibiiity for other things too. You have a 

Bob: That's right. But when 1 say here's the Saviour, see hm,  1 mean al1 of that. 1 mean, 
that's why I wanted you to be exposed to secular humanism because it challenges us to 
offer more than Jesus loves me this I know, because the Bible tells me so 

Dorothy: But isn't it simple though? Wouldn't it be nice if it could be simple like that? 
Jesus loves me this 1 know. And isn't it simple like that? 



Bob: 1 think the essence of the faith thafs exactly what it is, that's the essence of the 
faith. But if we want to interact and share our faith with others, we need to leam where 
they're cornhg eom, and wetU need to discover Christ in culture. 

Now William Willimon wrote a book entitled Residents In An Alien Land, I think that's 
it. And basically what they Say in it is, we as the Christian church need to stop 
apologizing for who we are and sirnply be wtio we are calleci to be. Some of the book 
presents a fortress mentality but 1 stiil think the thesis is ri& in that we have to say, stop 
apologizing, stop saying .... We have to Say, this is who 1 am and this is what it means to 
me. And that's where it goes. This is what it means for me, to me as a scientist This is 
what it means for me to be volunteering. This is what it means to me to be ... You how.  

Dorothy: Do you want to hear another Jirnrny Carter? 

Bob: Can't get enough of those. 

Dorothy: 1 don't know the exact words, but he says somettiing like this. He says 'This is 
something that 1 have to do, it's part of rny faith 1 have no choice, 1 have to do what 1 can 
every day, al1 the time, to change things." It's something like that. It's a paraphrase. But 
he doesn't Say 1 have to do it because 1 live my moral values. 

Bob: He lives that! He says because of my faith. And I think there are more and more 
people like Jimmy Carter. And also more and more people living on a different level, but 
1 think there needs to be more and more of those in order for the church to be who we are 
called to be. 

Charles: #en we talk about all these different values, sometimes we sort of think, as 
you Say, sort of an apologetic. We'll find more views out there, we have to consider 
them. 1 personally believe, that as a Christian, it is going to bey and it is going to 
continually be more and more difficult to, with different value systems and view points, 
and rationalism and so forth, to simply assume that the person you're talking to 
understands, as a Christian where I'm coming fiom. White you're talking about the 
example of the church, maybe it's not even being directly bashed, but in a round about 
way, 1 c m  rernember looking through cornmunity college bank of coilege courses. You 
can get tarot card reading, you can even go to a witches covenant there. White witches 
covenant, hey it's right there, 50 bucks. It would be hard pressed and there was nothing in 
that booklet about anything to do with the Bible, the O.T. the N.T. any of that. I don't 
think it's just by chance that it is happening. 1 looked through a nurnber of them and you 
just won? see those. 1 dont know what it is. Et's easier to go after the church because the 
bar is set high. 

Edith: There will be one teacher of religious studies, my son. He's just about got his 
doctorate. That's what he's chosen to do. Wherever he'll do that, 1 don't know. Whether it 
will be.. . . , 1 dont know, So there is a little out there. 



Charles: I'rn not talking about formalizd Because even formalized theology, for 
example, in the university system, to take a course in theology is very diserent It's 
packaged so that ifs packaged to me as a Christian. Ifs packaged as information to people 
who are going to Ieam and take an exam, the fundamental.. . . 

What Sm talking about is community In other words *ose volunteering to divest a 
certain amount of their time to t a k  about the Bible? And very often it's the local colleges, 
and high schools that have these little courses. You have these kids going to tots and 
gymnastics and al1 dùs kind of stuff and then you have these other sections on gardening 
and wfiatever and then you have these sections on tarot card readings and so forth, but its 
community, it's the person whose not going to formalized education So if they want to 
take a six week course at 2:00 P.M. on a Saturday and when they flip open the book 
there's the session on tarot card reading, or tea reading or whatever. But you don't in 
those cases often see O.T. booklet or the Acts and the Apostles. You just don't see that.. 

Bob: No. Graham, 1 think this is right, Graham Wright, 1 think he's the only student in 
his class who goes to church. 

Dan: There's only 2 in Heatther's class. 

Bob: That's quite revealing- 

Dorothy: I bet Heathef s the only one in her class.. . 

Dan: There's two. In fact the other girl I'm not even sure if she's in the class or not. 

Dan: Anyway, we're iooking at the people, oh yeah, the kids she brings back home, the 
kids we see at the door, we Say no, no, no, maybe, no, no, yes. 

Bob: That explains why her head spins. 

Dorothy: Don't you wonder maybe we shouldn't be politicdly supporting anybody who's 
a Christian? If we're in the States? Shouldn't we be supporting the right? Shouldn't we be 
Red Necked Texans? 

Bob: The Evangelical Fellowship of Canada, yea. You know there was a debate whether 
or not the Convention should be part of the EvangeIicaI Fellowship of Canada, because 
some of us were concerned that we would Iose too much of our individual voice and that 
there wodd be those who be possibly be far right speaking for us, and we didn't feel 
cornfortable with al1 their standards. But then the counter argument is, do we have a voice 
without them? 

Charles: And often these terms are terms that are launched back and forth within the 
Christian commmity. Someone who's looking in on these things, like denorninations are 
so confounding for people who have not stepped in the door of a church. When you start 
talking about denomination they're already have their minds made up of what you guys 



are. The women wearing lipstick and this kÏnd of stuff in church and havent gotten 
anywhere close to some of these terms. Sometimes, if we in the church are using these 
terms to define ourseIves fiom someone else, how is the secularist humanist going? See, 
there you go! 

Dan: It's like the new people coniing to Nemarket.  There are 50 churches to go to 
before they pick the one they want. It's like, forget it, 1 just won't go. You go around to 
the churches to find which one meets your needs. 

Bob: Thafs m e ,  but I think as time goes by there's going to be fewer and fewer who are 
even going to be shopping. 

Dan: That's what 1 mean. There are too many, forget it. 

Bob: Not just that. They're not going to achowledge that need 

Dorothy: But shouldn't we be fonning a party that is a Christian alternative, or something 
like that, or going with it. Where're going to lose out, arenrt we? 

Sharon: There is just too much cunflict within a Christian.. . 1 donTt thuik we could hold 
a party for very long. 

Dorothy: You have to clean house before you can have a party. 

Bill: No, you dean the house after. 

Dorothy: 1 vote for Preston Manning. 

Edith: Why is there supposedly a higher (10 tirnes more) in churches etc. identification 
with Christianity in the US? Why does there seem to be a greater identification with 
Christianity and with church attendance, and al1 this? 

Sharon: They probably have a higher divorce rate, though. 

Edith: No, even percentage wise, no! 

Sharon: 1 was going to Say, maybe its because of our greater muIticulturalism. 

Verna: I think that has something to do uith it. Particularly in the south. I don't think 
they have the. .. 

Sharon: There are so many Americans. Here we have everybody, themselves. 
Bill: We have a melthg pot. 

Charles: Wasnt it Macleans magazine a few years ago which polled Canada? Now polls 
are polls, and there was over 85% regarded, or at least believed in God, the Christian 



God. It was incredible. Now the big problem that they found, the big glitch in the 
statistics was what they felt of the institution of the churcb Because it was then 
correlateci with people not going into the church. Was the institution meeting their needs 
and so forth? So some of these things may be 1ost in where the churches are. The other 
thing is the Bible Belt d o m  in the states breeds not just Christian view points but breeds 
a lot of conservative exclusivity. They have al1 these culs down in the same area too. In 
other words, if I'm part of this church, 1 wÏll not be part of that church! So you have these 
congregations of 2O+O thousand people. But you're also looking in the same area, people 
are loohg  at the structure of the church Are we Iooking down in the States at the 
numbers in those big churches, representing al1 actual Christians, or are we looking at 
huge institutions or huge businesses down there- That in the past have shown that they 
will accept certain types of people and will not accept others. And from those same areas 
have ail these cults SI I dont know, 1 have a difficult ... I don? know how the Christian 
definition in the States compares to that of Canada. 

Because although we have a difficult time with the institutes here in Canada on the basis 
of the pole, in the states we have problems with moral conduct in the church at a huge 
scale that we dont see here in the same way. 1 don't know, I'm not sure ... it's called a 
church and there's 20,000 people in it. 

Dorothy: Except for the Christian Brothers. 

Bob: Let's not get into that. 

Charles: To me it was at least hopefûl teaching that. Because what a lot of people were 
saying, it can't relate to some of the ways the church is delivering this information to me. 
But I'm thinking about it. I thought that was very hopeful part of that, that statistic. 

I dont trust statistics very much. One time the census people came to the door and asked 
me what my religion was. 1 hadn't joined the Baptist church yet, but 1 was a Baptist. I had 
corne fiom another town. So being a person of conscience I couldn't say I was Baptist 
because 1 hadn't joined a church. So she said a11 right i'll just put you down as United 
Church. That's it. 

Dorothy: Youbetter pray for her! 

Sharon: One point 1 was thinking about, on the world religion, and 1 think about how our 
world tries to define things, in a good way, but it seems to be concepts fiom our Bible. 
For instance, 1 think of al1 the motivational speakers out there, and al1 their thoughts and 
ideas are actually.. . . 

Bab: Proverbs 
Sharon: They're fiom out Bible, and 1 also have a fnend who talks about this term, the 
equilibrïum with nature, and then I think I try to look at that with our sowing and reaping 
within our world more so than in a closed system. 



Dorothy: What is the equilibriurn with nature, Sharon? 

Sharon: The way 1 understand it, by talkuig to this one &end, in particular, is that like 
we have the energy within the world and again reaping and sowing what you put out has 
to balance. Eyou put out negativity you have to balance on how it will corne back to you. 
1 don't know if 1 have the right understanding. 

Bob: And being in harmony with nature, respecting the laws of nature, and taking care of 
nature. 

Charles: It cornes very close to the New Age, 

Bob: Oh yeah, very much so. 1 mean, we are called to do al1 that, but when that becornes 
the religion, then it's too limiting. 

Charles: This was about 5 years ago, 1 was leading a class on Environment. 1 actually 
went to a Christian bookstore, and 1 said, I'm interested in this area. Do you have some 
authors?" Oh they said, That's New Age." I was actually told by thÏs persan. This is the 
Bip side. This is the danger. In my view not passive. This is a challenge that d e s s  1 saw 
the word stewardship, just more the Christian term, anything else that was out there, that 
was green Chnstianity, or something like that, was dl considered New Age and they 
would not put it on the sheK Whoa ... already there was a war of words, going back 1 said 
to the guy, You know," 1 said, No one is taking nature fiorn God" In other words 1 
couldn't get at some of these books because they read a few Iines of the book and they 
wouldnyt put it in the store because of words. And these were Christian authors. The 
diEculty on some of these areas, some of these rnovernents have corne fiom, 
disillusioned people who have been in the church, (I use that term nicely) I mean peopie 
who have had problems in the church and they have connected a lot of the church's 
system. The web of life and this kind of thing. Itts a great package, but this whole sense 
that now they are doing that, we as Christians have to stand back. That to me was an 
attack. It was saying to me that in a field that 1 study within, Pm losing the voice of the 
Christian, in a Christian bookstore. 

Bill: That was realIy surprising. 

Verna: CertainIy the church and Christians have taken a very bad rap a s  far as the 
environment is concerned. Because a lot of those people out there blame Christians and 
those who believe in the Bible for what has been done to the environment. You know, we 
figure we own it and can do what we like with it. 

Dorothy: What is the name of that preacher that is so h y ?  He has an Italian name. 

Bob: Campo10 

Dorothy: Well he's d e n  a book on the environment. Have you read it Charfes? No? 
It's very interesting. 1 couldn't believe it was the same person, who's so fünny on the 



videos- He really had many good points. 

Bob: He's written 20 some odd books. Dorothy you talked about maybe we should form 
a party, a political Party. 1 don't know whether Campolo would Say that, but behind what 
you're saying, 1 think maybe we need to be relevant maybe need to say this is wfio we 
are. Now Campolo, I think one of his callings is to challenge those within the church to 
be relevant. Not only a) h o w  what we believe b) know that it is dl relevant We need to 
speak to secular man. We need to know their Ianguage and we have to let them know 
we're not hiding behind Bible, we're not hiding behind the stain gIass. We are relevant. 

Dorothy: Very strong proponents are environmentalists. 

Bob: What Frustrates me, is that there are those within the church who attack Campo10 
because he talks about things Iike, we need to offer affective ministry to those wîth aids, 
for instance, and there are those in the church w-ho are beating him up over that one. 
That's crazy. We don't have the energy or the resources to beat one another up in this day 
and age. And secondly, our calling is to be Christ. 

Okay, well it's 9:00 o'clock ... So next we will wrap up the section on Secular 
Humanism. 



Session Three 

Bob: Well, here we go again! (Laughter) Welcome everyone and how's everyone 
sunriving? 

Dan: Well, I'm still here. 

Edith: Al was quimng me at dinner to see if 1 knew what contingency wasl (general 
laughter) 

Bob: For those of you who don? know what contingency is, you're not alone! 

Dorothy: What we learn tonight will be contingent on what a good teacher you are. 

Charles: We7re al1 in trouble, in a relative sense. 

Bob: Well, we're not here forever! (Laughter) 

Dan: But we're supposed to rnake the most of it, wtiile we' re here. 

Bob: O.K. So we continue our discussion - we lefi off with contingency. .. . Actually 
before we do that I... for those of you who were present a week ago Sunday, 1 preached a 
sermon on the rich young d e r  and it was, 1 intentionally preached on the rïch young 
d e r  and that theme of searching. 1 meant to ask you 1 s t  week for reflections and 
unfortunately I didn't. So it's a long time ago, but do you see in the story of the rich 
young d e r  glimpses of people you see, glimpses of things that you see in society? ... 
Anyone else? (Laughter) 

Dan: Could you paraphrase your sermon? 

Bobr You know the story, the rich young mler who cornes to Christ, or rather he went to 
Christ but he did not corne to Christ. 

Sharon: I think a lot of people today are searching and what sornetimes what they find in 
their religion isn't always meeting their needs and this young ruler thought he loved God 
but somehow was rnissïng something. 

Bill: He wasn't putting God first is what 1 always think - kind of reminds of al1 the 
people following Jesus around for the fieebies what they could get out of him rather than 
serving and worshipping him. 

Edith: Think how young it starts, people looking at the back of kids shirts - to see what 
designer labels are on them .. . 

Bill: When 1 was a kid, if your label was showing, it was a bad thing! (general laughter) 



Charles: 1 find that the rich young d e r  - if you're somehow able to think that you're 
reading that the first time - you c m  go - this guy7s alright, you know and to me it's 
maybe a little disturbing- 1 do what I'm supposed to - 1 do the right thing you how,  1 
help the guy down the street 1 do this and that - I think I've got it you know, I've got it 
ail there and then d l  for that rich young d e r  he takes it one step M e r  dmost - Can 
you lose everything? Can you? And the sense that we and then he waiks off --.. 1 find 
that very . . . 

Bill: Jesus always makes it personal - stumbling block 

Charles: And you can see him going off - you're just left with no answer, that to me is.. . 
very strong about that - Ieft thinking heavily -. . . Can't I? This is pretty cornfortable c m  I 
really? 

Dan: 1 guess there's not too many situations either where you're put in a place when you 
sort of have to get rid of everything like you could think of maybe missionaries - if have 
to get rid of everything, or go live in another part of the world, they may get rid of 
everythmg - but you and 1.. . - 

Bill: It's a matter of trusting God, 1 might not have the wurage to give it al1 away, at 
first, in the hopes that God would give it al1 back - you have to take the fxst step. 

Edith: We can alrnost see ourselves in this whole thing, too, what we don? want to give 
up to get involved or to make our faith grow just Siat mmuch more - we al1 have riches in 
some form that.. . 

Dorothy: 1 think it's always easier to do the nght things if he was a good young Jew, it 
was easy to do this and this and this and this and this. And always h o w  that you're right 
- it's not so easy when you have to depend on God - you know - you Iose contrd of your 
life and if you c m  always follow the rules you've got lots of control. 

Bob: And then relativism, we talk about temporality, though we haven't got there yet, 
and autonomy - but through our discussion so far have we learned anything that helps us 
with regards to a deeper understanding of whdeness?. . . if not, that's okay. Hopefully we 
will before we're finis hed.. . . Okay - . . . 

Dorothy: At the b3ttom of page 5, second last line ... 1 h o w  it's a typo but 1 don't know 
what's supposed to be there. 

Bob: Ah, second last line - you mean "humans must create their own destiny?" That 
Iine? 

Edith: . . . not long.. . 

Dorothy: A reality? 



Verna: 1 thought maybe it was "God is no longer a reality" 

Dorothy: Oh, okay that makes sense. 

Bob: Yeah, God is no longer a reality. 

Sharon: The seculankt feels that everything is available and on thk earth already to meet 
our goals and we should be able to achieve it ourselves, but, like in the example Charles 
gave, sornehow, 1 think they must always corne to a point where they are missing 
something- 

Bob: In Isaiah, there's an account where Isaiah is taking how they built their idols. It's 
a wonderfiil story and he talks about, and he7s so sarcastic and he talks about how you 
build your god, you take this f o m  and you create your god and then you can burn it to 
wann yourself up and blah, blah, blah His point is if we try to create God if we try to 
achieve our own sdvation it's not going to work. So let's continue on with - we should 
recap a couple things. One is secularization - what is it? in your own words. 

Charles: The exclusion of God or the exclusion of the unlaiowable. 

Dorothy: No power O utside ourselves. 

Bob : We need to make a distinction between secularisrn and secularization. 

Edith: . . . an ything that wo uid Iead us to . . . 

Bob: Yeah, taking away - it implies a process then the end result is seculansm where we 
basically eliminate anything that is profane or perceived that is profane and we focus on 
humanïty. Alright, we can just wrap this up.. . 

"The Humanist Manifesta II, the first one wasn't good enough!, "It succinctly states the 
secularists' position: 
We believe, however, that traditional, dogmatic or authoritarian religion that place 
revelation, God ritual, or creed above human needs and experience do a DisseMce to the 
human species. 
This statement shows how the secular humanistic out look is encouraging its followers to 
look beyond the present state of the world and the individual, not into etemity but 
towards a better world." So it almost sounds as if there's an inherent contradiction in 
contingency on the one hand there's no real rneaning, there's no real purpose but on the 
other hand our goal is to achieve this better world. Why? 

Kathy: So it makes you feel good. 

O :  1 suppose that the humanist secularist would say it makes you feel good, also it 
reduces human suffering. You know that's part of it. 



Bill: Wodd it be in their nature to try to make the world a great place? With no 
poUution and aU. that stuff or would it be in their nature to try to nin a great corporation 
with al1 i f s  millions. 

Bob: Yeah, 1 suppose you have both camps. 

Al: Isn't it more self-satisfaction, though? It's whatever will gratie self fs where your 
drive is going to be. 

Bill: How does that make it a better world? 

Charles: It allows for both of those things to happa. 

Bob: Yeah. 

Charles: Frorn the environmentalist to make sure the tropical rain forest stays around and 
for the other person who's running the Iogging company justifies their exploration of that 
sarne resources. 

Edith: Conservative Government just announced it today, - Did you hear that? Well 
they're increasing, this is in Northern Ontario, the park lands fiom 5% to 12% which is 
keeping the environmentalists happy but they're also giving into some of the Iogging 
requests - bigger amount of contingency money -so they're buying off both. 

Dorothy: More parks for unieashed dogs. (General laughter) 

Vema: For bears! 

Bob: Anyway, moving on quickly ... 'Alternative ways of thinking, according to the 
secularist, we'll allow the tenets of secular hurnanisrn to lead the human race into a bright 
tomorrow - into the Promiseci Land, wholeness, and self-fklfillment - into Utopia. 

The secularisî proposes that, in order for self-fulfillment to be experienced, the individual 
will have to own their individual responsibilities in the evolutionary process to Utopia. 
While "man is the Master of his own fate," he must also be a servant to the greater good 
of humanity." So the secularist would Say to that individual who wants to go for persona1 
power, that's fine provided the personal power has to be for the greater good. Having said 
that, the person who's out for the power stili could be a secularist, in al1 the other areas. 

"The secdakt  believing that hwnan reason and will are M ~ c i e n t  in leading the human 
race into the utopian state, nevertheless; in relation to the vastness of the universe, there 
is much to be learned. 

Meaning in life is, according to the secularist, found in breaking the chains of religion 
and working towards Utopia. Ludwig Feuerback proposes that religion does a disservice 
to hurnanity and argues that religion in fact robs man of energy and creativity that could 



be used for 'autonomous efforts'. Religion, according to Feuerback, encourages one's 
control over ones destiny to be overcorne by complacency; subsequently, making the 
individual "a submissive, weak, empty creative dependent on unreal forces that are 
beyond him. 

So ... offered the secularkt view of God, 'Nothing shodd be considered absolute or 
final. .. We humans must create our own destiny. God is no longer a reality. According 
to the secularist, religion has to go, and God has already gone." 

Dan: I Iike that one Iine "the secularist believes that hurnan reason and wiI1 are suficient 
in leading the human race into the utopian state.. . " Who's he kidding? 

Charles: They want to break the chains of religion and work toward utopia. 

Dan: 1 don? see it  happening. 

Charles: They want to grasp something but grasp for something that you can define - 
you know and get.. . 

Dan: Where is their utopia? What is their Utopia? Communîsm? 

Dorothy: 1 was just going to say in a practical sense, it7s religious groups that have made 
efforts to make the world more utopian, for example, the Quakers in the treatrnent of 
pnsoners, the abolitionists, the people who wanted to teach Sunday Schooi so chikiren 
codd learn to read, 1 forget his name. Robert.. . . 

Vema: Robert Rakes 

Dorothy: Robert Rakes, right, 

Bob: The hospitals 

Verna: Hospital and schools were al1 religious in the begiming. 

Bill: Makes me wanna, oh sorry. 

Dorothy: That's in a practical sense, this utopia is not a very practical sense. 

Bob: No, it7s not practical ... one of the main criticisms that one can present to the 
secularist - where is utopia? 

Edith: What do they use as their standard or their guide to achieve? 1 mean, everybody 
would have a different sense of what they believe it means, you know we have the Bible, 
we have God7s word to guide us - what do they have? 

Kathy: They have no absolute tnrth, right? 



Bob: No. 

Kathy: So that was what 1 was wondering, you know everybody has their own idea of 
what is truth, or what is utopia. 

Dorothy: Utopia could mean ridding the world of al1 the people who are handicapped or 
il1 or misshapen or whatever - that's not utopia for them though- 

Bob: No. 

Verna: Well that was the Hitler idea wasn't it? That he was going to have a perfect race 
and they practiced eugenics, and so on. 

Dorothy: So utopia is a pretty airy fairy kind of thin isn't it? 

Bill: Anyone got a copy of the book? Makes me wanna know, 1 think, Sir Thomas 
Moore, when he wrote it - makes me wonder if he was thinking about al1 the headaches 
we would have with imer - and al1 the weird stuff going on back then, but even that was 
Christian attitude going to make the world a better place. 

Bob: Well. 

Dorothy: The comrnunist attitude is that, too - to make the world a better place for the 
worker. 

Bob: The Song "Imagine" by John Lennon really seems to present the general consensus 
when it cornes to what utopia is. Unfortunately, 1 don? remember it d l  but "Imagine 
there7s no heaven, no hell ... above is only sky ... You may cal1 me a dreamer, but I'm 
not the only one." 

Bill: Imagine there's no Christians. 

Bob: Yeah, there are those who are doing that. But again the challenge is where's the 
beet? When's the utopia? Temporality - I'll just quickly buzz through that. 

Considering the secularist's views on contingency, God, religion, and salvation, it shouid 
not be surprising that one of the main tenets of secularisrn is temporality. Gilkey uses the 
words transience and temporality interchangeably, for the purposes of this discussion 
only temporality will be used. Gilkey begins by saying: "Al1 is becoming, al1 is 
changing, al1 is passage out of the past and into the future, and so ali causes and al1 
effects corne and go - and al1 is mortal and nothing else is real." 

Gilkey argues that, unlike any other age, the present age is 'time bound' between life and 
death, and therefore, any of our hopes and fears are to be lirnited to this life and the 
'temporal' processes of nature and of history. 



So this is it and we meet people who have this view, if not, this belief, this is it - 
someone dies that's i t  

Charles: 'Temporal processes of nature and of history. ' So if you can't look fonvard you 
can at least look back ta history which is howable and the interesting thing with this big 
war that's going on overseas, everything in the present is being justified by events, that 
were occuming 5 or 6 hundred years ago - of maybe it was a tirne, or ît was a tirne when 
rnaybe 500 for this and 600 for the other and 700 for someone else or 30 o 15 but al1 that 
point, there was power that's when it was good that's when the tables were turned and so 
that, interesting that they refer to it, that you can't look forward, because we don? b w  
about it - they can look back because there's something there like rerniniscing about 
childhood, almost. 

Bob: But they don't look too far into the future, they know that they want to evolve, they 
want humanity to evolve into a better form, but they don't know what that formula wodd 
look like and they also know that as far as the individual goes, he/she only gets this life. 

Bill: Do they have a strong belief in evolution? Like how would they consider how 
things started? 

Bob: Yeah, 1 thin k that your typical secularist would be an evolutionist and also that it's 
our responsibility to evolve into a better form. 

Bill: 1 don't get it. Do they have control to evolve better or does evolution take its 
course? 

Bob: That a good question, Bill- 

Charles: There are very few single views about evolution. 1 only can take that fiorn 
people that 1 know who have one view.. . there is a theory that society sort of a Darwinian 
thing, you know, - what controls, the good product stays,, the bad product goes kinda of a 
survival of the fittest then biologically there's the theory that is taught in High Schools 
and first year University where biological progression of a species, or whatever, but when 
- it's interesting I did a project on it - but when I actualIy talked to different people in 
different disciplines relating to that, very few of them actually had any where near the 
same view of what that was, just that we've come fiom somethïng and where we're going 
there's many, rnany different types of views - the hope is that we're getting better. 

Bill: But by chance? Or by control? That's what I'm trying to figure out. 

Bob: Well 1 think, I think that most secularists would say that - that we don't have a lot 
of control but we do have a responsibility to use whatever intellect and whatever will we 
have to . . . the best we can. 



Y& to move forward, myway, just tu wrap up this section - "Everything is visible". 
Etemity is a mirage." And lastiy, "It is Little wonder that the secularist, since there is 
nothing beyond de&, places a great emphasis on finding rneaning and p q o s e  in this 
life." And yet that seems to contradict the tenet of contingency. There really isn't any 
real meaning or purpose to this hfe. 

And now we move to relativity. And I'm not sure but this may be the one that seerns 
most prevalent - well; no, 1 guess not anyway. 

Secularization nurtures pluralism and relativism. Relativism h d s  its setting in a 
pluralistic society, and a pluralistic society is more than a variety of cultures, religions, 
and lifestyles. In fact, the original rneaning of pluralism involves a philosophical system 
that advocates that there are many legitimate versions of what is "ultimate redity." 
PluraIism, from its earliest stages, has been opposed to 'rnonisrn' rvtiich argues that there 
is only one ultirnate reaIity. Pluralism is regarded as a 'proper characteristic' of secular 
society, whereby such things as d o p a  are to be replaced with a critical spirit. 

I'm going to skip over these two long quotes - YOU' ve been exposed to them. 

Dorothy: I've got a question. 

Bob: Okay. 

Dorothy: When you were using the word 'flux' here - what sense were you using it in? I 
don't understand this so 1 got out the dictionary - it c m  mean either an issue or. .. 

Bob: Where are you? 

Dorothy: In the second paragraph, the end word 'flux' - second paragraph, second Iine - 
Iast word. Now are you using it there as an issue or a continuous succession of changes? 

Bob: 1 haven't even found it. 

. Dorothy: Oh. 

Al: Second paragraph - right at the top. 

Bob: Okay ... 

Dorothy: to the issue or transcendent to a continuous succession of changes? 

Bob: It would be the latter. 
Verna: Yeah. 

Dorothy : Not to the issue we're talkïng about? 



Bob: No, So ... The secularist believes that the idea that there is ody  one way should be 
regarded as 'absurd' to the contemporary mind Allan Bloom in, The Closing of the 
American Mind, captures the present age with his opening sentence: "'Everything is 
relative!" Furthemore, Patrick Morely concludes: "There is one thing a professor c m  
be absolutely certain o f  almost every student entering the university believes, or says he 
believes, that truîh is relative." 

Considering the aforementioned, one can see that everything is subject to change, 
'heraclihis - panta rei' - 'ail things flow', The secdarkt advocates that because al1 
things are subject to change, and there are no absolutes, even truth is aiways subject to 
new discovery and new information. 

AIluding to earlier -'Triith' is discovered by encouraging the individual to discover 
hisher own reality, (as AI was ...) and yet it is also argued that truth continues to be 
encountered through dialog and consensus. 

Dan: And around and around we go with this. 

Bob: As implied, diaiogue pertaining to truth is to be void of any traditional religious 
input The secularist also argues that such input is harmful; in the words: "We beiieve, 
however, that traditional dogrnatic or authontarian religions that place revelation, God, 
ritual, or creed above human needs and experience do a disservice to the human species." 
So everything is relative - especially truth. 

Bill: As Pilate wodd say, "What is truth?" 

Bob: So what do you do with that, though? 

Charles: And yet by the very reason that we set laws in Our society is to control relativism 
in a sense, this to me, seems like a contradiction again - the fact that we say you gotta 
stop at this stop sign, weil 1 don? wanna stop and that guys saying Tt, too and the one at 
the other two stops are saying 1 don't wanna stop, I just wanna keep flying through here - 
anyway - you know what 1 rnean, this is, you know, critical of a dogrna that relates to 
God and yet this is a dogrna in and of itself that's gonna be relative, every single person 
is gonna have their own - to me it seems almost grasping at straws because on the one 
hand they're m g  to set up rules but the d e s  would be different for each and every 
person for whatever utopia is or whatever. 

Bill: One thing to consider would be to each his own and once it affects the vast rnajority 
or the common good of the - trying to make a better world I mean, itys the cornrnon good 
not to go tfirough a red light. 

Charles: But who's going to stop? This is the problern. 

Dan: That's right. 



Charles: Weil, okay, 1 will stop right - sometimes it happens - you go - you go - you go 
- at an intersection 

Edith: So really the title should be chaos. 

Dan: Yeah, if i f s  just up to the individual, they're just going to do what they want - 
they're not going to care about the common good - like we care about the common good 
because of our overall belief; right? But a society like thÏs - why wodd I care about 
anybody else? I'm gonna do what 1 want! 

Bob: But then 1 think a secularist wodd say but really we are inherently good people. 

Charles: And yet without saying that the person on the right has the nght of way - we 
could all smack into each other. 

Edith: That's right. 

Dan: Four people corne, four people go. 

Charles: Without that one standard, you know - datever have the greatest horse puwer 
and can bIast through and got" the greatest conceming. 

Bob: Yep, can't argue with that - I've driven in Pans. 

Dan: Howabout Newmarket? (Laughter) 

Bob: Davis at 5:00! 

Sharon: In opposition to that other side - 
agree. 

Bill: The cornmon good. 

Sharon: That's right. 

Verna: That's where you get your law from 
it should be. 

Sharon: A democracy. 

Bill: Don't nin over a potential client! ! 

truth - determined by consensus so we al1 

- from the people who agree that this is what 

Bob: But it certainly, ah, gives you, as you look at some of this. You realize just how 
potentially dangerous this whole issue of relativism can be - as Edith was saying chaos - 
you can follow it to a potential end ah - anarchy. And the challenge too, a secularist 



would say we're working towards the wmrnon good. Again how's that cornmon good 
achieved reached? It's ever changing so it makes for a pretty unsettluig existence. 

Dan: Which is where you can see society heading right now. 

Bob: And 1 th&, well I've been expsed to the potential conseyences of some of this 
traveling in places like Amsterdam - it's quaint, it's beautifui, it's all  that but it was mid 
afternoon and 1 started to watch the young people some of them were just zombie-like - 
And not al1 of this was - this was the red light district and - okay it was pi& 1 didn't go 
into - it was J ust mid-aftemoon and we were j ust walking around - and it's just there - 
and it's very disturbing just seeing the young people and the lack of life in them. 

Bill: 1 don't know much about Holland but isn't it sort of a - do what you want Iand of.. . 

Bob: Yeah, very liberal- 

Dorothy: It's strange, too, because there's so many Calvinists that corne out of Holland - 
must have been a reaction to it - and there are also many strong Catholics, too, in 
Holland. 

Bill: Maybe al1 the good people lefi. 

Bob: So we move ont0 autonorny - as 1 said - this is the one that holds all the other 
tenets together, the most attractive one, 

While the other tenets help one to understand secular humanism, it is autonomy that 
discloses the essence of what is, and what it means for hurnSLnity. In fact, the other tenets 
of secular humanism are dependent upon the idea of autonomy within humanity 
Autonomy, accordhg to Gilkey, offers secular humanism's greatest attraction. 

I'm going to have to skip these two long quotes. Just gonna pick and choose as we go 
now, looking for summary statements for the sake of t h e  but one would be 'Man is the 
measure of al1 things." 1 think that succinctiy summarizes what autonomy is al1 about. 
"Man is fiee in history fiom history to create a new history." The new history involves 
both man's nature and destiny. Autonomy is not sornething earned, but is to be regarded 
as his 'inalienable birthnght.' 

Dorothy: Boy, why didn't we start with these staternents? 

Bob: Weil, GiIkey didn't. 

Dorothy: Tt would have made life a lot easier for us. 

Bill: Then we would have known what we were talking about? 

Dorothy: Yeah. 



Bob: It's sort ofthe summaryof what we talked about. 

Dorothy: I'd like to see the summary at the &ut. (laughter) 

Bob: Well you could have read it. 

Charles: The cold.. . 

Dorothy 1 did read it. 

Bob: Well, when we get to Jung I'm going to offer a glossary. So, um, but myway, 
that's it, we are autonomous not because we earn it but because it's who we are, 

Man, with the fieedom to create a new history, is also faced with the responsibility for it 
and for any Mfillment of his dreams and hopes. The following statements offer a 
succinct sunimary of how the secularist views autonomy as the hope for humanity. 

Would someone else read those two quotes? 

Al: Modern man is not seeking for a lost "essence" or "order" which he may regain; he is 
seekuig rather for the opportunity to exercise his own freedom in order to create value 
and so to refashion history according to his tieely chosen images. 

For al1 forrns of modem thought, salvation cornes tfirough the realization of fieedorn; it 
can never be a salvation from freedorn, or even a transformation fiom beyond ourselves 
of Our fieedorn. In this sense, autonomy is the key to the modern understanding of 
fieedom and the corresponding key to most of our hopes. 

Jean Paul Satre: To be a man means to reach toward being God. 

Bob: So that's kind of attractive, you know. That's marketable. The others aren't quite so 
marketable contingency - what's the point; temporality; you're gonna die anyway, this is 
it; relativism: that's attractive at first, until you try to live by it and then you discover that 
you do end up in a state of chaos but autonomy does offer some hope that, yeah, we are, 
we have power and do we hear that message. 

Charles: We or I? 

Bob: That's a good question. 

Charles: this is something Hitler read - he had power. 

Bob: That7s one of the dangers with secular humanism that the powerful end up 
determining what's right and where we should go and al1 that but we can see some of this 



thinking in new age thought - some of the motivational speakers - there are hints of this, 
maybe more than hints. 

Bill: Sounds like a good page to push reincarnation - do the best 1 can, I'U corne back 
and do better reaching toward my own god- 

Bob: But many of the secularists, of course, would say you don? get to corne back. 

Edith: That's it. 

Dan: Where does this leave the Jews? You were saying this is what Chrïstianity says - 
only Christianity? 

Bill: No anyone who has faith in God. 

Dorothy: Would you read that again? 

Bob: What? 

Dorothy: At the start. 

Bob: Oh, alright. The Christian scriptures declare that God, has dways been and will 
always be actively involved in the human journey. The scriptures also teacti that a central 
part of the hurnan journey involves a search for God. 

Dorothy: If you start out with that premise of Christian scriptures, okay. 1 didn't see the 
relevance of that. 

Bob: Alright, therefore the Christian response to secularism is Gad - k i p t u r e s  reflect 
how God sees Himself - 1 am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the 
beginning and the end. Of course, as I've said several times, the secularist does not agee 
with that, that's fme, the Christian does. And this is £undamental, this is where we begin. 
In the Gospel of John we hear, "ln the begiming was the Word, the word not man, Okay? 
Genesis 3, reveals that man is made in God's image and we are not to make God in our 
image. This al= reflects the secularists' view that we are to becorne God. Scriptures 
consistently teach that God is transcendent and sovereign, the implications of god's 
transcendence and sovereignty are that He is beyond human comprehensicm and free to 
move and act according ta His own wiil, and is not subject to the witl of creation. 

The scriptures also clearly disclose that G d  is ornnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient. 
And these attributes cannot be a s c n i d  to humanity. Omnipresent, what do you know 
about it? 

Edith: Always present. 
Bob: 1'11 quote Augustine again, 'He is everywhere and holy everywhere.' I was going to 
have you look them (passages), but to save time, we won't do that - but an obviow 



passage that reveals G d ' s  omnipresence would be Psalm 139 'where can 1 go ... God is 
omniscient. 

Now just  so we don't get into a lengthy discussion on Eee will, 1 wanted it this way - god 
knows all that can be known. God is omnipotent. Or, just a verse wîth regards to God's 
omniscience, ah, one of my favorites, <'Are not two sparrows sold for a penny? Not one 
of them will f d  to the ground apart £Îom the will of your Father and even the very hairs 
of yo ur head.. . (general laughter) are numbered." 

Bill: He's saving them for you Bob. 

Bob: You know, those whu are really spiritual end up bald because they figure God has 
better things to do with His time than count the hairs on your head. God is omnipotent. 
Edith: Al1 powerful - He can do anythmg. 

Ebb: The profond nature of G d ' s  omnipotence is reflected in scriptural teaching that 
god had the ability to create the universe out of non-existence. We can't explain that. 1 
mean, we know what it says, we don't know how it happens or how it happened. 

Dorothy: do you ever wonder what He could do in Yugoslavia? 

Bob: Yeah: 

Dan: Do you ever wonder what He's doing in Yugoslavia? 

Dorothy: Right! If He's omnipotent - why doesn't He do sornething? 

Bill: Because in this age He works in the c h c h .  The Holy Spirit works through the 
church - through prayer or whatever - in that we need to be the han& of Jesus - do the 
work for Him d l  He cornes back - do what we can. 

Charles: The other thing, too is, ah, b t  like a lot of what we're talking about here 
admits outside of God, that we can do this r i gk  And that elernent of fkee will allows us 
to choose and really defines us as what Christ said we were - those - you know - you 
open the door, 1 often think that the greatest thing we're given, seems strange, was the 
ability fo reject because by accepting we fully grasp the nature of G d .  We h l ly  
understand it if He was always around us and it's kind of like the rich young d e r ,  it's al1 
around what it is like to have somethinç and lose it? Or 'till you're below the bar - these 
people would Say "Yeah, where is your God now?" 1 can remernber being involved with 
inter varsity Christian Fellowship at Lakehead University during the Ethiopian crisis. Al1 
the other student unions kept coming to our oEce  and saying so are guys collecting some 
money to go overseas to Ethiopia? The only contact that as a Christian group we had 
with soine of these other student unions, it's very interesting, al1 of a sudden it becarne an 
issue of importance relating to humanity and to God and to sornething that was useful, 
otherwise there was no - they didn't want that comection- 



Dorothy: Mother Theresa said - something like this - God doesn't will anyone to be 
hungry or sick or hurting- It's because we don? do what we're supposed to do- 
Christians - Because we don't do what we're supposed to do to humanity. We don't feed 
them or we don't look after thern or we don't look af3er the environment, whatever it is, 
it's not God's fault that they're hungry. 

Bob: 1 think, it also reflects a human tendency that has been prevalent throughout history 
and that is we look for a scapegoat and often God is the scapegoat - they're hungry 
because of Goci 

Dorothy: Back to Yugoslavia. .. . Why are we praying, then, for God to intemene? If it's 
only through Chrisbans that something can be done. Don't we believe that God c m  do it 
without us? 

Bill: Well, rny own thwry - be it creating the world or whatever, is God spoke and it 
happened - the living word of the Bible - we pray the anointing (mumbling) I realiy 
think a 100 million people full of people praying like maybe it's possible like we see in 
Acts - (mumbling) rnanual labor when their prionty was praying - they had the anointing 
and they were clothed of God - like Stephen and al1 the other people. 

Dorothy: But we're pretty human, aren't we? We don't see how that can change 
between now and tomorrow. So we can't pray. In general, because we don't see how it 
could possibly change or we do pray - we say God intervene, we don't know what p u  
can do but do it, 

Dan: We're a society that watches it - the TV and w a t c k  how rve cari sensationalize 
anything - we' re not Iooking at it and saying "oh God, what can 1 do about this?" You 
know, I'm saying us, I'm saying the community at large is saying "Wow, this is 
fascinating" 'Xow much longer can 1 watcb this on TV?" It's absolutely ludicrous. 

Bob: And 1 think there's more and more people who have becorne desensitized. 

Dan: CNN nuis for 24 hours a day, It's a movie. It's a show. 

Charles: Again, until it happas on our soil, 1 rnean, we haven't had war on our soi1 since 
we were back with the Arnericans on the border. 

Dan: That7s right. 

Charles: You know, that's an awhl  long time we7ve had people overseas - but protecting 
ou. own house, our own land, our own possessions, fighting for food and - yes we had 
the depression and so forth but when we think about it we and with TV and what we call, 
they call, clinical warfare these are the people on the ship, in some respects until they get 
on the ground. It's almost the sense that we want to fight a war but we donTt want to 
corne to it - forbid that we actually have to have hand to hand combat. I f s  much easier 
to stealth our way over top and corne back and just show the cursors on the screen. 



Bob: Game Boy, you know. The ultimate video game. 

Dorothy: We like to keep things at arms Iength whatever they are. 

Dan: WWI: and WWD they were right in there on the battlefields and everything now 
people are just screaming '?)on7t send my son over there" '3onYt  do anything. Dorr't 
worry about that part of the world" Send the planes but don? send people. 

Charles: Sorne of these things will really change whedif there is a decision to go to 
ground forces. This then becomes a.. , 

Dorothy: I think that's a question that can only be answered by faith - the one that I put 
to start with - Could G d  really change thaf between now and tomorrow? 

Bob: I mean ultimatefy, because God is God, He cm do whatever he wants, that's what 1 
Say - that God can know, that God c m  be known, God c m  do al1 that cm be done, 
Because 1 think, I personally feel that, I want to qualify this by saying, if God faces any 
limitations they are self imposed Qualie that, but so if there are any limitations that 
God faces, He faces them because He has allowed them to be part of this world. 

Dorothy: Something that 1 found strange is that the young boy going to Mexico to be 
treated - as soon as his father lcnew he was going to Mexico, he said, "It's al1 in the hands 
of God." But not, never before that did he say, this child's life is in the hands of Gd. 
After 1 made m y  choice, it's in the han& of god 

Charles: Once everythtng else has been looked at - 

Dan: Okay, maybe, 1'11 give G d  a shot! 

Dorothy: It's a human thing, but, it didn't ring quite true, somehow - that child is in the 
hands of God all the time, 

Bob: Su, we move on ... The sovereignty of Gad. Secular humanism rnay attempt to 
promote human omniscience, and omnipotence but human reason leaves one to conclude 
that one camo t be omnipresent, omniscient, omnipotent, when the secularist considen 
the laws of nature and man's vulnerability towards it He/she cannot logically daim 
sovereignty. It's illoçical. You can't be in more than one place at a tirne. You cannot 
know al1 things. You cannot do al1 things. We are reminded of that every day. The 
Bible unequivocally teaches that man is not autonomous. God gave humanity @fis and 
expected humanity to have dominion over creation, take care of it. While God gave 
humanity authority over creation, it was not His intention to give humanity, absolute 
fieedom. The scriptures teach., the secularist's version of fieedom is more than just a 
myth, it is a lie that l a d s  humanity from true &dom. 

Dorothy: Bob, where's the chapter and verse for that? That last sentence? 



Bob: Let me read that again SQ 1 have an opportunity to think about the question! 
(general laughter) It's because fi-eedom according to scripture according to the whole 
gospel, is Christ. 

Bob: That He is the originator offteedom, the source of fieedom and if we do not corne 
to Christ then we will not encounter true fieedom. And secularism leads us away fi-om 
Christ. Does that answer your question? 

Dorothy: No, 

Bob: Okay. 

Vema: "I am the way, the truth and the life.. . " and the tnrth will make you free." 

Dorothy: Oh 1 know - Bob didn't say that. 

Bob: But Vema did and she7s right!! 

Dorothy: Vema, but you didn't say it. You missed a line in there. 

Charles: If Bob said it, then we wouldn7t have to think about.. . 

Bob: And also the nch young d e r ,  he was looking for life, he was looking for freedorn. 

Dorothy: I'rn being critical. 

Bob: That's fine. 

Dorothy: You didn7t say that, in there. 

Bob: That's fine. 

Dan: Playing the devil's advocate? 

Dorothy : That's why 1 wanted to know where your source was. 

Bob: Well, my source is Verna! (Laughter) I was going to say - there's the gospel 
account, but Vema will do- John 14: 16- 1 7. 

Dorothy: Okay. You have footnotes there. 

Bob: 1 have it footnoted - "As for yuu, you were dead in your transgressions and sins, in 
which you used to live when you followed the ways of this world and of the d e r  of the 
kingdom of the air, the spirit who is now at work in those who are disobedient (Ephesians 
2: 1-2)- 



And it ends up "for it is by grace that you have been saved through faith and thîs not fiom 
yourselves, it is a gi f t  fiom god not by works, that no one cm boast - We are God's 
workmanship created in Christ Jesus to do go& works which God has prepared in 
advance for us to do," 

Dorothy: 17m satisfied. 

Dorothy : We'll see, 1 couldn't see the footnote. 

Bob: No. That's fine. 

Bill: You can cany on now. 

Bob: All right The potential W v a l  and fieedom of humanity are dependent upon 
facing the reality, harsh as it rnight be. That man is not autonornous but rather, he's a 
sinner in need of G d ' s  grace. We are a fallen race. The foilowing passage is offered as 
a very succinct sutnmary. 

We have to move on. The Christian faith unquestionably teaches that G d  has a Divine 
purpose in creating the worid - and this chdlenges the tenets of contingency- It is His 
primordial cal1 no - In His primordial God has an eschatological event in rnind: a new 
heaven and a new earth And then Stanley Grenz, who teaches out at Regent, He offers 
this summary. 

"Taken as a whole, the Bible asserts that G d  directs His program to the bringing about 
of community in the highest sense of the word A redeemed people, living within a 
renewed creation and enjoying the presence of their God." 

Bob: That's utopia. The way 1 understand it Carl Henry, another fine scholar, said "Al1 
history, including cosmic history, was fiom the beginning designed to be summoned up 
in Christ by the power, wisdom and grace of G d  who is continuously eminent in the 
world as He is ever also transcendent to it" 

Now, we've heard this, most of us, if not aU of us. Tt's really - but as we've been 
exposed to the secularist perspective and spirit we see the incredible contrast between the 
two. They are diametrically opposed. 

As Grenz continues "al1 history is moving towards the establishment of community. 
Even now, He invites us to orient our lives around His ongoing program. By means of 
alIegiance to the God revealed in Christ we can exchange the disorder of life for a new 
order matured by community or fellowship with Go& others and al1 creation" 

And then 1 have passages that.. . 



A critical examination discloses the tremendous harrn of secularism inflicts upon 
humanity, When man is responsible for the creation of tnrth - truth is never encountered, 
because it's always subject to change. Humanly created truth is the proverbial carrot that 
leads hmanity away fkom the ultimate source of tmth - God The most powerfül in 
society and we talked about this, detemine what is truîh when truth is regarded as 
something that is humanly created, and subsequently a world is created where survivd of 
the fittest is the ultimate truth that rules humanity. The individual loses his/her 
individuality and he/she is absorbed into the collective void that speaks on behalf of those 
who have the power. So on the one hand the seculankt may say that we as individuals 
have power, should determine what is tmth then we hear on the other hand that there has 
ta be consensus and that we find out that the consensus realIy doesn't matter because the 
powerful ones in society who determine what is truth- 

Security in the present, or hope for the future is in jeopardy when tmth is perceived as 
being relative. How can an individual or a society plan and prepare for a better future 
when the foundational values are always changing? How can one have h o p  when ûuth 
is a myth? How is one able to encounter truth when truth is always changing according 
to the whims and wind that blow around in society? That promotes relativity? And then 
1 have passages that present the Christian perspective on relativism and the fact that îruth 
cornes from God. 

The last passage that 1 read here is John 16:13: "But when He, the Spirit of truth, cornes 
He will guide you into al1 truth, He will not speak only what he hem and He wi1I tell 
you what is yet to corne." I'm going to read a poem. Any reflections, responses, 
rebuttals? At this point as we wrap this section? 

Bill: 1 was just thinking - It7s too bad the secularists don't believe in G d .  Considering 
it's right there - their hope - their utopia, Too bad, 

Bob: But they have to give up too much, though. 

Bill: The more you give the more you get. 

Bob: You don? have to wnvince me! 

Bill: Sonry. 

Laughter 

Bob: 1 rnay hide it fiom most people but 1 believe what you're saying. 

Bill: Okay. 1 won't have to talk to you later, then! 

Edith: Do people identi@ themseives as secularists or do they just live? 



Bob: Most just live. 

Edith: And not know, reall y, what their.. . . 

Bob: Well, when you have in Canada what is 87% of the population claim that they 
believe in God It's really high but when you compare it to what we talked about what 
God is al1 about - we can and then we compare it to their lifestyle and their value system, 
their mind set and so on and so forth - we see that they are secularists more than people 
of faith. And 1 make a distinction between Christian and people of faith - 87% believe in 
God but not 87%- 

Bill: They don't necessarily do it wnsciously they just sort of fa11 into it 

Bob: 1 think so - if not rnost. 

Mth: Without the label. 

Dorothy: They just think that there's sume other power. 

Bob: This is by Dorothy.. . . 

Edith: Jolly? 

Bob: Yeah, Dorothy Jolly! - No, Dorothy Sayers theologian, novelist, poet - it helps ta 
summarize the danger of secularism and set the mood It's a linle long, but anyway. 

I believe in ManrfreudandaMrin 
We believe everything is OK 

as long as you don7t hurt anyone, 
to the best of your de f i t ion  of hurt, 
and to the best of your knowledge. 

We believe in sex before, during and 
after marnage- 

We beIieve in the therapy of sin. 
We believe that adultery is fun. 
We believe that sodomy7s OK. 

We believe that taboos are taboo, 

We believe that everything's getting better despite evidence to the contrary. 
The evidence must be investigated 

and you can prove anything with evidence. 
We believe there's something in horoscopes, 

UF07s and bent spoons; 
Jesus was a good man just like Buddha, 

Mohammed, and ourselves. He was a good moral teacher although we think 



His goai  mords were bad, 

We believe that all religions are basically the sarne- 
at least the one that we read was. 

They al1 believe in love and goodness. 
They only differ on rnatters of creaîion, 

sin, heaven, hell, God, and salvation. 

We believe that after death cornes the Nothing 
Because when you ask the dead what happens 

they say nothllig. 
Ifdeath is not the end, if the dead have lied, 

then it's compulsory heaven for all 
except perhaps Hitler, Stalui, and Genghïs Khan. 

We believe in Masters and Johnson. 
What' s selected is average. 
What's average is normal. 

What's normal is good 

We believe in total disarmament. 
We believe there are direct links between warfare and bloodshed, 

Arnencans should bare their guns into tractors 
and Russians wodd be sure to follow. 

We believe that man is essentially good. 
It's only his behaviour that lets him down. 

This is the fault of society. 
Society is the fault of conditions. 

Conditions are the fault of society. 

We believe that each man must find the truth 
that is right for him- 

Reality will adapt accordingly. 
The universe will readjust, 

History will alter, 
We believe that there is no absolute truth 

excepting the tnith 
that there is no absolute truth. 

We believe in the rejection of creeds, 
and the flowering of individual thought, 

He adds a postscript caUed Chance. 

If chance be 
the Father of al1 flesh, 



disaster is his rainbow in the sky, 
and when you hear 

State of Emergency! 
Sniper Kills Ten! 

Troops on Rampage! 
Whites go Looting! 

Bomb Blasts School! 
It is but tfie sound of man worshîpping his maker. 

Ah that's al1 folks - for this session. 

Sharon: Wow. 

Dan: mrnrn. 

Dorothy: Enough to shake one's faith! 

Bob: So, just before we have sornething to drink, non-alcoholic! (Laughter) 

Dorothy: Thatys al1 relative. 

Bob: Does secular hurnanism offer the individual or for us any help in experiencing 
wholeness? 

Dorothy: What was that last word? . .. .in experiencing? 

Bob: Wholeness. 

Charles: Us rneaning the world or as individuals? 

Bob: Let's just keep it at the individual level. 

Bill: No. 'cause listening to that makes me think about the new age and stuff. 

Bob: One of the interesting things about The New Age is that it's not new. Just 
pac kaged differently- 

Bill: That reminds me of the Gnostics way back, it's just recycled. 

Charles: The danger of it is - for those without Christ - it sounds awfully good, because 
when you don't have some reference point, some sense of where you are - 1 can 
remember as a kid you donyt notice change when you're riding on a bicycle beside it - 
it's when you stop at the corner and watch it al1 go by - that in a sense withoui being 
able to stop and you know the world with changing standard - in that sense accept you 
God and the new age and situationai ethics so close - to me itys reaching out for 



something but - god - the danger of it is that it's ço close not that it is - some of the 
people 1 know who would be secularists - would cal1 themselves, such but would be - 
and you get into a discussion and if you weren't a Christian they're great moral people 
and it's not.. . . Yeah this is what 1 do and I help out with the kids - you know, 1 do my 
work in the community. 

Bill: Joanne asks why do Christians think they know the way? What about al1 the 
Modems, Buddhists, Hiadus.. - 

Bob: 1 thuik it would be interesting to offer an elective on Christian Apologetics and deal 
with the issues of universalism, and the uniqueness of the C hristim Faith. 

Sharon: That wodd be good. 

Dorothy: 1 think that people start mying a l l  roads lead to God - 

General discussion - simultaneous taliang 

Charles: (offers a lengthy analogy of a life insurance salesman). 

Verna: religion causes wars - people say - my answer is it may be religion but it's not 
Chnstianity. 

Bob: We are goïng to be talking about wholeness, salvation, and the Christian Faith. 
Once we get there we are going to get there 1 hcpe that while much of this is not new, I 
h o p  that we can see it in a more appreciative way, and as we are exposed to that which is 
diametrically opposed to the truth. That is part of the reason for presenting it. The other 
reason for presenting it in this setting because it is presented everyday when we are out 
and abou~~secu la r  humanism in one form or another. 

Bill: Downtown Manhattan. 

Bob: Downtown Newrnarket. Lfwe ever want to effectively respond to the colleague, the 
neigbour we have to have a reasonable understanding of where they are coming kom- it 
is possible that one can have a better understanding of where the other person is corning 
fiom than he or she has of where he or she is coming from. You will have to nui the tape 
back to understand what I just said. 

Dan: They are just there, they don? know why they are there. 

Charlie: But you are Iooking at why they are there-o there. 



Session Four 

Bob: Take a look at the material. We will walk through it. Was the glossary helpful? 

Edith: Yes. 

Dorothy: Tt's really wom out (Laughter) 

Bob: Well, that's good. 1 thought it might be worthwhile putting it there. So we take a 
look at page 1 - What a novel ideai (Laughter) Anything jurnp out at you there? With 
regards to Jung's view of meaning and meaninglessness? (Long pause) Anything else? 
Caughter) 

Edith: "... that one's meaning is not found in the material realrn. .. bu* rather found deep 
within one's soul," It a h o s t  sounds Christian, 

Bob: Yeah, we see quite a contraçt between what he presents and what secularist says. 
And that's part of the reasons that 1 thought he was a worthwhile alternative to Iook at. 

Edith: And one other thing, if 1 c m  fmd it, the unconscious for example drearns or 
thoughts that corne are they from the unconscious, are they fiom the spirit or how do you 
label them and are they difficult for the Christian and the non-ChristÏan? Or is it a little 
ahead to ask? 

Bob: It's a little ahead, but that's okay. It's a good question. It's something that 1 wrestle 
with as 1, obviously, t've looked at him, and t've read a lot of his wnting. 1 feel that 
maybe. He has something to Say with regards to the collective experience. 1 just don't 
know how much 1 want to be supportive of that - 1 believe that as a Christian that if 1 
have a dream that has a message, it is God given through the spint or both. The spirit ran 
c m  also work through the cotlective experience and so 1 wrestle with &t and how much 
1 want to buy into the collective unconsciousness idea. Maybe you c m  help me with that 
ficm your insights and expenences. 

Kathy: 1 don't know what you mean by collective experience. 

Bob: Well kind of the evolutionary process that humanity has experienced to this point. 
Not only as individuals but as a species. 

Edith: Here's an example: When we found out that Jeff had this heart problem for nights 
1 dreamt about losing hirn, and couldn't find him OK - I'm mot asking for an 
interpretation- to me that's just my distress and fear that something would happen to him - 
coming fkom my unconscious into rny dream - as a mother. And 1 could rernember the 
drearn each night - I'd be in this big crisis - because I'd lost this little child - he's not a 
little child - but that's where my mind had referred me to and, but 1 would Say that was 
the unconscious.. . 



Charlie: 1 have some ah when people cal1 themselves Jungians. 1 have concem when they 
go that direction because they want to consume themselves in maslovian, they want to 
h e r s e  themselves in somebody's fiamework. 1 think it's usefil fiorn a psychological 
stand point that some of these different stages - what the unconscious is - how it might be 
working together. 1 c m  remember in first year university - wanting to get some extra 
money - you know they have a psychology department - students phone you up in the 
middle of the moming and you determine when your sleep was when you normally went 
to bed and then they'd wake you up and intervene in the middle of your sleep before you 
woke up and you will dream, in other words, they wake you up at the correct time and 
they tell you, okay right now make sure you've got a book there, and they wake you up - 
you go to bed at 8 o'clock - you wake up at 5 or 6 o'clock in the morning - sometime in 
there - they're not gohg to tell you -O whatll happen is you'll expect them to at some 
point in time -2 or 3 o'clock in the moming and you will be able to - Janet was actually 
part of it and so part of the dreams are when they actually occur in our sleep - there are 
stages of sleep when we do go through dreams. So there is sort of a psychological 
element, there is a process - they talk about evolutionary - a11 these are very scientific 
based. some of these theories - again - when are not necessarily fact but they are brought 
in from a scientific realm what we see. To me it's when you go from there as this tool to 
this philosophy that the conscious becomes something, in other words, Jungian - that you 
look at the conscious, you look for the answers in the unconscious, right, like someone 
reading their horoscopes in the and al1 of a sudden now al1 of their week has changed 
because - boy I will meet this guy, and he will have blonde hair and it will be on the way 
to work now al1 of a sudden the path has changed and that's the -fiom a psychological 
standpoint, some of people have a very difficult time with insomnia and there are 
therapeutic ways of dealing, using these tools but its when the tool becomes the icon or 
the.. . 

Sharon: God 

Charles: Right, al1 that's where my difficulty going fiom what we observe, consciously, 
you wake up in the moming - 1 can remember many times - 1 don? remember dreams a 
lot - Janet does, but I'd wake up certain times in the moming and 1 know I'm dreaming 
and the more I wake up, you lose it, your thinking about it more and its at that point but - 
it's like a teeter totter - the more you wake up the more you lose it - gone - and this is why 
they do it - you write them d o m  then you c m  tap hto your drearn, you can remember 
it. 

Bob: And the more you do that, the more you remember. 

Charles: Exactly 

Bob: Once you get used to it - 1 don? do this anyrnore but I did for awhile - jot it down 
right away and then you get accustomed to it and you have better recall - 1 was a M e  
concerned - 1 agree with everything you said, Charlie - 1 was just a little concemed when 
you mentioned insomnia and you pointed back to what I'd written (laughter). We'll 



address that later - But Bill mentioned that last.. Weil Bill, go ahead - share with us what 
you shared before ... 

Bill: What? 

Bob: About psychology and Christianity. 

Bill: Oh, okay. What 1 was wondering, actually what type of job you'd end out getting - 
If you have really strong faith 1 doa't think there's a need for psychology. And yet 1 do see 
the point where its temfic to study this type of SM, to understand people, theù body 
Ianguage, different personalities - what' s typical for a 3 year old and a 5 year old a 10 
year old, that kind of stuff which by studying one can understand it - but I wouldn't apply 
anything that a psychologist or a Freudian - to deal with a human - to try and understand 
human nature. 

Bob: What 1 said to Bill when he raised that earlier was that. 1 certainly, and Charlie was 
eluding to it earlier, that we can leam a lot fiom psychological studies fiom various 
psychologist but as a Christian 1 feel that 1 have to use the fiamework of my Christian 
faith to apply the psychology to fit the psychology into that form is opposed to having 
psychology as my form and then somehow putting my Christian faith into it so, 1 guess, 
stated differently, 1 learn fiom the psychologist and the psychology but my ukimate 
reference point, whïch is a psychological terrn, is the Christian faith. 

Dorothy: 1 wonder, is this really science or just a philosophy? 

Bob: WeII, that's a good question- Some accuse Jung of being a philosopher, a 
theologian, a mystic. 1 think it is a psychology - and certainly Jung wodd say it was, and 
is, and because it is based on empirical study. 

Dorothy: 1s it? 

Bob: Yes- Thatfs what he would say and 1 think it was in t ems  of his study - and that 
would involve lots and lots of research. 

Charlie: He was a researcher. 

Dorothy: 1 don't h o w  - he draws a lot of conclusions. 1 dont know if they're valid or 
not. 

Bob: 1 think that's a legitimate challenge because it is very subjective but then he would 
Say - but if you study enough case studies, his patients basically, and someone says, 1 
drearnt this drearn - and it had something to do with a tribal warrior and a goose - or 
whatever - and then someone else said 1, too, have had that drearn and then 100's of 
people - he did that kind of research - had a similar dream he'd say wait - there's a 
reoccurring theme, reoccurring elements and that's why, Edith, 1 have difficulty with the 
collective idea - because 1 believe we are given personal and individual drearns - and God 



can speak to us through this spirit by giving us those dreams but where 1 have trouble 
with the collective idea is some of those reoccurring elements that people are basing, 
people without faith have some of these reoccurring elements that Jung talks about, the 
arc hetypes. 

Edith: So are you saying to me that rny dream may have rneant that rny faith wasnY 
strong enough? And 1 was doubting? 

Bob: That's a.. . 1 think it was a personal dream - 1 donTt think I'm prepared to analyze it 
right now but 1 think that there is some kind of message there. 

Edith: Breakfast tomorrow? (Laughter) 

Bob: I think that .. . Ifd have to hear it again, but 1 think that there's some kind of message 
there. 

Vema: Well, do you think that every dream you have has some sort of message? 

Bob: 1 think so, but 1 donft think that we're able to understand al1 of them. 

Dorothy: Maybe we've had similar dreams and we could go around the room and 10 
people, 1 donft know how many are here, would probably Say they had a dream about 
falling through space or 10 people would Say they did something without their clothes on, 
taught a class or couldn't find their clothes or (generated laughter) 

Vema: Or trying to get somewhere and never getting there. 

Edith: Being late for school. 

Vema: Yes, beùig late and then you forget your books so you go back for your books 
and then you find you don't have your lunch so you go back for your lunch and you never 
did make it. (Generalized agreement) 

Bill: That reminds of dreams about humaa nature more than once 1 codd have sworn I 
was the original creator of a joke but somebody 1 met 10 years ago had the same joke -1ts 
funny how people corne up with the same ideas and I'm also thinking that if God really 
wanted to get a point across he wouldn't make a joke. 

Edith: Were you saying before, that if youtre a true believer - you would throw out al1 
psyc hological re ferenceshdeas? 

Bill: 1 think how it teaches you to study human nature is beneficial. 

Edith: So you can use it as a tool - is what you're saying? 

Bill: But to use it to look for answers, no. 



Charlie: That's what 1 was talking about, for example, Pamela Wallin, last week was 
interviewing somebody, I've lost his name, John Maddox, he's the editor for the research 
journal, Nature. This guy's well into his seventies. She asked what's the most difficult 
question we have in science? He said - "Gotta be the mind." We don't understand it very 
weli. Psychology is the study of the mind. So here you have an area of science that is 
attempting to describe how the mind works and then most of the people in that field h o w  
they dont have al1 the answers - where the difficulty 1 have is where you go from like 
these pioneer researchers when they're doing surgery, touch parts of the brain and people 
smell toast - there are parts of the brain, if we touch them, we will get certain sensations, 
so that's a physical thing- But when you go fiom that to the Jungian - take this and now 
its become the philosophy fkom the tool -firom what 1 hear from you - 1 really agree with 
this sense, that once it becomes the tool now that 1 take with me - this is me - 1 am the 
unconscious, 1 look to my unconscious rather than through my Christian walk try to 
understand what this dream rnight have been. 

Bill: It's replacing the supremacy of God. 

Bob: My professor for Jung, He wanted me to consider becoming a Jungian analyst and 
that would involve going to Zurich for 3 years and it was kind of an intriguing idea. 1 
don't know if I want to study another 3 years (laughter) but 1 felt it would be difficult for 
me to justiQ going back to the ivory tower for 3 years but also, I'm a pastor - 1 think that's 
who 1 am and that's who I'm called to 1 think 1 could have learned a lot in terrils of 
psychological insight and so on and so forth but ultimately my authonty and my guidance 
cornes from Christian scripture. 

Edith: O. K. I have a question. Ka Christian fdls into sin or s i f i  behavior? 

Bob: Any examples? (Laughter) 

Edith: We have some fnends going through this right now. Do you not use any of this 
knowledge to fkd  out why that behavior took place and then through God's help work 
through it? Because 1 think that's what's happening and this is al1 in a Christian context - 
am I right? Are you saying that that's not ri&? 

Bob: No, 

Edith: 1s that what you're saying, Charlie? 

Charlie: No, I have difficulty taking some of the things we don't know and arnassing, 
comecting, making it into an entity, you know people who believe in Skinner - just a 
stimulus response. Everything happens that way. MI these people had, have pieces of a 
picture and some parts are used to assist people and help people but then when it goes 
from there to this tool that now, and 1 guess it's human, to grasp onto something. It's what 
we were tallchg about last time, you hold onto it now this is great I've got it on top of the 
Tower of Babel - this is it - I can now describe the whole world on this bases, then that's 
the dangerous part - thinking that the tool is the only way. 



Edith: Isnft equally dangerous, in some ways, to just take the Christian approach and not 
try and understand beyond that, you Say, okay, you have this problem God will help you 
through - so a lot of t h e s  then Christians feel very guilty if they can't make it through 
because they don't really understand where they are and you know, 1 see that happening 
in the Christian comrnunity because we put a lot of guilt on people - you had a 
breakdown because youf re.. .. 

Bob: And they shame 

Edith: So there's a confIict,.. not a conflict, but sornething is not . .. 

Bob: Well 1 think that, 1 think that there is a tremendous need for competent Christian 
therapists. 

Edith: Yes. 

Bob: Not individuals who head off to a Bible college for a year or whatever, graduate 
and Say read three verses and live happily ever after., and 1 think that's one thing that 
people like Jung suggest to us, challenges us to thilik about that the human psyche, the 
human mind, whatever you want to c d  it, we are a lot more complicated than ... 

Charlie: Makes me actually think of missionaries, the changes of some of the focus of 
missionaries overseas, rather than just going over there, there's been circumstances where 
people have been killed because they just didn't local traditions or customs - and to me to 
just go over there without thinking of the other person, without establishing a 
relationship, and doing the things that we would do arnong our fellowship - some of those 
things that occurred in the distant past would not happen today probably so much because 
we know more about them. It's important to know about what they're doing, where they 
are and where they might be and how receptive they are to our creator, God. 

Bill: That is kind of what our Adult Sunday School class is about, understanding kids - 
which is helpful - it's opening up our understanding of the 5 love lmguages - how some 
just want physical touch, others just want cornfort - and you lean how to relate to other 
people - they need to share ... 

Bob: I think that 1 would feel more comfortable, 1 mean theretd be discornfort involved 
but 1 would feel more comfortable sending or refemng someone to a non-Christian 
therapist who is cornpetent than someone who knows verses. 

Dorothy: Well, whatfs wrong with sending them to a Christian therapist? 

Bob: Nothing, as long as they are.. . . 

Verna: As long as they're competent. 

Bob: Yeah that wodd be their occupation 



Bill: Can you actually be called a therapist - an oEcial therapist without takuig this 
course? 

Bob: There are those who are but 1 think that it's ... 

Edith: Maybe they're called counselors. 

Bob: Counselors 

Bill: Because 1 wouldn't want to offer any advice. 

Bob: No, but you can, not as a counselor but as a fiend. 1 think that's why, my concern 
is that there's more and more people are hanging out their shingle and they're not 
competent, they've not trained. They h o w  some of the easy answers but we dl know it's 
not that simple. 

Dorothy: What did you feel about going and doing a Jung study? That would be a threat 
to you? 

Bob: Yeah, 1 thought that it would be more than a challenge - 1 think it wodd be a threat. 
1 thought that 1 could endure it but to become a Jungian analyst, in Zurich, 1 would have 
to go into therapy - no you might think - watch it - (generd laughter). 

Edith: A Jungian therapist? Or a Christian therapist? (Laughter) 

Dorothy: I'rn not sure but too much therapy can be harmful. I'rn not saying that there 
aren't good tools but 1 think it can ... 

Bob: 1 think it c m  be because some of the therapists are ... there are therapists, who have 
therapists and there's not a shortage of those in that case and so there are those who can 
break a person d o m  and not put them back together again..- Whenever I'm in a 
counseling situation, 1 don't know if I'rn ever as alive because 1 have to listen very very 
attentively and I have to be as disceming as 1 possibly can be and 1 also feel Like Moses 
and 1 take my shoes off. Whatever the person is sharing with me is holy ground. - I'rn 
very exhausted after and 1 think that's healthy to have that mind set. And then when 1 
forget that then I'rn in no position to counsel. And that's why people like Jung, 1 think are 
helpful because he challenges, anyone who wants to listen to him, but he challenges me 
because 1 have to ask myself am 1 being influenced by any of these factors. Persona, am 1 
hiding behind the minister, the role of minister? A Counselor or whatever? 

Dorothy: Well, don't we ail hide? 

Bob: 1 think so. 

Verna: We ali have a persona that fiides the real person fiom somebody else or maybe 
even from ourselves. 



Charlie: We're different to different people. Yes. 

Verna: Yes. 

Charlie: The Wendship we have with people ... Who is Charles? A person who 1 walked 
passed in the hall, and who is it to my wife who is it to good friends of mine and al1 of 
those would probably be very different- 

Bob: And if you really want to see persona in action go to a dinner Party, where there's 
lots of buzzing around and small talk and 

Verna: That's one of the illustrations that Turner uses. I've oniy read a 1ittIe bit at the 
very beginriing so far- When 1 got into this 1 remembered that book and found it. But one 
of the people who corne to hirn talk about being at a diplornatic due - and this is where he 
saw he thought that ail these people were just acting a part and being someone to this 
person but maybe being someone else to that person - and they were al1 trying to find out 
things fiom the other one but hide their own selves- 

Dorothy: It must be very hard to live with an actor. How do you lcnow when he's acting 
and not acting? 

Charles: Sometimes people are different on the phone - maybe the first time I've taiked 
to them is on the phone and then 1 saw them a very different sense of who they rnight be 
and some people 1 think are tele-marketers you know - but in a sense they can be more 
open on the phone or something. .. 

Bob: Yeah, a ce11 phone then you'd feel right at home. 

Dorothy: You know, Jeff, ftom the church? 

Bob: Tall? 

Dorothy: 1s he on TV? As an actor? 

Dan: Yeah. 

Dorothy: I'rn sure. 

Bob: Oh, 1 thought 1 saw him. I'm glad you mentioned that. 

Dorothy: Something about sales professionals. 

Bob: Yeah, 
Dorothy: It was quite a long commercial. 

Bob: Well you probably see me as a Me1 Gibson, too! (Laughter) 



Dan: Braveheart, 1 thought, WerenY you fdling off a bridge? (Laughter) 

Bob: I guess the tape will be edited! Caugher) Ok, Dorothy? 

Dorothy: Well I was still thinking about this, we al1 hide behind masks - I'm really a very 
retient person - you probably don? think so, but, there's lots of things yourU never h o w  
about me - never, over - 1 expect al1 the rest of you are the same. Like Al there reaily is a 
high speed talker (Laughter). 

Kathy: He's just repressing. 

Laughter 

Bob: And you should see him in a lime green dress! (Laughter). 

Al: 1 have nothing to Say ... 

Edith: We talk more in certain situations. 

Bob: Sure. 

Sharon: I'd like to Say that somehow 1 think that 1 absolutely don't Wear a mask -someone 
asks me a question, 1 tend to be very liberal in my thoughts and saying what 1 think that 1 
feel and sornetimes that poses to be a problem - but 1 don't always think about who I'rn 
saying it to and how they will respond 

Bill: 1 think that can be called self-assurance.-. 

Bob: Yeah, now there are those who might want to challenge that or Say that you're 
projecting more than you really think you are - that you're puîîing forth so much because 
you're hiding - fiom that projection I'rn not saying that that's true. 

Sharon: Then if that's true it would be totally unconscious. 

Bill: You could have some deep down hurt. 

Bob: O.K. Group therapy (laughter) 

Sharon: I'm not saying that's necessarily true but if - I think one thing that Jung does is 
he challenges a person and anyone who's done some of this work, people like this 
encourage us to think, we don't have to accept their conclusions - their conclusions do not 
have to be ours but at least they challenge our conclusions and our position and that's 
important. 

Edith: I can't remember the last time 1 talked about this. (Laughter) 



Bob: Do you understand, have a grasp of what is the unconscious? Dorothy: Ok at the 
glossary (laughter) Oh you al1 found that quickly? 

Dorothy: We start with nothing. 

Bob: We can see that in a child - yeah Jung would Say that when we see the child we 
really see the self. But it's not rational so the conscious has to develop and that's fiom the 
data that's received. Now, but it's received fiom two possible sources - Any guesses? 

Dorothy: The conscious and the unconscious? 

Bob: The conscious is being developed, so Let's Say right at Say one. 

Charles: Did you Say the child was open or not open because what they have is 
everything that they're predecessors.. . 

Dorothy: What about the children who have music played to them d l  the time? Are they 
bom with a conscious? 

Bill: 1 know when o u .  kids were in a bad mood - my wife got kicked. 

Dorothy: I'm not sure if we start with nothing or not. 

Bob: They do start with something but not at the conscious level - so there's that source 
and the other source. 

Bill: 1 don't know, 1 don't totally understand consciousness. 1 just see it as an awareness. 
I have nothing to back it up - I would Say the baby in the womb has conscience. 1 don't 
ever know what Jung would Say about that stage. 

Bob: 1 don? even know what Jung wodd Say about that stage, 1 think Jung would Say, on 
day  one, one is not conscious and then it becornes to develop. 

Edith: It says the self is born, the ego is made. 

Bob: So when you see the babe, the first second, it's the self 

Vcma: In some cultures a baby is considered to be one year old when it is born. 

Charlie: It's tme there does seem to be an ability - obviously the definition of 
consciousness is the part of the human mind that is known. Consciousness appears at 
childhood and continues to grow throughout life through four mental functions: thinking, 
feeling, sensing and intuiting. We can't even rneasure that, before the child appear on the 
scene - the question is of course whether I would agree that they are sensing even 
before ... they wake me up in the rniddle of the night. 



Edïth: Your daughter even rernernbers the trip to Wonderland! 

Chariie: That's right! 

Dan: Talk about empincal data! 

Edith: How c m  you argue? 

Verna: On that page 5, eight lines d o m  fiom the top 'beyond the limits of one's 
proper.. . what's the next word? It doesn't make sense. 

Dorothy: Propose? 

Verna: Propose. 1s there another word that shodd be there? "Propose, proud, 
presumptuous.. . . " 

Bob: Pompous. 

Edith: Vain, pompous, proud ... 

Bob: 

Verna: That makes sense. 1 didn't have Webster's so 1 couldn't look it up. 

Bob: I'm glad you mentioned this - not the error (laughter) I'rn not pleased about that, at 
all, actudly - But I'm glad you brought our attention to this area because - thïs is 
something that Jung was greatly concerned about - The inflated ego, that al1 the person is, 
is the conscious leveI and that one ignores the unconscious, one ignores all the archetypes 
colIective unconsciousness and so -- and if the ego, because the ego is like the gatekeeper 
to the conscious mind if it becomes too inflated, it's not just a gatekeeper it becomes a 
guard and the individual cannot move forward towards individuation. And he said 
"Estrangernent reduces, estrangement between the self and ego, Estrangement reduces the 
ego's awareness of the activities of the self, and the self could go beyond the capacity of 
the ego, tfiis could force the ego to confront things that it is not prepared to deal with at 
that point." so what he's saying is the ego, while it might be initidly, a gate keeper, then 
becomes a guard, is overpowered by the self. 

Dorothy: 1s that what they mean when they Say "he's full of himself?" 

Bob: Yes. 

Edith: So a person with a big ego is really not self-filled or really whole or developed 
because the ego has blocked .... they know everything, have everything, are al1 powerful. 

Bob: And Jung would say they're unhealthy, very shallow. 



Edith: Probably very insecure. 

Dorothy: They don't recognize that there's somethiug they should be working on - you 
know that's actually a good point .... For Christians to have there's a lot of things we 
should be working on to rnake oneself more acceptable or? 

Bob: More Chnst-like, more balanced? I donft want to zquate balance with Christ - but 
Christ was balanced. 

Dorothy: Well if you never look at the sins that are in your life - you won? get past the 
sin- 

Bob: And as you mentioned, Edith, not long ago how some Christians are encouraged to 
simply accept the easy answers and get on with - while some of those that are giving 
these easy answers are giving îhem because, a couple of rasons, one, that's al1 they have 
to offer and secondly, they feel the need to give those answers because they're hiding 
behind the platitudes, the easy believism, whatever you want to cal1 it - so they're 
projecting. 

Charlie: ... talking about dogma. .. . 

Bob: So they have this huge ego, according to Jung, but they dont have any substance 
behind it - but then a cnsis can happen and the self, according to Jung, can just take over, 
and that's an unconscious thing - It can be a matter of someone out in public and, we 
would Say, snaps, but it's actually the self, you know, through the shadow. 

Dorothy: Panic attack, sort of. 

Bob: Someone .....-. What was the name of that Mike Douglas movie? What was the 
name of that? Anyway, where a fellow is driving to work and he just snaps. Jung would 
Say that the ego was out of control, that it was over powered. 

Kathy: And self was consumed by shadow? In that situation? 

Bob: Self was, well, shadow is part of self but self would be the agent - that 
primitive force . What do you think about the shadow? And not the old series either. Who 
remembers that line? 

Dorothy: Shadow, sin, evil, aren't they al1 synonymous ? 

Bob: Are they? 
Verna: I've forgotten where the shadow is 

Kathy: Page 10. 

Sharon: Who lcnows what evil lurks within? 



Bob: Right. "Christopher Bryant succinctly expressed Jung's position: "for the fear that 1 
refuse to acknowledge does not cease to exisf it lives on withui me, buried out of sight" 
Refusal of what one does not want to face can easily apply to one's view of eviL If one is 
seeking health one can not ignore the reality of evil." 

Charlie: He had problems with those Christian theologians who had that viewpoint, that 
projects that evil is simply the lack of being good and it's intimating the Canadian judge 
who 1 think is part of the International War Crimes Tribunal - with respect to what's 
going on overseas ... 

Dorothy: You mean.. . .? 

Charlie: Yes, I've heard her being interviewed and you hear al1 the news it's 
overwhelming but ah here's somebody who hm to now deal with these particular crimes 
at different levels - mass murder - she's ûying to deal with international crimes, levels of 
crimes, the atrocities that go much M e r ,  I guess, and-..out of nowhere the person, on 
C W  news 1, they said, Do you think evil figures into this anywhere? And its intereshg 
that just d e r  this you came by and dropped this material off 1 was just waiting for her 
answer. 

Dorothy: What did she say? 

Charlie: The easy answer would be, Weil you know, there's a lot of bombs going down 
al1 over the place you know, in other words look at it, people are being hurt - her response 
-actually she was responding very diplornatically, initially, to al1 that's going on and yes 
we're going after this person and this person and then she - the reporter - said again - So 
you don't think, turned it the other way, so you really dont think evil is a part of this? 
And she said, "Yes, evil does have something to do with it." 1 found it interesting because 
the sense of evil means when you think evil you put the boundary between that which is 
good and that which is not. And very little of what's been going on is talking about the 
sense of some sort of injustice just that there are warring parties. Here's somebody at least 
saying there is a force it's not just a - empty, because there's nothing there - there is 
something there, it's that which is not good. 

Bob: And Jung wodd Say that the "thing" has always been part of the human journey and 
it cornes fiom the collective unconsciousness ... and it's expressed through individuals but 
its source is from there. 

Dorothy: 1 heard something interesting on CBC tonight. Someone was interviewing, um' 
a couple of people were supposed to be experts on the YugosIavian situation and the 
question was, "1s there a moral problem here?" and this person answered and said, "Well, 
yes, it's driving these people out of their country, that's the moral problem." 1 thought 
well there are a lot more moral problems that that here. You know when you talk about 
evil - it's al1 evil. 



Bob: If you haven't read Scott Peck's book entitled People of the Lie, it's worth taking a 
look at. Scott Peck really thought that evil was kind of a psychological phrase or 
psychological terminology, or dysfiinction of some sort, but by the time he finished his 
research he beiieved in evil and believed that its source was Satan, the devil, 

Bill: How do you explain to people when they don't realize that what they've done is 
wrong? 

Bob: Well, Jung would Say that the shadow has consumed that person. But as a 
Christian, I'd Say that that person has been consumed by evil. 1 think that we're a11 given 
the gift of God's touch and wholeness - that every creature has that gift and another gift, 
that's related, the gift of wanting to fïnd one's creator once that has been given away, then 
a person can be overcome by evil. 

Edith: Then something fills the void if you completely reject Him. 

Bob: And I believe that if a person cannot in anyway discem nght or wrong, then 1 feel 
the Spirit is not in that individual but a spirit of evil. 
Bill: That sounds like the hardening of the heart, like Pharaoh. 

Dorothy: A fkiend of ours, a minister, his name is Michael Failand, He used to do a lot of 
visiting at Kingston penitentiary and he said that there were some people there who 
would never ever understand that they'd done something wrong - and therefore there was 
no reaching them - just didn't have that conception in them a very sad sad thing. 

Edith: Was it because of a choice they had made or was it because of choices that had 
been made around them? Made them into the person they had become. 

Dorothy: 1 don't know ... that's a good question. It was ... there were just some people you 
would never ever be able to trust in any way shape or form - they had no idea what they 
were doing - Not that they were insane or anythhg - just, 1 guess you'd cal1 it, amoral - 
Just don't understand. And that. .. Paul Bernardo, he was one ... he just didn't understand. 

Charlie: The worse thing is he understood differently. Talk about road rage, you know, 
there are people who act these things out - what about if we had goggles and we could see 
everythïng, that which is just below the surface these are the exceptions that show up, 
like road rage, it was something of a phenornena, its now occumng more and more, it's 
like al1 of a sudden the watefs leaking down and eveq-thing is starting to show. 

Bob: 1 think Jung would Say that the .... 1 think that if he Lived today he would Say 
that the environment that we find ourselves in is such that we are allowing the primitive 
to take more and more over the masses and any, he aclmowledged that it was hard work 
to experience individuation and not everyone's going to do it today we live in a culture 
that discourages it more and more. 



Dorothy: Do you think that maybe some other people, like Hïtler, Idi Amin - they onIy 
see themselves In tenns of power, they don't see right or wrong, or ifthey do - the power 
part is so important that they lose - they dont even think whether it's right or wrong - 1 
mean it may not even enter their conscious that that's right or wrong. How do I get what I 
want? 

Edith: 1 was on that ... 1 was a juror on the Shoeshine Bay trial. 

Dan: Really? 

Edith: 1 don't know if any of you rernember that and we were locked up for 3 1 days on 
that trial, but the thing that struck me in that trial was the capacity of sin destroying a life. 
He gave his testimony, he gave his life description he just was assauked first by a teacher, 
that was his first experierrce, he just kept going a little fiirther, a little f ider,  a little 
M e r  and the sin and the wrong doing just kept consuming him a little more, a litde 
more, a M e  more until he got, 1 felt, at the end of his statement - he was not T o r e  
human form but more like an animal form and it was such an illustration of how sin can 
creep in a little bit and each time he opens the door a little more. 

Verna: And it's like a cat and a cage, he keeps putting his head in it. 

Edith: That's right, such an illustration and you know it destroyed another human he 
was... 

Dorothy: But is that attitude - consciousness? 

Edith: For sorneone who didn't even laiow what homosexuality was, wow - what a 
lesson 1 had in 3 1 days to 32 days.. .. 

Charlie: One thing that 1 don't see sort of show up here: 1s whether there's anything that 
can control the or any sense that because when you talk about this particular event and 1 
think about what's going on overseas and talk about these different leaders, most of 
what's gone on, has gone on and it goes on in situations even - the church - where there is 
no accountability - there's almost always in big corporations these things happen and 
there's no one above so where does it happen? Why does this happen? To me its like 
disciplining a littie kid - they're always pushing the line, well there is a boundary there, 
you know, and their job is to push the line, and your job is to hold the line and its almost 
like when they get to this point, maybe its a very strange analogy but, you know, its 
almost just like - well 1 can do it and 1 donrt want them and through the progression of the 
wax- it became not just a group of people it became a color and a physique and a -you 
b o w ,  what c m  we do now, ah okay then, and the, too, there's no accountability, there's 
no sense, I don? see anything in Jung about stopping the, in other wards when the task 
may be he doesn't stress that - maybe when you look at the, and I'm not taking political 
sides, in issues overseas but when you have leaders in positions that can do certain things 
it just tends to go right out the door, you know, al1 of a sudden things we couldn't even 
imagine are happening, you know, you have to sort of sit down and think about how to do 



this, wipe out a group, how to eliminate them or how to - to Europeans history is very 
important - let's remove al1 history, theyfII really not like that and very important - the 
father is very important, name is very important so remove the men fiom the family, keep 
everybody else, dont t l l  them ail just keep some so there's a legacy there so we c m  see 
there's a difference between men and women - and it's almost like kids - playing with a 
toy and they havent been constrained. 

Bob: And Jung would Say to that, yes just like kids who are controlled by, kids are 
controlled by whatever - you want to Say - what they want - there's a drive, a threat and 
individuals who you are referring to 1 think are influenced by the shadow, according to 
Jungian tennùiology, we may not agree with that but that's what Jung would Say, he 
would Say the shadow is taking over them and as Danny mentioned earlier there was an 
ida ted  ego that ailows them. When you tak about there is no control, that is the danger 
its so subjective, but Jung would Say part of the conbol is being aware of the shadow and 
that primitive force and to not deny that it existence but you can have control if you work 
towards the self or wholeness if you travel through the individuation process the closer 
you get to wholeness the less control the shadow will have. 

Bill: Does that intermix with the conscious and unconscious? The things that are common 
to everybody? 

Dorothy: 1 think that ... 1 like that word accountable because that's really what keeps 
Christian in his place - because he laiows he's accountable to God. 

Bob: So, I we've run out of time but not out of materid! So next time - surprise surprise 

Bill: Can we get summer holidays? (Laughter) 

Bob: So next time well wrap up this and start with the last leg in the race - we we'll talk 
about individuation, self, and religion and faith for half of a session and then we'll move 
into faith. 

Bill: Oh good! 

Bob: At the outset you already gave us the answer. 

Dorothy: Kere's a little point to remember about these sessions. At a Daily Vacation 
Bible School one tirne - when asked why they like to come to Vacation Bible School - 
They like to come because of the? 
Bill: I come for the coffee! (Laughter) 

Bob: So - apparently everythmg I've read about Jung has 
or not you wait to agree with the man he was a really 
everyone that I've read about him said liked to party not 
presence and a caring person. 

led me to believe that whether 
fine man, a reaily nice man, 
a yahoo but just a real strong 



Dorothy: Oh but that was, that was just a persona! Got that word under control. 

Bob: Oh did you find the biggest typo of all? 

Dorothy: 1 found a few. 

Vema: 1 found a couple, 

Dan: I'm sure they will. 

Bob: Page 5 was the biggest one. 

General conversation re severd typos. .- 

Bill: Are these typos from your unconscious or conscious? 



Session Five 

Bob: 1 realize that several of you were away on Sunday but for those of you who were 
present I'd like to have some type of response to the sermon. 1 already heard that 
someone remembered what it was about because Vema said something about Waldo. 

Dorothy: You know, 1 said something to you at the door on Sunday, that 1 wish i hadn7t 
done my homework - you codd do it al1 in four sentences, or sornething- 

Bob: What do you feel about how the issue of wholeness was handled in the sermon 
fom? 

Edith: We read it just before church so - it was sort of a repeat ... to me maybe the 
passion was missing. It was presented very logically - 1 don't know if that's a fair 
comment.. _ 

Kathy: It was dry. It was a different style - but I thought your last illustration about 
Mackenzie bringing you the broken toy, asking you to fix it and tmting you to do so 
excellent. 

Bob: Yeah, 1 thought it was dry. It was diEcult to get the rnomentum going. 

Edith: Maybe because it was for (not that your sermons aren't academic) a totally 
different thing in a lot of ways that what you are doing here - I've never preached a 
sennon. 

Bob: Would you like the opportunity! 

Edith: No, 1 would never like the opportunity. 1 just think it is totally, I don't know 
something from within yoy a process. It is the sarne process but it's something extemal. 

Dorothy: Well, 1 don't know if you intended to have the scripture where you did? 

Bob: Yeah. 

Dorothy: That sort of disturbed me. It wasn't in it's right place so 1 wasn't prepared to 
think about what you were going to tfiink about 

Bob: Ah - huh. 

Edith: That pre-occupied me for awhile, too. 

Verna: And somebody said to me afienvards, "We didn't have the scripture reading." 

Dorothy: Somebody said that to me (laugh) 



Verna: and I said "yes, but it was in a different spot" "Oh, 1 didn't realize that was what 
it was," 

Edith: good for us.., (Laughing). I thought, Poor Bob, he's really stressed, he's 
forgotten to read the scripture. (Laughter) 

Dorothy: I had read it myself. 

Edith: So then when he got to there. .. you had a different version, didn't you? 

Bob: Yeah. 

Dorothy: We are listening. 

Kathy: But 1 do think that what you said needs to be said sometimes, from the pulpit. 

Dorothy: The part at the end? 

Kathy: The part about salvation and universalism and you kriow - and not - 1 think there 
was some people sitting there - and you got feed back - it rnakes it clearer for them. 

Dorothy: 1 would go with that. 1 would go with your word about passion - 17m not sure 
if at the end people know what to do with what you said - how to do it themselves 
personally . 

Dorothy: How to come into this relationship, how to come tnisting in Go& like you said 
you nephew did I'm not sure, if they're not already Christians, if they know what to do. 

Edith: Maybe we should have a Seekers Sunday school class. That might be something 
that could be followed through fiom that - having it in that format, inviting people and 
see who cornes. 

Bob: I certainly felt it was a different type of sermon in that 1 had more quotes than I 
usually do and also 1 felt that 1 had difficulty getting into it, and 1 think part of it was 
because of this experience and knowing that what 1 was writing for Sunday morning 
likely 1 would incorporate it into the thesis - and as 1 was writing 1 think that was heavy 
on my mind and so as a result 1 think it ended up almost more of a lecture than a 
preaching experience and preaching is realiy supposed to be an event not a lecture- It's 
where you're sharing the message and the spirit of god takes it to the folk. I was thinking 
about Acadia, and Newrnarket a& at the - but Acadia was on my mind as 1 was writing it. 

Dorothy: I think when you have a lot of examples or quotes are distracting fkom the 
issue, not necessarily this Sunday or any Sunday, but 1 Iearned that as a teacher not to 
give too rnany examples because the kids would give the exarnple back but not what you 
wanted If1 said something like glass sizes were very small at the tirne of the American 
Revolution because there was tax on glass - like a mirror with 20 pieces of glass in it. If 



what you asked them for sornething that troubled people in the American Revolution 
that's what you'd get back, is that, ra?her than that they didn't want to be taxed without 
representation. They get- . . 

Edith: Maybe îhey could relate more to that because it was concrete. 

Dorothy: Yes, but that's not what 1 wanted them to do. 1 wanted them to get the 
philosophy of what was wrong 

Bob: Yeah, 1 certainly think lengthy quotes, you have to be careful with those. 1 think 
illustrations are very important. They also make sermon Wfiting much, much, much more 
difficult. But 1 think they are really important because if you simply do doctrine or 
theology you lose a significant number of people. Especially when, 1 can't recall the 
source, ah Haddon Robinson said that by the time the average North Amencan is 21 
years old he/she will have been exposed to 750,0000 commercials. If that's tnie, that's 
some of the people I'rn talking to on Sunday rnorning and they have been exposed to one 
commercial after another and so if 1 simply try to attempt to give them a theological 
treatise., . 

Edith: 1 sometimes feel that your sermon starts at the Chikiren's Moment - for me it 
does and once I go where you're going with that 1 start thinlàng about that, I think that's 
excellent, because maybe, childlike, it rnakes a point right there and you know. 

Dan: This is a little off topic, I'rn a bit curious fiom your standpoint, but 1 remember 
hearing a statistic awhile ago that in movie theatres people were watched and every 30 
minutes there was a major shift in the way they were sitting - Do you notice anything 
like that? (laughter) I was must curious to know if people would put this on the same 
leveI as some other events. 

Bob: Certainly, 1 notice the temperature of the sanctuary has an impact upon people, the 
weather outside tends to have an impact on people, you know, a dreary &y people tend to 
be dreary and tired. But 1 also know that if 1 go beyond 20-22 minutes, which 1 don't 
usually, but know it is too long people start to shift, cough - sorne people cough - but 
more people cough after 20 minutes. I don't think it's sending a message, I mean 
consciously, but if 1 think it happens. 

Dorothy: 1 was just reading a book by David Phillips in the Ukraine. He went to this 
church where there was seating for 800 and standing room for 800 and the seMce was 2 
hours long. There must have been a major shift there. (Laughter) That's a long time to 
stand 

Bob: 1 don't think 1'11 try that here. 

Dorothy: It wouid be nice if we had that many people to stand around, though. 



Bob: Oh yeah, that would be nice ... One thing I'd like to pick up and then we'll jump 
into Jung- We talked about persona, we talked about how people hide behind their mask 
and everyone has the mask.. . . 1 think it was said that we always have the mask on and 1 
remember Sharon saying that you really feel that what you see is what you get is 
basically what you were saying, right? 

Sharon: Um, well . . . 

Bob: I'm not putîing you on the spot. (laughter) 

Sharon: Well, for myself, yes. 

Bob: And 1 remember, but what I said was there would be those who would say then you 
have really, have it on, the mask What 1 wanted to get at was that you don? have to 
wear a mask because otherwise - if that were true - that we always have a mask - there 
would be no hop .  

Dorothy: I was thinking about that when 1 was watching about Wayne Gretsky last night 
and 1 was wondering if it was a mask because everybody like us laid back, humble, kind 
of awe stnick attitude you know, is that the real Wayne Gretsky? 

Dan: Who else would it be? What mask would he be wearing? 

Edith: He was always nice. They were always îrying to trap him into criticizing 
someone, somewhere along the line - he would not do that 

Dan: He never does that, ever - the interview he had way back when he was knocked 
into the boards, when he went in head first, he didn't even cnticize even when everyone 
etse was criticizing that player - he was the only one who didn't, so .... 1 don't know 
about that., but he went so far as to Say his parents were a big influence on him- 

Sharon: One thing 1 thînk that is true is that everybody does, but to a different degrees 
and at different arnount of the time - some people do 1% of the tirne but to a small degree 
0, but it's not fixed. 

Edith: It's on a stick - the mask - put it up here.. . 1s that what you're saying? 

Sharon: Yes. 

Edith: Sometimes i f s  aimost off and at other times it's more on - 1 envision it - there if 
you need i t  

Bob: I think Jung would say we should be thanl6ul that we have it - It helps to protect us 
fiom the extemal and then 1 think I mentioned that it also helps people in the corporate 
world because they take on a persona. It helps those in different professions, the medical 
profession in that it gives that person a certain amount of authority. There's a danger, 



too, of course and 1 know the person who replaced me in Durham, went into 1 think a 
relatively healthy situation and messed up big time quickly because he wore the mask 
the persona of the holy man or the minister and he couldn't get beyond that, couldn't be 
vulnerable to people- 

He had to be the minister, he was always rÎght and also, 1 think he hid behind it so rnuch 
that he fooled hunself to the point where he beIieved he was this holy man above the 
others and everyone else - there's a M e  danger in persona. 

Dorothy: There's been a lot of training - like little boys, putting on a mask, I'm not hurt, 
1 don't cry. 

Sharon: Some of it's sort of expected of us, a sort of mannerism. 

Edith: 1 know my rnotber used to say, if any of us were sick, "Srace yourself, youYl1 be 
fine." (Laughter) So you couldn't let your hurt show. 

Bob: On page 12, if you have your folders ... . Individuation. .. did you ever hear that 
phrase prior to this experience? 

Vema: I've heard of being an individual, but never that word. 

Bob: Well, there are different stages - individuation is the process whereby one 
experiences differentiation fkom others - it is the means by which one becomes their own 
person. Therefore society must allow the individual to have the fieedom to be a part of 
the collective experience, while at the same time nurture hidher own individuality. 

Edith: 1s that a lifetime process? 

Kathy: What 1 found interesting is in that paragraph that said it is experienced 
throughout one's life and particularly in the second half of life. 

Bob: Yeah, 1 Iiked that one too, (Laughter) 

Edith: What's considered second half of life? 

Bob: Actually, 1 think 50 -Jung wouId say around 50- 

Dan: Well Lennon, John Lemon! He was his own individual. He went against 
everything but 1 don't think he ever made 50. (Laughter) 

. 

Dorothy: People become quite eccentric when they're older - and that's sort of a flaw of 
this isn't it:? 



Bob: You know, I wonder if they are becoming eccentric, and some - oh 1 mean - some 
(Laughter) so or  if they have reached a point in Life where they can be honest with 
thernselves and with others, and maybe they've dways been eccentnc but they've.. . 

Kathy: Had a persona. 

Bob: It's like the person who is a mean dnink, a reaIly nice person, but get the booze into 
the, and they're a mean drunk - 1 wonder if perhaps they're not mean people anyway - If 
they hide behind the persona, or the expectations or whatever but then this gives them the 
liberty to be themselves. 

Edith: When they're dnuik they can't hold up the mask? 

Dan: . . . be intereshg to see how that works.. . any volunteers? (Laughter) 

Bob: Later! 

Dorothy: I think a lot of people become individualistic, if that's used in the same sense - 
from their upbringing. For example, Norman, (now this is a bit of an exaggeration) is 
likely to save half shoelaces, because he was bom in the depression.. . 

Bob: hm' hm. 

(Dorothy : . . . and store a burned out light bulb in case it might work next tirne. He seems 
a little bit eccentric. 

Al: Yes-.. 

Dorothy: but.. . (general laughter) that sort of.. . 

Kathy: And batteries.. . 

Dorothy: And shavers ... That seems a little eccentric to me. 1 hope it's not going to get 
worse. (Laughter) Those things, while it's a collective thing - the depression certainly 
affected a lot of people - it's become an individual thing. 

Verna: And for some people, the depression, worked in the opposite direction. 1 think 
that you were so deprived that when you did get more money you're more likely to spend 
to make up for what you didn't have before. 

Bob: We certainly see that in the way some people spend on their children.. . they've 
experienced hard tirnes "1 had it rough, but my kids..." that sort of thing. WelI ... The 
individuation process l a d s  towards wholeness, which involves the reconciliation of the 
two dimensions of one's personality - those two dimensions are? 

Edith: the conscious and the unconscious. 



Bob: Wholeness can not be experienced when one is i g n o ~ g ,  or worse yet, repressing 
one side of him or hersel£ So, if one dimension of an individual is repressed, the other 
will be retarded. The two dimensions must barmoniously live together, this is achieved 
through the individuation process, and this leads to meaning- 

Jung concl uded: Everyttiing living dreams of individuation, for everything strives to ward 
it's own wholeness- 

Dorothy: Everything? 

Bub: According to Jung. 

Dorothy: Even the chipmunks too? 
Bob: rnmm 1 don? know if he wodd Say that- 

Sharon: Because you have to ask "1s an animal conscious? Or a plant? Or whatever? 
Now 1 found this chdenging 1 had to do a lot of work on this section. And then 1 had to 
do more work after that. 

Kathy: On the self? 

Bob: On the self Yeah, to try and figure it out. I think 1 have presented his position in a 
fair and honest way. And this really is key in our understanding of Jung's view of 
wholeness - the whole issue of the self The psyche, or total personality, is regarded as a 
main element within Jung's psychology. And he's saying that this search for self, this 
search for wholeness started millions of years ago. .. Does anyone want to take that one 
on? What do you think I'm getting at? 

Kathy: Evolution? 

Bob: Yeah, or that being a part of the collective experience so it's not - didn't juçt life a 
million years but in a sense we bave - we're part of the collective reality. 

Kathy: 1s that what he's saying? 

Bob: Yeah. 

Edith: so in other words god created us in His image - we have something that draws us 
to Him. We are not whole until we unite with His cdl, or whatever. But he would Say 
Jung would say, that we become whole through a process ... a process of life and this 
other bas nothing to do with it, 

Bob: He would say the process of individuation which is his life, whole life, being 
separated fiom the masses and evolved towards the experience primordial preexistence - 
it's early archetype of wholeness of the self. I guess the challenge that 1 would want to 
present to Jung and 1 feel uncornfortable doing that because he'ç not here but who said 



there was an archetype of wholeness in the beginning? And 1 think his counter argument 
would be.. - Well it is what humanity has strived towards. 

Dorothy: This collective thing that means the collective experience of the hurnan race? 
Like the industrial revolutim affected me and before that something else. 

Bob: Yeah, and it's al1 had an impact on us- We've ail inherited tendencies of 
psychological development but psychological development is a result of such an impact 
Although Jung argued that the total personafity, or wholeness, is not only a resuit of 
putting together elemenîs of one's conscious and unconscious min& as if the achieving of 
wholeness was like putthg a jigsaws puzzle together. Jung believed that the achievement 
of personaiity means nothing less than the optimum development of the whole individual 
human being. It's kind of like the army slogan "Being al1 we can" Evolving to the 
highest point that we can evolve. 

Edith: How about the street person? Where are they in this process? Just at the very 
beginning or not at d l  in it or-.. ? 

Bob: I think Jung would say if that person was allowing the conscious and the 
uoconscious to harmoniously work together, and that the ego and the self were working 
together - the ego, as you will remember, if the gate keeper of the conscious mind helps 
us process what cornes in and goes out if it wasn7t for the ego our minds would simply be 
a collage of thoughts - nothing would matter, nothing would make sense. So if the ego 
and self, if there was harmony within - thea I think Jung would Say - that person is 
experiencing the self And more power to them. 

Edith: Even though they are living on the street.. . ? 

Bob: ... 1 was just going to say... Although 1 think that Jung would say, if he reached 
that point that he would return to society and give - tu give back to society. 

Edith: Because in some way they are trying to live in isolation. 

Bob: And Jung, 1 think would say that you really can't live in total isolation - I think 
we'll skip those quotes - but nght at the bottom - and this is why there's so much 
discussion around Jung - Jung and the self - because of what is found in the next quote. 
"The self is both the total system and the centralking tendency of the psyche as  a whole-" 
If we had a graph in front of us - you could see the self k i n g  this - the whole circle.. . 

Kathy: 1s it in here? 

Bob: Yeah. (rustling papers) 

Kathy: The psychic whole? 1s that what we're supposeci to have? (mtling papers) 

Bob: so ... yeah. .. that's it. 



Kathy: The very I a s t  page- 

Bob: Keep going one more - one more . . . so the self is that total being. 

Kathy: It just shows the self here as this little part overlapping the persona, ego and the 
persona unconscious, shado w arraigns. 

Bob: Okay, the self - Jung would say that the self is the total psyche but he would also 
Say the self is the center. And that's the paradoy in Jungian psychology- It's one and it's 
the other - it's both. That's why 1 had to wrestie with it and I still haven't been able to 
fully grasp what he was getîing at But 1 think what he was saying is the self is the total 
k i n g  - psyche k i n g  and it encompasses everything but it's also the kart of everything. 

Dorothy: That's a good explanation, Bob. 

Bob: Did that work? 

Dorothy: It matches the last sentence. 

Bob: Okay, good. Then 1 think 1 understand it. 

Dorothy: You want to say it again? 

Bob: No! I'll run the tape back for you. 

Dorothy: That big circle is the self, the little part in the center. 

Kathy: 1s the heart. 

Dorothy: 1s what you end up being. The rest is al1 the.. . 

Bob: And so when he uses the word psyche I think of, I equate that with the self that 
encompasses everythmg and when he talked about the archetype of the self as wholeness 
- the heart. Jung concludeci that the self ought to be regarded as the ukimate source of 
psychic reality - even an inner empirical deity. Stated differently, the self should be 
viewed as the central source of iife energy, so the central source of iife energy but also 
the whole ps yche- . . . 

Dorothy: 1 hate that gobble-du-gook. It just sort of means nothing. 

Al: It is gobble-du-gook. 

Doruthy: The sentence, "Stated another way.. . " that makes sense. 

Bob: That good (laugh) That's my thinking - but thatys a direct quote.. . It is a 
challenge. So. .. we have to move o n  "...the self is our life's goal, for it is the complete 



expression of that fatefd combination we cal1 individuality.. ." and so we've never fully 
ourselves until the self is experienced 

Dorothy: You wouldn't go for the most complete, would you? 
Bob: why? 

Vema: That's a quote. 

Dorothy: Oh, that's a quote? 

Al: You're saying that doesn't happen until after 50? 

Bob: Oh, I think he would say that your - that you're not even close until you're 50. 
Then once you get to the second half of life then you have more experience, more insight 
- SO ... 

Dorothy: 1 don? know about that - whether you have more insight as you get older or 
not - you start saying these things like "when 1 \vas a child" This or that or something 
else - 1 there's a point, probably, where you can go back again. 

Edith: Often the more you h o w ,  the more you realize there is to h o w  too, so.. . 

Bob: And when you look back 1 think the older you get 
And wiser you realize that you need to Iook back and l e m  you also have more 
experience and more critical thinking to examine what w s  experienced and He would 
Say through dream analysis - you are able to see more as you progress. You get to 
analyze more as you live longer - He d l e d  that self He uses God and self 
interchangeably and 

Dorothy: What becomes god? 

Bob: In this book C. G. Jung A Mystic we find - As one looks inside, one is Looking for 
the self. And the self c m  be regarded as "Gad within us" Jung was so convinced that the 
self is the G d  within us that he claimed, "the individual, in seeking self-realization and 
unis, becomes the rneans through which God seeks hïs goal." Any resgonse to that? 

Kathy: Say that again. Where are you reading thai? 

Dorothy: It'ç on page 14. 

Kathy : In the religion and faith section? 

Verna: No, the paragaph above. 

Bob: So he said, "the individual in seeking self -realization and unity, becomes the 
means through which God seeks his goal. 



Bill: Isn't that like new age religion try-ng to get to the inner man.. . 

Bob: Ideally. 
Edith: More fiillness. 

Dorothy: Or is He saying god isn't out there He is in us? 

Bob: And ço I've really had to wrestle with this and haven't corne up with any definite 
position on Jung's position but 1 did corne across a couple of worthwhile quotes in 
What's C. G. Jung, a Mystic and Other Essays. 

He said, "1 do not by any means dispute the existence of a rnetaphysical God", he wrote 
to a critic. 1 permit my self, however, to put human statements under the microscope, He 
adds 1 don't overlook god's f d u l  greatness but I should consider myself a coward and 
immoral if 1 allow myself to be deterred from asking questions. 

So if you read his views on God and issues of faith ... by the way, he wasn't anti 
religious, by any means. I think he was a spintual man. He was anti-dogrnatism. 
Anything that was dopatic  was perceived as evil to Jung but he wasn't anti-religious. 

Bill: He wasn't necessarily Christian. Because there's a lot of people who believe in 
God and lack insight. 

Bob: 1 think Jung would say God in man. 

Dorothy: Would you read that first sentence again? 

Bob: ''1 do not by any rneans dispute the existence of a metaphysical G d .  1 permit 
myself, however, to put human statements under the microscope." 

Then this Iast quote, because just when you think - WeIl, you know, maybe he just has a 
different interpretation - but then I encounter this quote "In the final analysis Jung had to 
let the rnatter rest with the indistinguishability of G d  and self. When he was 80 he 
wrote, "it is unfortunately true the human has and holds a mystery in his hand and at the 
same time is contained in his mystery. What can he proclaim hirnself or Gd? Or 
neither? The tmth is that he doesn't know who he is tallcing of god or himself." 

Dorothy: It's kind of pathetic, isn't it? 

Bob: Not only that . . . 

Edith: Even if he believed that God was or was within us he7s still not admitting that 
Christ who is the whole point of ou.  faitk It's really the important thing. 



Bob: and he would say, and did say, that Christ was an expression of the archetype of 
self, 

Dorothy: I'm sure Mormons aren't. They believe that each of them is a god and al1 their 
children will be little gods or goddesses- 

Bill: T'rn not sure that 1 understand this. 

Bob: Well, you're not theonlyone- (Laughter) 

Dan: Join the group. 

Bill: No. What I'm about to ask is if you're a Christian and the Holy spirit mmes into 
your life - to join with your spirit - 1 don't get the impression in this that God is in your 
sou1 - deep inside -the personality of your sod. 

Bob: And Jmg would say that center is god. 

Dorothy: It still sounds like heresy to me. 

Bill: It is. 

Dorothy: when 1 started to say it was pathetic. Here's a person devoting his life ... He 
had nothing, he really had no parameters, he's just- . . 

Bill: Well it makes god more out to be a force rather than a personality unto himself. 

Bob: He would say that "god is the primordial experience man." But I think the best 
understanding of Jung has to do with equating the self with the hannony that wholeness 
as being God. So the point of looking at Jung is that 1 think there is value in some of his 
work - the idea of the persona, the idea of the shadow, the primitive force - 1 think that 
Jung needed to be listened to by other psychologists with regards to seeing value in 
religion. I think that Jung also had insight in terms of the different dimensions of our 
king ,  the anirnahnimus well whether or not we want to accept that temiinology there are 
different emotions within us 1 think that we will never be as whole as we c m  be if we 
deny part of who we are. If we feel we have to hi& behind the projection of k ing  
mooch man and never seriously acknowledge what we would cal1 the anima - then we 
will ignore our emotional side - then we wiil always bey 1 think his phrase would be 
"stunted". 

Bob: I guess the thing is in some respects, he'd like this to be eternal search for û-uth. 
And 1 think that we as Christians would ... Well first of alI, if 1 wasn't a Christian I'd get 
a little tired of eternal search boy that's a long time. And as a Christian, I believe we 
have encountered the tnith, and the tmth has set us fiee. The tmth is not just the God 
within but the transcendent loving hoIy creator. 



Dorothy: It surely iimits God if it's what's withui me. I need G d  to be outside of me. 
To be the omniscienf omnipresent 

Bob: Jung did not believe that the goal of self-realization could ever be fully experienced 
- he believed the goal of self-realization calls one forward and 1 think for us we need, you 
know, as Dorothy just mentioned we need to believe that we're being called forward to 
god beyond ourselves. 

Dorothy: What was that statement? That I asked you to read back to me. E v e m g  
that you said 1 reserve to myself the right to put that, that under a microscope, 

Bob: Oh that one. 

Dorothy: It was sornething like that. .. 

Bob: And so you see the progression in this, though, 1 hope you do, in that, you've had 
secular hurnanism and 1 don't think we found the truth there and in Jung we see that he 
rnoved beyond where the strict godless, spiritless secularist s t d .  I think he moved 
beyond - he iooked at the emotion, he looked at the spiritual, if you will, but he dich't 
take us far enough. 

Edith: Would he have searched the scriptures? 

Bob: Yeah, he studied the scriptures. 

Kathy : Wasn7t his father a minister? 

Bob: Yes, and 1 think his father was fiom what 1 could gather, quite a troubled man - 
had to ded with chronic depression - apparently he did not present to little Car1 an 
example that was worthy of following. I don't think he saw any good news in his father's 
experience. So.-. any final comments? 1 stiil maintain that Jung had some valuable 
insights and 1 think much can be learned fiom him. He just didn't go far enough. 

Edith: In his final conclusions, he is lacking. 

Bob: And 1 think in order for him to discover that - 17m not convinceci. And 1 want to 
qualie this by saying, 1 don't know but 1 don? think he was totally contented with his 
conclusions. But 1 think he felt that because he was a scientist he always had to limit his 
scope to his microscope- And 1 guess we as believers' we Say, if only he wouid have 
taken that leap of faith. 

Dorothy: Was he really a scientist? 



Bob: WelI, he was a psychologist. And so he would have had that training and his study, 
his research was aiways tested with empiricd testing and dreams andysis and working 
with his patients. So he would take a scientific rnethod in his approach. 

Dorothy: Well some of it, maybe, but a lot of it was coming up with theses he can't 
prove- He can't prove that about God being in ourselves. 

Bob: That's just subjective. .. save. In the same way we mention loohng at some of his 
dream analysis and seeing what he called the archetypes well, again there's a fair but of 
subjectivity there but he would say there's empirical data because if you examine enough 
of these you see recurring patterns- 

Dorothy: I think of him sort of like Stephen Hawking, sitting in his chair and projecting 
his mind into space where it is and that maybe is justified but 1 look at Jung as doing the 
same thing, but not having much to base it on. Like some things maybe he Iearned from 
his patients but not al1 of thai, A lot of that is if this was so, that would be so and so on, 
But it's not redly proof. You know when you came to your part on Chnstianity too. Of 
course 1 know God and 1 know the Lord as my Saviour but 1 don't know if you can prove 
anythmg by what you said either. 

Bob: There's a lot of subjectivity going around. 

Dorothy: I'm sort of being the devil's advocate here. 

Bob: That's fine. I think that's important. And 1 think it is unfortunate that there are 
some Chnstians who will not allow themselves to be exposed to the secularists, the 
Jungians, the Freudians and so forth. Because it challenges us to rnove beyond easy 
believism. And I believe that God cdls us to move beyond - It does not mean that we 
move to become theologians - the way that is traditionally perceived as - it doesn't mean 
we have to become scholars. It just means that we can't hide behind words. 

Dorothy: Are we going to discuss this regeneration next week or are we going on to it 
now? 

Bob: No, that'll be it. 1711 give you a few pages but not as many. 

Dorothy: Weyre not going to discuss this? 

Bob: Yes, we will. 

Dorothy: Because 1 had some - this sentence "The new birth is experienced 
instantaneously; it is therefore not a process, but occurs at a particular moment in time." 
Lots of people would disagree with that. 

Bob: That's right. We'll talk about that next week. %me people would say that they are 
Christians but they can't look back- 



Dorothy Lots of people can say that but on the other hand they sometimes say I wish 1 
codd h d  a conversion point, like you have talked to me. But I don't think they're any 
the less Christian, 1 don't know. But 1 want to talk abut that. 

Bob: Yeah, we'll talk about h t  next time - I'd encourage you to look at the historical, I 
mean, look at it aU but take a look at the historical but we won't have tirne to assess it 
unless there's an issue that cornes out of it but otherwise we'll go right for the meat of the 
matter- The answer that Bill had on the outset anyway where we started and îhat's where 
we'll end. 



Session Six 

Bob: Obviously this is our last session. Wetre finally getting to the part, or to the ansver, 
where Bill was six weeks ago. And we've saved the best to laçt As G- K Chesterton 
said, and I wili quote him again, "It is time we gave up Iwking for questions and began 
looking for answers- Wholeness according to Christian faith found in the new life in 
Christ. Stated differently, in order to experience wholeness one must encornter Christ 
and receive the new life he offers. We've Iooked at the secular humanist and we have not 
found the a m e r .  Weke looked to psychotogy. We found =me answers, but I dont think 
we found the answer. And now we look at our faith in Christ, and we look to him for the 
answer. If you take those little slips of paper I handed out earlier. 

Dan: 1 know the f3s-t one. (Laughter) 

Charlie: He's brilliant! 

Bob: We're not going to necessarily talk about the sequence right now, but we will 
momentarily. What are your thoughts given the material that was written? What are your 
thoughts about wholeness and re generation? What will the re generation doctrine or the 
experience of re generation play in the experience quote? What is re generation? 

Edith: Rebirth. 

Sharon: Born again. 

Bob: Do you think it is an event or process. 

Dan: Both. 

Dorothy: 1 happen to think it is an event, but fots of people dont. I said a week or so ago, 
1 wish you would talk about that People wodd Say out to me, '1 wish 1 could have a 
pointed conversion like you do.' They doubt their salvation or their faith. They7re not 
saying they're not on their way to heaven They're just saying they don? have a point. 1s 
that valid? 

Bob: Yea, 1 think there are those who would say that there has to be a point, a wnscious 
decision at that moment. 

Edith: That conversion. 

Bob: But that is conversion in response to what? 

Edith: God's call, 



Dorothy: I think these people L kmw, they belong to a B*le study that 1 belong to. Most 
of them are Catholic, And 1 tbink that when they have Confimiation, they think that's 
what they're doing. That they are wnfirming their faith, but then after that they don't have 
a point where they really, in their interior Say, this is it 

Kathy: Confirmation is a thing that you do at a certain age and that's a tradition. 

Dorothy: You study it. You study something, you learn a catechism and you confirm the 
fact your parents Christened you and you become a member of the family of God wlien 
you were Christened. And now you are confinning your persona1 faith but you're only 
eight years or eleven years old I'm not saying that some children woddn't really have 
that point of conversion but 1 wonder if that's a problem. 

Bill: To me it's like prayer. You can say the words, but if ifs not coming from the heart, 
it's not effective. 

Bob: Yeah, and 1 think also there's a danger of it k ing  sornething that is generated or 
created by us. That kind of moment in that the confinnation we'll set it on this date and 
bla, bIa, bla! And what does the matenal say about our role in coming tu that conscious 
decision or our role in making a decision? 

Edith: We have to hear God's call. We have to be moved by the Spirit to accept that call. 
But going back to this regeneration, to re generate is a process. And that's why 1 cm see 
it being a certain act, but that it is ongoing. 

Kathy: But we have the sanctification. 

Edith: 1 don? know. 

Kathy: Regeneration king like renewal. 

Edith: Day by day as we live out our faith. 

Bill: That's the way I looked at it. 1 looked at it as growing towards k i n g  Chn'st like. I 
looked at it as a process, being what you rnight Say like a newbom baby Christian, in the 
Christian faith. 

Dorothy: But being a newborn baby Christian is an important start. You have to have that 
somewhere, 

Bob: And maybe that's the distinction between regeneration and the regenerating activity 
of God's spirit It's a process. 

Bill: I didn't understand it as being rebirth at d l .  

Kathy: But by definition of this the theological term for regeneration is rebirth 



Bob: Born again, born anew. 

Kathy: But we understand the word as a process, too. 

Bob: But certainly the same spint who cdls  us and gives us new life is the same spirit 
who continues to work within us, 

Dorothy: 1 still think that regeneration is a certain point. These other things like 
sanctification, and calling to service, they corne after, but there is a point where one says, 
'1 give up rnyself,' 

Vema: But conversion regeneration is sort of God's, we say to Gad, 1 am now turning 
nom myself to you. And regeneration is what He does for us. Behg born again 

Bob: Any more responses to that? 

Dorothy: 1 don? think I can fa11 out of it. That's a theological thing tw.  

Bob: The once saved always saved? 

Dorothy: Yes. 1 may have sins along the way that need forgiveness, but my sins have 
been forgiven. 

Charles: The thing you brought up about those who talk about not having some dramatic 
event. I sometimes thuik, and it bothers me, how sometimes a cnsis is created, not 
always, but people want to have an event rather than placing thernselves in the position or 
in other words their life is going on and they see other people who are goîng through 
dramatic change. For exarnple someone who was homeless or whatever and al1 sorts of 
crime around, and al1 of a sudden that changes. The process may be the same, but in their 
life there is a dramatic change in lifestyle and that's so easily seen. Whereas for example, 
someone who may have been brought up in the church, in a church family, is in that 
environment, that relatively fertile environment, that to me in the end, they are both the 
same, when the question is asked, 'Why do you believe it? 1 believe because, know. 
Or when I was confTrmed. That suggests that it is not rebirth, that it is an event. 1 go to 
church at Christmas, it's the part, not the persona1 change, not the life change. 

Bob: Yes, and that's the sad part of that mind set. First of al1 therers danger involved in 
that it gives a person a fdse sense of security. God and I are like this, because 1 do this 
and 1 do this, and 1 was confimed and so on and so forth. The sad part (and that's more 
than a little troublesorne) in terrns of ones status with God and relationships and so fonh. 
It is also very sad because of how much life that person is denying him or herself because 
they are satisfied with that level. 

Dorothy: My son-in-law says, 'I'm a Christian.' He says, '1 was chnstened in the church.' 
That is dl he m e m .  Maybe he was confirmed, 1 don? know. Thatls it That's the end of 
it. That is too bad. 



Bob: That is why 1 just inserted those brief overviews, of the doctrine of God, and the 
doctrine of Christ, and the doctrine of man. And if we don't really wrestle with *bt, and 
obviously tirne doesnt pennit for us to do it now. But 1 I n k  we have ourselves through 
the years have wrestled with those key doctrines And if we haven't wrestled with those, 
then we can conclude ifs okay, it's okay just to be confimed. It's okay just to be 
chnstened It's okay just to show up on the hi& Sundays if you will. 

Dorothy: Last week 1 said, '1 thought sometimes at the end of the sermons and not 
necessarily yours, people dont really know how to get in touch with God But 1 thought if 
you had preached a sermon or ended a sermon on a lot of this information, you put in 
here today, they mighî have a beîter understanding- It's very straightfoward. The steps 
that you need to go through. The fact that you have to turn away fiom yourself and to 
God and what tie offers you 

Bob: 1 recall you sharing that with us, and those words stuck with me. It is important to 
remind people, that the steps are quite simple, but they have to be made. 

Kathy: Y&, yeah. 

Dorothy: 1 think a lot of people could be sort of blundering around aH of their lives, not 
knowing what to do. They go to church, they sing the hymns. I don't necessarily mean the 
Baptist Church but any church. They don? really, haven't really followed the steps. In this 
Bible Study Group 1 belong to, there was this woman who said to me several times, But 
I'm not a simer.' Obviously, she's missed this point. 

Bob: So 1 wonder where she would be with regards to some ofthese concepts? 

Dorothy: Well, conversion isn't necessary for her because she's not a sinner. That is really 
as much, she says 

Bob: Do you think that God is calling her? 

Edith: Only she would know that. 

Charles: Beating our heads ... 

Kathy: Why would she go to a Bible Study then? 

Dorothy: I think it's sort of an academic thing. She wants to know more about what's in 
the Bible. But she hates it if we use the expression 'bom again' and that's right out of the 
Bible, you know. But that is a no, no, for her. 

Edith: Oh my, yes. 

Dorothy : But that's just not an expression she likes. 



Bob: Probably because the quotes make her feel guilty. 

Charles: Maybe she's dealing with the issues because she says she's not a sinner. We don't 
want to talk about that, Shutting herself d o m  

Sharon: She doesn't h d  it necessary for her. A lot of people associate a bad connotation 
with the term born again Because people have undergone dramatic changes and 
sometimes they turn their back. They turn away, and.. . . 

Verna: It gets to be a kind of jargon. 

Dorothy: People are very unforgiving of a born again person. Right away you're a 
hypocrite if you do anything wrong. 

Verna: Yes that's ri&! 

Dorothy: They are! 

Charles: Well they see the TV. They see those who represent what b r n  again or what 
being born again is. They see them fall hard, and they're highly critical of them. 1 often 
find, I had a friend of mine ask me that. Oh, your a Christian, so you're bom again. And 1 
said, 'What do you mean?' In other words what do you mean by the term? 1 don't know. 
And 1 said ... Then I talked to him about my experience. Because the term, even the term 
Baptist, depending on where you're from, 1 try to actually move away eom. Oh yeç, 
Because as soon as you say that, in their minds definitions of how wornen and men in the 
church, or Southem Baptist or whatever, Ml of that gets in the way, actually, of them 
accessing what they really want to talk about. And that, not that I'rn a Baptist, but what 
my belief as a Christian is- Although that may corne after, I'rn a Christian est ,  you h o w  
Al1 these words get in the way sometimes. 

Bob: 1 think I've shared in the pulpit before. I'm sure 1 have. But 1 didn't receive phone 
calls that afternoon But 1 shared that 1 dont cal1 myself a born again Christian. And 1 
dont for two reasons 1) being the negative connotations that go along with it because 
some born-againers quote unquote, have done things that are, to use your word Dorothy, 
is very unforgiving. And the other reason why I don't use it, is because it's redundant. 

Edith, Verna, Ka* If you're a Christian, you're k m  again. 

Bob: That's right, and 1 understand why they use it to make a distinction between the 
nominal Christians, but 1 don't feel cornfortable rnaking that distinction. 

Dorothy: 1 use it if a Jehovah's Witness cornes to the door and asks me, have 1 got some 
faith or whatever, and I Say I'm a bom again Christian. 

Charles: Then they go next door. They walk away. 



Dorothy: Pardon? 

Charles: Then they go next door, they walk away! 

Dorothy: We had some Jehovah's Witnesses who lived next door. 1 said go next door they 
need you They did too, they were having a lot of problems. (Laughter) 

Charles: On the other hand sometimes this is a point of vocabulary. That is actually a 
point of contact They have heard the tem- They know the negative and they see that as 
negative. They see the ciifference between that and try to understand why are these guys 
on TV talking about God and being bom again, but they are not showing it? So in a sense 
they dont how. As you rnentioned, some of the people I taik to, they don? know the 
redundancy of the word They just know it as bom again And sometimes it's actually a 
point of contact because reaily what they're a s h g  is, "What does it mean? What is this 
SM anyway? I see this stuffon TV, is that you? Are you that?' whatever. 

Dorothy: In a way it isnrt redundant because you talk about the Christian Dernwratic 
Party in Italy, or whatever it's called and it doesn't mean a thmg- You Say Lebanon is a 
Christian country, Armenia is a Christian country. It doesn't mean a thkg. But some 
people don't understand that. As simply not being Muslirn 

Bob: 1 see that, but 1 feel more cornfortable. They also don? have tcr contend with the 
negative connotations over there. 1 still feel more cornfortable saying, yea, I'm a Christian 
and this is what it means tu me.' And what it means to me is the new word. 

Edith: Like the name of our church is a conversation thing. Well, it is. Why did you cal1 it 
Christian? 

Charles: Are there other Baptist out there? Gveryone talked at once then laughter) 

Edith: But in the same sense it c m  be the begiming of conversation. 

Bob: I get raz& about that when 1 go to Convention. With regards to the sequence sheet, 
what was number one? 

Dorothy : The one you, . . (laughter) 

Edith: Why wuldn't it have k e n  #5 or #6? 

Bob: Pardon? 

Edith: Why wddn't it be #5 or #6? 

Dorothy: Oh well, down the drain. 

Eob: In that sense, yes. 



Kathy: By definition? 

Bob: But by definition.. . , 

Edith: Xt had to be #I . 

Dorothy: Xt's the Holy Spirit. 

Bob: Yes it's the Holy Spirit and that's important because it's not a matter of one of us 
waking up one moming and saying, 'Mmm. I think 1711 be a Christian today.' But there 
is effectuai calling, there is internal and external calling or another theologian called it, I 
can't remember who, specific and general revelation which is a form of calling- What 
does that mean to you? And don? look so bard that you can't t see the forest for the trees. 

Bill: I kinda got lost in that, but it seems to me that people preaching the word and 
planting the seed The Holy Spirit sort of connecting with them and maybe bringing them 
to repentance helping that seed grow. 

Bob: So the seed that is out there becomes internal. 

Bill: Kinda like hearing by the word of God 1 think the word really helps let me make 
that comection. 

Dorothy: What was the question again? 

Bob: Different forms of the extemal calling or forms of well.. . forget it, we'll just say 
extemal cafling. They're not promised, but general revelation can start an e x t e r d  calling- 
And here's a due, again it di& work the first tirne. Don? look for the ... 

Dorothy: Don? make if dificult. 

Bob: No, no, what's that phrase again? 

Kathy: Why - You mean things like the fact that God created a world. Evidence that God 
through creation that wodd be general? 

Bob: General, yes. Now you can also be cornmon specific in the sense it's G d s  general 
revelation of the whoIe world This is my masterpiece here, take a look at it. Look at the 
splendeur. Look at the majesty. That's a general revelation. But it also can becorne 
specific in a sense that your walking through that beautifhl forest, whatever, and you have 
tbat moment, that ah, ah, moment. And then it becomes very specific to you. 

Verna: Isn't there a place in one of Paul's letters where he said something to the effect 
that they Say something to the effect that everybody has seen the evidence of Goci, but 
they dontrespond to it? Not sure where it is. 



Bob: Yes. Where does the fke will corne in here? So you have God calling us. Do we 
have an oppominity to Say yes or no? 

Edith: Just turn down the hearing aid. Saying no. 

Bob: Do we get a choice. 

All: Yes 

Bob: Some would say we don't- 

Dan: There is a certain amount of viewpoint, h t  1 can't refer to it directly, but saipture 
talking about that o u .  place has been marked o u t  

Bob: That we have been predestined! The only way 1 can understand those passages that 
talk about predestination is that, yes, G d  has predestined humanity to experience 
fellowship with him. That is what he predetennined. That is what he wanted. nia t  was 
bis intent. But not everyone responds to that invitation, that opporhuiity So while he 
predestines humanity, not al1 choose, not al1 chouse to becorne the elect. Beçause if, now 
the suraight Calvinist wodd Say7 now h t '  s the way it is. Some are elected, others aren't. 
Now we really don? have tirne to be here. But what would be your challenge to that. 

Edith: Why shouldn't everybody have an equal chance? 

Dorothy: Why cal1 sinners to repentance? 

Charles: Christ. 

Venia: Not willing that any should perish. 

Sharon: Yes that's what 1 have wrïtten dom. That d l  shodd corne to repentance. 

Bill: 1 also see God as the ultimate judge. He's going to have ta, he got away with it, why 
didn't I, kind of thing. 

Bob: 1 think that it is a g d  point Bill. That we need to start with that qualimng 
statement, that dtimately it's up to God. But having said that Let's talk theology for a 
minute. 

Dorothy: it's ultirnately up to God to offer the salvation, but up to us to accept it or not. 

Bob: I think if G d  elected some, if he predestined Mme, not others, He said y o ,  but not 
you, you, no, you, but not you, then it would do at least two things: One, you who are 
saved, you don? have a fiee will. You don't get to choose to be saved. 1 do that. And so 
you don't have a choice here. The other thing is, it attacks Goci's righteousness. 



Charles: 1 also think of an omnipotent Gd. God that is..-. We're very linear. We want to 
think that we're here, in the fùtme, we're not here. God is at the beginning, at the end A 
Mighty Creator of the Universe. This person I was taking to about some of these issues, 
was very adamant about some of the Caivinist views. When 1 go out the door in the 
rnorning, God may know that 1 may go left, 1 may go right, so lefi h w n  the Street, 
(laughter) but 1 did that, 1 went out there. 1 went out there and 1 did that And it is 
confounding. Honestly, it is confounding to my faith, to try and figure out the mind of the 
God of the Universe, Christ was given to us as a reason to be driven back and in a sense 
the predestination. 1 o h  think of Christ coming back and goùig through his life and 
dying in such a way- If everyîhing was al1 set up and ready to go, why crank then And 
so, in the end, actually this individual, 1 said, There is a point in our faith where we say, 
this is where 1 am, and I am dealing with this, this way. And in our faith you are deding 
with that. And I hope it's not too confoundùig because it codd keep you there. It's just 
too ...., it's an intellectual pursuit and to me it just circles. You know if I'm on this big 
ocean liner, and i don't know where this ocean Iiner is going. But 1 have faith that it is 
going where it was intended to go, whether or not 1 go to the washroom, whether or not 1 
go out to the bridge, or wherever. 1 don't know where it's going. 1 can walk around. 1 don't 
know where it's headed But faith suggests that's where it's headed, the right way- And 
there are those scriptures that talk about these things directly. It's that layer. 

Bob: Go ahead Dorothy. 

Dorothy: 1 have a pretty sirnplistic view, 1 guess. I just figure that al1 of us, al1 of these 
generations, al1 of these people, tribes, whatever are ail a tapestries in Çont of God and he 
knows already which ones of us will chmse him. That's not saying we dont have 
fkeedom- We do. But he just knows. 

Verna: What we will do, he has the overview. 

Dorothy : He sees the tapestry. 

Vem:  He sees the beginning and the end. 

Sharon: The main point that stands out there for me. If God just chose certain people, it 
would challenge his character and justice and 1 wouldn't want to be part of it. He can just 
pick and choose. 

Dorothy: Then you start to talk about t k s e  people who say al1 roads lead to G d .  

Mb: Well there's certaidy a signifiant percentage of me that would like to believe in 
univers al i sm . 

Dorothy: I'd say that's none of our business. We're told to go out and preach the gospel. 
It's up to God what he does to the Jews or Muslims, or anybody else. That's his job. But 
that doesn'tprevent me h m  preaching to them. 



Bob: You're right, and that's our calling- Ami so whde there's a significant percentage of 
me that would iike to believe in universalisrn and I agree with you, that ultimately that's 
God's d l .  

Dorothy: God isn? a human, We can't imagÎne wbat he thinks, or how he is, so why are 
we worrying about it. Again this Bible Study I go to. Somebody will say this, AI1 roads 
lead to G d  or sornething like th&, and 1 feel sort of cornpelled to say, 'Well just a minute 
now.' 1 don? really think they do or we're not told to preach the gospel. 

Bob: Where I had difficulty with universalisrn, I want to get this in before 1 end up 
sounding like I am a universalist I'm not, Because where 1 have difficulty with 
universalism is Christ. If G d  were to say to everyone, 'Ah corne on in.' WLrat is the 
point of Christ Why go to that extreme- Why allow Christ to endure what he endurecl, if 
G d  is going to say, oh well. Now 1 know there is counter argument to that and everyone 
obviously would believe that Christ c m  be found in a different form to whoever. But 1 
think the scriptUres are pretty clear with regards to Christ k i n g  the way. '1 am the way, 
the trutb, and the light' 

Dorothy: It's really hard for people. They'll say 'God is a loving G d  He can't be that 
cruel. He lets the Muçlims die. He is a Iovulg G d  Leave the Muslimç to God We have 
no idea what his plan is for them. We only know what his plan is for us. 

Bûb: The other thing tlro, is that those who say al1 paths lead to the top of the rnountain, 
wherever. What about this life? We c l a h  as Christians that this is a superior journey. I 
think that we and the churches today need to rediscover what that means and challenge 
ourselves with regards to, do we tnily believe that. And if we do believe that then 
regardless of the other person's destiny, what about their present journey. 

Dorothy: There was sornething interesting last week when they had the terrible time in 
the states. There was this one young girl being interviewed. And she said she didn't think 
it was a matter of gms, whatever, it is a matter of rnorals. And 1 thought, we need a 
movie, or a Spurgeon, we need the wind of the Holy Spirit going through every country, 
really. And we are pretty cornplacent about it. 

Bob: 1 think we need renewal and revival. 

General response: yeah, yeah. 

Dorothy: It is just so chilling when you hear somebody fiom that nfie association saying 
if every teacher in that school had been carrying a concealed weapon and had returned 
fire, this wouldnt have happened. 

Edith: tt probably would have been worse. 

Charles: There's a lot of denial. And I think nobody want to take, nobody wants to say for 
exarnple as a parent, we're not saying that's the only element, but where's the sense of this 



seemingly total deviation of what we would even ccinsider to be somewhat normal at this 
age, to want to blow up a school with 600 people in i t  Where does that start? Why does it 
get so angry and so, you know. Yes, it's pe r s  and so forth but nobody says, well ifs just 
unfortunate and we have to look to Our communities and gather together and make sure 
this doesnlt happen again. But it happas again. 

Edith: Well it was already happening somewhere else. Ifs an ongoing issue. 

Dorothy: 1 thùik some of b s e  revivais. They were answers to great evils. Like 
Spurgeon was an answer to the alcoholisrn and prostitution and the poor working 
conditions and al1 kinds of things in London. The Salvation Army, the same sort of thing. 
I t  does brîng an answer. 

Bob: Yes, one real d i f f i d t  element in our present situation is the whole issue of, dare 1 
Say it, relativism. And what is truth and what is evil and what is good. Back then the 
distinction was much clearer. 

Charles: Foundation was great. It was great. And going to take even more to bnng 
people to their knees or to bring them to the awareness of a need for change. 

Edith: There is such a wide range of idluences now. The home may be trying to do 
sornething. While they advocate any role of bringing up kids, they just have thern- With 
al1 the stuff that's on the inter net, al1 the rnovies, al3 the music, in our reach, al1 this is just 
completely in subterranean brain of the child, and I'm sure at some point they don't know 
what's happening to them It's almost like it's out of ccintrol but itfs not going to get better. 
Et's going to get worse. 1 think it's really fnghtening- 1 don't know how you address those 
issues. How c m  you say you can't play any more vida games, or you can't.. .. 1 guess you 
can Say that but how do you enforce it. I t  almost has to be the people that created al1 this. 
T k y  have to have a conversion. 

Bob: And it certainly rernindç us of our responsibility in bringing .... I think the world is 
looking for a method 1 think the world is looking for Cfirist though they're not willing to 
except that. The need is there. We talk about Pascal t a m g  about the G d  shaped void 
within. It's there! Sadly they are just trying to fi11 that void wïth dl kinds of substitutes. 

Dorothy: Remember a couple of yea's ago when they were going to have that strip club 
here in town? 1 heard Diane Hurnmenick at council meeting Say, 'Where were dl the 
churches? You didn't send anybody to this council to say you didn't want a strip club in 
tom.  

Bob: And I think that's condemnation. 

Edith: Yes, that's true. 

Kathy: Wasn"tre a petition circulated? 1 thought, E'm sure there was. 



Dorothy: Maybe it was after that But 1 lcnow 1 heard her say that You di ci&... 

BiII: I knuw the guys at work came to me rather upset that the E3aptist Church shut it 
d o m  

Kathy: The Baptist Church shut it down? 

Bill: According to some kind of petition. 

Dorothy: The Baptist Church? 

Kathy: I'm sure there were ... 

Bill: 1 didn't hear anything about it. 

Bob: So, let's take a Iook at ... but: first of al1 this whole study has been around the issue 
of wholeness. Anyone care to offer some definition or some words? It doesn't have to be 
well thought out. Just a word to descn'be wholeness. 

Bill: The fist thing that came to my mind was cornpleteness. Be cumplete. 
Completeness in Christ. 

Dorothy: Security. 

Edith: No more void. 

Kathy: Peace 

Bob: Other word? 

C h l e s :  Hope. 

Bob: So d l  these words that were mentioned, 1 think we have corne to the conclusion 
prior to our experience together that d l  of these are dependent, pretend it is the children's 
moment, for a moment. 

Kathy: Jesus. 

Bob: Jesus, very g d .  (everybody laughed) He is the source of wholeness. He is the 
source of our life The reason why 1 wanted us to take a look at the secular humanism and 
the alienation is just to be reminded of the contras of what else is k i n g  offered and the 
uniqueness and the power that is found in the Christian faith. The reason why 1 chose this 
whole subject has to do with the fact that I believe we live in a society that numires 
alienation and I don't see that trend changing, sadly. 1 see a breakdown in cornrnunity. 
As you know probably only too well by now, 1 corne from a small t om.  You may bave 
heard of Sawyerville from the pulpit But even in that small town where community was 



everythuig, when 1 drive home to Sawyenrille, 1 can see that community is cnunbling 
there too. My Dad's garage was a two-bench garage. And thai, by the way, is the way we 
say it in Quebec - garage. It was a twa-bench garage. That is where the old men would sit 
and teIl their tales. Then it went d o m  to one bench. The bench is gone. The old men are 
gone. And I think we are living in a world, in a society that is in decay in regards tu 
community. And 1 think that more and more people are becoming fiagmented And so 
when 1 thought about different topics, this one readily came to my rnind. Because 1 think 
that those within the church, out of the church, within the fa& out of the faith, we have 
to really struggle to nurture comrnunity and wholeness and 1 believe that Christ is the 
way. But it's not that simple. We kid you not- 

Dan: lf we keep having tragedy, ttiat usually does it. That keeps people together. 

Bob: Yes, yes. 

Dan: A few earthquakes shoot up a few schools ... 

Bob: But it's not very long Iasting d l . . . .  

Kaîhy: This isn't exactly following on the train of thought you're on but the whole 
section on secular humanism for me waç very helpfül. Because I began to see, tu help me 
identie, you know, the familiar 1 work in, you know, the different terms, the fact that you 
were that person, th& ... I just could never sort of put it al1 together, so it was helpful 
h m  that point of view even though the idea wasn't taken fiom seeing how hopeless that 
was to corning to wholeness, you know, the two extremes It was a helpfd exercise for 
me. 

Bob: You know îhe one Siing that disturbs me is when we see some of the tenets of 
secular hurnanism in the churches and in the church, and in my own life, and 1 think we 
always have to be very, very disceming because it's so subtle. Any exampies? Any 
confessions? (Laughter) 

Dorothy: I hope we dun't have to read al1 t h t  again. 

Edith: It rnakes sense when you read it but .... 

Bob: The four main tenets in secular hurnanism? 

Kathy: Relativity. 1s that the first one? 

Edith: No. 

Bob: It doesn't matter what order. Contingency. 

Edith: Ternporality and. . . 



Kathy: Power.. . - 

Everyone: Autonomy. 

Bob: Yeah, and we see them, we see them and we can see them in the church. Now they 
might be presented in different forms, they are very subtle, they're very seductive and 
they're very heretical. They deny the profound, radical nature, of the gospel- That which 
we cal1 the source of our salvation, the source of our wholeness. And when we allow that 
to occur, then the iines becorne thin. The shades bewme gray. Let's take a look at the 
sequence O.K. # 1 

Everyone: Calling 

Everyone: Conversion 

Kathy : I put salvation 

Ebb: Okay #3 

Kathy: Justification 

Dan: That's what 1 put. 1 put that too. 

Sharon: I put salvation and regeneration. 

Bob: What did you put Al? 

Ai: Conversion and safvation, as two together. 

Kathy: 1 think regeneration, justification, salvation and conversion al1 happen 
simultaneously. 

Dorothy: Conversion is sornething that the human does, Salvation is sornething God does. 

Kathy: And regeneration is too. 

Sharon: And we have to make that motion first thou&. 

Edith: But G d  has provided the way of salvation. 

Sharon: Yes, provided, but it can't be performed or be in effect until tbat is done. 



Bill: In bat regard then, salvation would corne ri&t after regeneration. 

Vema: I thought salvation is smt of the o v e ~ e w  that indudes them. 

Kathy: That inchdes what? 

Verna: That includes conversion and regeneration. 1 had a hard time puning those two 
a P m  

Charles: The tendency is, because there's an order, you want to put thern one afier the 
other. I put mine as c d i n g  then conversion, sort of like the bal1 being pushed to 
conversion. But 1 know God is out there, conversion, things begin to roll, regeneration, 
the process, um, justification, wildness sort of rolling We are sanctifled by the process 
and u b a t e l y  have salvation. 1 mean, but it's not ... salvation codd mybe sornehow 
corne. 

Bob: Yeah, that fading act is in there throughout. 

Dorothy : 1 put sanctification pretiy far down, because ... 

Edith: 1 did too. 

Dorothy: Because it's an effort that you make at the Holy Spirit's prompting. 

Edith: And that continues throughout your Christian walk. 

Edith: It's like your conscience. 

Bob: It a b ,  1 mean there's part of it in the Holy Spirit, in îhat G d  is setting us apart in 
giving us the new life. But the general understanding is sanctification, your right, it is the 
living, that living out, living as if we are separata you know, to be wtiole, to be 
sanctifieci It wasn't easy, was it, this part? 

Generat response: No. 

Kathy: So is there a right way? (Laughter) 

Charles: 1 dont want to know. Wefl., . 

Bob: 1 think there's a logical sequence. 

Kathy: Logical sequence? 

Bob: 1 thuik there is a logical sequence but there wodd be others who would say that 
their position is just as logical.. . . 



Kathy: So are we regenerated and then justified, and then salvation? 

Bob: But my understanding, such as it is, would be that-... Well the first one's easy, God 
called us and then we respond Okay to thaf to that call? And that's conversion- But then 
I think that G d  gives u s  new life, and we are justifie& we are made right. 

Kathy: So are we regenerated and then justified, and then salvatioa? 

Bob: Well, you see, actually salvation is the thread h t  holds it ail together. 1 also 
see if as Verna, as the overall expenence. 1 see, 1 see ...- 

Kathy: Bob, you're messing up rny nurnbering. (Laughter) 

Dorothy: It's God's plan. 

Charles: That's okay, he's not right anyway. (Laughter) 

Bob: 1 think that al1 of this is fiom a effectua1 calling. 

Kathy: Yes. 

Bob: To sanctification. I see that as salvation. 

Several participants: The whole process. 

Kathy: Okay. 

Bobi And the Holy Spirit, it is the saving act of God. And the saving act of God involves 
everythmg fiom effectua1 to.. . . 

Charles: But we wouldn't receive, in a sense, salvation until conversion. Right? 

Bob: Right. 

Ch les :  Active salvation 

Verna: I f  conversion begins. 

Sharon: You're saying, our salvation isn't complete d l  we ... 

Bob: We respond to it. It is there waiting for us. G d  calls us to it. That's part of the 
saving act but he only takes us so far in his calling. Then we have to choose as 
Kierkegaard would say, a leap of faith, and turn fiom self and turn to G d .  That's 



conversion, al1 doue because of grace. Done in faith. And then we experience conversion, 
turning fiom s e q  at that point we can receive new life, regeneration 

Bill: To be justified in Christ and to be sanctifiai in Christ, we have to have Chnst, right? 
1 thought.,. 

Bob: Then new life. 

Bill: So 1 would have thought salvation wmes just before that... 

Charles: Can't be saved until you have Christ. But when you have Chnst he justifies .... 

Bob: But I see that as going together, receiving Christ as the same as receiving a new life 
and your justifie& 

Sharon: And that's why 1 put that 'technically' justified at the point of Christ crucifixion. 
It's at that point th& you know, that's the reason why we have reason that we can be 
saved. 

Bob: Y&, atonement through reconciliation through atonement. 

Sharon: It's a fact that's seen. We've made the choice to convert. 

Bob: He made it possible back then. And itts our choice to, to  respond to that. It's alrnost 
like that was the event that made it possible. And then God c d l s  us to the cross. And so 1 
see, 1 see the saving act of salvation, throughout the whole process. It's the main heading, 
and then there's the subheading, the experience. 

Sharon: Somehow 1 looked at salvation as  a complete action upon you converting. You 
make the decision to convert, that you have accepted salvation at that point and then at 
that point the process of regeneration and sanctification continues, continues on and so 
sanctification or I mean salvation our salvation is complete. 

Bob: In a sense, it's not complete. 

Edith: We're working on it. 

Bob: It's complete in a sense that we're justified so the saving act is getting experience. 
We have been justified, we have been made right with God through Christ Now as  Paul 
said, Now we have to work out the salvation and that's sanctification. We have to walk 
the ta1 k 

Kathy: So when we use the expression 'saved', that's justification, is what you're saying. 
Actually the word salvation is an ongoing process. 1 always tho ught... I'm with you 
Sharon.. . salvation at that point. 



E3ob: Yeah, yeah 1 see it as botii. 1 do see it as both but 1 still hear Paul saying, you have 
to Iive it out, you have to work it out_ Sanctification as an expression OL 

Bill: You can't have sanctification without salvation. 

Bob: No but, Bill, salvation is making Jesus your Saviour - Sanctification is Jesus your 
Lord When you walk the taik 

Ebb: Yeah, you're saved in that experience. 

Bill: You can be saved without making Jesus your Lord. You can live your Me, so you 
can't tell.-,? 

Bob: One might challenge that you're saved if that life doesn't b a r  any fiuit God o d y  
hows  the heart. 

Bill: But you can bear some h i t  and you can d l  be pretty rnessed up. 

Sharon: Are you saying that the regeneration process and the sanctification process has 
to be complete before you achieve salvation? Some people never get there. 

Bob: No, no, 1 wouldn't hold that view. 1 believe that when we receive the new Iife in 
Christ that we are saved. 

Sharon: And you say regeneration and sanctification is complete at that point. 

Bob: Regeneration? Sanctification, I don? think is ever compieted On going experience. 

Kathy: Regeneration by definition is rebirth, but you're using it in a different ... as a 
process. When it's Erom this stuff, when you use it theologically, it's rebirth? 

Bob: Correct. Regeneration is an event, not a process. Sanctification is a process. Living 
out that new life. 

Bill: Salvation as. .. 

Bob: Yeah, but 1 see, 1 see the whole experience as ... 

Charles: That act of k i n g  saved? Like the process of k i n g  saved? The exper-ience of 

Bob: The experience of salvation. 1 hear what your saying and I agree that, that 1 am 
saved when 1 receive the new life. 1 am saved, 1 am justified 1 am made right with God in 
that event. And 1 don? believe anything or anyone can take that fiom me. Now one could 
challenge that too and Say, 'What about people like Charles Templeton, who was an 
evangelist?' 1 don't know, that's between him and Gd. But my understanding is that what 
Christ has given me He will protect h d  that I am Hls and He will keep me. And then 1 



think of a passage in Romans. It given us the assurance that nothing, nor can anyone 
separate us fiom the love of God 

Dorothy: 1 think of al1 the other expressions of conversion. Like a wornan who marries a 
Jewish man and becomes a convert, if she does, a Protestant becomes a Catholic throm 
conversion. At the time of the inquisition they, the Mours or the Jews were called 
converts. They were forced into conversion, This is such a different tbing, isnft it? 

Bob: Yeah. 

Dorothy: This is such a splendid thing! 

Bob: Yeah, There are those who wodd say that you canlt have different conversion 
experiences throughout life- Now rny understanding is that, there is that conversion event, 
that encounter, that turning from self, and sin and tuming to Christ and receiving a new 
fife, But 1 also think, or understand, conversion literally means tuming And so 1 think 
there are different experiences at &es in our lives when we experïence conversion, 
maybe with a small 'cf-turning points. And al1 those tuming points are part of the 
process and experience of sanctification. 

Dorothy: Each one of those is a recognition that we've simed again and asking for 
fo rgiveness . 

Verna: There are little conversions, 1 guess. 

Bob: Yes. 

Charles: In a sense, faith itself will be coming at the point of an admission. And al1 these 
other things are what we deai with as Christians, and human, on a daily bais. Al1 of our 
labels and everythrng that happens fiom that point on is captured. otheMrise if there is no 
faith, then al1 of these other conversions, srnall twning points, make, are not going in the 
path that through faith we are heading in. So obviously at the beginning there is an effort 
to Say, 'This is where 1 stop this-' Whether itls traumatic or whatever, but a decision, an 
active decision to change. And then we realize that through prayer, we need guidance in 
areas where these other changes occur. It must be at least a big 'Cf Conversion to me is 
the point where faith begins. 

Bob: I'm not sure about t h t  though. In that 1 think as Bill mentioned earlier, 1 thnk that 
seeds are planteh And 1 think, 1 think maybe they are planted fiom day one. Ln a sense 
that God has given us the gifi of same type of belief. 1 don? h o w  if you really want to 
cal1 it faith but 1 think every creature, every human is given that gift, that, well again, 
Pascal, that G d  shaped void or that desire to reach out. You look at what we cal1 the 
primitive tribes and they worship the rock, they worship the tree, they worship 
something. And 1 believe that, that desire, that need is a gift h m  G d .  



Bill: So like, you could have his commandrnents on your heart? 

Ebb: Yeah, yeah. 

Charles: Yeah, 1 guess I'rn thinking that the significance of the conversion, however, 
must be the significance of what Christ, what the significance of the Christ change.. . We 
may have the seeds, but in order for al1 of this process to go, this has to lx, there is a 
point at the beginning where aLl of this is threaded together. Otherwïse there is, in a 
sense, no sanctification, there is no regeneration, there is no justification. WouId there 
be? 

Bob: No, because we wouldn't see a need for any of that. 

Charles: Right, but so at that point where by grace through f a ,  we are saved, at that 
point the bal1 roIls. 

General Response: Yeah, yeah. 

Bob: 1 see, I see çalvation, 1 mentioned that 1 see it as the umbrella, the big heading, all 
these sub headings participate in a full grown experience. 

Dorothy: Well I didn't know, before I was wnverted that was going to happeo. 1 knew 
that, that was God calling me. It took a long, long time, a lot of yean. Obviously I use to 
be &aid to go to sleep or for fear I might die. And 1 can rernernber when 1 was about ten, 
a boy in my class died of meningitis and 1 was really terrified for his soul And one day, 1 
heard my father say to my mother, 'You know b t  Dick, the pastor visite. him and he 
recited the 23rd Psalm and 1 think he's okay. Oh, I thou& Oh, you know. It was okay 
but it wasn't okay for me. 1 couldn't get it nght. 1 knew that, that had to take place. 

Bob: Kathy, where's tbat book you gave Dorothy? 

Kathy: Shadow Land? Did you read it? Without crying? 

(Laughter) 

Bob: It fits in really well. This is C. S. Lewis' Joy Davidson, his wife - 

Kathy: Davidman - She just - To give you a little background. She was rnamkd, had a 
terrible maniage, an alcoholic husbancl, and she had two boys. She said, 'There followed 
a day of frantic and vain telephoning. By nightfall she couldn't locate him, her husband. 
By nightfall there was nothing left but to wait and see whether he turned up dive or dead 
1 put the babies to sleep and waited. For the first time in my life, I felt helpless. and for 
the first time 1 crie4 and forced to admit after ail 1 was not after dl, master of my fate, 



and the captain of my soul. Al1 rny defenses, the walls of arrogance and cock sureness, 
and self-love, behind which 1 hid from God went d o m  rnomentarily. And God came in. 
Joy was çonscious of sorneone in the room with her, a person so real that a l  my previous 
life was by comparison mere shadow play- And 1 myself was more alive than I had ever 
been. It was like wakuig from sleep. Her perception of G d  lasted but a few seconds. 
When it was over 1 found myself on rny knees, praying 1 think 1 must have been the 
world's most astonished atheist. When peuple later explained away her experiences as 
being the invention of a desperate min& Joy replie4 My awareness of God was no 
cornforting allusion conjured up to reassure me about my husband's safety. 1 was just as 
worried afierwards as before. No, it was terror and ecstasy repentance and rebirth. Then ... 
1'11 just jump dom.  

Bob: 1 think that's it. 

Kathy: Oh, no here - there's just one more section. Eventually her husband came home 
and they began to search, for religious answers to their questions and joy and tumed to 
Judaisrn, but decided Wt she should investigate a l  religions. Some of them had wisdorn 
up to a point. Some of them had good ethicd intentions. Some of them had flashes of 
spintua1 insight. But only one of them had complete understanding of the grace and 
repentance and charity that had come to me fiom God And the redeemer who had made 
itself loiown, who offered personality, 1 would have recognized among the ten thousand. 
He was Jesus. 

Bob: And 1 think that is closest to rny understanding that 1 can find. T%e wrestled with 
the whole issue of wholeness the whole of my life, 1 suppose. And 1 don't have the 
definitive explanation for wholeness, but 1 do know and believe that wholeness is Christ 
and that if 1 want to experience wholeness, if my neighbour wants to, if the worId wants 
to, they need to - to encounter the one who is, the ernbodirnent of wholeness in Iife. 1 
dont believe that wholeness is a possession, 1 think it moves, 1 see glimpses of it through 
rny life and there are moments when I experience it. But 1 don't possess it, it's a @fi, and 
it has to do with the salvation experience. And I see salvation - 1 see wholeness as k i n g  
my salvation experience-my relationship with G d .  That is as close as I can corne to 
findùig w h o l e n e ~ s . ~ ~ ~  

This describes an individual. Two individuals here. First-let's analyze the first one. 
Who or whom do you think he or she is, considering what we talked about previously, 
especially the first section? 

Kathy: The person who doesn't have Christ in his or her life. 

Bob: Yeah, Who did you talk about, you saw an interview on Pamela Wallin ... the 
scientist? 
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Charles: Some .. he's the editor for probably one of the most popdar, research, 
innovative, research, basic research journal, nature, Nature or Science editor 1 just lost hÏs 
name. It just happened to be. I saw it the night before. 

Bob: E saw glirnpses of that and 1 recall him saying nanchalantly in passing - oh I'm a 
godless person. He didn't mean he was immoral, he didn't mean that he was unethical, he 
was just gudless. He was without Gd. It startled me to hear that. 

Edith: A lot of people are experiencing that, they just don't verbalize it. 

Charles: Pamela Wallin was i n t e ~ e w i n g  him. And she, she aimed, sWs very good at 
this, aiming two missile like questions. One was to get him aroused. And that was to Say, 
do you think there is something greater in science, pure science which would describe 
something of the process and identiQ parts. There is nothing we don't h o w ,  just yet to 
find it out. It's al1 within our grasp. We will understand it al L... And she sorta said, 'Isntt 
there someîhing greater than this?' The mind was the most misunderstood thing, and 
that's the thing we have to go after. We have to find the neural intercomection. She then 
brought hirn dongside by saying, 'Donft you think there is something greater than t h ? '  
and he moved off of that actually. And then she said, after he described al1 lis obvious 
interests in all of these things, pursuit of research, 'Do you believe in God?' And he said 
'no', 1 didn't catch the whole thing but he said, '1 think there are those who, who beIieve 
in God, who share my experiences with science.' In other words he quickly separated 
himself but that's okay to not have that But al1 the rest is there- There is more, certainly 
more hportant. 

Bob: Yeah, and he wasn't attacking. 

Charles: No, no, no. 

Bob: He wasn't, he \vas just saying -this is the way it is, okay- Anyway, personally 1 
don't think that works, if a person is searching for wholeness but then 1 wrestled with 
that. Okay, that didn't take me far enough so then 1 ended up with this circle. 

Edith: 1s that a cross in the middle? 

Bob: Yeah, okay - So I thought, this is reasonable. That's the individual with Christ. That 
works. But 1 know that God is more than just the Christ within. So then that circle did not 
quite take me far enough. So then I ended up with this. So what7s wrong with this one? 

Edith: Has a split personality. 

Kathy: Just a portion of it. 

Bûb: Hmm, that's part of the problem. There's another problem too-too many 
problems. 



Kathy: It's not outside. 

Bob: Yeah, G d  and I are, you how.  

Dorothy: What are the two circles? That's an individual - that's G d  We are co-qua1 
and we overlap. Which is kinda nice, but not quite far enough. And then this one. 

Edith: So God is big and you are in the middle? 

Bob: The center - and 1 think to the degree to which we experience wholeness is greatly 
depended upon where that cross is--where Christ is. Wholeness is Christ at the center- 
But we al1 kmw only too well that sometimes Christ is aimost to the edge, or down here, 
or around here, or moving around, And it's not Christ who moves around, He knows his 
spat. It's u s  who sort of pushes him out of the center. 

Dan: 1s there a significance uiere in the difference of size. We're realizing that G d  is 
much worthier than we are? 

Bob: Yeah, yeah, yeah - and we get into real problems when we try to expand that enter  
one too much 

Dan: Okay. 

Bob: I want to finish by reading a couple of things - and again I do want to thank you for 
sharing this experience with me. 1 have found it enlightening and exciting and admittedy 
it went a whole lot better than 1 thought it might. Thank you for your input, not only in 
terrns of me completing this whole experience but also your contributions to my growth 
and my deeper understanding and thirst for wholeness. 

Two quotes, and it was tough, - and it was tough narrowing it d m  after how many years 
of working But 1 decided I'd give Clark Pimock - someone Dorothy knows personally. 1 
thought T'd give him the second last word and then 1 wodd give C. S. Lewis the last 
word Actually I think 1 will give Clark the third 1st word, C, S. Lewis the second last 
word, and Jesus the last. 

Does salvation still make sense to modem people? 1 think h t  it does, whether under this 
term or some other. The fear of death, moral gui14 dark depression, moral inabiiity are dl 
still with us. The human condition has not basically, over the centuries. In some respects 
things have become worse. The fear of self-destruction, aimlessness, meaninglessness. 
Salvation in the large Biblical sense speaks to al1 these problems. There's a hunger for 
salvation in the world today. For the sake of the next generation let us proclaim salvation 
in Christ. Explain it in modern idioms and gather in the nations. 

CS. Lewis: But there must be a real giving up the self You must throw it away blindly, 
too, so to speak. Christ indeed wiII give you a real personality. But yuu must not go to 
him for the sake of h t .  As long as your own personality is what you are bothering about, 



you are m t  going to him at all. The very first step is ta try and forget about the seif 
altogether. Yom real new se1c which is Christ, and also yours and yours just because it is 
his, will not corne as long as you are looking for it. It will corne when you are looking for 
him. Does thaî sound strange? The same p ~ c i p a l  holds, you know, for more everyday 
rnatters. Even in social life. You d l  never make a good impression on other people until 
you stop thinking about what sort of impression you are making. 
Even in literature and art, no man who bothers about originality will ever be original. 
Whereas if you simply try to tel1 the tmth without carrying two pence how often had it 
been totd before, you will nine times out of ten, becorne original without ever wticing it. 
The principal runs throughout al1 life from top to bottom. Give up your self and you will 
find your real self Lose your life and you will save it. Submit to dath,  death of a l  your 
ambitions and favomite wishes every &y and death of your who te body and in the end, 
submit with every fiber of your king and you will find eternal life. Keep back nothing. 
Nothing that you have, not given away will ever be really yours- Nothing in you that has 
not died wÎLl ever be r a i d  h m  the dead. Look for yourself and you will find in the long 
run only hatred, Ioneliness, despair, rage, ruin and decay. But Look for Christ and you will 
find Him and with Kim everything else thrawn in. 

And Jesus said, "1 am the way the truth and the life. No one cornes to the Father but by 
me." Amen. 

Bob: Thank you - you're a tolerant lot. 

(Laughter). 



CHAPTER FOUR: ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION 

I started to become anxious on the first day of the sessions. 1 had read the study- 

guide and concluded that it could be perceived as being rather dry. I was concerned 

about what the participants would think about the study-guide, and how they would 

interact with the material when we gathered, 

I thought that they might passively sit and occasionalIy make comments as we 

painstakingly went through the material. The sessions clearly reveal that I was wrong. 

This analysis of the thesis-project experience is offered as an evaluation of the value of 

the experience-to discover whether or not the goals that were set on the outset were 

achieved 

Did this thesis-project effectively declare the unique message and gift that is 

found in Christ and present him as the source and sustainer of wholeness? 

Did this thesis-project serve as a case study of a pastor and his people as they 

search for a deeper understanding of the experience of wholeness? 

Did this thesis-project provide a pastor with an opportunity to create a studyguide 

that can be used as a tool for examining, discussing, and learning more about, the issue of 

wholeness? Did the study-guide offer an overview of some of the prevalent themes that 

are found in the various areas of study and generate lively and informative discussions 

about wholeness? 

Did the study-guide and the sessions provide the participants an opportunity to be 

exposed to, and wrestle with, the experience of wholeness as it is seen in secular 

humanism, Jungian psychology, and the Christian Faith? 

Was the thesis-project a learning experience for the participants? 



Were the participants able to work with materiai that is more academic than the 

typical Bible study material that is beÏng used in house groups? Did this thesis-project 

prove that the members of the Christian Baptist were able to handie the material? 

Couid the study-guide be usefiil for future discussion groups? 

To begin, 1 will present a cornparison of the questionnaires that were given to the 

participants before and after the se~sions '~ .  I am reporthg the areas where there appears 

to be a change in views and insights as a demonstration that t h i s  has been a learning 

expenence for the participants. The participant's initial respnse is presented as # 1. The 

later respnse is presented as # 2. The participant's responses are in quotations. 1 have 

offered some comments, in italics, but in many cases I have simply given the responses 

since the clifferences speak for themselves. 

An examination of the shortcomings and strengîhs of the thesis-project experience 

will fol fow this. 

Questionnaires 

What is alienation? 

1. "Outside of something." 
2. "Man has limited his possibilities while atternpting to find paradise". 

What is wholeness? 

1. "Christ is part of your life". 
2. ciWhen one finds God and is able to put his trust in Christ" 

n e  luter, which is a more speczfic interpretution, dernonstrutes ihat the experience of 
wholeness involves effort on the part of the individual. 



Who detemines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? 

1. "Combination of individuai and others." 
2, "God/Christ. 

Al, who believes that the individual musr own hisiher respomib ility in a(l aspects of life, 
shows in his lafer response that uifimateZy GodKhrist determines whoieness. 

What is secdar humanisrn? 

1. 'W. S." 
2. Were and now - nothing beyond this life." 

What is Tempodity? 

1. "* S." 
2. "Everything is temporary not permanent-" 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of seculaiism humanism wîthin our 
culture? 

1. 'W. S." 
2, "AU around this is the society we live in" 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? 

2 .  No answer- 
2. "To some." 

Al showed some resistance towards psychology but his change to this question 
demonstrates a new openness. 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of the experience? 

ccDiscussions were excellent." 

Wodd you consider more sessions where a different subject would be examined? 

'Depending on the subject." 

Al's response to these two questions reflects Al's uppreciation of the muterial and the 
sessions. The material addresseci in the thesis-proict sîretched Al, especiaily became 
rnuch of it wus new to him, and yet this experience appeurs to have encouraged hirn to 
expand his comfort zone- 

- .. 
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Bili 

What is wholeness? 

1. "Completeness". 
2. <'For the Christian - to be regenerated through Christ. For the unbeliever - ?" 

The luter response shows how BilI has integruted new insighrs fiom the 
rnateriaVsessions- Fu~rhermore. I have nater heard Bill use the phrase 'regenerution' 
prior to the thesis- prqïect und now it hus becorne part of speech und thinking. 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? 

1. "Secular-society, Christian-Jesus." 
2. "For the believer - God, "For the unbeliever - Himself," 

The only muin difference in this response is found in BiZZ becoming more specijic when he 
acknowledges thar society allows the secular individual to autonornomly define 
wholeness. 

What is Contingency? 

1. "Uncertain." 
2. 'The only thing that is real, is that which can be see or toucheb" 

What is whoieness according to the Christian Faith? 

1. "(Col. 2: 10) and in Him, you have been made complete and He is the heave over all, 
rule and authority ." 

2. "To be complete in Christ. And to be complete is to be in the body of Christ." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? 
1. "Through the church of Christ To be complete in Jesus Christ" 
2. T V e  are regenerated and compfeted through the salvation of Christ Jesus." 

How does one nurturehaintain wholeness in the Christian faith? 

''Nothing can separate us fiom the body of Christ. But one can nurture or mature (grow) 
towards wholeness. It is a process." 

Bill's respanse to this question demonstrates his wilIingness to continue ro p w  and 
leam. 



How have you benefited from this expenence? 

"Informed me as to the importance of psychology for a believer." 

Charles 

What is Alienation? 

1. "Made to feel alone, outside, abnormal" 
2. "An absence of wholeness achieved by wearing masks." 

The luter response shows thut Charles has learned tltclt dienution and wholeness are 
opposites. 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 

1. c'Cliques, not meeting expectations." 
2. "Sel f-estrangement, masks, individuality, our culture preaches this." 

One can see thut Charles has discovered thut the factors thut encouruge und nurture 
alienation are more pervasive ihan he original& staied 

What is wholeness? 

1. "Feeling full & complete, being fully aware." 
2. "Achievement of complete and meaningfui identity." 

Tlze h e r  response reflecfs the understanding fhat wholeness involves effort und purpose. 

What is Contingency? 

1. "WS, Having an alternative plan?" 
2. "That secularist view that al1 that's important must be rneasured empirically." 

Dan 

What is Alienation? 

1. No Answer. 
2. "Being separated f?om or left out of something." 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 

1. No Answer 



2. "Mas media, magazines, religion." 

What is wholeness? 

1. No Answer. 
2. ''Being accepted & having a belief in something (e-g. God)." 

What percentage of society do you think is expenencing wholeness? 

Dun 's view clzunged signrficantly und possibZy this is a resull of better understunding of 
wholeness-what zt is and how it is achieved and maintained 

What is secular humanism? 

1. "'N/A" 
2. "The thought that only this life exists, no afterlife." 

What is Contingency? 

1. "/A" 
2. "Anything îhat can be seen" 

What is Temporality? 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they? "What are they? 

1. "False impressions, people behaving the way society says they should act." 
2. "They are attitudes and appearances that they really do not possess (e .g rich people 

pretend to be confident and in control when in fact they are lonely and out of control, 
some rich people-not dl." 

His position hus not changed signifcunfly but offering the example shows that Dan 
knows that m& are more îhan false or mzsunderstood impresszons. 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? 

1. No Answer. 



2. "You can not be good without knowing what bad is. A benchmark for the 'goodness' 
in society," 

The later answer is rather vague but ut least there is midence rhat Dan is thinking about 
the issue. 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every hurnan being? 

1. "Yes, aggressive, anxious = male. Emotional, confident = fernale." 
2. "Yes, some emotions are feminine, while others are masculine & the challenge in life 

is to balance them." 

The later respoizse, with the f i e r  comment about balunce, shows thar Don is 
attempting to take a more wholistic approach 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuationy? 

1. "'Alone, distinct, different fiom others." 
2. "The process by which a person becomes and an individual." 

1 _ No Answer. 
2. "'Unlimited love and favour of God towards Man," 

Regeneration 

1. No answer. 
2- "Rebirth with a union with Christ by faithbaptism." 

Repentance 

1. "Asking for forgiveness moving towards God." 
2. "Change of attitude brought about by a deep feeling of sorrow over one's sins." 

The later response. unlike the initiul response. refects remorse. 

Sanctification 

1. No Answer. 
2. Trocess the spirit (holy) makes us holy and keeps us holy." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? 

1. "Living a Christ-like life. Living in the way God want you to live (e-g.: Ten 



Cornmandments, etc)." 
2. ''Having a relationship with God & living a Christ-Like life." 

Dorothy 

What is wholeness? 

1 .  "Completeness, secunty, a sense of one's place & purpose." 
3. "FulfilIment in life, not just  a nameless part of the whole." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? 

1. "One's relationship to God. 
2. ccCucumstances, the individual, but ultimately faith in God" 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

1. No Answer. 
2. "40%-" 

What is secuIar hwanism? 

1. "N.S." 
2. "The philosophy that promotes the autonomy of man." 

What is Autonomy? 

1. "Ruling of oneself by oneself." 
2, "Man can determine his own life, makes new history." 

What is Contingency? 

1. "Emergence, something is contingent/dependent. Lawyer takes you on a contingent 
basis before they proceed" 

2- "Everythmg is uncertain, one fin& meaning in his own life." 

What is Relativity? 

1. "Einstein's theory -truth is not truth, it is up to you." 
2. "A11 is in relation to everythmg else- Truth is relative to everyUiing, is subject to 

change." 

What is Temporality? 

1. 'Tot spiritual, temporal, opposite to spirit." 



2. ''There is nothing that is eternal. Meaning & purpose can be faund o d y  in life." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenants of secularism humanism within 
our culture? 

1. c'Autonorny - everyone wants to be autonomous, anti-God, Contingency- when the 
wind blows, Relativity - truth is subjective - believe whatever you want, Temporality 
- people who only rely on what is happening today." 

2. "The fact that God is not promoted Media, avoidance of Gad-suMval of the fittest 
mentality - promotion of the individual." 

The end of the second response, "promotion of the individual': ogers a succinct 
summary of seculor humanism. thus reveding Dorothy 's levd of understanding. 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? 

1. No Answer. 
2. "Maybe." 

What percentage of people do you th& Wear masks? 

1. No Answer. 
2, "100%," 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? 

1. "Not known." 
2. ccThings of the past have an impact, even in one's genes (parents, grand parents, 

community)-product of everything. Man born into sin, shape-d by iniquity." 

Tkere is an obvious contras[ berneen responses. n e  luter response helps to reved how 
much Dorothy invested in the thesis-project, and how il wus a Zeamïng experience for 
her. 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every human being? 

1. "Maybe." 
2. "Yes-" 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? 

1. "Part of our being called out to God. With salvation we are complete: a child of 
Gody S." 

2. "Augustine: 'O God thou hast made us for thyself, and our h e m  are restless until we 
rest in thee.' Completeness, resf security." 



What changes would you suggest for the material or approach? 

"'It is difficult to discuss theories or ideas about which we know little or nothing." 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of the experience? 

". .. 1 wanted to lean about humanism and Jung as an intellectual activity, but will have to 
go over my notes many times before it will s i n .  in! The section on Christianity and the 
search for wholeness was well worth going over to make me clariQ words that I have 
known al1 my life-regeneration, etc. Interesting to leam about Augustine, Tertulliq 
Calvin etc." 

Edith 

What is Alienation? 

1. "Separated from someone or something important because of misunderstanding." 
2. "Being separated fiom that which b ~ g s  completeness in one's life, family, others, 

society." 

23e later response shows an expanscon of Edith's rhinking about afienation, if now 
involves a denial of completeness in one 's life. 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture aIienation? 

1. "Lifestyle, broken homes, demands in daily life." 
2. "Self-centeredness. television, broken relationships, anger, sin." The later 

understanding has become more specific. 

What is wholeness? 

1. "When one feels complete in al1 areas of life, physical, spiritual, mental." 
2. "When a person is in ri& relationship with God" 

7he initial understanding is limited to the individual, and the later shows a deeper 
understanding of wholeness as she acknowledges fhar wholeness involves a personal 
rehionship wirh God This development of thought is also found in the following 
response. 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individuaf? Other? 

1 - "The individual." 
2- "The Individual and God" 



What is secular humanisrn? 

1. "Being focused on only the human aspect of lifelno roorn for spiritual or God focus." 
2. "Approaching life without a spiritual dimension. Depending on works here and now 
to be one's salvation in day to &y life." 

The luter response dernonstrates that Edith hus expunded her thinking in this urea wlzen 
she implies th& the 'salvation ' in seculur hmanism is limited ro rhts life. 

What is Autonomy? 

1. "The ability to make decision for self? 
2. "The right to be independent of everything - self-determination." 

The second response shows thut Editlt has Zearned that secuIur hurnanisrn promotes the 
view that it is 'one S right ' tu be autonomous. 

m a t  is Relativity? 

1. "Relationship of things in this world." 
2. "Life is inter-related-there is cause and effect in everyday life.'' 

ï7zere is not a signrficance dxfference in the responses, and neidzer one uccurutely refIects 
the meaning that is ofiered in the study-guide. 

What is Temporality? 

1. "The idea that things only last for a period of time." 
2. "Life is temporal everything is changing." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenants of secularkm hurnanism within 
our culture? 

1. No Answer. 
2. "People live for the pleasures of today. Many five completely self-centered Lives- 

while others try to change the face of hmanity by works. Many are discouraged and 
depressed 

C m  psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? 

1. "Yes-the better you understand who you are the better you cm apply your faith." 
2. "Yes-helps to understand actions and reactions." 



Are human beings totally isolated entities? 

1. '=No" 
2- "No-impossible, were social beings-we are always reaching out for others-" 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? 

1. "To some people." 
2. "Sometimes, especially if they reoccur-" 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they? 

1. pretend to be someone other than who they tnrIy are (i-e., pretending to be a 
believer)." 

2. "People pretend to be who they are not Cordial, caring." 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 
1. "70%." 
2. "90%." 

How do you explain the primitive side of hurnanity? 

1. No Answer. 
2. "There is always some part of our being that we have not surrendered to God" 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every human being? 

1. "No." 
2. c'Possibly." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? 

1. "Sornething for an individual." 
2. "A person becoming a unique individual and personality." 

Regeneration 

1. "Being sorry for our sins." 
2 "Being made right and whoIe/ restored through Christ" 

Sanctification 

1 . "No Answer." 
2. "Being made more life Christ, doing our Christian work-" 



What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? 

1. "Being in a right relationship with God." 
2. "Becoming who we shodd be by coming to faith through Christ Wholeness in the 

Christian faith can only be experienced after we have turned our Iife over to him. 
Christ fdls the void in our lives and because we are forgiven the Holy Spirit redirects 
our life to be of s e ~ c e  and glory to God-This is our calling in life and so we 
experience wholeness." 

The Iater response obviausly reveaIs a more speczfic understanding of wholeness as if 
related tu Christ- 

How have you benefited fiom this experience? 

"Did some thinking about topics 1 don? talk about day to day." 

What is Alienation? 

1. "Separation of self fiom others." 
2. "Separation fiorn GodErom each other/£korn oneself" 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 

1. "B usyness; cornrnuting." 
2. c'Responsibilities/anxietyAack of tirne." 

What is wholeness? 

1. "Balance: physical-mental-spiritual-" 
2. "Balance in spiritudmentavphysical tems in relationship to Christ" 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? 

1, "Christiani ty...." 
2. "Wholeness is deterrnined by one's response to Jesus, personally." 

m a t  percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

1. '25%." 
2. "10%." A deeper understanding of wholeness as lead the participant to conclude that 

less people are able to experience it. 



What is secdar hurnanism? 

1, Noanswer 
2. "A philosophy that is of the people/person and places ail its value on the 

peopldperson for the good of people/person." 

What is Contingency? 

1. "N/S" 
2- "The here and now is al1 that7s real-" 

What is Relativity? 

1. W/S, Situation ethics?" 
2. ""There are no absolutes (even tnith)," 

What is Temporality? 

1. "For the moment?" 
2, "Nothing is etemal," 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism hurnanism within our 
culture? 

1- No answer. 
2 "Attitude towards death-life is ail you've got there's nothing afler dea& 

individuals e.g. music/movie stars doing humanitarian acts-value on what a 
madwoman achieves for bettement of humanity-" 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they? 

1. "1 can see that various d e s  one plays calls for different masks." 
2. "Ml wears masks of varying degrees. Profession e.g. minister; physician." 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? 

1 ""Primitive = evil." 
2. "Shadow - evil forcehfluence on people - found in people." 

What cornes to your mind when you bear the phrase 'individuation'? 

1. "Trocess of becoming an individual." 
2. "The process of an individual maturing into the full personhood" 



Sanctification 

1. "Process of being holy." 
2. "The process of growth into holiness." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? 

1.  "Being one with God." 
2- "New life in Christ," 

How is whoteness experienced in the Christian Faith? 

1. "Through Christ." 
2- ccThrough repentance/conversion/regeneration/salvatiosccation." 

How is wholeness nurtured or maintained in the Christian Faith? 

" A  long obedience in the same directiony' Eugene Peterson. Thou& Bible 
Study/worship/prayer/congregating, gathering & interacting with feliow believers." 

How have you benefited fiom this experience? 

"Made me thiaresulted in being more sensitive to current eventdassisted me in 
understanding my colleagues (peers) at work" 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of the experience? 

""Interaction-intergenerational. Exposed to material outside of usual day to daykaused 
me to think in new & deeper ways about my own faith joumey. Astute and skilled 
facilitator." 

Would you consider more sessions where a different subject would be examined? 

c'Yes.'7 
Other Comments? 

"We need to do more of this kind of thinking & discussion within our faith community." 

Sharon 

What is Alienation? 

1. "Separating self from outside influences." 
2. "The state of being unsettled in deaiing with anviety and saesses raised f?om 

stmggling to assign reasons/meaning to life events." 



What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 

1. "Social pressures." 
2. "Pressure to perfonn, financial demands to provide basics, inconsistencies in 

behaviour of person with whom we have relationship, unexplainable (maybe even 
unfair) events." 

m a t  is wholeness? 

1. 'The individual strives to achieve wholeness, according to hisher definition of 
who~eness," 

2. "Completeness of our total person; experiencing peace in al1 venues of life." The 
world (society) will do some judgmg, but oniy God can tmly define wholeness, hence 
He's the only one that can judge fairly." 

Who determines wfiat is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? 

1 .  "Humans aren't capable of achievïng perfection, which is wholeness." 
2. "The individual detemines what wholeness is, but is influenced by society, 

upbringing and personal experience. The Ievel that each of these influence is 
determined by the character of each individual." (Although al1 Christians have assess 
to wholeness through that accomplished and provided through the death of Jesus, 
wholeness is a process sirnilar to "salvation" which is only fiilly realized upon death 
when we are unitect with God. Our humanity, limits us from full wholeness). 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing whoieness? 

1. "0% - but some corne close." 
2. "O%." 

What is secular hurnanism? 

2 .  "Viewing life with no influence from the church." 
2, "Viewpoint of life that consists of the four tenets listed below." 

What is Autonomy? 

1. "The individual taking al1 matters of life into hisher own hands; making own 
decisions, defuiing own meaning to life." 

2. "Man creates his hture through decisions he makes. The will of man is paramount." 



What is Contingency? 

1. "%/S." 
2. ccEverything that happens just happens because. There is no particular reason why 

events occur." 

What is Relativity? 

1. 'Defrning things, as it is relative to what surrounds." 
2. "Nothing is absolute. Everything can be characterized as it relates to items making 

up its environment." The later response has presented shows that Sharon now 
understands a key element in relativity; 'nothhg is absolute," 

What is Tempordity? 

1. 'Wot long lasting." 
2, "Life exists only between life and death, there is nothing eternal," 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenants of secularisrn humanism within 
our culture? 

1. "Autonomy - dog eat dog world (capitalism) 
Contingency - N/S 
Relativity - N/S 
Temporality - N/S" 

2. "Life is short, take it by the reigns (1,4), the Prozac generation, dealing with 
depression partly due to feelings of lack of control, futility of life (2,4), universalism 
(3)- atheisrn (1,2,3,4)." By offering examples the participant is dernonstrating her 
understanding of the concept. 

Cm psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? 

1. "Yes, increasing knowledge, understanding: thereby permitting each to assess." 
2- "Yes. As we learn theories on human behaviour, we can then begin to understand 

how some view life, and with this knowledge we can relate to them better. 
Psychology provides the oppomuiity to question our personal stances, and thus 
encourage us to seek the biblical outlook on a topic." 

Are human beings totally isolated entities? 

1. 'No, society, fkends, h i l y  al1 contnbute to our person." 
2. 'No, Our brain takes in a lot of information fiom what we hear fiom our 

surroundings. Unconsciously we process that information which as a result effects 
our thinking, how we view life and the way we act" 



Does the unconscious rnind affect the conscious d d ?  

1. "Yes." 
2- "Yes. Our brain takes in a Lot of information of what we hear, see and feel, It sorts ail 

this information (unconsciously) which is used to determine our behaviour 
(decisions made over conscious deliberations)." 

Sharon's responres ro these two [art quesîions demonstrates thar she has Iearned more 
about the unconsciours rnindfiorn the readings/'discu~siom on Jung- 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? 

1. c ~ I t h i n k ~ ~ . 7 '  
2. '&Yes. Evident in the Bible. (e-g. Joseph, Peter, etc.). 1 think that few know how to 

assess thern." 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they? 

1. "They consciously (or unconsciously) deny the person who they are, hence revealing 
to the world a person that isn't truly them. They are holding themselves back nom 
achieving wholeness." 

2. "1 accept that that is a normal part of life. But 1 am perturbed when a person uses a 
mask to manipulate for negative gain." 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 

2 ,  "50%." 
2. "100% @iffereut degrees of intensities of how much and how often)." 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? 

1. "Areas of ignorance, not matured-" 
2. "Instinct, not leamed Hence our primitive side is only evident when we are ignorant 

on an issue or by choice. 

The larer response shows u noloble change in view, from 'ignorance ' ro 'ïnsîincr. ' 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? 

1. "Life according to the individual." 
2. "1 think of the process of becoming one's own peson; realizing one's uniqueness." 

Regeneration 

1. "To be made anew." 



2 "The process of being made whole." 

Conversion 

1. "Change, tuni." 
2. "To tuni; turn away fiom sin to the way of Christ" 

1. "Being forgiven and accepted into the kingdom of God." 
2. "Consists of forgiveness fkom God of al1 our sins, continuous personal/spintual 

growth as assisted by the Holy Spirit and union wiîh God upon physical death. Al1 
of which is made possible through the crucifixion of Jesus." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? 

1. "Soul, mind & body (which includes every situation of life being rninistered to by 
God & his Word" 

2. ccCompleteness of our total person. Wholeness is having al1 areas of our person 
(spirit, soul and body) perfected or made cornplete. It is achieved through salvation 
where al1 of our sins have been forgiven, we have fellowship with God and his life 
emanates through us. This is al1 made possible by the crucifuuon of Christ" 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? & How does one nurturehaintain 
wholeness in the Christian Faith? 

1. "Accepting salvation, through the crucifixion of Jesus (God), his forgiveness, turning 
from every way that is against God's will-this is done by getting to know God & his 
words, identified in 'The Word of God7-The Holy Bible." 

2. "Wholeness is nurturedhaintained by nurturing our relationship with God and 
getting to know him more through communion with hirn in prayer and reading of hs 
Word The Spirit will take the seed of the world implanted and cause growth in our 
beings to reach wholeness in every area. As regeneration, wholeness is completed 
upon death when we are untied forever with God, when our wholeness has reached 
total completion/perfection, although 'wholeness' is made available through the death 
of Jesus." 

How have you benefited from this experience? 

T e s .  I have gained knowledge on how some think in their pursuit of life satisfaction, 
perhaps help in understanding why they act in certain ways and hopefully aIlow me to 
share rny faith with theni in an effective way. It has also provided the opportunity to 
assess/cornpare my personal belief system to other thought patterns and hence question 
and affirrn it." 

Would you consider more sessions where a different subject would be examineci? 



"Yes, 1 enjoy reading, leaming and discussions on thought provolang topics." 

Verna 

What is wholeness? 

"Feeling of contentment with yourself. Feeling not alone, God is with you, you do not 
have to worry about guilt, you are forgiveq involves emotions and physical well 
being." 
'ïntegration of physical, emotional, spiritual aspects of life. WeU-rounded life found 
in Christ who is the only person who exhibits tnie wholeness." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? 

1. "Individual and God." 
2- "God who shows us wholeness in Christ" The Later response shows that Vema has, 

after the experience, concluded that God determines the meaning of wholeness. 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

What is secuIar humanism? 

1. "'Beliefyou don? need any outside, spiritual, God. Man will make it on his own, 
make his own utopia, not God, Christ, gods-" 

2. "Belief that would can become better as individuais work to be better by their own 
hard work-with no dependence on any spiritual being." 

What is Autonomy? 

1. "Self-sufi~ient.~' 
2. 'ïndividual-being master of one's own fate." The change in position, while subtle, 

is signifiant. 

In the initial response one is led to believe t h t  one c m  simply tuke care him/herself: but 
in tlze second respome. one is responsible for his/her destiny- 

What is Contingency? 

1. "N.S." 
2. "What happens today is the result of something that happened previously and will 

influence future eventç-it just happens.. . ." 

What is Relativity? 



1. "One is related to the other - No absolutes." 
2, "Belief that there are no absolutes, Mord actions depend on circumstances," 

What is Ternporality? 

1. "The world is al1 there is, nothing is immortal." 
2. "There is no life beyond this one. We need to make this life better-work toward 

Utopia here on earth." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism hurnanism within our 
culture? 

1. ''Most people do not have any idea of the life beyond this life, and do not seem to 
Trying to get rid of God and mords in schools, work places. The attitude that we do 
not need God." 

2. "There is emphasis on 'getting ahead' in workplace, without thinking about co- 
workers. Idea that if it feels right do if no standard by which to measme the 
nghtness of an action. Emphasis on material things. Want = need" 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? 

1. "Yes, but only up to a point." 
2. "Yes - may help to understand our actions but it is not the answer to life problerns-" 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they ? 

1. "Pretending to be what you are not, being unwilhg to admit hurî, sorrow, etc." 
2. "We want others to think the best of us. Masks of indifference (when really we are 

hurt by another's action) "put on a happy face" Masks of stoicism because we are 
afiaid others will see o u  fears and our ernotions." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? 

1. "1 don? know." 
2. 'Being one's own person-" 

Sin 

1. "Separaion fiom God." 
2. "State of mankind -falling short of what God desires of us - being indifference to 

God and Christ's dying for us - separaion from God." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? 

1. cbAcceptance of forgiveness - living in Christ. "Therefore, if anyone is in Chnst, he is 



a new creature." The beginning of wholeness is conversion & salvation-but 
wholeness is 
"ktting Christ take control of every part of your life-becoming more like Hirn 
through the spirit working in our lives 'cornplete in Him' need no other Saviour. 
Works not necessary for salvation but are the result -show our obedience." 

"The beginning of wholeness is conversion & salvation-but wholeness is continuing and 
growing in the faith-learning to trust in god's guidance îhrough the Holy Spirit in every 
aspect of life-living by faith in the Son of God (Gd. 220)  and showing that faith by the 
fruit of the Spirit ( G d  6: 22). Yet it is a continuing struggle. Perfect wholeness will 
corne only when we are with Christ & see m m  as He is." 

How does one nurturdrnaintain wholeness in the Christian faith? 

"One nurtures and maintains wholeness by continuing to learn more of Christ in study 
and prayer as an individual and is the family of Christian the church (in its true sense) 
where we help and encourage one another." 

How have you benefited fiom this experience? 

"Forced me to think about rny faith, how to express it. Think more clearly about 
concepts-stnrggle with expressing in words, the explanation of ideas as those above." 

What changes would you suggest for the material or approach? 

"Some of the material was diff~cult - perhaps needed more time to digest it." 

The Shortcomings 

1 had a rather shaky beginning with Dorothy's inquiry about whether or not the 

group was a sarnple (121). 1 think that anxiety, and the desire to discourage the 

participants fkorn feeling like guinea pigs, led me to fumble around for an adequate 

response. I soon realized that 1 had to relax and remember why 1 was doing al1 this work 

in the first place. 

While there was some notable diversity arnong the participants (Le., a good range 

in age, different education and experiences, a good balance between the sexes), the 

participants were typically middle class. The congregation generally consists of those 



fiom the middle class, still there are members of the working class who could have 

offered a dflerent contribution to, and who could have benefited fiom, the experience. 

The participants should have been given the material earlier. 1 was concemed that 

because of  the amount o f  material, and the fact that much of the rnaterial would be new, 

the participants might feel overwhehed. Regardless, the participants needed more time 

to read and process the information. Questions after each chapter would have also helped 

to give the participants more direction as they prepared to meet for the sessions. 

The sessions shodd have started in January or February. People start to think 

about spring and the many tasks they need to perfom in order to get ready for summer 

when April arrived. The timing of the sessions increased the pressure for me to be very 

cautious with regards to the amount of demands that were placed upon the participants. 

The participants should have been informeci that there would be two sermons 

preached on themes from the study-guide before the seMces ( 159, 199). 1 did not inform 

the participants about the messages because 1 did not want to influence the way that they 

heard the messages, however, as a result of not knowing about the 'special sermons' 

several participants were away. The participants shodd have k e n  encourageci to attend 

the Sundays that had the thesis-project focus, but they did not have to be told anything 

else that might prejudice them. 

There were times when the discussion was perrnitted to stray too far from the 

subject matter, for example, the discussion on therapists (186-1 88). At other times, some 

of the responses were quite lengthy, while they were ofien informative and relevant (1 5 1, 

183). Lengthy comments could have easily discouraged the quieter participants from 

entering into the discussions. 



1 should have used questions more effectively. Zn addition, a few more exercises 

could have helped to direct the dialogue more.385 Both the questions and additional 

exercises could have offered more direction to the participants as they interacted with the 

material. Furthemore, more questions and exercises could have helped the quieter 

participants to express their thoughts. It is clear that more effort should have been made 

to invite greater participation fiom the quieter members- 

There were times when the quieter members attempted to enter into the discussion 

and their tentative contributions were either cut off (l3S,l46,16O, 164) or sirnply not 

followed up on (132, 13 1,202,227). 

1 should have been more definite with regards to the role 1 needed to play. The 

quieter participants could have been given more time to develop their thoughts if 1 would 

have played a more directive role at times. 

The house-group format achieved the goal of creating a non-threatening 

atmosphere, however, this format may have discouraged a more directive rote on rny part. 

1 did not want to be perceiveci as being signifrcantly different fiom other members of the 

house group. 1 was naïve, considering that the study-guide and sessions were written and 

organized by me, to think that 1 would simply be 'just another mernber' of the group. 

The reflections and questions that were given to the participants, before and after 

the sessions386, should have been more specific in some instances. There were times 

when the participants simply responded with 'ies7', obviously this was not ten-ibly 

revealing. Questions that were more specific could have helped to produce more 

thoughtfùl responses. I should have also stressed the importance of taking adequate time 

385 The exercises that were used c m  be found in the Appendices. 
386 See Appendix D. 



to respond to the questions because it appears as if some of the responses were quickly 

O ffered. 

The thesis-project's intent was to m a t e  a study-guide and provide an educational 

experience, nevertheles, there could have been more persona1 applications of the 

material. 1 could have, and should have, encouraged the participants to attempt to reflect 

upon their own experience of wholeness. 

A significant wealcness in this experience was that several participants were 

facing many very demanding responsibilities (i-e., a new kby ,  a new job, etc.). The 

participant's pressures were reflected in some of their written responses that did not 

reflect much effort, and also there were times when a couple of participants were not well 

prepared for the sessions. 

A chapter on postrnodern philosophy would have rounded off the study on 

wholeness very nicely, and especially since tenets of this philosophy have becorne so 

prevalent within society. In order to accomplish this, however, there would have been 

more sessions. 

There was tw much tirne spent on secular humanisrn and Jung in cornparison to 

the attention of wholeness in the Christian Faith. The former sections could have been 

presented in a more focused marner so that the examination of wholeness through Christ 

could have been given more attention. 

A chapter on the Christian disciplines (prayer, study, etc.) would have helped the 

participants to see how one nurtures wholeness in his/her life. 

The six-week period was not long enough for the amount of material that we were 

examining and discussing. 1 ofien felt pressured for time and this greatly effected how I 



interacted with the participants (i.e., while trying to listen as attentively as possible I was 

also considering how much material was left to be discussed). The time restraints led me 

to cut people off on occasion, and at other times 1 did not follow up some statements that 

were made by the quieter participants. The lime restraints of the six-week period 

presented the geatest weakness in the thesis-project experience. 

The Strengths 

The study-guide provided a goud overview of the main areas of discussion: 

dienation in culture, secular humanism, Jungîan psychology, and the Christian Faith. 

The participants noticed the amount of work th& went into the study-guÏde, and this 

helped them to bave wnfidant with the material and the facilitator. The material was 

readable and tried to avoid any serious language or conceptual bamers, while at the same 

time it was not too simplistic. This material would not necessarily work well in some 

situations but it did with the participants frorn ChrÏstian Baptist Church. 

The material also exposed the participants to new information and possibly 

material that they would not otherwise encounter. The discussions ofien allowed the 

material and current events and situations tu interact (Le., gun laws, suicide, Gretsky, 

road rage, Kosovo, heaith care, etc.). The discussion of current events helped to nurture 

the dialogue and it also helped to show the relevancy of the material. The material 

fulfilled its purpose; namely, it helped a pastor and his people to wrestle with the issue of 

wholeness; and the study-guide generated some very healthy, interesting, and thought 

provoking discussions. The participants (even the quiet ones who did not say very much) 

never appeared to be bored, and they always stayed focused on the discussions. 



The house group format, as rnentioned, worked wetl because people were 

accustomed to it and it offered an element of fmiliarity to the expenence, thus helpuig 

the participants to feel more relaxeci. 

The participants offered a good range of ages and experiences. Ten participants 

(inciuding the facilitator) was a good number because it aHowed the group to nurtwe an 

environment of trust and c&g, this was reflected in the many different times that the 

members shared about themselves (1 25, f 26, 129, 133, 154, 186, 187, 190). The sessions 

also provided an opportunity for the participants to get to know one anther much better, 

and in fact, they are talking to each other more than they did prior to the sessions. 

Humour was ofien part of the sessions. The humour reflected the participant's 

comfort with one another, and it also reflected that they were enjoying the experience. 

One of the best instances of the humour, and an instant that reflects evidence that the 

participants were leaming and enjoying the experience, can be found in the following 

exchange. 387 

Bob: Well, here we go again! (Laughter) Welcome everyone and how's everyone 
surviving? 

Dan: WeU, I'm still here. 

Edith: Al was quizzing me at dimer to see if 1 knew what wntingency was! (general 
laughter) 

Bob: For those of you who don't know what contingency is, you're not alone! 

Dorothy: What we leam tonight will be contingent on what a good teackr  you are. 

Charles: We're al1 in trouble, in a relative sense. 

Bob: Well, we're not here forever! (Laughter) 

397 The transcript of the sessions does not r e v d  dl the rich dynarnics that were experienced within the 
sessions, however, this portion of dialogue offers the reader a giimpse of some it, 



Dan: But we're supposed to make the rnost of it, white we' re here (1 59). 

In this dialogue one c m  see that the participants discussed the materid outside the 

session experience, and the humour reflects their cornfort with one another. One can also 

see tbat the participants were thinking about and processing the material as they brought 

in contingency, relativity, ternporality, and utopia; in that very brief exchange. 

The participants were given an opportunity to reconsider t&eir faith and were 

rerninded of the profound uniqueness of the Christian Faith. The participants also 

became more discerning in their tbinking about culture and its values (132-133, 287). 

Sharon, for example, said to me outside a session perïod: "It has provided an oppominity 

to assess and compare my persona1 belief system to other thought patterns and hence 

question and afim it." 

The congregation of Christian Baptist Church is in the p r e s s  of visioning These 

sessions have afTirmed what many people are discovering; namely, that Christian Baptist 

Church is called to offer more opportunities for people who want to wrestle with issues, 

grow in their faith, and becorne better equipped to be saints in a secular society. This 

experience has also denounceci easy-believisrn and blind faith (156-157). 

I knew the material well and the participants had confidence in my leadership. 1 

recognize that there were tirnes when 1 was anxious about the amount of material and the 

time restraints, but still, 1 believe that I usually listened closely to the participants (146- 

147). I offered helpfid focus and summary statements (1 35, 197, S07,2 14). 

I also brought in other authors and information beyond the scope of the study- 

guide (Victor Frankel, William Willïrnon, D.T. Niles, etc.), and this offered more breadth 

to the discussions. 



1 did not dominate the discussions, and the participants felt that they had the 

fieedorn to share, ask questions, or challenge the material in the study-guide and me. 

The participant's responses to the questions and reflections *fore and after the 

sessions) reved that this was a leaming experience for them.'" The participants have 

taken what they have talked about, and learned, in the sessions beyond the session 

experiences. After the sessions, whîle enjoying a cup of coffee, the participants ofien 

continued taking about issues pertaining to the sessions and the study-guide. 

Participants started to notice artides in the news, or things that their colleagues said, that 

reflected something that was discussed. A sermon was preached after the sessions and 

when the word persona was rnentioned the participants gave a iittle srnile as if they had 

the inside track advantage. 

The affects of this thesis-project upon the participants are a very rewarding 

outcome of this thesis-project's experience. The participants, as rnentioned, interact with 

one another more often since the thesis-project experience. Furîher, sume of the 

participants have also shared with me information and thoughts that reveai a heightened 

awareness of some of the themes that were addressed in the experience-a heightened 

awareness that will travel with hem as they continue their Christian journey. 



Conclusion 

This thesis-project has achieved the goals that were established. Codd  there have 

been more areas of discussions addressed or some discussed more deeply? Undoubtedly, 

however, it should be apparent that this thesis-project reveals that a pastor and his people 

have indeed wrestled with the issue of wholeness. 

It was my intention to create a study-guide for Christian Baptist Church and 

similar churches that would address the issue of wholeness. The sessions clearly revealed 

that the study-guide's presentation of different views of wholeness provided a 

constructive guide that led the participants into lively and informative discussions-we 

also learned that the study-guide could be used with future groups. 

I offered a working definition early in this thesis-project: "Wholeness is the 

harmonious interaction between the various elements of one's being." This thesis-project 

is a proclamation that the harmonious interaction between the various elernents of one's 

being is only possible when one is in intimate communion with Christ, the one who is the 

source of wholeness. 

Lastly, the following statements that came out during the sessions offer my 

conclusions regarding wholeness-conclusions that this thesis-project has confirrned: 

Jesus. .. He is the source of wholeness. He is the source of our life (224). 

I've wrestled with the whole issue of wholeness the whole of rny Life, I suppose. 
And 1 don't have the definitive explanation for wholeness, but 1 do know and believe that 
wholeness is Christ and that if 1 want to experience wholeness, if my neighbour wants to, 
if the world wants to, they need to encounter the one who is the embodiment of 
wholeness in life. 1 don? believe that wholeness is a possession, I think it moves, 1 see 
glimpses of it through rny life and there are moments when I experience i t  But 1 don? 
possess it, it's a gift, and it has to do with the salvation experience.. . That is as close as 1 
c m  corne to finding wholeness (232). 
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APPENDIX A 

A Literature Review 

The following is a brief literature review of books that had a particularly strong 

influence upon my thinking and die formulation of the study-guide. In addition, the 

books were selected for anyone who might want to use the study-guide because they offer 

a usefil survey of the various themes that are found in the study-guide. 

Harvey Cox, The Secular City-Urbanization and Secularization in Theoloqical 
Perspective. New York: MacMillian Co,, 1967, 

The name Harvey Cox is often mentioned in any serious discussion on the church 

and secular humanism. Harvey Cox's The Secular Citv-Urbanization and Secularization 

in Theolo@cal Perspective, one of the earlier discussions on the church and secular 

humanism, created a good deal of controversy and discussion. 

Cox attempted to enlighten the church about the process of secularization, and the 

church's ne& to effectively respond to it. His conclusions affended, and will offend, 

those who are theologically conservative, but he nevertheless challenges everyone ta 

think about the relationship between the sacred and the profane. 

He concludes that urbmization, advances in technology, and free will have led to 

the formation of the secdar and the church must function as a new regime and cultural 

exorcist in every aspect of cultural life. 

Cox, early in his book, states his approach and conclusion: "We must leam, as 

Bonhoeffer said, to speak of God in a secular fashion and find a non-religions 

interpretation of biblical concepts. It will do no good to cling to our religious and 



metaphysical versions of Chrïstianity in the hope that one way religious or metaphysics 

r, 389 wîll once again regain their centrality . 

Langdon Gilkey, Naming; The Whirlwind, The Renewal of God Lanauage. - New York: 
Bobbs-Merril Co., 1969, 

There were a number of reoccming themes in the literature on secdar humanism. 

Langdon Gilkey, in Naming the Whirlwind, succinctly addresses the majority of these 

themes. 

He daims that every aspect of life in the church, every doctrine and rnethod of 

approach, is challenged. He also points out that while the existence of God might be the 

central question, the key issues for the church are how should the church talk about God 

and how can the church rneaningfully relate its message to an ever-changing world. He 

claimed: "me question over the reality of God is immensely subtle and cornplex one, and 

each age discusses in its own r n a ~ e r . ' " ~ ~  

Gilkey acknowledges that the theological situation has led to the development of 

radical thwlogy (Le., secular thedogy). Gilkey7s purpose for this book was to develop a 

secular theology that would retain tenants of 'historie Christian Faith7. 

He argues that the secular spirit, which is so prevaient in the new culture, is one 

that promotes the view of 'man corne of age,' a spirit that declares that man wili direct his 

destiny. He offers a very helpful presentation of the four main tenets of secuiarism: 

contingency, relativity (relativisrn), temporality (transience), and autonomy. 

Harvey Cox, The Secular Cirv-Urbanization and Secularization in Theological Perspective (New 
York: MacMillian Co., 1967), 3. 
390 Langdon Gilkey, Namine The WhirIwind. The Renewal of God Laneuage (New York: Bobbs-Merri1 
Co., 1969) 23. 



Stanley Grenz. Theo1o.g-r For The C ~ r n r n ~ t v  of God. Nashviiie, Tennessee: Broadrnan 
& Holman Publishers: 1994. 

Grenz has w-ritten a written this book fiom a Baptist perspective with the intent 

for the reader to see faith in the context of God's central plan for creation-the creation 

Grenz, like Packer, argues that strrdying theokogy is more than an intellectua1 

pursuit of knowledge, but rather the study of thwlogy shodd have the goal of 

enwutering God through Christ- 

Chapter 15 and 16, "The Dynamic of Conversion" and "Individual Salvation 

Perspective", are particularly insightful when one is addressing wholeness in the 

Christian Faith and how it is experienced through the conversion fiom self to G d .  Grenz 

shows how conversion leads an individual through the process towards wholeness-a 

process involving repentance, faith, and the activity of the Holy Spirit-al1 in the context 

He concludes: 

In conversion the story of the Christian cornmunity becornes the central 
for reorientation of our personal story. In this event, we encounter the 
narrative of God's action in history as told by the community of faith. 
This encounter leads to a personal crisis in identity, as the seeker accepts 
the categories of the new community as the valid framework for his or her 
own personal narrative.39 

Jolande Jawbi, The Psycholow of CG. Jung (New Haven Connecticut: Yale University 
Press, 1973 .) 

The bibliogaphy for this thesis-project offers several introductions or surveys of 

Jung's works, however, Jolandi Jacobi's book stands out. Jolandi Jacobi, a colleague of 

"' Grenz, Stanley. Theolow For The Communitv of God. Nashville, Tennessee: Broadman & Holman 
Publishers: 1994), 555. 



Jung, offers a very succinct oveMew of Jung's psychology. Jung actually endorsed this 

survey. She claimed that it was her intent to offer a succinct presentation of Jung's 

works, and to make Jung's psychology assessable. 

Jacobi, as she presents the main tenants of Jung's psychology, defends one of 

Jung's main messages, namely; that psychic reality is as real as any other part of one's 

being. Jacobi argues that Jung's psychology is not just a theory, but that it offers 

empirical evidence (Le., dreams, syrnbols.. . ). Jacobi presents Jung's understanding of 

the nature of the psyche, the laws of psychic process and forces, and the practical 

application of Jung's theory. 

CG- Jung, Collected Works Vol. 7: Two Essws on Analvtical Psvcho1o.q. Princeton, 
New Jersey: Princeton Universiw Press, 1966. 

5 s  book as the titie suggests, cornes fiom Jung's voluminous collected works. I 

have recornrnend that this book be the first one examined because this volume presents 

many of the key elements &in Jung's psychology. Jung's views on the psychology of 

the unconscious can be found in this volume. This book shows how Jung understood the 

relationship between the conscious, unconscious, and the collective unconscious. 

This volume offers a concise explanation for Jung's teachings on individuation, 

which is of course, central in understanding Jung's view on wholeness- Jung stated: 

"Individuation means becoming an 'individual, and, in so far as 'individuality' embraces 

our uinermost, last, and incomparable uniqueness, it also irnplies becoming one's own 

self. We could therefore translate individuation as 'coming to selfhood or self- 

9,392 realization. Jung adds: "The aim of individuation is nothing less than to direct the self 

392 CG.  Jung, Collected Works VOL 7: Two Essavs on Analytical PsvchoIoq. Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1966.173 



of the fdse wrappings of the person on one hand, and the suggestive power of the 

primordial images on the otl~er."~" 

Jung, at the end of the book, offers a helpfid surnmary of some of the main 

elements within his psychology. 

Samuels, Bani Shorter and Fred Plaut. A Critical Dictionarv of Jung-ian Analvsis. 
London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1985 

The dictionary offers succinct definitions for the main concepts that are found 

within Jung's works. This dictionary is a great place for anyone who does have any 

knowledge of Jungian psychology. 

Alister McGrath, Intellectuals Don't Need God & M e r  Modem Myths. Grand Rapids, 
Mich.: Zondervan Publishing House, 1993. 

McGrath has written a very informative and thought-provoking book on Christian 

apologetics. McGrath argues that there is clash between worldviews and that Chnstianity 

is being attacked in a rather subtle and effective way. This book calls the Christian church 

to face the reality of a rapidly changing culture, and that the secdar culture is denouncing 

and replacing the religious and the sacred. 

This book is not only, 'a wake up call', it is also a cal1 for the church and 

individual Chnstians to rise to the challenge of sharing and defending the faith. In order 

to share and defend the faith; however, the church must have a better understanding of 

the culture and the worldviews that oppose Christianity. McGrath offers a very helpfùl 

description of the secular spirit and the worldview that it forms. 

He believes, and effectively 

the secdar mind must overcome. 

defends his view, that there are barriers to faith that 

He argues that the Christian has a responsibility to 

393 Ibid, 174, 



eliminate those barrien as much as possible, but in order for this to happen apologetics 

must be revitalized. The great challenge for the church therefore is, how can the message 

be heard, and especially since it offers such a counter-cultural message? McGrath 

proposes: "The science of apologetics needs to be complernented by the art of 

,7394 apologetics. The church, as McGrath states, must be sensitive to human individuality, 

and the goal is people not an argument.' 

This book, while it does not ignore the importance of theury, dso is very practical 

as it attempts to help one to devefop skilfs and insights that wiil enable them to share the 

gospel in a secdar society. This book is a very good place to start as one is trying to see 

the relationship of the sacred with the secdar, numire his or her relationship with Christ 

in this world, and when atternpting to discem how to bnng Christ to a and wounded and 

broken world. 

Merton, Thomas. The New Man. New York: The Noonday Press, 1988. 

People Iike Thomas Merton challenged/inspired me to seek to understand, and 

experience, wholeness- Merton, who was a contemplative monk, wrote many books that 

either directiy or indirectty reIated to the experience of wholeness. His book, The New 

Man, is a very good place to start when one wants to understand Merton's works; 

moreover, it is a great book to examine when addressing the issue of wholeness. 

He wams that there is a war that is occumng within an individual, and it is a war 

that must be fought and won. He also wams that war within wilI not be won easily. 

394 Alister McGrath, lntellectuals Don't Need God & Other Modem Myths (Grand Rapids, Mich.: 
Zondervan Pubiishing House, 1993), 1 1. 



Merton claims: "In a word, for man to live, he has becorne wholly and entirely alive. He 

has to be all life, in his body, his senses, his mind, his wi1L ,7395 

Merton discussed Promethean mysticisrn which teaches that man stole the fire 

(the spirit) from the gods, a fire that he did not have to çteaf in the first place. Man, as a 

result of the theft, becarne consumed by the fear that the gods would seek revenge. Man, 

subsequently, allowed fear and confusion to make 'self as the prhary focus of 

everythmg he thought and did. Ke concluded: "Without the living God, (without a enter)  

man becomes little helpless gods, imprisoned within the four walIs of their own weakness 

and fear.'y396 By trying to be god man c m  not find God. 

He argues that the Christian faith offers an alternative approach, namely, that one 

can experience fieedom and fulfillment only when one gives up him or herself for others. 

Merton also teaches that, even though one is part of a fallen race (the first Adam), one 

can experience wholeness (the war can be won) because of Christ (The Second Adam). 

The new life is made possible because one can be reconciled to God through Christ. 

"Man is fùlly alive only when he experiences at ieast to some extent that he is 

really spontaneously dedicating himself, in al1 truth, to reveai the real purpose of his own 

personal existence.'7397 Merton, as suggested, argues that one's real purpose is to worship 

and serve God. 

Nouwen, Henri. The Wounded Healer, Ministrq in Conternporary Society. New York: 
Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1979. 

H ~ M  Nouwen is one of those authors who writes short books that are packed 

with insight and meaning. His books have provided a great contribution to literature in 

395 Merton, Thomas. The New Man (New York: The Noonday Press, 1988), 7. 
396 Tbid., 7- 



pastoral a r e .  Kis guidance in the area of rninistry, however, offers valuable instruction to 

anyone who seeks to understand how he or she can serve God in a secular Society. While 

any of his books will give a lot to think about, for the purpose of this study, the Wounded 

Healer is a good place to start. 

Nouwen points out that western society has become unstable and has a value 

system that is ever-changing. Nouwen explains that the instability has created a new 

generation that is rootless, a convulsive generation that is inwardly focussed, that lacks 

Fathers. 

One is reminded that the Christian is called to show the way to fieedom, He 

daims that the way that the Christian faith, the way of Christ, is a revolutionary message. 

He believes that the Christian leader of tomorrow has to be more than a 

'producer7 or a person with formulas, one must be both contemplative and compassionate 

as he or she Iùlfils the role of 'the articulator of inner events. 

Nouwen clairns that modem man waits for tomorrow in fear-a fear for of death 

and fear of life. Given the plight of nuclear man, it is imperative that the Christian leader 

must nurture key principles in leadership; one must bave personal concern for others, 

have a faith in the value and meaning of life, and be a person of hope. 

This book helps one to see that church leaders, and al1 clergy, are wounded 

healers and that in order to bring healing, and help others to experience wholeness, one 

must see his own brokemess, and seek wholeness. 

397 Ibid., 1 1. 



SI Packer. Knowing; God. London: Hodder & Stougthton, 1975. 

JI Packer has had a long career in writing and teachulg theology that makes it 

accessible. Knowin~ God is one of those books that is found on most pastor's books 

shelves. 

Packer encourages one to reflect upon why one 'does theology'. He warns that 

the simple accumulation of knowledge is does necessarily lead one closer to God. He 

argues: "Our concem must be to enlarge our acquaintance, not simply with doctrine of 

God's attributes, but with the God who athibutes they are. As he is the subject of our 

study, and our helper in it, so he must be the ended of it- We must seek, in studying God, 

to be led to ~ o d . ~ ' ~  

He helps one to conclude that knowing about God is not the same as knowing 

God. In his book he challenges one to develop a solid theological foundation that will 

lead one closer to God and it will also help one to deal with the world views bat  

contradiet the Christian message. This book, as Packer presents the main tents of the 

Christian Faith, helps one to see and leam more about the uniqueness of the Christian 

Faith and the hope and life that Christ offers. 

398 JI Packer. Knowins God (London: Hodder & Stougthton, 2 975), 19. 



Difficnlty and Knowiedge 

The participants were asked to rate the level of difficulty and îheir knowledge of 
the matenal in the study guide prior to the sessions. 

Difficulty: Easy = 1 
Difficult = 10 

Knowledge: 1 = Little Knowtedge 
2 = Very Familiar Wiîh 

Jung:Difficulty -4,5,6.5,8,8,7,7,9- 
Knowledge - 1,2,3,5,5,5,5,6,7. 

Regeneration: Difficulty - 1,2,4,5,6,5,6,6,8, 
Knowledge - 2,4,6,6,7,8,8,8,8, 

Please put these in the sequence that you think they occur. 

Conversion 

Salvation 

Regeneration 

Sanctification 

Briefly cxplain why you chose this sequence: 

AI 

Please put these in the sequence that you think they occur. 

2. Conversion 
3. Salvation 



4. Justification 
5. Regeneration 
6. Sanctification 
1, Effectuai Calling 

Briefly explain why you chose this sequence: 

1. Called by God 
2, Change 
3. Saved fiom a self-centered life 
4. Faith 
5. Spirit within 
6,  Sanctified- 

Please put these in the sequence that you think they occur. 

2. Conversion 
3. Salvation 
5.  Justification 
6. Regeneration 
4. Sanctification 
1. Effechial Calling 

Briefly explain why you chose this sequence: 

1. Holy Spirit calling (knocking upon your hart). 
2. As soon as Jesus has joined with our spirit (salvation) 
3. We are sanctifieci, by making Jesus our Lord sanctifieci by his blood (paying the price 

for our sins). 
4. Justified by being joint hein with Jesus 
5. Converted h m  deâth to Iife in ouf spirit 
6. As we grow towards Christ likeness, we are regenerated. 

Charlie 

Please put these in the sequence that you think they occur. 

2. Conversion 
6. Salvation 
5. Justification 
3- RegeneratXon 
4. Sanctification 



Briefly explain why you chose this sequence: 

1. effectua1 calling recognizes God's desire for us to corne home, and our decision to 
tmth around 2. Conversions is the response to God's revelation 3. Regeneration is the 
rebuilding or recreation of the mind through Chnst, we are contuiually sanctified. 4. As 
we joyously follow God w are justified by God continually as we make a decision to 
follow him. Throughout the process of rebirth we achieve salvation. 6.  Since we have 
opened the door Christ is knocking a t  

Dan 

Please put these in the sequence that you think they occur. 

5, Conversion 
6 .  Salvation 
3. Justification 
2. Regeneration 
4. Sanctification 
1. Effectua1 Cal1 ing 

Briefly explain why you chose this sequence: 

Please put these in the sequence that you thin!! they occur. 

2. Conversion 
3. Salvation + Justification + Regeneration 
4. Sanctification 
1. Effectua1 Calling 

Briefly explain why you chose this sequence: 

The work of the Holy Spirit brings man to recognize his need to change his life, 
conversion is a choice man makes to change his life and to change fiom serving self to 
depending on God. Salvation cornes fiom the Lord, and is God's gift to those who 
choose faith in Him. Regeneration is the new birth which comes when man accepts 
God's way of salvation. Justification is the process by which man cornes into alignment 
with Go4 his sins are covered by Christ's blood Sanctification is the process by which 
man with the help of the Holy Spirit makes choices to live a holy life which is pleasing to 
God (This is a pretty brief surnmary!). 



Please put these in the sequence that you think they occur. 

2. Conversion 
3, Salvation 
5. Justification 
4. Regeneration 
6. Sanctification 
1. Effectd  Calling 

Briefly explain why you chose this sequence: 

God is always calling us back into relationship with hun. When we experience 
conversion we tuni from self to him. We accept the plan of salvation--Chris7s death for 
our sins. We are given a new iife which is God centered and we grow in him we become 
more like and Christ and serve him. 

Kathy  

Please put these in the sequence that you think they occur. 

4. Conversion 
2. Salvation 
3. Justification 
5. Regeneration (4, 2,3,5, happen sirnultaneously) 
6.  Sanctification 
1. Effectua1 Calling 

= The whole process = salvation 

Briefly explain why you chose this sequence: 

2 .  God calls us to Himself 
2. He sent Kis son-even to death 
3. to make us right with him 
4. We respond, repent, turn around 
5. And are reborn 
6. We become holy as we seek to follow him 

Sharon 

Please put these in the sequence that you think they occur. 

2. Conversion 



3, Salvation 
2-5 Justification 
4. Regeneration 
4. Sanctification 
1. Effectuai C a l h g  

Briefly explain why you chose this sequence: 

EEectual calling is the initial calVapproach to receive salvation, whîch is being brougbt 
into God's family, receiving forgiveness of our sins, with the promise of being united 
with God upon physical death. Upon responding positively to the call, we chose to tum 
our backs on evil, thus experiencing a conversion. At the time of conversion, through the 
death of Jesus, justification to receive salvation from God was provided. From the point 
of salvation we undergo regeneration and sanctification where the act of the changing our 
whole person starts and we are made hoiy (holier) continuously. 
Note: technically, we have been justified from the point of Christ's crucifixiony but its 
affect is seen at conversion. 

Vema 

Please put these in the sequence that you think they occur. 

2. Conversion 
3.  Salvation + Justification 
2. Regeneration 
4. Sanctification 
1. Effectua1 Calling 

Bnefly explain why you chose this sequence: 

Calling b ~ g s  us to the point of acceptance or rejection of God's grace in Christ's dying 
for our s in ,  Conversion occurs when we accept and turn ftom sin to God In this 
acceptance we expenence the new birth or regeneration and are justified or made right 
with God. Salvation includes al1 of the above. Sanctification is the work of our being set 
apart by the Spirit for holy living. 



The World 

This graph reveals that Jung believed that the center of one's being is the self. The 
archetypes are remnants within the unconscious mind that corne fiom the coIIective 
unconsciousness. The Ego is the mediator between the unconscious and the conscious 
mind The persona is that which protects one fiom the rest of the world. T h i s  graph 
displays the dichotomy of Jung's view of the self; narnely, that while the self is at the 
center of one's being, the self is also totality of one's being. 



This exercise was used in the discussion on Wholeness and the Christian Faith. These 
circles represent the individual and Christ The first circle represents the individual who 
has not received Christian and the cross represents Christ. The second circle represents 
the one who has received Christ. In this circle the cross is at the center but it was 
discussed that the cross (Christ) is not always at the center depending upon one's 
relationship with hirn. 



Brokemess or Wholeness? 
Scripture: Mark 10: 13-16 

Some would Say that we live in a broken world, fiiled with broken people with 
broken lives. And there are days that we would have difficulty arguing with them. 

As we learn about our world, the way it was intended to bey and the way it is, we 
must conclude that it is broken. 

As we thdc  about this pst week in this country, we again see brokenness. 

As we think of those who we love who have experienced the pain of severed 
relationships, we now that brokenness exïsts- 

As we consider the wounded people who live around us, c m  we not, surely we 
must, acknowledge the brokenness w i th i~  people's lives? 

But how c m  we acknowledge the brokemess around, d l  we corne to grips with 
the fact that we ourselves were once broken, or perhaps still are? 

ccPieces, pieces, so many pieces to my life, a thousand tiny fragments of every 
single day, and I can't put back together again-" The Song writer proclaims. 

Lives have been shattered in thousands of pieces, dreams, hopes, relationships, 
confidences are dashed to the ground And life is no longer life, but a fiagrnented 
existence. 

Perhaps some assume that it is far easier to stare at the pieces than to ever hope 
that they can be put together. 

The gospel, the good news of Christ, is that pieces can be put together. 

There is healing for our brokenness! And if it has not been found yet, it can be 
fo und today. 

Or more specifically, if he has not been found yet, he can be found today. 

Pieces.. . . 

Christ is offenng something that many do not understand, those in the church, and 
those who are outside the church, he is offering salvation. 



But what is salvation? We do not hem the phrase used on the Street, nor in the 

classroorn, nor at the work place, and sornetimes not even in our churches. 

What is salvation? There are those who would suggest that salvation is simply 
etemd securïty from hell, and etemal separation from God- But surely Christ taught that 
salvation uias more, much more. He was not just calling us fkom something, he was 
calling uç to something, and to someone. 

Others would argue that salvation is the experience of always being able to smile 
and be cheerful, but surely there have been those, and are those, whose experiences have 
led them to tragedies that wipe the srnile off their faces, and replace the cheer with 
sorrow, and yet are people who h o w  and experience salvation. 

Some believe that salvation is.. . having everything 1 possibly could want 

Like the person, who only was given three wishes. When I was young and heard 
about AIaddin's lamp and the Genie. 1 knew what 1 would ask if 1 was given three 
wishes, 1 wodd first ask for ten more wishes. And some take that approach to salvation, 
they want their three wishes, and then well then they just want a few more, and so on and 
so on and so on. 

Jesus came not for the holy ones, the spiritual, the righteous .... 

Salvation is heaven, not a place 

Salvation is life here after, but what about the here, what about the now- 

What is salvation? It is not a possession. Salvation is an experience, and it is an 
experience that involves both an event and a process. 

Salvation is spiritual wholeness. 

"Christian SpirituaMy means living in the mature wholeness of the gospel," 
c lahed Eugene Peterson 

Salvation is spiritual wholeness. There is the past, the brokenness, and Spirit of 
Christ cornes to our brokenness. 

There is the present, with its imperfection, and îhe Spirit of Christ helps us to 
travel towards wholeness. 

And then there is the future dimension to salvation, where we will experience 
spiritual wholeness in full communion with our Creator, with God our Father. 

But perhaps we are getting ahead of ourselves. Let us first discover the search, 
and as we search, we will not only fin& but we also discover that we have been found 



The scripture this moming reveals this to be tme. You see, we are like those 
children. 

And just as they were brought to Jesus, God brings us to hirnself We, each one of 
us, need to be touched by the Master. We are like the children, in o u .  need to come to 
Master, but we must also came as the children came to him. 

As we seek to draw close to him, in our brokemess, as we seek wholeness, we 
must come leam fiom the children, because we are those children. 

The disciples in the gospel account are presented in a negative light, as they 
attempted to keep the children fiom Jesus- 

As we reflect on our lives, we can likely think of negative elernents in o u .  lives 
that attempted to keep us fiom coming to Christ: people, work, self-worship, anger, 
bittemess, guilt & shame 

Or possibly, there are negative things in our lives that are trying to keep us away 
fiom him, or at least trying to keep us away Born experiencing more wholeness through 
him? 

God denounces those factors, and will deliver us fiom thern- 

Yes, just as Jesus showed anger towards the disciples, he shows a g e r  to anything 
that, and anyone who, tries to keep us away fiom him. 

And he looks at us, in our broken state; or even in our relatively healthy -te 
depending on where we are ernotionally and spiritually, and he says: "Let the children 
come to me, and do not stop them, because the kingdom of God belongs to such as these. 
1 assure you that whoever does not receive the kingdom of God Iike a child will never it 
enter it." 

Are we looking for wholeness? Are we looking for salvation? Then let us come 
to the one who offers it us, let us come to Christ And as we come let us  be children, let 
us be children before we grow too spiritually old- 

The children came to Jesus with their questions, they came with their sense of 
anticipation, and they came with their tmst They came wanting hirn. 

Brokemess or wholeness? 

Do we corne, are we looking for wholeness? Just as Jesus received the children 
he receives us today. 

His wife had died, and he was going to a new country across the ocean. He had to 
start again, and he w o d d  He and his daughter spent al1 that they had for their passage on 
the ship, and a few provisions for the voyage. 



They were into their third day and the food was quickly running out- The hours 
slipped by, and they missed their first meal- The hours continued to pass, and they 
missed their second meal. They had a few scraps during this tirne, but really only enough 
to be a tease, 

The little girl quietly wept as she pleaded for some food. Her father said that he 
only had enough to have a Iittle each day. 

Soon he fell asleep. She decided that she would go and look for some. 
She followed others as they entered the dinning roorn. She looked al1 around and 

there was a huge buffet set out. There was beef, and chicken, potatoes, gravy. There 
were carrots, peas, corn, and even squash, but she didn't like squash, but nevertheless; it 
was there. 

And on the side table there were al1 kinds of deserts. There was lemon pie, and 
apple pie, and cherry pie. There sweet squares, and suddenly eyes grew large as she saw 
ber favorite, chocolate pudding. She was famished. 

The waiter walked by and asked her if he could help her, and she told him her 
story, and how she and her father were running out of food, and she was so tembly 
hungry. The waiter said, "Oh no, didn't you know your ticket pays the pnce for 
everything, the food is free!" 

We don'thave to just eat emotional and spiritual crurnbs. We will soon share in 
the Lord's Supper. And as we do so we share again remember that his body was broken 
for us, so that we c m  have spintual wholeness, we can have salvation, through our 
encounter and journey with him. 

What then will it be? Brokenness or Wholeness? 



He Stopped, Looked, Listened, and LeR 

Scripture: Mark 10: 17-3 1 

He starts without anything. He works hard, struggles, sticks with it; and finally, 
from nothing, he becomes a person of power, influence, and wedth. 

We tend to appreciate those stories, those stories that show a person going fom 
rags to riches. 

In the gospel account this moming, we see a person who goes from riches to rags. 
Here, we see a success story that goes wrong- 

Matthew informs us that this man was a rich young nier. He was a foninner of 
the Yuppie. If he could have had the little 560 sl Mercedes sports car, he likely would 
have- 

But even though he didn't, he seemed to have it dl. 

First, he was rich. He never had to worry about the bills coming in. He never had 
to worry about what he was going to eat He never had to be look at the pnce tags when 
he went shopping. He was rich, and still his riches were not enough. 

Secondly, he was Young. We know that there are some real advantages in being 
young. 1 won7t overstate the case. 

There he was in his prime, full of energy and potentid, his whole 
Life was before him, and still his youth was not enough. 

Thirdly, we discover that he was not only a young nch man who had power. He 
was a d e r .  He had influence over people's lives. We live in a world that absolutely 
breeds the idea that we ought to seek to have power, and be able to influence others. 

This young man had al1 that, and stiil it was not enough. You see the thing that he 
had the rnost, the thing that dominated his thoughts, his actions, his life, was emptiness. 

He had looked so hard to find someway to fil1 that void within, the riches didn't 
help, nor did the youth, if anything it made him even more restless, and the power 
becarne pointless. And so, he found himself running, running from the emptiness and 
hopefully ninning to his salvation. 

There he was, surrounded by a crowd, this man called Jesus. An outlaw or the one 
who had the answer to his questions, a solution to his problem, the hope for his 
hopelessness. 

Before we examine the dialogue between this young man and Jesus, we ought tu 
appreciate at least two things about this young man. 



Firsf unlike many people in our world today He stopped. He didn't altow his 
riches, his youth, his power to blind him to the importance of stopping and critically 
looking at his life. 

How diEcuIt it is to stop, when there is this deadhe and that dedine ,  and oh 
yes, I m u t  get in touch with so and so.. -1s it the end of the month already? 

Yes, we know only to well. 

But we must give this young man credit. He stopped and cntically reflected on 
his life and he didn't like what he discovered He stopped and He looked 

He did not only look within himself for the answer, because it did not lie there. 

Nor did he only look around his imrnediate situation for the answer; he knew that 
the answer was not in his riches, youth, or power; and what he looked for was the 
ultirnate answer, therefore, he had to look to the ultimate source; he had to look to God. 

Possibly, maybe, perhaps, this Jesus really was the one who God had sent to show 
others the way of salvation, the young man had to find out for himself 

And he ran to Jesus, and pushed through the crowd, and then their eyes met. 
Jesus was unlike anyone he had ever met before. His eyes appeared as if he could 

see the young man's soul. 

Could he see the emptiness? 

The young man couid not wait another minute. "Good Teacher, what must I do to 
receive eternal life?"- 

There, he asked the ultimate question, the question he had asked for so long. 

Finally, he was going to receive the answer he had ço long waited for, the answer 
that was going to &IL that void Mthin, that answer that was going to give to him the 
assurance of eternal life. 

Finally! The pause between his question and Jesus answer must have seemed life 
eternity for him. 

He had stopped, He looked, now it was time for hirn to listen. 

And Jesus began to speak: "Why do you me good?" "No one is good 
except God alone. You know the cornmandments: 'Do not commit adultery; do 

not commit murder; do not steal; do not accuse anyone falsely; respect your father and 
your rnother," 



"1 beg your pardon, 1 looked for, and waited so long for, this? The young man 
must have thought The emptiness was shU there, and if it was at all filled, it could have 
been filled with fhstration, disappointment, and possibly anger. 

Jesus was his Iast c h c e  at happiness and hope, and Jesu just wasn't living up to 
this young man's expectations. 

"Why do you cal1 me good?" "No one is good except God alone" 

Initially, we may have dificulty with Jesus rebuke of this young man. If we do, 
we must understand that no one, according to the Jewish faith was to be called good, in 
the holy sense, except God. 

And while this young man was paying Jesus the highest compliment, Jesus was 
challenging i a  to really think about what he was saying, and why he was saying it. Did 
he believe, really believe, and not just hope, that Jesus was the Good Teacher? 

"You know the cornmandments: "Do not commit adultery; do not commit murder, 
do not steal; do not accuse anyone falsely; respect your father and your mother."' 

The man replied: "Ever since 1 was young, 1 have obeyed d l  these 
commandments" . 

He had not taken off with his neighbors wife, he had not killed anyone, he didn't 
steal, he never falsely accused anyone, and he always respected his parents". 

1 won? mind having him for neigbour. 

After hearing this, it rnakes one wonder if he was a bit like Little Jack Homer. 
You know that old nursery rhyme. 

"Little Jack Horner, sat in the Corner, Eating a Christmas pie; 
He put in his thumb, And pulled out a plum; And said, 'What a good 
boy am 1". 

1s that what he was, saying? 
As he looked at his life, he saw a person who was moral, ethical, upright, he was 

respectable. "What a good boy am 1". 

But oh do we not see the danger of being just too respectable. His respectability, 
his goodness if you will, blinded him to the fact that he was imperfect, that he was a 
sinner who was in need of God grace. 

1s this not a message that in our churches ne& to hear today? 

That great Scottish scholar/preacher William Barclay ivas right when he said, 
"The problem with the churches today is that you have to be too respectable to attend". 



This young man was indeed trapped in his respectability, and this trap blinded 
him to the fact thaî he was not prepared to receive the life God had to offer him- His 
respecbbihty blinded him to the fact that he could not worship Goci, because he already 
had a god in his life, and God will not share our loyalties. 

God knows us, and Jesus certaidy knew thk man. 

He Iooked straight at km, and he Loved hîm, and it must have saddened him that 
here was a young man who was honestly tryîng to find meaning and purpose but just 
wasn't understanding that he couid not earn etemal life, nor could he attain it without 
letting go of what he was presently worshipping 

Sadly, this young man was saying 1 want to worship God, and 1 want to receive 
eternal life, and want to foUow God, but only on my tenns- 

Jesus gave him the answer he waited so long for, but it was not the answer he 
expected "You need only one thing, Go and sell al1 you have and give the money to the 
poor, and you witl have riches in heaven; then corne and foIlow me." 

Later we here Jesus saying: "My children, how hard it is to enter the kingdom of 
Gd. It is much harder for a rich person to enter the Kingdom of God than for a camel to 
go through the eye of a needle." 

Approximately eight years ago I preached on this text in Ottawa. Afier the 
senice a wealthy man came up to me said: "That was a real loser's message", and then he 
went on a great lengths at how Christian's should feel guilty for having things ...." 

He missed the whole point 

Jesus was not saying that Christians should not have possessions, he was not 
saying that we should sell everythmg and live on the streets handing out tracks. 

He was saying that it is very difficult to have great wealth because the tremendous 
temptation for the possession possessing the person 

A proverb: "A fine cage won't feed a bird" 

To paraphrase Henry Ward Beecher: "No one c m  tell whether he or she is rich or 
poor by turning to his or ledger. It is the heart that makes one rich according to thelr 
heart- One is rich according to what they are not what they have." 

"When Jesus said that it is much harder for a rich person to enter the Kingdom of 
God than for a camel to go through the eye of the neede". He was saying that it was 
difficult, but not impossible. 

Many scholars believe that this reference to the needle was a reference to a gate in 
the wall around Jerusalem. This gate, the needle, was made for people to walk through, 
and it would appear almost impossible for a camel to be brought through it 

Difficult, but possible. 



And this was the plight of the nch young rufer. When he came to Jesus, he  could 
have received life, this was a possibility. However, because his possessions possessed 
him, because he worshipped these idois, we see a different outcorne. 

He stopped, he looked, He Iistened, He ... He lefi. 

"When the man heard this, gloom spread over his face, and he went away, 
because he was very rich" "Gloom spread over his face", and well it shodd, because he 
was walking about from the kingdom of G d ,  he was walking away from God. 

He came to Chnst but he did not wrne to Christ "He stopped, he Iooked, He 
listened, He. .- -He le fi! " 



APPENI[X D 

Questions & Reflections 

The following questions and reflections were given to the participants before the 

participants were exposed to the study-guide. The purpose for these questions was 

twofoid: First, they wodd help the participants to start thinking about the subject matter. 

Secondly, their responses to the questions will be cornpareci to a pst-session 

questionnaire to see if there are any changes in views and understanding. 

The following instructions were given to the participants: 

Please respond to "Questions and Reflections" 

Do not use any other resowces except your experiences and insights. 

If you encounter any concepts or phrases that you are not sure about, please 
just write N/S (not sure). 

Your answers do not have to be too in-depth. 

The participants do need to submit their responses to the sections on 
Educational Background, Work Experiences, Religious Experiences, Family 
Ongin, Who Have Been The Special People In Your Life & How Have They 
Influenced Your Life? What Have Been Your Main Disappointments and Joys 
in Your Journey? 

Name: 

Age: 30-35,35-40,41-50,51-60, 61-70,72+ 

Ptace of Birth: 

Educational Background: High School, College, University, Other. 

Work Experiences: (Simply list ernployrnent experiences that stand out for you) 

Reiigious Experiences: (What are the main religious experiences in your journey to this 
point?) 



Family Origin: 

Nurnber of Mernbers 
Dominate Members and Subordinate Members 
Personality of Farnily 
Personality of Each Member 
Each Members Contribution to Yom Life 
Your Contribution to Other Member's lives 
Your placement (Le., youngest chiid) 
Your Roie 
Key significant events in the life of your fmi ly  of origin. 
How do you think your Farnily of Origin has helped to shape you? 
How do you think your Family of Origin has helped you to understand and 
experïence wholeness- 

Who Have &en The Special People In Your Life & How Have They infiuenced 
Your Life? (Please limit your list to five or les)  

4,399 What Have Been Your Main Disappointments and Joys in Your Journey. 

Refiections On Wholeness 

What is Mienation? 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 

What is wholeness? 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

What is secular kurnanism? 

What is Autonomy? 

What is Contingency? 

'" The participants were not asked to submit their responses to the first few questions. 



What is Temporality? 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanism wiuiin our 
culture? 

Jungiau Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of  -làith? 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by society' s coIIective experience? 

Are human beings totaliy isolated entities? 

Does the unconscious mind affect the conscious mind? 

Can dreams offer important messages to peopIe? 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they ? 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of  hurnanity? 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every human being? 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the following words: 

Sin 
Grace 
Regeneration 
Repentance 
Conversion 
Salvation 
Sanctification 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? 



How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? 

AL 

Reflections on Wholeness 

What is Alienation? Yhtside of something." 

What are some of the factors within Our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 

"People who push others - ostracize them." 

What is wholeness? "Chnst is part of your life." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? "Combination of 
individual and others," 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 100% 

Secular Hurnanism 

What is secdar humanisrn? N.S. 

What is Autonomy? "On your own." 

r What is Contingency? "You have back up plan." 

What is Relativity? "Whatever you talk about is relative to whatever others are 
taking about in culture and society." 

What is Ternporality? N. S. 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanisrn within our 
culture? 'm. S." 

Jungian PsychoIogy 

Can psychology wntnbute to the life of a person of faith? "Yes." 

Do you think that individuals are influenceci by society 's collective expenence? "Partial." 

Are human beings totaily isolateci entities? "No. They need interaction" 



Does the unconscious mind affect the conscious minci? "Yes-" 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? "What are 
they? Get a life, get real-" 

What perceotage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of hmanity? 

Do you tbink that there is a male and fernale side to every human being? "No." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the following words: 

0 Sin - "Doing sornething wrong Godhan" 
* Grace - "God's love for man-" 

Regeneration 
Repentance - "Ask for forgiveness." 
Conversion - "Give your life to Christ, give up old become new." 
Salvation - "Saved by grace." 
Sanctification - "Receiving the Holy Spirit." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "Being one with Christ." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? "It is only through allowing Christ 
to control over lives that we can be whole-" 

Reflections on Ulroleness 

m a t  is Alienation? "Man has limited his possibilities while attempting to find 
paradise." 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
"Self is all-important. Man is not limited in what he can do." 

What is wholeness? "When one finds God and is able to put his trust in Chnst." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? "God,Christ." 



What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 100% 
Secular Humanism 

What i s  secular humanism? "Here and now - nothing beyond this life." 

What is Autonomy? "Man is supreme." 

r What is Contingency? c'Everything is contained in this world." 

r What is Relativity? "What is the relation of al1 things." 

What is Temporality? "Everything is temporary not permanent." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secuiarism humanism within our 
culture? "Al1 around this is the society we live in." 

Jungian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? "Yes." 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by society's coIlective experience? "Yes." 

Are hurnan beings totally isolated entities? "No." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the conscious mind? "Yes." 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? "To sorne." 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they? "Get a life." 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of  humanity? "Self-centered." 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every hurnan k ing?  "No." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuationy? "Self." 



The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the following words: 

Sin - 'Doing wrong in the sight of God-" 
Grace - "Forgiveness." 
Regeneration - ''Having the Spirit within." 

a Repentance - "Adrnitting you have simed and being forgiven." 
Conversion - "Changing corn a life of self to a life where Christ is central." 
Sdvation - '73eing saved fiom a life of sin and self-centeredness." 
Sanctification - ccCleanliness, sanctified." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "Having a Christ centered life. 
Showing others/worId that there is another way-sharing others how to find wholeness in 
Christ." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? 

How does one nurturdrnaintain wholeness in the Christian faith? "Tnvolvement wïth 
Christians - worship. - serWig/giving to others." 

Your Evaluation 

How have you benefited fiorn this experience? "Yes." 

What changes would you suggest for the material or approach? 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of the experience? ccDiscussions were 
excellent," 

Would you consider more sessions where a different subject would be examineci? 
"Dependhg on the subject." 

Other Comrnents? Yeave out the Last exercise. Would not participate if material to be 
tumed in,'' 

What is Alienation? "State of being withdrawn into indifference." 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and numire alienation? 
"Fear, hate, unforgiveness." 

What is wholeness? "Cornpleteness." 



Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? Secular-society, 
c'Christian-Jesus." 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 100% 
Secular Hurnanism 

What is secular hwnanism? 

What is Autonomy? "Independence, on your own." 

What is Contingency? "Uncertain." 

What is Relativity? "Everything has a relation to sornething else," 

What is Temporality? 'mot permanent." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularisrn hmanism within our 
culture? 

Jungian Psyctiology 

Can psychology wntribute to the life of a person of faith? "Yes." 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by society's collective experience? "Yes." 

Are human beings totally isolated entities? "No." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the conscious mind? "Yes." 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? "Yes." 

What do you thik about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they? 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every hurnan being? "No. 1 believe 
God is complete man and female and that wholeness can be achieved when a man and a 
woman becorne one in spirit." 



What m e s  to your mind d e n  you hear the phrase 'individuationy? 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the folIowing words: 

Sin - "Action, thougbt aa@nst the will of God." 
Grace - "Free mercy, Hessad, of God." 
Regeneration - "Spintuaf rebirih." 
Repentance - "Sorrow, recreate, a willingness to turn 180 degrees fiom your deed." 
Conversion - "Accompanies act of repentance." 
Salvation - '?Miverance fiom sin." 
Sanctification - "'Joint hein with Christ Jesus." 

What is wholeness accordùlg to the Christian Faith? "(Col. 2: 10) and in Him, you have 
been made compleîe and He is the have over aIl, ruie and authority." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? "Throuçh the church of Christ. To 
be complete in Jesus Christ" 

Reflections on Wholeness 

What is Nienation? "Separation; to separate by/fiom someonehhing to push away." 

Whar are some of the factors within om culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
"Today's world instills the person to find happiness in material processions and pleasure. 
Putting the love self & things ahead of love for others." 

What is wholeness? For the Christian - to be reçenerated through Christ. "For the 
unbeliever - ?" 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? 
"For the believer - God For the unbeliever - HïmseIf" 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 
0% LO% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 100% 

Secnlar Eumanism 

What is secular humanism? 

What is Autonomy? ''A share world striving towards hl1 potential growth of the 
world-" 

4 What is Conîingency? "The only thing that is real, is that which cm be see or 
touched." 



What is Relativity? 'Wothing is permanent, no dtimate authority (i-e., God)." 

What is Temporality? 'Wothing stays the same. Al1 is constantly changing. ccJesus as 
being the same yesterday, today & forever, would not apply. 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanism widiin our 
culture? 

Jnngian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? "Yes, to help understand 
fiuman nature, personalities, typical human behaviour." 

Do you think that individuals are inffuenced by society's collective expience? "Yes, 
there is always some level of confomiity to society." 

Are hurnan beings totally ïsolated entities? 'Tuever. (i-e., like in the film it's a wonderfül 
life.") We al1 influence each other," 

Does the unconscious muid affect the conscious mind? "Yes, Le., drearns." 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? "Yes, in this relaxed state of sleep the 
mind sorts through al1 our thoughts. 1 believe that the unconscious rernembers al1 of them 
and c m  alert the conscious." 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind rnasks? "What are 
they? Defense mechanism, to avoid, judgment and criticism to protect our self-esteem." 

What percentage of people do you think Wear rnasks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? "Knowledge for survival (basic 
needs) - some of the primitive sides nature is fiom the curse of sin & separation fiom 
God." 

Do you think that there is a male and fernale side to every human being? "Neand the 
two shall corne together in marriage and becorne one." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuationy? 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the following words: 

Sin - "Disobedience and separation fiom God's will." 
Grace - "God's mercy, ("Hessad"), gift." 



Regeneration - "Beguming of Holy Life, joined with the Ho$ Spikit." 
Repentance - "To turn fiom your s i f i  ways." 
Conversion - 'Xesponse to God7s calling." 
Salvation - "To be saved by the grace of God, through Jesus." 
Sanctification - "Through the blood sacrifice of Jesus." 

What is whoieness according to the Christian Faith? "To be compIete in Christ. And to be 
complete is to be in the body of Christ" 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? "We are regenerated and 
completed through the salvation of Christ Jesus." 

How does one nurturdmaintain wholeness in the Christian faith? "'Nothing can separate 
us from the body of Christ. But one can nurture or mature (grow) towards wholeness. It 
is a process." 

Your Evaluation 

How have you benefited fiom this experience? c%formed me as to the importance of 
psychology for a believer." 

What changes would you suggest for the material or approach? "Have the group take 
turns read & cornrnenting on the material." 

What were the strengths and wealinesses of the experience? "One strength was the 
variety of personalities. Weakness being unfmiliar with some of the words." 

Would you consider more sessions where a different subject would be examined? 'No. 
Not at this time." 

Other Comments? 

Charles 

Reflections on Whoieness 

What is Mienation? "Made to feel alone, outside, abnormal." 

What are some of the factors withïn our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
"Cliques, not meeting expectations." 

What is wholeness? "Feeling fut1 & complete, being hlly aware." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? "God through 
Christ defines us as whole, we are incomplete without this (society Ii% success as the 
measure). ')' 



What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 1 00% 

Secnlar Humanism 

What is secular humanism? ccHumanism without God. T'm ok, you're ok. We al1 a n  
find wholeness through our individual journey . " 

What is Autonomy? "The sense that as individuals we control our destiny." 

What is Contingency? "N/S having an alternative plan?" 

What is Relativity? ''My values may be different than other's values but if we feel 
them to be correct then they dl are acceptable." 

What is Temporality? "The sense that (like situational ethics) we may have different 
values in dBerent situations." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanism within our 
culture? "The nature of people in the work place, social issues, media/ethïcal standards." 

Jungian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? "If psychology refers to the 
study of the min& then yes. Knowing how we are respond and think, what influences us 
etc can be usehl to an extent." 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by society's collective experience? "Yes, 
popdar culture feels that one should follow the collective nom." 

Are hurnan beings totally isolated entities? ''If al1 humans are on their own separate 
pursuit of happiness etc., then yes." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the conscious rnind? "1 beiieve that the unconscious 
mind is an exhaust for conscious. Boîh influence each other," 

Can drearns offer important messages to people? "Yes, drems can be usefuI in that they 
reflect conscious contenf however we must not read in and be misled by thern-" 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? "What are 
they? In order to follow popular individualism & independence I think may feel they 
cannot show the real side of themselves and therefore put un masks to be accepted." 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% (at some time.) 



How do you explain the primitive side of hmanity? "Pnmitive side refers to basic 
cornrnon elements of all humans-" 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every human king? "Depends on 
definition (feel al1 humans can express themselves in masculine & feminine ways!" 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuationy? "The dividing up of 
collective groups into individual entities-" 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the following words: 

Sin - "That which separates us from God." 
Grace - "The gift God gives us through forgiveness." 
Regeneration 
Repentance - "To exhaust ourselves of sin willingly before God." 

9 Conversion - "One's response to God's revelation." 
Salvation - "The saving act." 
Sanctification - cTrocess of growth by which the holy spirit makes us holy." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "The wmpleteness or totality of 
responding to God's cal1 through conversion & regeneration daily into the saving arms of 
God through Christ." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? "'An ongoing, daily, vigilant 
cornmitment to adhere & be sensitive to the cal1 of God through Christ. We must ask 
questions and always pray that the regenerative nature of God" grace is accessed 
always." 

Reflections on Wholeness 

m a t  is Alienation? "An absence of wholeness achieved by wearing masks." 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
"Self-estrangement, ma&, individuality, our culture preac hes this." 

What is wholeness? "Achievement of complete and meaningfid identity." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? "The individual 
determines ultimately hisher wholeness, though influenced by socieîy." 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 



Secolar Humanism 

What is secular humanism? "The sense of values for a world without God." 

What is Autonomy? "Aff~mation & self determination of man." 

What is Contingency? "That secularist view that al1 that7s important must be 
measured empincally-" 

What is Relativity? 'Many versions of reality." 

What is Temporality? "Nothing is etemal, things change." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanism within our 
culture? "Autonomy sales, self help guides." 

Contingency - modem science, (philosophy) 
Relativity- views on specific issues- 
Temporafity- values change in different environments." 

Jungian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? "Yes, understanding the mind 
can help us." 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by society's collective experience? "Yes. 
Our popular culture wants us to conform," 

Are human beings totally isolated entities? "In a sense yes because they pursue 
individual agendas." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the conscious rnind? "Yes, we can l e m  when we 
study the mind. We must be careful not to be led by our dreams." 

Can drearns offer important messages to people? "Yes, stress etc." 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? "What are 
they? Our society is about wearing masks more people become alienated by wearing 
masks (i-e., busyness masks-image, car, power suits, style.) most people put masks up." 

What percentage of people do you think Wear rnasks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 
100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? "By definition al1 humans have 
some conimon primitive elements." 

Do you think that there is a male and female si& to every human being? "Yes." 



What cornes to your mind d e n  you hear the phrase 'individuation'? "Society drivlng - - -  
individuais out on their own Maximizing out own needs means isolating ourselves with 
OUT own agendas," 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the following words: 

Sin - "That which divides us £kom God, actions or lack of actions, decide to, not 
decide to," 
Grace - "Outside O ur concept of j ustice-gift through Christ, not a deserved gi ft, on1 y 
defined in context of God," 
Regeneration - "'Activity of God, new life." 
Repentance - "Giving up of that which divides us h m  God. Deciding to give up 
that which we ere living before we responded to effectuai cailing." 
Conversion - 'Toint at which we turn to effectua1 calLing." 
Saivation - "What we have been given as a result of conversion, regeneration, and 
effectud calling-received fiom God through Christ, better place with God, better 
people on earth, life beyond with God." 
Sanctification - "Once mind have been changed, secures our walk, that which is 
changing our min& and following out of regeneration-nurturing relationship with 
God in Christ Jesus. 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "Wholeness is the experience of 
encountering Christ. One must receive new life through km, and continue to be 
irnrnersed in him everyday. This involves new birth and regeneration." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? 

How does one nurturdmaintain wholeness in the Christian faith? "Through prayer we 
must recognize the need for wholeness. Recognition & enforcement of a cornmitment to 
Gd's grace. Seek the truth." 

Yonr Evalnation 

How have you benefited from this experience? Trovided detinitions, enwuntering my 
own faitk" 

What changes would you suggest for the material or approach? 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of the experience? "Strengths: 1. Drawing a 
group together creates long term relationships. 2- Give as a sense of theology to personal 
Christian walk. 3. Knowing the terminology gîves us knowledge for discussion. 4. We 
must be sure & convinced of our faitk" 



Would you consider more sessions where a different subject would be examinai? "Not 
necessarily. This subject was a good one, others would be good too." 

Other Cornments? A very usef5i experience. 

Dan 

Reflections on Wholeness 

What is Mienation? 

m a t  are some of the factors within o u  culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 

What is wholeness? 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? The individual. 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 100% 

Secnlar Hnmanism 

What is secular humanism? "N/A" 

What is Autonomy? "%VA" 

What is Contingency? W/A" 

What is Relativity? "%VA" 

What is Ternporality? cWIA'' 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanism within our 
culture? "NIA" 

Jungian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? "Yes, to fully understand your 
understanding of your Christian walk in faith." 

Do you think that individuais are uifluenced by society7s collective experience? "Yes." 



Are human beings totally isolated entities? "No, they affècted by many of things around 
them: CIothes, attitudes, etc." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the mnscious mind? "Yes, but 1 have no idea how." 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? "Yes, they cm give some (not a lot) of 
insight h to  your feelings & attitudes (e-g.: dreams of flying = you may feel trapped in a 
situation that you want out of)." 

M a t  do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? "What are 
they? They are attitudes and appearances that they really do not possess (e.g. rich people 
pretend to be confident and in wntrol when in fact they are lonely and out of control, 
some nch people-not dl." 

What percentage of people do you think Wear rnasks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every human being? "Yes, 
aggressive, anxious = male. Emotional, confident = female." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? "'None, distinct, 
different fiom others." 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the foilowing words: 

Sin - '"Acting against Gd ."  
Grace 
Regeneration 
Repentance - "Asking for forgiveness moving towards God." 
Conversion - "Moving towarddaway from a religious, forgive." 
Salvation - "Being forgiven for your sins." 
Sanctification - 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? 'living a Christ-like life. Living in 
the way God want you to Iive (e-g-: Ten Cornmandments, etc)." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? "Studying & having a one on one 
relationship with God" 

Reflections on Wholeness 

What is Alienation? "Being separated from or left out of something." 



What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
"Mass media, magazines, religion" 

What is wholeness? "'Being acceptai & having a belief in something (e.g. Gd)." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? 'The Individual-" 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing whohess? 

0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 100% 

Secnlar Enmanism 

What is secular humanh? "The thought that only this life exists, no afterlife." 

m a t  is Autonomy? "Al1 people aiding each other and shaping the world." 

What is Contingency? "Anythmg that c m  be seen." 

What is Relativity? 

What is Ternporality? "Al1 is current." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanism withir~ our 
culture? 

Jungian Psycbology 

Can psychology wntribute to the life of a person of faith? 'Wa" 

Do you think that individuals are intluenced by society 's collective experience? "Yes." 

Are human beings totally isolateci entities? "No." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the conscious mind? "To a certain degree, I would 
imagine it would" 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? '-Not important one, but minor ones, 
yes dreams are not to be taken literally, but can be used to isolate part of someone's 
behaviour." 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? "What are 
they? False impressions, people having the way society says they should act." 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 
100% 



How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? "You c m  not be good without 
knowing what bad is. A benchmark for the 'goodness' in society." 

Do you think that there is a male and fernale side to every human king? "Yes, some 
emotions are ferninine, while other s are masculine & the challenge in Life is to balance 
them." 

What wmes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? "The process by 
which a person becomes and indi~idual.~~ 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the foIlowing words: 

Sin - "An act against God." 
Grace - 'Vnlimited love and favour of God towards Man." 
Regeneration - "'Rebirth with a union with Chnn by faithhaptisrn." 
Repentance - "Change of attitude brought about by a deep feeling of sorrow over 
one's sins." 
Conversion - "Turning away fkom sin and return to God." 
Salvation - "Act of saving one's soul /spirit." 
Sanctification - ccProcess the spirit (holy) makes us hoZy and keeps us holy." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "Having a relationship with God & 
living a Christ-Like life." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? "Bible reading, church services 
Christian music, prayer & attitude (positive) & others." 

You r Evaluation 

How have you benefited from this experience? "1 understand more how people behave. 

What changes would you suggest for the material or approach? 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of the experience? 

Wodd you consider more sessions where a different subject would be examinai? 

Dorothy 

Reflections on Whoteness 

What is Aienation? "A sense of impotence, self-estrangement, a loss of meaning, 
narneless part of the whole, meaning does not exist, utter Wlity of life." 



What are some of the factors within our cuIture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
'SEconomics, loss of importance of  religion, secular culture." 

What is wholeness? "Completeness, security, a sense of one's place & purpose." 

Who detemines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? "One's 
relationship to God" 

What percentage of society do you thuik is experiencing wholeness? 

Secalar Hnmanism 

What is secular humanisrn? "'N/S." 

What is Autonomy? "Ruling of oneself by oneself." 

What is Contingency? c'Emergence, something is contingentldependent. Lawyer 
takes you on a contingent basis before they proceed." 

What is Relativity? "Einstein's theoïy -truth is not truth, it is up to you." 

What is Temporality? 'Wot spiritual, temporal, opposite to spirit." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularïsm humanism within our 
culture? "'Autonomy - everyone wants to be autonornous, anti-God, Contingency- when 
the wind blows, Relativity - truth is subjective - believe whatever you want, Temporality 
- people who only rely on what is happening today.'' 

Jungian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? "Yes." 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by Society's collective experience? "Yes." 

Are human beings totally isolated entities? "Yes." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the conscious mind? "Yes." 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they? "Hiding their true selves." 



What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? T o t  

Do you think that there is a male and femde side to every human being? "Maybe." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuationy? c'Nothing.?y 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the following words: - Sin - "That which separates us from God, al1 are born in sin." 
0 Grace - "God's gift to bring us into fellowship with Him." 
O Regeneration - "Being born again, of the spirit." 
O Repentance - ''?temorse for one's sins, implied promise not to sin again." 
0 Conversion - "Being 'born again' by an act of faith in Chnst as persona1 Saviour." 

Salvation - "The gift of eternal life, and the forgiveness of sins." 
Sanctification 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "Part of our being called out to Gd. 
With salvation we are complete: a child of God's." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? "Same as above." 

Reflections on 'Wholeness 

What is Alienation? "A sense of self-estrangement, one is only a nameless part of a 
whoIe; life is futile," 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
"Lack of importance of religion, secular culture, econ~mics.~' 

What is whoieness? "Fulfillment in life, not just a nameless part of the whole." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? "Society, 
circumstances, the individual but ultirnately faith in GocL" 

What percentage of society do you thinlr is experiencing wholeness? 



Secnlar Humanism 

What is secular humanisrn? "The philosophy that promotes the autonomy of man." 

What is Autonomy? "Man can detemùne his own life, makes new history" 

What is Contingency? 'Zverything is uncertain, one finds rneaning in his own life." 

What is Relativity? '&Al1 is in relation to everything else. Truth is relative to 
everything, is subject to change. 

What is Temporality? "There is nothing that is eternal. Meaning & purpose can be 
found only in life." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanism within our 
culture? "The fact that God is not promoted Media, avoidance of God-survival of 
fittest mentality - promotion of the individual." 

Jungian Psychology 

Can psychology contibute to the Iife of a person of faith? ccPossibly." 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by society's collective experience? "Yes." 

Are human beings totally isolated entities? "No." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the coascious mind? "Yes." 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? "Maybe." 

What do you think about when you hear that some peopIe hide behird masks? "What are 
they? We al1 do to some extent. They are a façade which we expose to others." 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? "Things of the  p s t  have an impact, 
even in one's genes (parents, grand parents, community)-product of everything. Man 
born into sin, shaped by iniquity." 
Do you think that there is a male and female side to every human being? "Yes." 

What cornes to your rnind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? 

The Christian Faifh 

Offer a definition for the following words: 



Sin - "Anything that separates us from Go4 one  is born with." 
Grace - "Gift f?om God-to bring man back to God," 
Regeneration - "Being bom again, act of God (mot man), Spirit's activity that resdts 
in new life." 
Repentance - "Feeling remorse for one's actions, tuming from sin to righteousness." 
Conversion - "Turning fiom something to something, fiom self to God. Associated 
with repentance." 
Sdvaîion - "The process of being delivered fkom sin, the gift of etemd life, 
forgiveness of sins." 
Sanctification - "The process of becorning holy." 

What is wholeness according to the Chnsban Faith? "Augustine: "O God thou hast made 
us for thyself, and our hearts are restless until we rest in thee." Completeness, resf 
security" 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? 

Your Evaluation 

How have you benefited from this experience? "Yes. The experience was interesting- 
exchanging ideas and meeting new people in a s m d  group is interesting and fun_" 

What changes would you suggest for the matenal OH approach? T t  is dif icdt  to discuss 
theories or ideas about which we know little or nothing," 

"What were the strengths and weaknesses of the experience? 

"1 think 1 would have benefited from a teacher appraach. 'This what Jungian philosophy 
is (or is about).'-followed by 5 or 6 sentences, give oraliy, and then a study of our notes, 
discussion, and 'now, what are five thing you Rearned about Jung's philosophy?' 
Sometimes I felt 1 had read too far into the notes without understanding them- Bob- 
This is not a criticism of your doctoral work-but a suggestion for an approach in this 
situation that would work better for me perhaps not for others. " 

'7 wanted to Iean about humanism and Jung as an inkllechral activity, but will have to go 
over my notes many tirnes before it will sin in! Thanks for the opporhmity." 

"The section on Chrîstianity and the search for wholeness was welI worth going over to 
make me clarify words that 1 have known al1 my life-regeneration, etc. Interesthg to 
learn about Augustine, Tertullian, Calvin etc." 

"Would you consider more sessions where a different subject would be examinai? 1. To 
a group of seekers-conversion, sdvation regeneration, justification, etc. 2. Why 1 am a 
Baptist (or want to be one jhistory,  significance. What baptism is or isn7t. 3. The 
demands of senice and stewardship of all kïnds for Christians and many others." 



Other Comrnents? 

Edith 

What is Menation? "Separated firom someone or something important because of 
misunderstanding," 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
'Zifestyle, broken homes, demands in daily life-" 

What is wholeness? "When one k l s  complete in al1 areas of life, physical, spintual, 
mental. " 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? 

What percentage of society do you think is expenencing wholeness? 

0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 100% 

Secnlar Eumanism 

What is secular humanism? "Being focused on only the human aspect of lifeho room for 
spintual or God focus." 

m m a t  is Autonomy? "The ability to make decision for self" 

What is Contingency? "An alternate plan." 

What is Relativity? Relationship of thrngs in this world." 

r What is Ternpordity? "The idea that things only last for a period of time." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanism within our 
culture? 
Jnngian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? " Y e s t h e  better you 
understand who you are the better you can apply your faith." 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by society's collective expenence? " Y e s  
we after get our cues fiom others around us." 

Are hurnan beings totally isolated entities? "No." 



Does the unwnscious mind affect the conscious mind? "Yes." 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? "To some people." 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? "What are 
they? People pretend to be someone other than who they t d y  are (Le., pretending to be a 
believer)." 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? 

Do you think that there i s  a male and fernale side to every human being? "No." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? "Sornething for an 
individuai. " 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the following words: 

Sin - CcAnything that separates us from God.'' 
Grace - "God's gift of salvation." 
Regeneration - "Being sorry for our sins." 
Repentance - "Turning our life around." 
Conversion - "Christ's death for o u  sins our acceptance of this gift." 
Salvation - "Being sanctified through God's work in our life." 
Sanctification 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "Being in a right relationship with 
God" 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? '%y accepting God's grace in new 
Iife - his way of salvation and letting his spirit dwell within us." 

Wiat is Alienation? "Eking separated from that which brings completeness in one's life, 
family, others, society." 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
"Self-centeredness, television, broken relationships, anger, sin-" 

What is wholeness? "When a person is in right relationship with God." 



Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? "The Individual 
and Go&" 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

Secnlar Humanism 

r What is secular humanisrn? "Approaching life without a spiritual dimension. 
depending on works here and now to be one's salvation in day to day He." 

r What is Autonorny? ''The right to be independent of everythi-ng - selfdetermination. 

What is Contingency? 'mon7t understand" 

r What îs Relativity? "Life is inter-related-there is cause and effect in everyday life." 

r What is Temporality? "Life is temporal everything is changing." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanisrn within our 
culture? "People live the pleasures of today. Many [ive completely self-centered lives- 
while others try to change the face of humanity by works. Many are discouraged and 
depressed" 

Jungiaa Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the Life of a person of faith? "Yes-heips to understand 
actions and reactions-" 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by society 's collective experience? 'Because 
we live within world we can't help but fie influenced by the society we live in." 

Are human beings totally isolated entities? cNo-impossible, were social beings-we 
are always reaching out for others." 

Does the unwascious rnind affect the conscious mind? "Yes, to a certain degree." 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? "Sornetimes, especially if they 
reoc~ur.'~ 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? " m a t  are 
they? People pretend to be who they are not. Cordial, caring." 

What percentage of people do you think wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 



How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? "There is always some part of our 
being that we have not surrendered to God" 

Do you think that there is a male and fernale side to every human being? ccPossibiy." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? "A person 
becoming a unique individual and personality." 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the following words: 

Sin - "Wrong doing." 
Grace - "Undeserved forgiveness." 
Regeneration - "Being made right and d o l e /  restored through Christ." 
Repentance - "Feeling sorry for sin - asking for forgiveness." 
Conversion - "Turning away fiom sin." 
Sdvation - "Being forgiven through Christ' s sacrifice/accepting it." 
Sanctification - "Being made more life Christ, doing our Christian work." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "Becoming who we should be by 
coming to faith through Christ Wholeness in the Christian faith can only be experienced 
after we have tumed our life over to him. Christ fiIk the void in our lives and because we 
are forgiven the Holy Spirit redirects our life to be of seMce and glory to God-This is 
our calling in life and so we experience wholeness." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? 

How does one nurturehaintain wholeness in the Christian faith? "We need to nurture 
our faith through study, prayer & fellowship- We (need) to see the areas where we can 
serve-learn & grow. We need the Hoiy Spirit to grow and inspire u s  as we live out ou- 
Christian faith." 

Yonr Evalnation 

How have you benefited from this experience? "Yes, did some thinking about topics I 
don't talk about day to W." 

What changes would you suggest for the material or approach? "A lot to read & absorb." 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of the experience? "Some people werenyt 
brought into the discussion because others had too much to say." 

Would you consider more sessions where a different subject would be e x a m i d ?  "Yes." 



Other Comments? "Those that are quiet need to be encuuraged to contribute in some 
way." 

Katby 

Reflections on Wholeness 

What is Alienation? "Separation of self from others." 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
"73 usyness, com~nuting~" 

What is wholeness? ''E3dance: physical-mental-spiritual" 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? "Christi-anity, etc." 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 100% 
Secular Humanism 

What is secdar humanism? 

What is Autonorny? Self-reliance - "&ch person for themselves." 
What is Contuigency? ' W S "  
What is Relativity? Situation ethics? ''N/SY 
What is Tempordity? For the moment? 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secuiarism humanism within our 
culture? 

Jungian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? "Yesyy 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by society's collective experience? "Yes" 

Are human beings totally isolated entities? "No" 

Does the unconscious miod affect the conscious nzind? "Yes" 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? "Yes." 



Wbat do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they? ''1 can see thai various roles one plays calls for different masks-" 

What percentage of people do you think wearmasks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? = evil." 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every human being? "Yes." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? "Process of 
becoming an individual." 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the following words: 

r Sin - 5CAnything that separates a person fiom God." 
0 Grace - 'ZTnmerited love-/forgi~eness.~~ 

Regeneration - "Rebirth." 
r Repentance - ccAcknowledging one's sui." 

Conversion - "Turning away from something towards sornething else." 
Salvation - "Being saved fkom sinfbl self- Christ's death." 
Sanctification - Trocess of being holy." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "Being one with God" 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faitb? "Through Christ." 

Reflections on Whoieness 

What is Alienation? "Separation früm God/From each other/f?orn oneself." 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
'?Cesponsibilities/anxiety/lack of time." 

What is wholeness? 'Balance in spiritualhnentaUphysica1 terms in relationship to Christ." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? "Wholeness is 
determined by one's response to Jesus, personaIly." 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 



Secnlar Hamanism 

What is secular humanism? "A philosophy that is of the people/person and places al1 its 
value on the people/person for the good of people/person." 

0 What is Autonomy? "Man (hmankind) is on hif ier  own." 

What is Contingency? "The here and now is ail that's reaI." 

Wbat is Relativity? "There are no absolutes (even truth)." 

What is Temporality? ''Nothing is eternal." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanism within our 
culture? "Attitude towards death-life is aii you've got there's nothing after death- 
individuals e.g. musidmovie stars doing humanitarian acts-value on what a man/wornan 
achieves for bettement of humanity. 

Jungian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? "Yes." 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by society's collective experience? "Yes." 

Are hurnan beings totally isolated entities? 'No." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the conscious mind? "Yes." 

Can drearns offer important messages to people? "Yes." 

What do you think about when you hear that çome people hide behind masks? What are 
they? "Ali wears masks of varying degrees. Profession e.g. minister; physician" 

What percentage of people do you thid Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? "Shadow - evil force/influence on 
people - found in people." 

Do you think that there is a male and fernale side to every human being? "Yes." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? 'The process of an 
individual maturing into the full personhood" 



The Christian Faith 

Offer a dehition for the following words: 

Sin - '~Aqthing that separates an individual fiom Gd-" 
Grace - 'Vnmerited forgiveness." 

8 Regeneration - 'Xebirth - to be born again." 
@ Repentance - "The act of recognïzing one's sin and expenencing 

remorse/confession." 
Conversion - "Turning away fiom something (sin -filled life) towards God-" 
Salvation - "Free gif? to all - eternal life through Christ's death/resurrection - king  
saved fiom eternal separation fiom God" 
Sanctificabon - "The process of growth into holiness." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "New life in Christ-" 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? "Through 
repentance/conversion/regeneration~~dvatiodsmc~icatio~'~ 

How is wholeness nurtured or m a i n t a i d  in the Christian Faith? - "A long obedience in 
the same direction" Eugene Peterson -through Bible Study/worship/prayer/congregating, 
gathering & interacting with fellow believers." 

Yonr Evaluation 

How have you benefited from this experience? 'Made me thinkkesulted in being more 
sensitive to curent eventdassisted me in understanding my colleagues (peers) at work-" 

What changes would you suggest for the material or approach? "Questions for each 
session to help focus on key elementsYy 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of the experïence? "Interaction- 
intergenerational. Exposed to material outside of usual &y to day/caused me to think in 
new & deeper ways about my own faith journey. Astute and skilled facilitator." 

Would you wnsider more sessions where a different subject would be examinai? "Yes." 

Other Comments? "We need to do more of this kind of think & discussion within our 
faith cornmunity." 

Sharon 

Reflections on Whoieness 

What is Mienation? "Separating self fiom outside influences." 



What are some of the factors within o w  culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
"Social pressures." 

What is wholeness? "The individual sbives to achieve wholeness, according to hisher 
definition of wholeness. The world (soc*) will do some judging, but only God can 
truiy define wholeness, hence He is the o d y  one that can judge fairly." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? m e r ?  "Humans aren't 
capable of achieving perfection, which is wholeness." 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 100% - 
- but some corne close. 

What is secular humanism? "Viewing life with no influence from the church." - What is A U ~ O ~ O M Y ?  "The individual taking al1 rnatters of life into hidher own 
hands; making own decisions, defining own meaning to Me." 

What is Contingency? 'WS" - What is Relativity? 'mefining things, as it is relative to what surrounds." 

What is Temporality? 'mot long lasting." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularîsm humanism within our 
cdture? c'Autonomy - dog eat dog world (capitalism) 

Contingency- N/S 
Relativity - N/S 
Temporality - N/S" 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? "Yes, increasing knowledge, 
understanding: thereby pennitting each to assess-" 

Do you think that individuals are infiuenced by çociety's collective experience? "Yes, 
society's collective experience is reflected in education, which is taught to us." 

Are human beings totally isolated entities? "No, society, fiends family al1 contribute to 
our person." 



Does the unconscious mind &kct the conscious rnind? "Yes." 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? "1 think m." 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they? 'They consciously (or unconsciously) deny the person they are, hence reveal to the 
world a person that isn't truly them. They are holding themselves back £tom achieving 
wholeness." 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? "Areas of ignorance, not rnatured." 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every human being? 'No, because I 
don? think you can exclusively def ie  a male or female." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? 'Zife accordhg to 
the individual." 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the following words: 

Sin - "An Action that is against G d ' s  Will." 
9 Grace - cTardon, acceptance despite." 

Regeneration - "To be made anew." 
Repentance - 'To acknowledge the wrong in your life, ask for forgiveness & tuming 
form that way-" 

* Conversion - "Change, tum." 
r Salvation - "Being forgiven and accepted into the kingdom of God." 
r Sanctification - "To be made clean, pure." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "Seul, mind & body (which 
includes every situation of Life being rninistered to by God & his Word." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? "Accepting salvation, through the 
crucifixion of Jesus (God), his forgiveness, tuming fiom every way that is against God's 
will-this is done by getting to know God & his wordsy identified in 'The Word of 
God7-The Holy Bible." 

How does one nurturdmaintain wholeness in the Christian Faith? 



Reflections on WhoIeness 

What is Alienation? 'The state of king unsettied in dealing with anxiety and stresses 
raised fiom stniggling to assign reasons/meanïng to life events" 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
"Pressure to perform, financial demands to provide basics, inconsistencies in behaviour 
of person with whom we have relationship, unexplainable (maybe wen unfair) events." 

What is wholeness? "Completeness of our total person; experiencing peace in al1 venues 
of Iife-" 

Who detemines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? m e r ?  "The individual 
determines what wholeness is, but is influenced by society, upbringing and personal 
experience. The level that each of these influence is detennined by the character of each 
individual. " 

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 
0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 100% - 

ccAlthough al1 Christians have assess to wholeness through that accomplished and 
provided through the death of Jesus, wholeness is a process similar to "salvationy' which 
is only f d l y  realized upon death when we are United with Gd. Our humanity, Iimits us 
fkom Ml wholeness." 

SecuIar Humanism 

What is secular humariisrn? Viewpoint of life that consists of the four tenets Listed beiow. 

What is Autonorny? '%fan creates his future through decisions he rnakes. The will 
of man is paramount" 

What is Contingency? "Everything that happens just happens because. There is no 
particular reason why events occur." 

What is Relativity? 'Wothing is absolute. Everything can be characterized as it 
relates to items making up its environment." 

What is Temporality? "Life exists only between life and death, there is nothing 
eternai." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanism within our 
culture? '2ife is short, take it by the reigns (1,4), the Prozac generation, dealing with 
depression partly due to feelings of lack of contro1, futility of life (2,4), universalism (3) ,  
atheism (1,2,3,4)." 



Jungian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life ofa  person of f a ?  ccYes. As we learn theones on 
human behaviour, we can then begin to understand how some view life, and with this 
knowledge we c m  relate to them better. Psychology provides the opportunity to question 
our person stances, and thus encourage us to seek the biblical outlook on a topic." 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by societyys collective experience? "Yes. 
We look at histoq and group experiences and leam fiom them, hopefülly in a positive 
way " 

Are human beings totally isolated entities? 'Wo. Our brain takes in a lot of information 
fkom what we hear fiom our surroundings. Unconsciously we process that information 
which as a result effects our thinking, how e view Me and the way we act." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the conscious rnind? "Yes. Our brain takes in a lot of 
information of what we hear, see and feel- It sorts al1 this information (unconsciously) 
which is used to determine our behaviour (decisions made over conscious deliberations)." 

Can drearns offer important messages to people? "Yes. Evident in the Bible. (e-g. 
Joseph, Peter, etc.). 1 think that few know how to assess them." 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? "What 
are they? 1 accept that that is a normal part of lie. But 1 am perturbed when a person uses 
a mask to manipulate for negative gain." 

What percentage of people do you think wear masks? 0% 2 0% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

'Qifferent degrees of intensities of how rnuch and how ofien." 

How do you explain the primitive side of humanity? "Instinct, not learned. Hence our 
primitive side is only evident when we are ignorant on an issue or by choice." 

Do you think that there is a male and fernale side to every human being? ccSornehow 1 
don't think you c m  classi@ a traitlpersonality as being solely male or female, so I don't 
think there is a male and female side to every human being." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? "1 think of the 
process of becoming one's own person; redizing one's uniqueness." 

The Christian Faitb 

Offer a definition for the following words: 

Sin - "Anything against the will of Gd." 



Grace - "UndeseMng favour." 
Regeneration - "The process of being made whole." 
Repentance - "Consists of confesshg your sins and tuming fiom that way." 
Conversion - "To turn; tum away fkom sin to the way of Christ." 
Salvation - "Consists of forgiveness fiom God of all our sins, continuous 
personaUspiritual growth as assisted by the Holy Spirit and union wiîh God upon 
pbysical death. Al1 of which is made possible through the crucifixion of Jesus. 
Sanctification - The process of being made holy- 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "Completeness of our total person. 
Wholeness is having al1 areas of our person (spirit, sou1 and body) perfected or made 
complete. It is achieved through salvation where al1 of our sins have been forgiven, we 
have fellowship with God and his life emanates through us. This is all made possible by 
the crucifixion of Christ." 

How is wholeness experïenced in the Christian Faith? 

How does one nurturdmaintain wholeness in the Christian Faith? 

"Wholeness is nurtured/maintained by nurturing our relationship with God and getting to 
know him more through communion with him in prayer and reading of his Word The 
Spirit will take the seed of the world implanted and cause growth in our beings to reach 
wholeness in every area As regeneration, wholeness is completed upon death when we 
are untied forever with Go4 when our wholeness has reached total 
completiodperfectio~ although "wholeness" is made available through the death of 
Jesus." 

Yoar Evalnation 

How have you benefited fkom this experience? "Yes. 1 have gained knowledge on how 
some think in their pursuit of life satisfaction, perhaps help in understanding why they act 
in certain ways and hopefully allow me to share my faith with them in an effective way. 
It has also provided the oppominity to assess/compare my personal belief system to other 
thought patterns and hence question and affirm it." 

What changes would you suggest for the material or approach? "1 suggest that this 
material be approached by providing shorter length reading material per week, dong with 
specific questions to be pondered and addressed in the next group meeting." 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of the experience? "Strengths- able to hear 
views and experiences of different people, gave me oppominity to affimis my personal 
belies, f lemed some new material." 



"Weaknesses - too much material to read and to give adequate consideration within the 
week duration (th& might be a function of the m q  t h g s  happening in my life at the 
time). " 

Would you consider more sessions where a different subject wouId be exarnined? "Yes, 1 
enjoy reading, leaming and discussions on thought provoking topics," 

Reflections on Wholeness 

What is Alienation? "Sepration, Christian sense: separation fiom others and God." 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurhue dienation? 
'2iving conditions, TV seIf-amusement, inter-net " 

What is wholeness? "Feeling of contentment with yourself. Feeling not alone, God is 
with yoy you do not have to wony about guilt, you are forgiven, involves emotions and 
physical well being." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? c41Àdividual and 
G d "  

What percentage of society do you think is experiencing wholeness? 

Secular Humanism 

What is secular humanism? "Belief you don? need any outside, spiritual, Gad. Man will 
make it on his own, make his own utopia, not Go& Christ, gods." 

What is Autonomy? "Self-sufficient." 

What is Contingency? 'W. S." 

What is Relativity? "One is related to the other - No absolutes." 

f i t  is Tempordiîy? "The world is al1 there is, nothing is inmortal." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanisrn within our 
culture? "Most people do not have any idea of the life beyond this life, and do not seem 



to care. Trying to get rid of God and morals in schools, work places. The attitude that we 
do not need Gocl" 

Jnngian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? "Yes, but only up to a point." 

Do you think that individuals are influenced by society's collective experience? "Yes." 

Are human beings totally isolated entities? 'Wo." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the wnscious mind? "Yes." 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? 

What do you think about when you hear that sume people hide behind masks? What are 
they? "Pretending to be what you are no< being unwilling to admit hurt, sorrow, etc-" 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

"To some point but not necessarily always." 

How do you explain the primitive side of hmanity? " Original sin." 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every hurnan being? "1 donTt know." 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? "1 don3 know." 

The Christian Faith 

Offer a definition for the foliowing words: 

Sin - "Separation from God." 
Grace - "Forgiveness by God that we do not deserve & cannot earn by good works." 
Regeneration - "New birth." 
Repentance - "A e n g  away from sin & himing to God." 
Conversion - "The resdt of repentance - ernbarbg on a life controlled by God & 
the Holy Spirit" 
Salvation - "Being saved f?om the penalty of sin through Christ's death." 
Sanctification - "Being made holy -set apart for God's purpose in our lives." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "'Acceptance of forgiveness - living 
in Christ "Thereforey if anyone is in Chris& he is a new creature." The beginning of 
wholeness is conversion & salvation." 



Ho w is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? 

Reflections on Wholeness 

What is Aienation? "A feeling of isolation fiom others, from Gd." 

What are some of the factors within our culture that encourage and nurture alienation? 
"Emphasis on individualism, dependence on Wy computers for entertainment, leaniing 
feeling a need to work more faster-" 

What is wholeness? "Integration of physid, ernotional, spintual aspects of life. Well- 
rounded life found in Christ who is the only persoo who exhibits true wholeness." 

Who determines what is wholeness? Society? The individual? Other? " G d  who shows 
us wholeness in Christ," 

What percentage of society do you th& is experiencing wholeness? 

0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 90% 100% - 
Secular Humanism 

What is secular humanism? "Belief that would cm becorne better as individuals work to 
be better by their own hard work-with no dependence on any spiritual being." 

What is Autonomy? "Individual-being master of one's own fate." 

What is Contingency? "What happens to day is the result of something that happened 
previolrsly and will influence future events-it just happens." 

What is Relativity? "Belief that there are no absolutes. Moral actions depend on 
circumstances." 

What is Temporality? 'There is no life beyond this one. We need to make this life 
better-work toward Utopia here on earth." 

Where do you see evidence of these four main tenets of secularism humanism within our 
culture? "There is emphasis on 'getting ahead' in workplace, without thinking about CO- 

workers. Idea that if it fmls ~ g h t  do it no standard by which to rneasure the rightness of 
an action- Emphasis on material things. Want = need" 

Jungian Psychology 

Can psychology contribute to the life of a person of faith? "Yes - may help to 
understand our actions but it is not the answer to life problems." 



Do you thUùc that individuals are influenced by society's collective experience? "Yes." 

Are human beings totally isolateci entities? cWo." 

Does the unconscious mind affect the conscious mind? "Yes." 

Can dreams offer important messages to people? 'Terhaps." 

What do you think about when you hear that some people hide behind masks? What are 
they? "We want oîhers to think the best of us. Masks of indifference (when really we are 
hurt by another's action) "put on a happy face" Masks of stoicism because we are afiaid 
others will see o u  fears and our emotions," 

What percentage of people do you think Wear masks? 0% 10% 25% 40% 50% 70% 
90% 100% 

How do you explain the primitive side of hurnanity? "Original sin." 

Do you think that there is a male and female side to every human being? 

What cornes to your mind when you hear the phrase 'individuation'? "Being one's own 
person," 

The Christian Faith 

Oser a definition for the following words: 

Sin - "State of rnankind -falling short of what God desires of us - king  inciifference 
to God and Christ's dying for us - separation fkom God" 
Grace - "Forgiveness & love offered by God aithough we don? deserve it." 
Justification - the penalty of sin is death but Chnst took our sin on Hirnself and 
therefore released us from this penalty. Therefore we are considered by God to be 
'justy or right in His sigfit." 
Regeneration - 'Wew birth - receive when we accept Christ's forgiveness." 
Repentance - "Tumulg away fiom sin-being sorry and asking forgiveness." 
Conversion - 'Tuniing to God and accepting his forgiveness when we repent." 
Salvation - "lncludes repentance, conversion and accepting God's grace." 
Sanctification - '73eing 'set apart' by the Spirit who works within us to makes us 
righteous." 

What is wholeness according to the Christian Faith? "ktting Chnst take control of every 
part of your life-becorning more like Him through the spirit working in our lives 
'complete in Him' need no other Saviour. Works not necessary for salvation but are the 
result -show our obedience." 



"The beginning of vholeness is conversion & salvation-but wfioleness is contiming and 
growing in the faith-leaming to trust in god's guidance through the Holy Spirit in every 
aspect of life-living by faith in the Sun of God (Gal. 220) and showing that faith by the 
fruit of the Spirit ( G d  6: 22). Yet it is a continuing sîruggie. Perfect wholeness will 
corne only when we are with Chnst & see Him as He is." 

How is wholeness experienced in the Christian Faith? "Same as above." 

How does one nurturdmaintain wholeness in the Christian faith? 

"'One nwtures and maintains wholeness by cootinuing to leam more of Christ in study 
and prayer as an individual and is the family of Christian the church (in its true sense) 
where we help and enmurage one another." 

Y o m  Evalnation 

How have you benefited from this experience? Torced me to think about my faith, how 
to express it Think more clearly about concepts- stniggle with expressing in words, the 
explanation of ideas as those above." 

What changes would you suggest for the matenai or approach? "%me of the material 
was difficdt - perhaps needed more tirne to digest it" 

What were the strengths and weaknesses of the experience? "Good to have a diverse 
group in age, education, occupation, etc. - al1 rnembers had opportunity to express 
themselves. " 

Would you consider more sessions where a different subject would be examined? "Yes." 




